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Thesis Abstract

Parallelism is a fundamental yet overlooked organizational device in
the composition o f Lao literature. This device is used in the creation of style

.> '
developing in complexity and sublety from the spoken language, prose, to  

poetic literature. In literature composed in the poetic form  of Kau:n A:n, the 
p lo t on every level is organized in an intricate and symmetrical layering of 
parallel pairs. Narrative is bu ilt from  a pattern which can be referred to as 

AAB, w hich consists of tw o  in itia l sections, paralle l in meaning and 
frequently sim ilar in grammatical structure, fo llowed by  a th ird and final 
section which provides a conclusion. AAB patterns, which can be of any 
length, have traditionally been used by Lao (and other Tai) poets to narrate a 
progression of ideas, time, o r events. Typically w ithin a Lao story there are 
numerous layers of overlapping patterns. There is a consistent symmetry in 
the placement of smaller patterns inside of larger ones.

The A A B  pattern provides a m odel from  which the evolution of a Lao 
story can be interpreted. A  comparative study reveals that when a story is 
copied, the text evolves through the systematic grafting o f new AAB patterns 

on to  o ld e r patterns, the enlargement o f existing patterns, and the 

strengthening of existing parallels between statements. It appears that the 
continual recopying of Lao litera ture is responsible fo r the incredible 
intricacy of its parallel layers.

This thesis, in its initial chapter, also provides a general description of 
Lao literature, including the topics: a) the history of ancient Lao scripts and 
literature, b) the relationship between the litera ture and the Buddhist 
religion, c) sources of the literature in other societies, d) literary works in 
the Nitsay, H ay and Kau:n A:n literary forms: the different roles they play 

and the citcumstances of their composition, transcription, performance, and 

preservation, e) the relationship between the literatures o f Lanna and Laos, 
f) the m ajor p lo t types, g) the use of formula and themes, h) the role of 
creativity in com position and transcription, and i) a history of the study of 
paralle lism  and a consideration o f the role that paralle lism  plays in 
traditional Lao literary narrative.

The inventory in the appendix provides a list o f 142 works of Lao 
lite iature, describing the lite ra ry forms in which they are written, their



length, extent o f d is tr ibu tio n , pub lished equivalents, and possib le 
relationship w ith works in other societies.
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Introductory Notes:

1: A ll of the passages from Lao literature quoted in this thesis, unless
otherwise noted, are taken from palm leaf manuscripts rather than printed

sources. When passages are quoted from  the works ZfHOrvnn'Tlri (Tha:w 

Kam Ka: Dam), SnoSntflbLTilj (Tha:w Katthanarm), JhonnSntriCGnO (Tha:w
o <Ti

Kampha: Kai Kae:w), and SboiSLi (Khun Bau:rom), page numbers are

provided both in the manuscript from which they are taken and in a more 
readily accessible published transcription. Bear in mind, however, that the 
transcription may differ slightly from the manuscript version that has been 
quoted .1

2 : The English transliteration of Lao and Thai words and names fo llow  the 
rules explained in the appendix. The m ajor exception consists o f words 
which are commonly spelled a certain way in English, for example, Laos, Lan 
Xang, etc. This includes names of ethnic groups and Lao and Thai provinces 
and large towns .2 The spelling o f the names of authors who write in English, 
regardless o f nationality, follows the author's chosen spelling.

3: Published transcriptions, adaptations, etc. of works o f Lao litera ture 
referred to in this thesis are listed under their title in the section T itles of 
Published Versions o f Lao Works o f Literature' in the bib liography o f Thai 

and Lao language sources in the appendix.

4: When reference is made to a book written in Lao, the symbol (L) appears 
after the name of its author. Books in non-western languages lacking this 
symbol are exclusively Thai.

’ The printed version of Thaw Kam Ka Dam, transcribed by Suphon Somjitsrirpanya:, was copied 
from the identical manuscript that is quoted in this thesis. Further information concerning the printed 
versions of Tha-.w Kam Ka Dam and Thaw Katthana:m can be found under their titles in the section 
'Titles of Published Versions of Works of Lao Literature' in the Thai bibliography. Information 
concerning the published versions of the other two stories can be found in the similar section of the Lao 
bibliography.

2 However, these words are spelled according to the transcription rules when they occur as part of 
the title of a Lao or Thai book or manuscript.
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Chapter One: Lao Literature: An Introduction

Lao literature is a branch of a larger literary tradition that is shared by 
several Tai speaking groups of mainland Southeast Asia, including the Yuan, 

Kheun, and Leu. Literature w ith in this tradition can be found throughout 
Laos, north and northeastern Thailand, northeastern Burma, and parts of 
southern China.

A  fundamental characteristic of Lao literature, both prose and poetry, is 
the consistent use of repetition and parallelism. Upon reading Lao stories, it 
is noticeable that after a certain event has occurred or an idea has been stated, 

that the same event o r idea, expressed in slightly different form, w ill be 
repeated continuously. This element of the literature has led people to  
obseive, generally in not so favorable terms, that it is repetitive and not 
overly original. However, upon examination of exactly how  and why Lao 
literature repeats itself, one sees that rather than being haphazard or the sign 
of lack o f skill on the part of a composer, the repetition is ordered very 

systematically. What has been dismissed as an inconsequential and, if 

anything, negative aspect of the literature, is, in fact, its basic structural 
principle. The p lo t of Lao literature on every level is composed of an 
intricate and symmetrical layering of parallel pairs.

M y thesis is an examination o f parallelism in traditional Lao literature. 
The thesis grew out o f the realization that the m edium  in which Lao

deb,? e in recent years within Thailand over an appropriate name for the
? hesitatlon about callinS the literature Lao because mom of the ethnic Lao (who am

boundSesofthe PeItormers of such works> hve at present within the political
in OS- Lmyself' hOWeVer’ COnsider U o  the most appropriate label

Sher e h rnc^n  nr?™  ?  Kne C£ mm° n b° nd that links tQgether its practitioners is that they are appear to have borrowed fundamental elements within the tradition from the Lao
LrtTeTstem l f ™ 8 CU'hJrf 1 links with the U o ' such as the Phuthai and the Tai Aet of
to the H te ^ ra  tami a ^  Gra,ytradition ) Mar*y Thai books written on the topic refer
where h l Z^o n tv  o M h W h ° I1"' ^  b2 T 8,the ’Ihai name for the region of northeastern Thailand 
r e c o r d e d !^ !? ^ n t l  k, ?h „ ,° e' ,iterature Ascribed in these books was traditionally 
labeMtas t h f  ? i 2 l  :Y f  ?1 y pe° ple both in northeastern Thailand and throughout Laos. To
otUural ^raduton f h ^  3 ° f ,s t0 place modern PoliticaI boundaries on a
for t fliterature ? pnme bet° re such boundaries were in existence. Another common label
whose eS?nrl inrt̂ L Ll e?uUre ° rthe Kln8dom of ^  Xang.’ Lan Xang was an ancient Lao kingdom 
U o Itte raw ^ m d m ^  S a  present-day Laos and much of present-day northeastern Thailand The 
U o  hteraiy tradition began and many of its classic works were composed during the time of this
dirt nntm A ? p ^ iVer kingdom dtsintegrated in the seventeenth century whereas the literary tradition 
w o r k ° n ^  6 ,7' aJarge Perce"ta8a of U o  literature and in particular Lao p o ^ c
or at obl v« > Sh 6 y ° Ut- dE ° f thS traditi° ral cul,urai centers of U n  Xang, and wereprobably composed after its demise, beveral works, such as Tha-.w Lao Kham Fheun Wianziart etc
U teram rrd M on w a°n ? rle r  conslderably after the time ° f La" Xang even centuries afterw^ds! The
aUhoLh *ftrad«tonqhlri  ̂ Up “ lu  ear"0St lwenttelh “ ntuiy, and exists at present. Therefore although the tradition had its origins m the literature of Lan Xang the label is misleading
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literature has been recorded and performed is foreign both to  contemporary 
western and Southeast Asian scholars, and only if this foreignness is taken 

into account can a balanced study be made. An understanding of parallelism 

is an important step towards the 'decoding' o f the literature that is necessary 
before an appreciation of its contents can tru ly be gained.

Lao literature has been the topic of little research in the west. The best 
work has been produced by the French, the farm er colonizers of Laos.2 In 
English, there is virtually no published description o f the subject. There is a 
short chapter on Lao literature by F. B. Lafont in Southeast Asia: Languages 
A n d  Literature  translated from the French. However, ancient literature is 
given slightly over a single page of treatm ent .3 There is an article by  

Phouvong Phimmasone in Kingdom  o f Laos which is entertaining but 
filled w ith opinions w ithout supporting evidence .4 There are short articles 
in Laos: A rea Handbook, and Laos: it's people, it's society, it's  culture, both of 
which are no t only sim ilar in content but in sections identically w orded .5

■ ■■■y  1, 111   ■■ . I .w ill

Even French works, however are few. The major works are Recherches Sur La Litterature 
Laotienne by Louis Finot and Le Roman Classique Lao by Dr. A. Peltier The latter is the more 
comprehensive survey of the literature.

3 The article includes a wide range of subject matter including the history of ancient and modem 
Lao literature, the Lao language, descriptions of the literature of various Tai ethnic groups within Laos, 
etc. Laos by P. B. Lafont

4 Examples are as follows: a) The author speculates that 'manuscripts of novels that are in Lao 
characters' are not older than the nineteenth centutv due to the shape of the letters observed on the 
manuscripts.' (p.343) Manuscripts, however, are constantly recopied and there is no reason why the 
transcriber would preserve an archaic form of script, b) ‘Poems of the popular tales seem to date back to 
before the fourteenth century.' (p.343). Firstly, the 'poems of the popular tales' are precisely the works, 
mentioned above, that are recorded in Lao characters that he states are no older than the nineteenth 
century. Secondly there is no evidence of the existence of any Lao manuscripts or poetry before the 
sixteenth century, c) 'The first novels written in Tham are Champa Siton, Bouddhasen, and Usaparot'. 
(p.343) According to the author, works written in the Tham script are composed in prose form and 
consist of the earliest of Lao literary works, (p.343) The problem with these statements is that firstly, there 
is no historical evidence that indicates when the above three works were written. To state that they are 
the 'first Lao novels' is not strictly based on the truth. Secondly, the first of the three works mentioned 
(which are described collectively as 'these prose novels') is written solely in verse, and is more commonly 
recorded in Lao than in Tham. d) '_.(Lao poetiy) is fairiy rigid in structure and obeys the rules laid down 
by Treatises on grammar and versification.' (p.336) On the contrary the poetry is very flexible, and there 
are no known traditional treatises describing its style of versification. Literature by Phouvong 
Phimmasone

5Their source is likely to be the articles on Lao literature and versification in Kingdom of Laos, 
edited by Rene De Berval, based upon their wording and content.
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They are unreliable as a source due to  their many errors .0 Lao versification 
is treated in an article by Thao Nhouy Abhay in Kingdom  o f Laos, and in 
Courting Poetry o f the Lao by Carol Compton .7 Finally, there are translations 

and commentary on a few individual stories, including Pha:dae-.ng Nam g 

A i by Wajuppa Tossa and Lao tales related to  the Indian Ramayana and the 
legend of Krishna by Sahai Sachchidanand.R

Due to  the lack of English source materials, it is necessary to begin this 
thesis w ith  an in troduc tion  to  Lao literature. Included w ith in  the 
in troduction is a general background on the study of parallelism, and the

In the 1972 version of Laos: Area Handbook, on pp.145-148, it states that a) 'Historical writings 
consists of anonymous chronicles in Pali.' (p.147) Historical writing is never written in Pali. The most 
famous work, Nitham Khun Bau:rom, (which the book on the same page spells incorrectly as Nilam 
Khun Burom), is one of the few Lao literary works that is not anonymous, b) 'Secular literature had its 
origins in epics dating from the thirteenth century, but little is known of these works' (p.146) There is, in 
fact, nothing known of these works or even of their existence, c) 'The greatest known Laotian poem, one 
known by every literate Laotian, is the Sin Xay. Taken from the Indie Panna-.sa Ja:taka, it has been 
preserved in its entirety.....' (pp.146-147) The work 'Sin Xay is not taken from the Fanya:sa Ja:taka', nor is 
the Panya:sa Ja:taka Indie in its origin. Lao literature, such as the work that is mentioned, is commonly 
known to Lao people whether or not they are literate, as literary works are not read privately but rather 
performed in public, d) 'The most modem Lao literature is derived from prose novels based on 
Buddhist writings. The form of the novels, howevei; was changed to verse in the 19th century.' (p.147) It
* J * e ly  comment is based upon an erroneous statement originally made by Phouvong
Phimmasone in his article on Lao literature that have been discussed in point 'a' of footnote 4. If Mr. 
Phimmasone had considered the spelling of Lao as well as the shape of its characters within certain 
manuscripts, we might have wound up with a conclusive statement in Laos: Area Handbook that the 
Lao literary tradition began after the communist party came into power in 1975. There are many other 
mistakes within the approximately three pages of text. Mention will only briefly be made of the other 
work, Laos: its people its society its culture, to which many of the previously stated errors also apply. It 
concludes its section on literature stating that the 'prevailing mood of Lao literature’ is 'unconditional 
resignation to life, however unpleasant it may be', 'Melancholy' is the 'underlying motif', (p.93) A  major 
theme of Lao literature is the struggle of a hero from the under-class to improve the status of himself 
and his family and seize the throne from an evil king. This hardly seems to me to be 'resignation'. 
Melancholy is also a strange description of the literature, which more typically is the precise opposite.

T?, By far the best treatment of Lao versification in a western language is included in the third chapter, 
La Versification Et La Langue Des Textes Laos, of Le Roman Classic Lao by Dr. A. Peltter. Of the 
English language sources, Carol Compton's book gives a better general survey. She translates from a 
Lao text on versification, Santhalaksana, by Maha: Sila: Wirawong and discusses how it applies to the 
Lao oral verse that she studied. The article Versification by Thao Nhouy Abhay also gives a good 
general introduction to versification, taking into account the influence that the medium has on the 
iterature's form. The author's praise of the work Sang Sinsai at the expense of the rest of Lao 
literature, and his reasons behind it, however, should be taken with a grain of salt.

0 One particularly misleading idea that has been repeated in the majority of previous western works 
of scholarship is that Lao stories are identical in their plot. (A notable exception is Dr. A  Peltier's work, 
Le Roman Classic Lao). Phouvong Phimmasone, in his article on Lao literature, gives a list of the 'most 
often to be met’ characters within the literature: the hero, Indra, Kinnaris, Yaks, hermit-magicians, and 
the princess.' (pp.343-344) A  similar list is included in Laos: Area Handbook (p.147) and P.B. Lafont's 
article Laos, (p.72) In his article on versification, Thao Nhouv Abhay states that works of Lao literature 
are all pretty much alike as regards the subject matter and also the form...' (p.347) A similar sentiment 
iSfu 2 .eChO0d in ■L3° S; itsPeoPle its society its culture, where it states that the contents of long epics 
with the exception of Sinsai, arc all 'similar and monotonous' (p.91), and in P B. Lafont's article, where a 
comment that the literature is 'not remarkably original’ is followed by a list of the stereotypical 
characters, (p.72) The truth, however, is that the group of characters listed above is included in one of 
four major plot types (as described on pp.59-64 of this chapter), not in the majority of the literature. Even 
in the plot type in which they occut; many of the 'most often to be met' characters will frequently not be 
tound. Lao literary scholarship is similar to Lao literature in that it tends to consist of a chain or 
transcribers who copy what others have previously written. The advantage of Lao literature is that the 
transcribers are expected to correct mistakes, not merely copy them.
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forms that parallelism  takes w ith in  the Lao lite ra ry trad ition . The 
introduction concludes with an outline of the thesis.

The Extent of Lao Literature

The Lao have recorded in writing a wide variety of subject matter. Most 
if not all of Lao manuscripts could be considered forms o f literature. Similar 
to the Malay as described by Dr. Am in Sweeney the Lao do not appear to 
have traditionally distinguished between w riting as an art and as a craft.9 

Regardless of the topic being addressed, the composers have tended to  use an 

artistic style of expression. Frequently, the texts are recorded in verse, or if in 

prose, the prose is filled w ith alliteration, assonance, and the rhythm ic 
matching of parallel statements.

Lao writing can be divided into the follow ing categories:

A: Works in which a story is told; The m ajority  of writing w ithin the Lao 

language falls within this category.

B: Didactic works where moral teachings are composed in verse; They are 
commonly written as if the counsel of one relation to  another, for example, 
the teachings of a father to  his son, etc. This type of w ork includes 

In  th inyam Sauin Lu:kf Pu: Sawn Lam, etc.

C: Poetic works which make extensive use of Phanya:, a type of Lao poetry 
that has traditionally been used in the courtship between young men and 
women. The most famous work, a rom antic poem entitled Sam Leupaswn, 
has been interpreted as a coded ode of resistance to  the Thai composed 
during the time of the Lao king Jao Anu .10

D: Works that describe the creation of the world a n d /o r predict, in various 
stages, the future. Many of the works are based to some degree on Buddhist

’ Authors and Audiences by Dr. Amin Sweeney p.14
10 For a detailed explanation, see Wannakhadi: La:w by Bau:sae:ngkham et al. pp.269-274. San 

Leupasun has served as the inspiration for political works both for and against the present government. 
Pheu-.y San Leup B:au Su.n by S. De:sa: (L), a lengthy poem printed in Laos in 1984. interprets the 
work as the struggle of Lao for freedom from foreign domination. The musical tape San Leup Bau: 
Su.n available at present at Lao stores throughout the United States, has an anti-communist message.
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doctrine, describing the stages of the world in terms of the evolution of the 
Buddhist religion, its disappearance, and ultim ate regeneration. Works 

include Ka:Ia N ap Meu: Sua.y Kaisaum Dau:k Bua:, Sang Hau:m Tha:t, and 
Latsi: Sunthaum. The poetic work Pu: Sangasa: Nya: Sangasi: is one of 

several related accounts of the creation of the world common among various 
Tai-speaking groups, including the Yuan, Kheun, and Shan.11

E: Historical chronicles, in which m yth plays an im portant role; Chronicles 
include a) historical accounts of the Kingdom of Lan Xang, such as K hun  
Baw.rom  (which also describes the origins of humanity), b l historical 
accounts of various regions, such as Phongsa:wada:n Jampha.sak (Chronicles 

of Champhasak), Phongsa:wada:n A ttapheu  (Chronicles of Attapheu), etc., c) 
historical accounts o f various religious sites or objects, such as Pheum Phra 

Kae:w, Pheum Phra Ba.ng etc., and d) historical accounts of Southeast Asian 
history, such as Phra Jao Lia:p Lo:k and UJangkhatha.t, which describe the 

Buddha's fabled journey throughout Laos and surrounding countries. One 
of the more recent historical works is Pheu:n Wiamg/an, an account o f the 

battle between Jao Anu of Vientiane and the Thai during the beginning of 
the nineteenth century. While most of the works are composed in prose, 
there a few notable exceptions, including Pheu.n Wia.ngjan, Tamna:n Lam 
Sa:ng and some versions of Khun Bau:rom.

F: Texts o f astrology, incantations, and the calling o f the Khwan sp irit ; 12 

These texts are often written in  verse. A  popular poetic form  for such texts is 
Ha:y, which is based upon rhyme between poetic lines.

G: Medicinal Treatises;

H; Buddhist religious texts from  the Pali canon, and religious commentaries; 

For the purpose of this thesis, the discussion of Lao litera ture w ill be

11 See Fathomamu:Iamu:lIi: by Dr A, Peltier pp.183-184
"2 Khwan' is a type of guardian spirit, a large number of which are believed to reside in one's body.
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restricted to the first category, works in which a story is to ld .13

There are approximately one hundred and fo rty  two works that fall into 
category A  of Lao literature .14 There is no way to give an exact figure as the 
works are scattered throughout Laos and northeastern Thailand, including 
many places within Laos that have been inaccessible to  researchers for years. 
Although there are some stories that occur throughout Laos, or w ithin one 
of its major regions (north, central, o r south), there are also many works that 
have an extremely lim ited  d istribution. In the past, surveys o f Lao 
manuscripts (which have never distinguished w ith any consistency between 
the various categories) have been made specifically o f collections w ithin 
temple libraries. The surveys have out o f necessity been lim ited in scope, 
and filled w ith error .15 A  sizable percentage of Lao manuscripts also exist in 
private hands of which a survey has never been attempted.

The majority of Lao stories (sixty-eight works) are composed solely in a 

poetic form  known as Kaim Am which can be performed both on religious 
and secular occasions. There are also a sizable number of works which are 
intended exclusively fo r Buddhist religious use: Th irty-four stories in a 
prose form known as Nitsay and thirteen stories in the verse form  o f Hay. 
An additional twenty-three works exist in N itsay prose (a n d /o r Hay) and

There are some works that overlap categories. If a work revolves around a central plot, it is 
included in category A whether or not it simultaneously falls in another category. For example, the 
didactic work Thaw Khamsau.n is included in the first category because it follows a story-line. Similarly 
there are several literary renditions of Lao history which tell a story for example, Thaw Hung Thaw 
Jeu'a.ng Thaw Ba: Jeu'a.ng King Jeu'a.ng Ha-.n, and Thaw Lao Kham , the first three of which 
describe the adventures of the historical figure Thaw Jeu'a:ng. Jartaka tales, stories of the lives of the 
Bodhisattva taken from the Buddhist Tripitaka, are also included in Category A

14 A list of Lao works of literature is provided in the appendix
15 There have been a number of surveys that have been made within the past, by Finot in 1917, 

Khe:n in 1958, and La Font in 1959. The surveys document manuscripts in temples within Luang 
Prabang Vientiane, and Champhasak. The French surveys, particularly those not written in the Lao 
scnpt, suffer from frequent misspelling of titles that often render them unrecognizable. There is no 
attempt in any of the surveys to indicate whether the contents of the works are religious, historical, 
literary, etc. At the same time, individual works are often repeatedly listed due to alternate titles. Finally 
because of the great changes in Laos since the time of these surveys, a large percentage of the 
manuscripts are no longer in the temples where they are listed. In the past several years, an ambitious 
inventory of manuscripts has been conducted within northeastern Thailand with the sponsorship of 
Toyota. Again, there is no standardization of titles. Approximately twenty volumes have been printed 
listing the findings. While useful, only a small percentage of temples within a given province have been 
surveyed, and surveys of several important provinces were barely started before the funding ran out. 
This is the case, for example, with Naung Khai, a province which should have been given high priority in 
the survey due to its historical connection to the ancient Lao capital of Vientiane. More distressing than 
the survey's incompleteness, however, is the fact that when I attempted to find manuscripts in several 
villages in Ubon province based upon the survey, I found not one of the manuscripts listed, and was 
informed that no one had visited the village to make such a survey. The accuracy of the survey 
apparently depends upon the region. I was more successful in making use of the survey in Maha 
Sarakham province where the books were published. At present, a Toyota funded survey is under way 
in Laos.
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Kau:n A:n poetic versions .16 Finally, there are many tales that occur in two 
or more Kau:n A:n poetic versions that vary widely.

The length o f a story varies. An average work is slightly over one 
hundred leaves. There are, however, many stories that are under fo rty  

leaves in length and also many that exceed seven hundred leaves.

Lao Manuscripts

There are several methods of recording Lao texts. The m ajority of Lao 
writing is recorded onto the leaves o f a species of palm tree. The leaves are 

cut in to long strips that serve as pages, after which a metal stylus is used to 
inscribe the words. Rubber oil is applied to the text, darkening the grooves 
made by the stylus, and then excess oil is wiped off w ith rice chaff, sand, or 
other available material. Once inscribed, holes are pierced into the leaves, 
which are then bound w ith string inside of tw o long strips of wood that 

serve as covers. Under good conditions, palm leaf texts can last over a 

hundred years. Lao manuscripts are continually recopied both for purposes 
of circulation and to preserve the works as the leaves that they are written on 
begin to  deteriorate.

Lao literature is also occasionally written on fo ld ing books made of 

white m ulberry paper.17 Less commonly, some stories are recorded on small 
strips of bam boo that are tied together in bunches.

The History of Lao Scripts and Literature

Lao literature is largely developed from  the literary tradition of the 
Yuan, a Tai group inhabiting the area that is now northern Thailand. The 

tw o scripts in  which the literature is recorded, Tham 18 and Lao, are closely 
related to  and probably derived from their Yuan counterparts, Tua: Meu'amg 
and Fak K h a m  To understand the linguistic and literary history of Laos, it 
is necessary therefore to appreciate the close relationship between the Lao 
Kingdom o f Lan Xang and the Yuan Kingdom of Lanna. The Thai have

1 There are four additional stories of which I am unsure of the form. The figures given here are 
based on the inventory of Lao literature in the appendix, and are approximate. Further research will no 
doubt uncover the existence of a certain number of additional works.

17 This practice is more common among the Yuan, Kheun and Leu.
10 The name for the Lao script, 'Tham', i.e. dharma, reflects its religious use.
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traditionally considered the people of both kingdoms to be Lao. This belief is 
also held by the historian George Coedes, and western missionaries who 
have worked within the area.19 The Yuan and the Lao themselves express in 
their chronicles an ancient belief that they were originally one and the same. 
According to the Lao chronicle Khun Bau:rom, the first ruler of Yonok (i.e. 
the Yuan) was Khun Kham Phuamg, the fourth son of Khun Bau:rom, the 
first Lao king .20 In Phongsa:wada:n Chia:ng M ai (Chronicles of Chiang Mai), 

the Mangray dynasty traces its ancestors back to  a king referred to  as Pu: Jao 
Lao Jok in present-day Chiang Saen on the Mekong river .21 King Mangray 
was the twenty-fifth king of a lineage in which every king p rio r to  King 

Mangra:y is referred to by the title of Lao. The related origin of the Lao and 
the Yuan can also be seen in the similarity in culture and language between 
the two societies. The people of both kingdoms speak languages w ithin the 
Tai linguistic family. The dialects spoken within the traditional capitals and 
cultural centers of both kingdoms, Luang Prabang (of Lan Xang) and Chiang 
Mai (of Lanna), are especially closely related. The m ajor poetic forms of the 
Lao and the Yuan, Khlo:ng, Ka:p, and Hay, (which exist in oral as well as 
w ritten fo rm 22) also share close similarities. The style and content of the 
poetry that is used by young men and women during courtship is remarkably 

similar between the two, as is the poetry that is used in ceremonies to  call the 
Khwan s p ir it23

History of the Kingdom of Lanna, its Scripts and Literature

The Kingdom of Lanna was founded prio r to  the Kingdom of Lan Xang.

1U The Indianized States of Southeast Asia by George Coedes p.195 The titles of several books 
describing the experiences of western missionaries in Chiang Mai reflect this belief, for example, The 
Lao of North Siam by LW. Curtis and A Half-Century Among The Siamese and The Lao (an account 
of a missionary's experiences among the Yuan of northern Thailand, the Kheun of northeastern Burma, 
and the Leu within the neighboring region of China) by Daniel McGilvary D.D.

20 Nitha.n Khun Baurom Ra.sa:thira:t Sabap Thi: Neung transcribed by Maha: Sila: Wrrawong (L) 
p.32 In some versions, the son's name is Sa:y Phong, ibid. p.23

21 The use of Lao as a title for Yuan kings suggests a relationship between the Yuan and the Lao. Pu: 
lao is a title reflecting seniority and high rank. ]ok is a type of shovel used for farming over which the 
kings in this lineage had a monopoly. (Whether this is the actual origin of the term or invented 
afterwards as an explanation is uncertain.) [ek Ton La.w by Sujit Wbngthe:t p.15

22 There is evidence that each of the verse forms exist in oral as well as written form with the 
exception of the form of Khlong among the Yuan. However as written Lao Khlomg appears to have 
evolved from Lao oral verse rather than to have been borrowed from the Yuan, logically written Yuan 
Khlo-.ng would similarly be descended from an oral form rather than invented independently in writing.

23 The close relationship of Lao and Yuan courting poetry is the topic of the book Kham U. Ba:w U: 
Sa:w Lae Phanya: Kia. w Isa:n by Songsak Pra:ngwattana:kun.
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At the time of Lan Xang's origin, Lanna had already established a high level 
of po litica l organization and culture. Through contact w ith Haripunchai, 

Sukhothai, and Sri Lanka, the Yuan developed a trad ition  of Buddhist 
scholarship from  which an extensive literary tradition emerged.

The Yuan became prom inent in the area that is now northern Thailand
under the M angray dynasty during the years 1258 to 1556.2< King Mangray

defeated the M on K ingdom  o f Haripunchai, w hich occupied the
contemporary province of Lamphun, during the year 1281, and established
the city of Chiang Mai as his capital in 1296. Yuan culture owes much to  the
Mon. The Mon alphabet was adapted by the Yuan to  create the script known 
as Tua: Meu'a.-ng.

During the reign of King Keu'na: from  1367 to  1388, Buddhist 
scholarship flourished .21 The neighboring K ingdom of Sukhothai was an 

im portant center o f Theravada Buddhism and spread its influence through 
its religious teachings .26 The renowned m onk Phra Maha: Sumon Thera 

established a religious sect in Sukhothai based upon the reform ation of 
incorrect practices that were com mon among Buddhist monks. He was 

invited by King Keu'na: to  pu rify  the Buddhist clergy w ith in Lanna. Over 

eight thousand Yuan monks were re-ordained in to  the new sect, and an 
im portant tem ple was bu ilt fo r Phra Maha: Sumon Thera in the city of 
Chiang Mai. One result of his mission was the introduction of what became 
the Fak Kha.m script (which is sim ilar to and perhaps the source of ancient 
Lao), based upon the script of Sukhothai/ 7 The first inscription in this script 
is found in the year 1370 at Phra Yeun temple in Lamphun.2fi Later on, the

I ™ , DahwSn?ri deneat of HariPunchai and the founding of Chiang Mai are taken from Wannakam 
thP iSni® t?  Udo™ Run^ eire ngsl:' PP-2'3- 1116 dates for the reign of Yuan kings follow those given in 

article The Relationship between the Religious and Political Orders in Northern Thailand by
So™.™ai Rremchit. Historical dates given in different Yuan chronicles vary, but

the mrmt f K°Ve ?  u t?at6S listed in the ^onok Chronicles have generally been accepted as
n. by western scholars, (p.33 fn.2) The dates given in Wannakam Lanna: by Dr. Udom
Rungreu a.ngsi: and Frawat Lae Wannakadi: La.nnaby Mani: Payaumyong on p.5 are similar to those 
given m the previously mentioned article with minor discrepancies.

25 st3tecraft in the Reign of Lu Tai ofSukhodaya by Barbara Watson Andaya Accordine to this
in b u h d i l f g 0t '^/U?hnya in the South-the religious missions of Sukhothai 'filled a critical role 
in building up the network of alliances necessary to maintain a viable state', (p.36) Also described in 
the article Laksana Khaung Wannakam Pha:k Neu'a: Lae Wannakam Lsan Cheu'ng Pna.pthiap bv 
Thawat Punno:thok, p.36 Also, in Wannakam Lsan by the same author pp.27-31

Laksana Khaung Wannakam Pha:k Neu'a: Lae Wannakam I:san Cheu'ng Priapthiap bv 
Thawat Punno-.thok p.25 Also, Wannakam lsan  by the same author pp.27-31

27 Phasa. Lae Aksaun Lanna: Thaiy by Somma:y Phre;miit p.117

Th!n by ThaWat P ^ n ^ h o k  p-41 The initial inscription in this script is
Hrno i f P and orthography to the script of Sukhothai. It developed characteristics of its own as urne went on.



Fak Kha:m script came to  be used by the Yuan exclusively fo r recording 
matters of a non-religious nature. The first known Yuan poetic work that is 
written in the popular Tai verse form  o f Khlomg, entitled Usa: Ba:rot, is 
believed to  have been composed during or before this period .29

It is speculated that the Tua: Meu'amg script, based upon the Mon 

alphabet, was created by the Yuan at the beginning of the M angray dynasty 
However, the first inscription that has been found in this script dates from 
the year 1376, during the reign of King Keu'na :.30 The inscription is from  a 
temple in Sukhothai, rather than Lanna. The first Tua: Meula:ng inscription 
w ith in Chiang Mai is no t until the year 1465, at W at Chia:ng Man .31 The 
Tua: Meua:ng script, in contrast to Fak Kha:m, was used in Lanna solely fo r 
religious purposes.

The renaissance o f Buddhism in Lanna paved the way fo r further 
linguistic and literary development. In 1423, a delegation of Yuan monks 

traveled to  Sri Lanka, where the Buddhist scriptures were o rig ina lly  
recorded. They studied the Singhalese script and style of Buddhist recitation. 
The monks returned to Chiang Mai in the year 1431 and established the 
Maha: Wiha:ra order w ith in Lanna during the reign of King Sa:m Fang 

Kae:n (1411-1442).32 During the reign of King Phra Jao Ti Lo:kara:t in the 
years 1442 to 1487, the Maha: Wiha*.ra sect became exceedingly popular. W ith  
the help both of Yuan monks who had studied in Sri Lanka and Singhalese 
monks who had returned w ith them, the level of Buddhist scholarship and 
religious practice w ithin Chiang Mai grew immensely. Yuan monks became 
proficient in Pali, the language of the Buddhist scriptures, to  the extent that 

they could compose original Pali works. The Tua: Meu'a:ng script was 

improved, w ith the addition of letters so that the alphabet could incorporate 
the entire sound range of the Pali language as interpreted by  Singhalese 
m onks .33 The high level o f Buddhist scholarship in Lanna is illustrated by

Wannakam Thau:ng Thin lanna : by Lamu:n Janhau:m p.76 A legal text from the time of King 
Keu'na: describes the popularity of this poem. It is written in an early form of Khlo.ng known as Khlo:ng 
Dan, of which it forms the sole example.

30 Dates and locations of early examples of Tua: Meu‘a:ng are taken from Rabop Kan Khian 
Aksaun L a .nn aby Dr. Udom Rungreu'a:ngsi: pp.13-14

31 According to Dr. Rungreu'a:ngsi:, the oldest known use of the Tua: Meu'amg script within Lanna is 
in a manuscript dated from the year 1399, located-in the province of Phayao.

32 The Relationship between the Religious and Political Orders in Northern Thailand by Donald 
Swearer and Sommai Premchit p.28 Also described in: Pha:sa: Lae Aksaun La.nna: Thaiy by Sorrrmay 
Phremjit pp.117-118

33 Fha:sa: Lae Aksaun Lanna: Thaiy by Somma:y Pre:mjit pp.118-120
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the fact that according to  the Yuan chronicles, during the years 1476-1477, the 
eighth international conference to  create a new recension of the Buddhist 
scriptures, the Tripitaka, was held in Chiang Mai.34

Yuan litera ture reached its highest level under the reign o f Phra 

M eu'ang Kae:w from  1495 to  1528. Many literary works were composed in 
the Pali language. The first Yuan w ork in the poetic  fo rm  Khlo-.ng Si: 
Supharp, entitled N ira :t Haripunchay, was written during his reign.

The Mangray dynasty ended in the year 1556 when the Burmese took 
control o f Chiang Mai. During the two centuries of Burmese occupation, 
Yuan literature and Buddhist scholarship declined greatly.

H istory of Laos, its Scripts and Literature

Laos has a long history of civilizations predating the Lao. The Kingdom 
of Fun an, of which southern Laos formed a part, dates back approximately 
two thousand years. A  later kingdom, Chenla, became prom inent w ithin the 
same area of Laos in  the seventh centuiy. A fte r this time, Khmer influence 
grew and became powerful throughout southern, central, and northern Laos. 
W hat each o f these kingdoms share in com m on is an Indian cultural 
heritage .35 The effect o f this heritage upon the fo lk lo re  and eventual 
literature of the Lao who la ter came to  contro l the area is w orthy  o f 
speculation.

The known h is to ry  of the ethnic Lao in the region began in the 
fourteenth century. The Lao Kingdom of Lan Xang was first established in 
1353 by King Fa: Ngum. His reign corresponds to  the time of King Keu'na: of 
the K ingdom  o f Lanna. W ith the help o f Khm er backing, Fa: Ngum 
succeeded in jo in ing  together Laos and part of present day northeastern 
Thailand into a united kingdom. In doing so, he took advantage o f the 
weakened pow er o f the Kingdom o f Sukhothai, which since the end of the 
thirteenth century had claimed Vientiane and Luang Prabang to  be w ithin its 
domain. Fa: Ngum invited Buddhist monks and scriptures from  Cambodia

34 ibid. pp.118-119. However it is speculated in the article The Relationship between the Religious 
and Political Orders in Northern Thailand by Donald Swearer and Sommai Premchit that the 
conference never actually took place. The conference is described in little detail in the Yuan Chronicles 
whereas meetings of much less significance are more comprehensively treated. The article further 
states that the conference is referred to as the Eighth Official Buddhist Council exclusively among Thai 
Buddhists rather than being universally recognized as such.

35 The Krsna Saga in Laos by Sahai Sachchidanand, Introduction p.l
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and strengthened the role of Theravada Buddhism w ithin Laos.36

According to  the Yuan religious chronicle Mu:n Sa.sana:, a delegation 
of monks from  Sukhothai traveled to Luang Prabang at the same tim e that 
Phra Maha: Sumon The:ra travelled to  Lanna during the reign o f King 
Keu'na:. If this were true, one might expect to  find inscriptions recording the 
event in ancient Lao script in Luang Prabang during this period. However, 
none have been found .37 The earliest inscription in the Lao script that has 
been discovered w ithin the historical area of Lan Xang actually dates a few 
years before the time that Phra Maha: Sumon Thera traveled to  Chiang Mai. 
The inscription, dated 1350, is located a great distance from  Luang Prabang in 
the Phangkho:n d is tric t o f Sakon Nakhon province in  northeastern 
Thailand .38 The date o f the inscription, however, is questionable, as the 
second oldest known inscription in the Lao script dates from  only 1528, 
almost two centuries later.39

During the next two centuries, the Kingdom of Lan Xang grew in power 
and developed a thriving culture. Many of its kings were ardent supporters 
o f Buddhism .40 It is no t known, however, what i f  any manuscripts o r 
literature existed at the time. The earliest known inscription in Tham, the 
religious script o f Lan Xang dates from  1490, at Si: Sake:t Temple in 
Vientiane .41 This script is an adaption of the Tua: Meu'a.ng script o f the 
Yuan .42 The closeness in dates o f the earliest inscriptions in both kingdoms 
(1465 and 1490) illustrates the close re lationship and cultural exchange 
between the tw o kingdoms.

The earliest evidence we have of Lao literature is from  the beginning o f 
the sixteenth century. During this period, Yuan culture was at its height.

3S The Indianized States of Southeast Asia by George Coedes p223
37 Wannakam team pp.29-31
30 If the date is correct, the existence of this inscription suggests that perhaps the Lao script came 

from a different source than Sukhothai, Although the inscription in Sakon Nakhon is from the same 
time period as the Sukhothai inscriptions, the letters aTe considerably different in shape from their 
Sukhothai counterparts. Normally if a script were borrowed, it would take a longer time before the 
shape of the letters would change to this extent from its original source. Silajareuk team by Thawat
Punnothok pp.225-227

39 ibid. pp.225-227
40 Phongsawadam Law  (Chronicles of Laos) Arranged by Maha: Sila: Wirawong (L) pp.50-52 It 

must be noted that the 'Chronicles of Laos’ is a modem work. It consists of Maha: Sila: Wirawong's 
interpretation of Lao history based upon various ancient chronicles. Many of his interpretations are 
questioned by more recent students of Lao history.

41 Wannakam team by Thawat Punnorthok pp.79-80
42 ibid. pp.80-81
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King Wisun reigned from  1496 to  1548.43 The period of King Wisun, 
together w ith  the tw o kings that followed, marked a religious renaissance 
that was to  have a strong impact on Lao literature and culture. During King 
Wisun's reign, the historical w ork Khun Bau:rom  was composed, and the 
literary w ork Namg Tantrai was translated and adapted from  the Hindu 
w ork  FanchatantraF Both works were authored by monks of high position. 
During the reign of King Wisun's son, Pho:thisa:rara:t, from  1516 to  1548, 

'Yuan influence increased steadily. Many of the im portant monks in the 
capital city o f Luang Prabang were either born o r educated in Lanna, for 
example, the Supreme Patriarch, Maha: Si: Jantho:, a native of Fhitsanuloke 
who was educated in Nan (both provinces in Lanna) and Phra Maha: 
Samuthakho:t, who completed his religious studies in Chiang Mai. When 
the king ordained at Wisun tem ple (where Khun BauTom  had been 

written), both o f these monks served as the king's teachers.45 In the year 1523, 
King Pho:thisa.rara:t sent a delegation asking fo r Buddhist scriptures and 
monks from  Chiang Mai to  advance the practice of Buddhism in Lan Xang. 
The Yuan sent several learned monks as well as sixty texts o f the Buddhist 
Tripitaka scriptures .46 Yuan literature, which is largely composed in religious 
form, probably entered Lan Xang bo th  through this delegation and through 
the monks residing in Luang Prabang who were bom  and educated in Lanna. 
Considering that the composers o f Lao literature during this period are likely 
to  have prim arily been monks o f high education w ithin Luang Prabang it is 
not surprising that Yuan literature would have had a great impact. If the 
date o f the p rev ious ly  m entioned inscrip tion  in ancient Lao in the 
fourteenth centu iy proves incorrect, the oldest known evidence o f the Lao 
script dates from  the reign of Pho:thisa:rara:t. If so, ancient Lao is probably an 
adaption o f the Fak Kha:m script o f Lanna.47

35 Dates of the reigns of Lao kings are taken from Wannakam lsan  by Thawat Funno:thok pp.32-

1 Ra:sa:thira:t &ibap Thi: Neung transcribed by Maha: Sila: Wi.rawong (L) 
Was COmpOSed the year 1503- * *  haw  « ■  tor the

^ J i ^ 0ngSa^ ada'ncLaV/  <Chronicles of Laos) Arranged by Maha: Sila: Wi:rawong (L) p.54 King 
F£o:thisa:rara:t s son, Se:tha:thira:t, similarly ordained for a period of time during his reign. Lae LaJt 
Fbongsa.wadan Law  by Jajnwan Thammawat p88

** Ibid, P-54 religious exchange is also recorded in the Yuan Chronicles. See Kbwam Sampban 
Rawang Lanna: Kap Lan Sang Nai Dan Wannakam by Dr. A  Peltier pp 149-150

S ^ a ^ rn a Z T «  Sa—  na:ng W,Ch* ka:n “
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When the king of Lanna, Jao Say Kham, died in 1543, he left no heir to  
the throne. A t the time, the m a jor queen of King Fho:thisa:rara:t o f Lan 
Xang was a daughter of the deceased king of Lanna. King Pho:thisa:rara.t's 
son, Se:tha:thira:t, was therefore related by blood to  the royal line o f Lanna. 
W ith the invita tion of Yuan ministers, he proceeded to  take the throne of 

Chiang Mai. Se:tha:thira:t ruled Chiang Mai during the years 1543 to  1548. 
When his father died in the year 1548, he returned to  Lan Xang, bringing 
w ith him  Buddhist scriptures, monks and im portan t Buddha images 
including the Phra Kae:w Morakot and Phra Sae:k Kham. This is another 
important occasion in which Yuan literature is likely to  have been brought to  
Lan Xang from  Chiang M ai.48

Although it was the intention o f King Se:tha:thira:t to  return to  Chiang 
Mai, this was made impossible when the Burmese took contro l of Chiang 
Mai in the year 1558. It was during the fo llow ing century, after Lanna's 
decline, that Lao literature is considered to  have reached its classical stage.49 

Religious literary works within Lanna were largely composed in prose o r the 
poetic form of Hay. The Lao transformed the m ajority in to  the Lao verse 
form  Kau:n A:n, and generally adapted them to suit the tastes o f a Lao 
audience. M any add itiona l w orks were also created. A cco rd ing  to  
Phongsa:wada:rt La:w  (The Chronicles o f Laos), Lao literature flourished 
under King Suriyawongsa, who reigned from  1633-1690, when works such as 
Sang Sinsai are believed to  have been w ritten .50 Unfortunately, it is rare fo r 
a manuscript to  tell either the author o f the text or the date in which it was 
composed. Texts are constantly altered during the process of transcription, 
and changed to suit the needs of the tim e or location. It is thus very difficult 
to establish a precise chronology fo r individual works of Lao literature.

Due to internal rivalries, Lan Xang split in to three separate kingdoms at 
the end of the seventeenth century: Luang Prabang, Vientiane, and 
Champhasak. This split and the weakness that followed had a great effect on 
the future of Lao literature, language, and culture in  general.51 Lao fortune

4B Wannakam Lsan by Thawat Punnathok pp.33-34 Also Fhongsawadan Law  (Chronicles of 
Laos) Arranged by Maha: Sila; Wirawong (L) pp.56-58 According to Maha; Sila; in the 'Chronicles of 
Laos', Prince Sertharthirat succeeded the Yuan King Phra Meu'amg Kert Kao. However, according to the 
chronology of Yuan monarchs in Wannakam Lanna: by Dr. Udom Rungreu'angsi: and Prawat Lae 
Wannakadi: Lanna: by Mani: Phanaumyong, the king preceding him is Say Kham.

AS Khwarn Samphan Rawang Lanna: Kap Lan Sang Nai Dan Wannakam by Dr. A  Peltier p.153
50 Phongsawadan Law  (Chronicles of Laos) Arranged by Maha: Si;la Wirawong (L) p.81
51 The Lao Language by LN. Morev p.4
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vacillated with the power of its tw o neighbors, Siam to  the west and Vietnam 

to the east. By the nineteenth century, most o f Laos was either a vassal of 

Siam or Vietnam, or both at the same time.
When the Thai army razed Vientiane in 1829 after a revolt by the Lao 

king Jao Anu, they destroyed the Buddhist temples and took thousands of 
manuscripts from  temple libraries, fn  1893 the French annexed the territory 
that comprises present-day Laos and the Thai retained only the area that is 
now  northeastern Thailand, a small percentage of what they form erly  
controlled. The division of regions inhabited by the Lao based upon political 
rather than ethnic considerations has resulted in a situation where over ten 
m illion  Lao at present live w ith in  the boundaries o f Thailand whereas 
under tw o m illion live inside o f Laos.

The ethnic Lao that came under Thai rule received m inim al Thai 
cultural influence before the m iddle o f the nineteenth century. As long as 
the Thai rulers regularly received their taxes or tribute, they were content to  

allow the Lao to  administer themselves under the traditional Lao system of 
government. However in 1892, under the reign of King Chulalongkom, the 
Thai reform ed the way in which the various regions w ith in  the ir kingdom, 
such as north and northeastern Thailand, were governed. Adm inistrators 
from  Bangkok were brought in to  replace traditional rulers .52 In addition, 
during the early tw entie th  century, under K ing Vajiravudh, p rim a ry  
education became compulsory by  law. The law was no t actually enforced, 
however, until after 1935 and many of the schools in northeastern Thailand 
were bu ilt even later, w ith UNESCO aid .53 The curriculum o f Thai schools 
taught exclusively Thai history, literature, and language in an attem pt to  

integrate the ethnic Lao as members o f the Thai state. From this tim e 
onwards, traditional temple education, regional scripts and literature began 
to  lose the ir importance .54 The teaching of the history o r culture o f ethnic 
groups other than the Thai has been restricted w ith in Thailand due to  the 
belief that it w ould encourage regional separatism. This has resulted in the 
fact that the people o f northeastern Thailand have been taught to  look down 
upon the ir own culture and to  have little  awareness that they have any 
history separate from  that of the Thai. In recent years, however, college-level

A  History of South-East Asia by D.G.E. Hall p.673
53 "Kaen"PIaying and "MawJum* Singing in Northeast Thailand, Ph.D. thesis by Teny Miller p.29
54 Nae:w Thartg Seuksa: Wannakam Pheum Bart Praphe.i La:ylak by Thawat Punno:thok p.13
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courses concerned w ith ‘regional studies' have begun to  be taught and the 
subject has attracted increasing interest among the people o f the provincial 
areas of Thailand.

The Lao who came under the control of the French fared no better in 
the preservation of their culture. French, the language of the colonizers, was 
established as the official language o f Laos. In high schools and colleges in 
the m ajor towns, French was the sole language o f instruction, and French 
history and culture was taught in place o f that o f the Lao. The Lao elite often 
came to look down upon their own culture and language in which they were 
largely uneducated. Indeed much of Lao literature that was written by  the 
Lao elite during the colonial period was composed in the French language in 
im ita tion  of French lite ra ry styles. Even after independence in 1954, 
although Lao officia lly became the national language, in practice French 
remained prom inent in the spheres o f government and higher education. 
The consistent im plem entation of Lao as a national language began only 
w ith the com m unist v ic to ry  in 1975.55 However, due to  the po litica l 
o rien ta tion  o f the regime, Lao tra d itiona l cu lture (and lite ra tu re  in 
particular) has become subject to  Marxist analysis and much has been 
rejected due to  its emphasis on the rites and values of the monarchy56

Despite the lack of official sponsorship, the Lao people under Thai and 
French con tro l continued to  preserve the ir tra d ition  o f transcribing, 
performing, and composing works o f literature. Naung Lam Jan Temple, for 
example, an im po rta n t center o f southern Lao lite ra tu re  in ru ra l 

Suwannakhet province, reached its height after the French took contro l of 
the country at the end o f the nineteenth century. In contrast to  previous 
histories o f Lao literature, the data from  the survey o f Lao literary works in 
the appendix suggests that the m ajority of Lao stories, and particularly those 
composed by the Lao themselves, originated after the demise of the Kingdom 
of Lan Xang. A  large percentage of the stories are solely distributed outside of 
the traditional cultural centers o f Lan Xang in rural areas w ith extremely

55 Dignity National Identity and Unity by Chagnon, J., Rumpf, R. pp.2-9
50 With the incentive of foreign capital (such as funding from Toyota) to preserve Lao manuscripts, 

however, the Lao government has begun to present itself in the role of preserver of the Lao literary 
heritage. See, for example, the introduction to Sammana: Bai La:n Thua: Phathe.t Khang Thi: Neung, 
edited by Khamphae:ng Ke-.ttawong (L)
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lim ited circu la tion .57 They are not independent of the Lan Xang tradition, 
however, as they are clearly influenced by the conventions that one 
commonly finds in works of Yuan or probable Lan Xang origin. Such stories 
are likely to have been composed by common people on the village level.38

During the past half-century, however, the Lao literary tradition has 

increasingly declined. Fewer and fewer Lao men enter the monkhood and 

learn the traditional scripts that are the necessary key to reading the texts. Tn 
northeastern Thailand, even the monks can not generally read the ancient 
scripts and rely on printed texts fo r their sermons .59 The art o f transcribing 
manuscripts is known by few. A t the same time, mass communications such 

as radio, film, and television have replaced the traditional role of Lao poetic 
epics as a source o f entertainment. However, the performance o f Lao 
literature has by no means disappeared w ithin Laos and is very much alive 
in m any of the rural areas. Mau: Lam, a type o f musical entertainment 
whose texts and performance styles are based upon Lao literature, remains 
popular throughout Laos and northeastern Thailand™

57 It must be noted that one reason that certain works may no longer be found within Vientiane or 
central Laos is because the Lao capital was razed by the Thai and much of the population of Central 
Laos was forcibly resettled in Thailand. However, as noted in fn. 136 on p.36, an inventory of manuscripts 
compiled by Louis Finot shows that a large variety of Lao literary works existed within Vientiane at the 
beginning of the twentieth century, a relatively short period of time after the abandonment of the city 
which followed its destruction by the Thai. Surveys of temples both within Vientiane and other areas of 
central Laos show the existence of a wide range of titles that occur consistently throughout this area. 
One wonders, therefore, whether works that are not found within central Laos at present disappeared as 
a result of the war with the Thai {unlike the many other stories that managed to survive) or whether such 
works ever existed within the region at all. Consider in particular the many Lao stories whose 
distribution is limited to a small geographical area. Is it feasible that such works were originally 
composed within central Laos, disappeared from the region, and then reoccurred with great popularity 
exclusively in a handful of villages, often at a great distance from where they were created? A more 
plausible explanation is that such works are local compositions. It is noteworthy that many stories of 
limited distribution are found in areas that have important centers of Buddhist scholarship. For 
example, two locations in which I discovered a large number of unusual titles are the vicinity of Nau:ng 
Lam Jan village in Suwannakhet province and the province of Ubon in northeastern Thailand. Both 
areas are the site of temples that were important traditional centers of religious education. Note also 
that both locations reached their religious and cultural peak after the decline of Lan Xang, The 
prominence of the temple in Nau:ng Lam Jan as a literary center occurred only after French 
colonization at the end of the 19th century (as explained to be me by monks and villagers in Nau:ng 
Lam Jan and confirmed in a pamphlet that describes the history of the temple printed in Vietnam).

58 The evolution of l.ao literature after the demise of Lan Xang is discussed further in Section b on 
pp.57-58.

59 In recent years, several works of Lao literature have been printed on palm leaves m the Thai script 
and mass-produced at a religious publishing house in Bangkok. They are recommended as a fitting gift 
for layman to present to temples. At one important temple in Suwannakhet, I discovered more of these 
'printed palm-leaves' than actual manuscripts. I was told that the original works had been given to Thai 
people from across the border in.exchange for the modem printed versions.

60 For a description of the decline of ancient Lao scripts and the literary tradition in northeastern 
Thailand, see Terry Miller's thesis "Kaenv playing and "Mawlum" Singing in Northeast Thailand 
pp.29-30. For sources on Mau: Lam's adaptation of the literary tradition, see fn.178 on page 50 of this 
chapter.
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Traditional Lao Literature and Religion

The Buddhist religion was a pow erfu l institu tion that played an 
im portant role w ith in the Kingdom o f Lan Xang. According to Thawat 
Punnoithok, the pow er of the tem ple was com parable to that of the 
monarchy .61

Through royal donations, a significant amount of the kingdom's land 
and work-force came under the control of the temple. The temple was a 
great land-owner, controlling farmland and perhaps even villages .62 People 

who lived on royally donated land came under the sole administration of 
the temple, and were spared the royal tax, paying instead a percentage of their 
produce to  the tem ple .63 Slaves were also frequently donated by the 
monarchy The position was passed down hereditarily. Slaves were exempt 
from government tax and could not be levied to  perform  labor fo r the 
government or inducted in to  the a rm y 64 An im portant sign of the power of 
the temple can be seen by the fact that from  the time of King Sam Saen Thai 
(1373-1416) onwards, under each reign various im portant temples were 
designated as 'areas o f amnesty from royal decrees' where one guilty of a 
disobeying the king could escape punishment by entering the temple and 
perform ing the temple's work .65

Buddhist monks exercised po litica l pow er w ithin the kingdom. For 
example, when a mission was sent to  negotiate the borders between Lan 

Xang and Ayudhaya in 1558, the Lao representatives included both important 
ministers and monks .66 It was customary fo r kings to  ordain for a period of 
time during the ir reigns (as we have previously noted concerning Kings 
Pho:thisa:rara:t and Se:tha:thira:t). During their period of ordination, leading 
monks served as the kings' teachers. The political power and prestige that 

the monkhood enjoyed, both in Lanna and Lan Xang, can further be seen by

o1 Sila:ja:reuk Lsa:n by Thawat Punna:thok pp.l32,167
62 ibid. pp.94-95
63 ibid. pp.94-95,150
64 ibid. p.126 Due to the threat of the Burmese, inscriptions announcing the royal donation of slaves 

in the reign of King Se.tha:thira:t were appended with the statement that such slaves could be called 
upon by the king in times of war owing to the fact that the country's enemies were also the enemies of 
Buddhism, ibid. p.127

85 ibid. pp.131-132,166-167 Inscriptions recording royal donations of slaves and land can also be 
found in the Kingdoms of Lanna and Sukhothai. The temple in Lanna appears to have been an 
especially large land-owner However, as of yet there has been no evidence found in either of the two 
kingdoms that temples were similarly designated as areas of amnesty pp.153-168

“ ibid. p.126
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the fact that the lite rary and historical works of bo th  societies, composed 

largely by the monkhood, include among their teachings the proper ro le of 
kings and high officials. Kings are praised bo th  fo r the ir observance of 
Buddhist precepts and the ir general support o f the religion. A t the same 
time, deviance from  acceptable re lig ious behavior presents a p rim ary 

legitim ization fo r the forfeit o f royal power.67 One popular type of literature 
describes the unhappy fate o f an im m oral king at the hands of a righteous 

commoner.
Buddhism was beneficial to  the m onarchy in that it  was the guiding 

force w ith which to  contro l the behavior o f the country's people. Moral 

instruction as taught by  monks was more readily accepted and taken to  heart 

b y  the Lao people than secular law. Buddhism provides an effective 
incentive fo r follow ing its teachings: The more that one follows its precepts,

the m ore one w ill accumulate tjb  (bun) 'Bun', merit, that w ill help both  in

present and future life-times. In contrast, the m ore tha t one com m its

m orally wrong actions, the more one w ill accumulate r h  (kam) 'Kam,' the

suffering that is the result o f one's sins. If, as was the case in Lao society, 
people have strong relig ious fa ith and regularly partic ipa te  in tem ple 
organized activities, behavior can effectively be regulated .68 The significance 
of Buddhism in establishing standards of behavior can be seen by the fact that 
early Lao works of law  were based upon codes of religious discipline. 
Punishment was sim ilar to  that meted out to  monks w ho went against the 
rules of the Buddhist order .69 When a case was being decided in court, 
religious works such as Ja:takas would be evoked as examples to  support the 
appropriateness of a particular judgment.70

The Buddhist concept o f Kam or ‘fate’ has also traditionally served the 
monarchy in teaching the Lao to  accept their station in life. The rich and 
powerful achieved the ir rank through past acts o f merit, whereas the poo r 

were in  the process o f paying fo r their past sins.71 The role o f the king as a 
supporter of the religion, as could be seen in his public ized charitable 
religious acts, also greatly added to  his legitimacy in the eyes o f the common

67 ibid. p.9G
66 ibid. pp. 147-149
69 ibid. p.149 Also, Lae: Laivt Fhongsa:wada:n La:w by Jam wan Thammawat p.88
70 Lae: Lat±t Phongsa:wada-n La:w by Jaxuwan Thammawat p.88
71 Sila:ja;reuk team by Thawat Punnorthok p.149
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people.
Lao literature was a prim ary means b y  which the Lao m onkhood 

communicated Buddhist religious values to  lay people. While some texts 
are specifically didactic, all works expound on Buddhist precepts, in 
particular the results of perform ing good deeds o r committing sin. A  study 
of the Panya.sa Ja.taka {which has served as a m ajor inspiration fo r Lao 
literature) has shown that stories w ithin the collection 'emphasize precisely 
the values deemed most im portant fo r the layman: the four noble truths, 
the role of Karma and merit-making dhana, and the precepts'.72

In Lao society, the cultural center has traditionally been the temple. In 
the past, most Lao men spent a considerable amount of their teenage years as 
tem ple novices, where they gained literacy and received the ir general 
education. The ab ility  to read, perform  o r compose Lao literature was 
entirely based upon skills that were learned in the temple. In the eyes of the 
Lao, both literature and the process of learning itself have therefore become 
intim ately associated w ith the Buddhist religion. Works o f Lao literature, 
whatever their origins or contents happen to  be, are by and large presented as 
religious tales. This both legitimizes them in the eyes of the ir sponsors and 
affords them the high respect w ith which they are viewed by  the Lao public, 
not merely as entertainment but as teachings o f the Buddha. A t the same 
time, whereas the stories are given status by  the ir association w ith  
Buddhism, the popularity o f the stories makes them a useful vehicle with 
which to spread Buddhist teaching among the Lao.

Up until the present, Buddhist religious beliefs within Lao society have 
been mixed w ith Brahman and regional Southeast Asian beliefs in the 
supernatural.73 Lao literature reflects the beliefs of the people who have 
created the stories. Works include, for example, the non-Buddhist Lao belief 
that rain is caused by Nagas playing in a celestial river,74 that the deity Thae:n 
Lau: has a role in shaping a human's destiny on earth,75 and that one's lover

72 An Historical and Structural Study of the Farmasa Ja:taka by Dorothy Fickle p.278
73 Historical chronicles show that kings of Lan Xang, from Fa: Ngum onwards, have persistently 

attempted with limited success to promote Buddhism as the sole religion of their kingdom and to

eradicate the worship of spirits. In 1547, King Pholhisa:rara:t went as far as abolishing the worship of GJ 
(phi:) locally revered deities, and attempted to bum down all of the shrines to such deities that had been 
established by his predecessors Belief in 'Phi:', however, has persisted and is still very common in 
present-day Laos.

7A For example, in Khun Thevng
75 See, for example, 7akatae.-n Kham
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is predestined and can be determ ined by the performance o f a certain 
ceremony.76 Buddhist and non-Buddhist beliefs tend to  complement one 
another in the te lling o f a s tory  In Tha:w Khatthana:m , fo r  example, 
Buddhist religious tenets are explained in comparison with the steps used in 
build ing a Bang Fai, a Lao bam boo rocket used in a traditional Tai fe rtility  
ritua l.77 In other examples, Buddhist beliefs are presented side-by-side w ith 
non-Buddhist Tai beliefs in a manner that shows Buddhism's superiority. In 

the work Fhartya: KhankhaJt, the Bodhisattva is depicted as a righteous king 
who defeats Phanya: Thae:n, a high-ranking Tai deity, when the la tte r in 
jealously causes a drought On one level, the story places Buddhism on top 
of the hierarchy of beliefs. W hatever meaning, however, is inherent in the 
story's content, its main use has come to  be in its performance during a non- 
Buddhist ritual to  appeal fo r rain during a d iy  spell. During this ceremony, 
Buddhist monks are invited to  chant the story w ith the purpose of forcing 
Phanya: Thae:n to  release the rain that he is w ithhold ing from  needy Lao 
farmers.

Sources of Lao Literature

Lao literature can be divided according to  its origins as follows:

1) Works o f Indian Origin 

1.1: Indian Buddhist Works

Canonical Ia:taka Tales: Canonical Ja:taka tales are a collection of over 
five hundred stories that describe the Bodhisattva in  his various 
incarnations. The Bodhisattva, o r the one who w ill become the Buddha, 

must perfect himself through the course o f many life-times before he can 

achieve enlightenment. Ja:taka tales form  a part o f the Buddhist religious 
canon, the Tripitaka. They are believed to  take as their source oral folk tales. 
Each story o f the Bodhisattva is divided into three sections, as follows:

See, for example, Khvniu: Na-.ng Uaz 
77 Tha:w Khatthanaxrtj printed version transcribed by Amphaum Narmlao pp.99-100
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1 The Patjupanna Watthu 'The Story o f the Present' In this short 

introductory section, the Buddha is asked a question by his disciples.

2 The A ti:t Watthu 'The Story of the Past' Prompted b y  his disciples' 
in q u iry  the Buddha relates a story o f a past life-time to  illustrate the answer 
to the question that he has been asked. This section forms the main text of 
the stoty.

3 The Samothama 'The Connection' In a brie f final section, the Buddha 
reveals the identity o f the characters w ithin his past life-time, each of whom 
has a counterpart within his present.

Jaitaka tales, particularly the Maha:nipa:ta, accounts of the last ten lives 
of the Bodhisattva, are popular throughout Buddhist Southeast Asia. In 
Laos, one encounters prim arily versions of the last ten tales. The Ve.santara 
Ja.taka, the last of the ten, is the most popular, and is read annually in its 
entirety at a m ajor religious festival known as Bun Phawe-.t. The Jaitaka tales 
largely occur w ithin Laos only in Nitsay prose or Ha:y versions, a few having 
been transform ed in to  Kaum A n  poetry by  the Lao scholar Maha: Sila: 
Wiirawong in the early twentieth century

1.2: Indian Hindu Works:

A  small m inority  of Lao literary works are of Hindu origin, including:

a: Stories related to  the Ramayana: Phra La:k Phra La:mf which exists in 
prose and poetic form, is based upon the Ramayana. According to  the Indian 

professor Suniti Kumar Chatteiji, the prose version of this work appears to  
be 'the most aberrated and bizarre' o f the non-Indian versions of the epic 
tale.78 It is also one of the lengthiest works o f Lao literature.79 Another 
related story of Yuan origin, K h w a y Thau:raphi:, also describes the life of

Ramayana fn Laos: A  Study in the GvayDvorahbi by Sachchidanand Sahai Introduction p.X
79 The entire work, approximately eight hundred pages in length, has been printed in two volumes 

by Sahai Sachchidanand.
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Rama.80

b: Stories based upon Indian legends o f Krishna: Fhrakeut Fhrapha.n, w hich 
occurs in prose and poetic form, is based upon Indian tales of Ba:na:sura o r 
Usa: A n iruddha81 Usa: Ba:rotf which is probably derived from  an equivalent 
work in Lanna, is also based upon related Indian mythology.82

c: Stories based on the Fanchatan tra : The Lao work, Na:ng Tantrai,
believed to  be composed during the reign of King W isun (1496 1548), is a 
collection of tales based upon the Sanskrit Fanchatantra.

2) Works o f Southeast Asian Origin

Lao literature that was composed by the Lao or borrowed from  the Yuan 
or M on shares a close relationship w ith the traditions of oral story-telling 

among Tai and non-Tai peoples o f m ain land Southeast Asia. The 

relationship can be seen both in the style in which the stories are to ld  and in 
the stories themselves. Themes that occur w ith in Lao literature can be 
found, for example, among the oral tales of the Lao, Kheun, Yuan, Tai Dam, 
Sarai, and Khammu.83 The m ost prevalent poetic fo rm  of Lao literature, 
Kau:n A:n, appears to  have its origins in orally composed Lao poetry such as 

Phanya:.84 There is also evidence that the type of parallelism that is described

80 This story has been translated into English and discussed in relationship with the Indian 
Ramayana in the book The Ramayana in Laos: A  Study in the Gvay Dvorahbi by Sachchidanand 
Sahai. I hesitate, however, to call the story Lao, as there appears to be only two copies, one in the Tuan 
script in the palace library in Luang Prabang, and the second, also in the palace library, copied into Lao 
as recently as 1971 with the unusual comment that nothing has been changed from the earlier Tuan 
version. (The Ramayana in Laos p.2)

81 The Indian scholar Sahai Sachchidanand has translated Fhrakeut Fhraphan and studied its 
relationship to Indian mythology in the book The Krsna Saga in Laos. There is a related story 
composed in Kau:n Aai, entitled Kambang

02 The poetic work Usa: Nitha.n, of which I  have seen a single copy at the National Library in 
Vientiane, may be identical to Usa: Barot or else a variant In its opening pages, it describes the 
exploits of Phra Keut

03 See Le Roman Qassique Lao by Dr A  Peltier pp.35-38, and also the introduction to Sumangala 
Fatumamukkha by the same author The relationship between Lao and Kam mu literature will be 
discussed further in the section on Lao plots an pages 59-64 of this chapter. Collections of oral folk-tales 
of various peoples within the region reveal many similar motifs. See, for example, the Chinese work 
Dai Folk Legends by Yan Wenbian et al (in particular The Gcada-Faced Man, pp.10-24), and the Lao 
collections of folk-tales Nithan Fheun Meu'ang La. w  by Kidaeng Phau:nkaseu'msuk and Ho.m 
Nithan Fheum Meu'amg by the Satha:ban Khon Khwa: Silapa Whnnakhadi: Haemg Sa:t. The 
collections of Lao tales include examples from many different ethnic groups throughout Laos.

04 See pp.112-113 erf chapter two.
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in this thesis evolved from  ora l narra tive style.85 Oral story-te lling 
undoubtedly preceded the literature and has continued to coexist w ith it as a 
separate but related tradition.86

2 .1: Works of Yuan or Mon Origin87

2.1.1: Panva:sa Jaitaka The Panya:sa Jaitaka is a collection of approximately 
fifty  stones that were w ritten in im itation of the scriptural Ja:taka tales. 
Similar to the Jaitaka tales, stories in the Panya:sa Jaitaka are divided in to 
three sections.88 The Panya:sa Jaitaka can be found in various versions 
throughout mainland Southeast Asia, among the Burmese, Kheun, Yuan, 
Lao, and Khmer. The stories are written in Nitsay prose, and composed both 
in Pali and in the language of the society in which they occur.89 There is 
considerable difference between the varying versions. Dorothy Fickle, in her 
thesis on the Panyaisa Jaitaka, states that there are a total of 105 stories within 
the Yuan, Lao, Khmer, and Burmese collections.90

Because of their style and consistent use of the Pali language, stories in 
the Panyaisa Jaitaka are generally believed by their intended audience to  be

65 See pp.242-246 of chapter six.
66 FathomamuJamuJi: Dr. A  Peltier p.184
67 It is important to note that when a Lao work has a Yuan counterpart of similar title, the work may 

or may not have been borrowed from the Yuan. Historical evidence of the cultural exchange between 
the two societies (as explained in this chapter) suggests that many of the works were brought to Lan 
Xang from Lanna during the period in which Chiang Mai was at its cultural and literary peak. However, 
it is dangerous to generalize about the direction of literary evolution without looking at the specifics of 
individual works. The Lao reached the height of their literary achievements during the period of the 
Burmese occupation of Chiang Mai, when Lanna culture was at an ebb. It is not unlikely that during this 
time the Yuan would have borrowed works from the Lao. (See, for example, fn.96 on page 26.) In certain 
cases, works which appear to have originally travelled to Lan Xang from Lanna were several centuries 
later reintroduced into Lanna from Laos. An example of this is the Panyasa Ja^aka collection (and 
probably many other works) at Sung Men temple in Fhrae province in northern Thailand, which were 
transcribed from Lao manuscripts in Luang Prabang. It must also be borne in mind that although the 
title of a Lao and Yuan work may be similar; one must examine the contents of each before one can 
determine the relationship between the two.

Literary works of Mon origin, if any are likely to have entered Laos through the Kingdom of Lanna. 
Much more research is needed to distinguish between works of Yuan and Mon origin.

08 In Lao the sections are known as (Pajupan Sa:t) 'The Present Life', QLDflSHlTl

(Adit Sa.t) 'The Past Life,' and JJOTJ^Dfl (Muam Sa:t) The Assembling'. Not every story in the 
collection includes all three sections.

89 The Pali text is apparently considerably flawed grammatically with 'many deviations from 
classical Pali', as noted in studies by Terral, Martini, and Coedes. An Historical and Structural Study of 
the Panna:sa fa:taka by Dorothy H. Fickle p.258 Also noted in Ka:n Seuksa; Reu'a.rtg Fanyasa 
Chaidok by Niyada: Sa:rikaphu:ti p.554

90 An Historical and Structural Study of the Fanna:sa Ja:taka by Dorothy H. Fickle p.15 The 
collection that she refers to as the Thai version is the Thai National Library's transcription of the Lanna 
text. She does not include the Kheun version in her study.
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translations from  South Asian Buddhist works rather than of Southeast 

Asian o r ig in 91 Contemporary scholars, however, have concluded that the 
Panyaisa Jaitaka was originally composed by Southeast Asian Buddhist clergy 
who reworked regional oral stories and to  a lesser extent tales from various 
Buddhist sources to  serve a religious purpose.02 Thai writers, starting with 
the historian Prince Damrong, have generally attributed the work to  Yuan 

monks (or novices) between the m id fourteenth to sixteenth centuries. It is 

believed that on ly during this period would the Yuan have possessed a 
sufficient level o f scholarship to have been able to compose extensive texts in 
Pali.05 However, several recent scholars such as Anatole Peltier, Niyada: 
Sairikaphuiti, and Prakhauing Nimrnamheimin have presented evidence 
that the text was composed earlier by the Mon, and borrowed by the Yuan 
after they defeated the Mon Kingdom of Haripunchai and established their 
capital in Chiang Mai.94 There has also been some disagreement among 
scholars as to  whether ind iv idual stories w ith in the collection orig inally 
existed in oral or in written form. In some cases, there is evidence that the 
oral versions are much older.95

The Panyaisa Jaitaka tales probably entered Laos from  Chiang Mai 

during the sixteenth century, when there was close contact between the two

91 The Lao often make the distinction between the (Ha: Sip Sa:t) 'Fifty Lives’ (i.e. the
O

Panya:sa Jaitaka) and the SlLSHfl (Sip Sa:t) Ten Lives' (i.e. the last ten stories of the Canonical Jaitaka 
that are popular within Laos), but do not distinguish the former as being apocryphal and Southeast 
Asian in origin and the latter as being from the Buddhist scriptures.

92 Dorothy Fickle, in An Historical and Structural Study of the Fanna.sa }a:taka, has found a total of 
six stories in the Thai National Library (i.e. Yuan) Panyaisa collection that have parallels in other 
Buddhist works. "Most are from Buddhist Sanskrit collections (and) a few (are) in Chinese or Khotanese 
texts.' p.49 The Thai scholar Niyada: Sa:rikaphu:ti writes that several stories borrow themes from works 
in the Canonical Jaitaka tales or from non-canonical works of Indian and possibly Tibetan origin. Ka.n 
Seuksa: Reu'amg Fanya.sa Cha:dok pp.554,564

93 ibid. p.554
^Dr. Peltier states as evidence, for example, that according to the Yonok (i.e. Yuan) Chronicles, King 

Mangraiy, who defeated the Mon and founded Chiang Mai, listened to a sermon in 1288 which consisted 
of one of the stories in the Panyaisa jaitaka collection. This places the composition of at least one of the 
stories as being considerably before the height of Yuan culture and literature. At the same time, he 
credits Prakaumg Nimma:nhe:min with the observation that many of the names of the stories' heroes 
correspond to the names of historical Mon kings. Le Roman Oassique Lao by Dr A. Peltier p.29 
Niyada: Sa-.rikaphu-.ti, in her article Kam Seuksa: Reu'a-.ng Fanva:sa Cha:dok, provides additional 
reasons why works within the Panyaisa Jaitaka are likely to have been written before the mid-fourteenth 
century and similarly suggests that the Mon Kingdom of Haripunchai, which had a flourishing Buddhist 
culture, was the source of the work. pp554-556

95 For example, a) There are reliefs from the story Sudhana Mano.ra on the Javanese monument 
Borobodur dating from the early ninth century (following the details of the Panyaisa Jaitaka rather than 
the Sanskrit versions), and b) The hero of the story' Suphanvttha is referred to in an inscription from the 
year 1266 on the Thawkuthathamutti pagoda near Pagan, Burma. An Historical and Structural Study ot 
the Fannasa fa.taka by Dorothy H. Fickle p.8
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kingdoms. Approximately seventeen works of Lao literature appear to have 
been based upon stories from this collection. Stories that were taken from 
the Panya:sa Ja:taka were enlarged upon and often transformed by the Lao 
into poetry. Some works, however, were originally enlarged upon by the 
Yuan, and Lao versions may well be adaptations of the enlarged Yuan 

renditions rather than taken directly from the Panyaisa JaitakaT Important 
prose works that are likely to  have been derived from  the Panyaisa Jaitaka 
include Thaiw Khatthana-.m  and Tha:w H u a Im portant poetic works 
include N ok Kajau.k, Na:ng Au.raphim , and Thaw Si:thon. There are also 

twenty-four stories in the Lao version of the Panyaisa Jaitaka that appear to  
have no counterparts in other versions, and can perhaps be viewed as Lao 
additions.97 The Lao version of the entire Panyaisa collection, known as Ha: 
Sip Sa:t or 'fifty lives', is rare to  find in its entirety inside of Laos. One more 
frequently comes across a few individual stories taken from the collection.9* 

The significance of the Panyaisa Jaitaka on Lao literature goes far beyond 
the number of stories actually borrowed. Above all, the Panyaisa collection is 
important in its idea of composing stories, however their origin, in the guise 
of scriptural Jaitaka tales.

2.1.2: Stories outside of the Panyaisa C ollection : In Lanna, there are
approximately 200 stories outside of the Panyaisa collection, the m ajority of

96 In certain cases, it is also possible that the Lao originally enlarged on works in the Panya:sa 
collection and that later on the Yuan borrow'ed the expanded works from the Lao. The popular Lao story 
Tha.-w Katthana.m and Yuan story Kathana Kumma.n (both of approximately two hundred leaves in 
length) share a similar plot to the story Sihana.-t (approximately forty leaves in length) in the Panyaisa 
collection. Dr. Harold Hundius in personal conversation suggested that the use of language in the Yuan 
version of the story (Kathana Kumma.n) indicates that it may have been adapted from the Lao.

97 An Historical and Structural Study of the Fanna.sa Ja:taka by Dorothy H. Fickle pp.20- 23 More 
research is needed to determine the nature of these stories. Eleven of the titles are similar to titles in the 
canonical collection (ibid. p.55) and may or may not be related. Also, some tales may only differ from 
stones m other Panya:sa collections in their title.

98 No doubt a major reason for the collection's rantv is its immense size.
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which are composed in the form  o f apocryphal Jaitaka tales." Indeed, the 

great m ajority of Yuan literature falls in this category.1"0 One of the principal 
differences between these stories and the tales in the Panyaisa collection is in 
their use of the Pali language. In stoiies outside of the Panyaisa Jaitaka, the 
Pali language tends to  occur inconsistently throughout the text, and generally 

consists of small phrases rather than lengthy passages. A  second difference is 

that many of the stories are composed at least partially in the verse form Haiy 

as compared to the Panyaisa Jaitaka, which is written entirely in Nitsay prose. 
Yuan tales of this category are likely to  have entered Lan Xang at the same 

time as the stories in the Panyaisa collection. There are approximately thirty- 

six Lao tales w ith sim ilar titles to  Yuan works of this type. Im portant Lao 
prose works w ith Yuan counterparts in this category include Sia:w Sawa:t 
and Suphom  Mo.kkha. Poetic tales include Thaw  Kam Ka: Dam, Na:ng 

Fhom H aurn  and Thaw Sowat. Lao works w ith N itsay and Kauin Ain 
poetic versions include Sang Sinsai, Phanya: Khankha:k, and Bua: Hau.ng 

Bua: H iaw . Several of the Lao versions of the stories, such as Thaw Kam  
Ka: Dam, have significant differences from their Yuan equivalents.

2 2: Works of Lao Origin

Approxim ate ly seventy-one Lao stories (slightly under fifty percent of 
the total) do not appear to  have counterparts in Yuan, Thai, o r Indian works. 
It is likely that these tales have originated in written form  inside o f Laos.101 
The themes and m otifs in the m ajority of these stories are similar to  those

° 'Dl' Harold Hundius, in a paper entitled Kan Seuksa: Cha-.dok Lanna: Nai Ngae: Sangkhom 
Witthaya:, states that there are between two hundred to two hundred and thirty independent Yuan 

Ja:taka tales. I have not yet seen this paper. Howevei; one hundred of the works from the list in Dr. 
Hundius s study are reprinted in Wannakam Lanna: by Dr. Udom Rungreu'a:ngsi:. (pp.141-143) 
Another study, Khwa:m Samphan Rawang Wannakam Lanna: Kap Wannakam Prajam Cha.t by 
h.mau.n Chittaso:phon includes a list of two hundred and twelve titles originally compiled by the 
Institute of Social Science m Chiang Mai. (pp.24-26) The actual number of worksmay be somewhat 
less. This is due to the fact that several identical stories appear to be repeatedly listed because of their 
alternate titles. Further research is needed to determine the exact nature of the stories. Some are 
simply expanded versions of stories in the Panya:sa Ja:taka. Certain others do not claim the Bodhisattva 
as their hero. The stories all appear to be used as sermons and accordingly the story-line is always 
manipulated tor religious purposes. In Hua: Lan BeuJa: Het, for example, which is not a life-storv of the 
Bodhisattva, a humorous tale (which is popular in oral form) is used as an illustration of how people 
suiter tor evil deeds in past life- times.

Despite their great number, there is a scarcity of scholarly work on Yuan tales of this type.
Published works and theses on Lanna literature devote most of their attention to the small minority of 
works composed in poetic form.

101 At least three of these stories, Tha:w Bae- Minya.y Hauy H ay  and Tha:w Ma: Yuy, have Kheun 
equivalents as can be seen in Tai Khoeun Literature by Dr. A. Peltier (respectively listed as numbers 2 
134, and 154) and may be of Kheun origin.
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that occur in the literature of the Yuan, Kheun, and Leu. This sim ilarity is 
not neccesarily the result of one society's literary influence upon another, but 
rather the fact that the stories originate from a common source: the oral folk 
tradition of story-telling that has been shared between the different but 
closely related cultures. The m ajority of such works are composed in poetry 
and claim their hero to  be the Bodhisattva.102 Im portant apocryphal Ja:taka 
tales in this category include the prose works Tha:w Kam pha: Fa:dae:k 
Fa:samau: and Khun Theung. Poetic works include Ka:lake:t, Tha:w  

Kampha: K ai Kae:wt Khunlu: Namg Ua:f an d  Singa-Jo:. There are also a 
m inority of Lao stories that cannot be classified as apocryphal Ja:takas. Many 
of these are literary accounts of Lao history. For example, several tales 
describe the life and battles o f an historical figure, King Jeu'ang.103 The 

lengthy poetic work Tha:w Hung Tha:w ]e u Ja:ng is considered to be one of 

the finest examples of Lao literature.

2.3: Works Borrowed from the Thai

A  small num ber of Lao stories share Thai equivalents, including: 
Innao, Aphaim ani:, F:a Fu: Thau.ng Tha.-w K a i Thaung Janthakho:rop, 
and Kae:w Na: Ma:. These tales appear to be adaptations based upon the 
Thai works.104 Such stories are likely to have been composed at a much later 
time than literature taken from  other sources. During the period in which 
Lao literature was at its peak in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the 
Kingdom o f Lan Xang had little  contact w ith the Thai. Significant Thai 
cultural influence began w ithin the last century None of the works are 
commonly found w ithin Laos or northeastern Thailand.

10 There is not necessarily a strong demarcation between poetic works in which the hero is or is not 
claimed to be the Bodhisattva. In some works, the story is clearly set in the context of a Jartaka, including 
many references to the hero as the Bodhisattva and a conclusion that defines the identity of each 
character in relationship to the Buddha. In other works, however there is only a single reference to the 
hero as the Bodhisattva, usually at the beginning of the tale. It would be possible for this type of 
statement either to be omitted from or added to a story depending upon the motivation of its particular 
transcriber.

103 Jeu'a:ng can refer both to a historical figure and a mythical figure revered by many Tai and non- 
Tai ethnic groups in Laos.

104 According to Dr. A. Peltier in Le Roman Classique Lao, an examination of the language of Fa: 
Fu: Thau.ng, Tha-.w Kai Thau-.ng and Kae-.w Na: Ma: indicates that the stories are adaptations of the 
Thai works of similar title, (pp.336, 458, 463)
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Prose and Poetic Forms of Lao Literature

There are tw o basic types o f Lao literature which serve tw o different 
roles in Lao society. The two types o f are differentiated bo th  by their style of 
w riting and the script in which they are written. Texts that are intended to  
serve as religious teaching in a temple are recorded in the Tham script in a 
form  of prose.105 Texts that are used as entertainment outside of the temple 
(in which the religious ro le is weakened but still present) are written in the 
ancient Lao script in  poetic form. The distinctions between the tw o  types of 
literature stated here are intended only as a general guide, and as shall be 
seen, there is a considerable degree of intermingling between the two.

Nitsay Prose Literature (bnsiU)

The prose form  in which Lao literature is recorded is known as Nitsay.106 
A lthough it is considered prose, it  possesses many poetic characteristics, 
including alliteration, assonance, and a high level of parallelism  at all 
levels.107 Dr. A m in  Sweeney describing classical Malay prose literature, 
explains that the 'poetic nature' of the narrative is the result of the fact that it 

was intended to  be heard. It was therefore com posed w ith  'aud itory 
imaginings'.108 The same explanation holds true fo r Lao prose.

Nitsay is written in the Tham script, which has traditionally been used 
solely fo r religious texts.

105 A  minority of works are also written in Hay verse, a form which generally fills a similar function to 
the prose literature.

106 A  similar word, 'Nissaya', is used by the Burmese for prose literature that translates Pali into the 
vernacular. The Pali word 'Nissaya' means 'foundation, reliance on, or support.' People who do not 
understand the original Pali text can 'rely upon' the translation. A  Guide to Mon Studies by Christian 
Bauer p.38 Although the label of 'Nitsay* is widely known within Laos, it is not commonly used among 
the ethnic Lao of northeastern Thailand.

107 Lao literary scholars commonly dismiss this form as prose and devote no attention to its 
characteristics. The one exception that I have found is Dr. A  Peltier’s work, Le Raman Classique Lao. 
in which a description of Nitsay is given on p.74

100 Authors and Audiences p.32 '....the reciting of prose works was no less an art form than the
singing of sya'ir (i.e. a type of poetic work), so that in traditional Malay literature there is little distinction 
between the concepts of "prosaic" and "poetic". On one hand, prose was written with a maximum of 
auditory imaginings to be presented in a rhythmic, stylized manner, and on the other; society's insistence 
on conformity militated against personal expression in poetry no less than in prose, resulting in an 
absence of the "spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings" which, in the west, has become the hallmark 
of "poetic" expression. The result is that, with some minor exceptions, well-nigh any topic could be 
presented in either prose or sy'ir form, ranging from subjects such as an exposition of Sufi belief to 
"romantic" tales of the Panji type....' ibid. pp.32-33
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The Origins and Evolution o f Lao Nitsay

Lao Nitsay literature, and the script in which it is written, is derived 
from the Yuan. The script, language and style of N itsay literature in Lanna 
and Laos are very similar.

The style of N itsay literature is generally based upon the Panyaisa 
Jaitaka, and imitates the style o f the Canonical Jaitaka tales. Phrases o f Pali 
are included in the text w ith varying frequency followed by explanations in 
Lao, giving the story the appearance of being a translation from  the Buddhist 
scriptures. Frequently the use of Pali is incorrect to  the po in t of being 
incomprehensible to  those fam iliar w ith the language.109 Similar to  Yuan 
works, Lao Nitsay often includes short sections written in the poetic form  of 
Haiy. This type of poe try  is generally used in scenes o f courtship and 
descriptions of nature.

The practice of com posing in Nitsay, although less com m on than 
poetic composition, appears to  be prevalent throughout all o f the m ajor 
regions inhabited by the ethnic Lao: north, central, and southern Laos, and 

northeastern Thailand. However, a greater number of Lao stories that exist 
in N itsay form  have Yuan counterparts (and are thus likely to  be of Yuan 
origin) than tales that are found exclusively in Laos: twenty-six as compared 
to seventeen.110 Considering the different num ber of Lao works w ith o r 
w ithout Yuan counterparts, there are Nitsay versions of approximately forty 

percent o f the titles that occur both in Lanna and Laos whereas there are 
Nitsay versions o f on ly twenty-three percent of works that occur solely 
within Laos. When a Lao story, regardless of origin, exists both in Nitsay and 
Kauin Ain versions, the la tte r fo rm  is almost always the m ore popu la r 
among the Lao.111 A t the same time, there are a few works o f Lao origin that 
are composed solely in N itsay tha t are quite popu la r w ith in  Laos, fo r 
example, Thasw Kampha: Pa.dae.k Fa:samau:,n2 Takataan Kham, and Sia:ng 
N aw y Jo.rato:.

This is not solely the fault of the original composer. The text is continually transcribed, frequently 
by those with far from perfect knowledge of Pali. Errors originate or are amplified by such transcription.

110 This figure includes works that exist in both Nitsay prose and Kauri A n poetic versions.
111 TWo notable exceptions are Thaw Khatthana:m and Tha:w Hua:, both similar in plot to stories 

from the Panyarsa Jartaka, where the prose versions are popular and the poetic versions have a very 
limited circulation.

112 A story with a similar theme as Thaw Kampha: Pa.dae.k Pa: Samau: (but greatly different in 
detail) exists in Southern Thailand, but what connection there is between the two remains unclear.
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In the m a jo rity  o f stories where there is a N itsay and Kaum A n  
version, the evolution appears to  have been from  prose in to  poetry.113 
However, there are exceptions. I have observed, fo r example, only a single 
Nitsay text of the stories Thaw  Kapau:m Kham, Phanya: Khankha.k, and 
Thaw Kampha: K ai Kaew, which are popular in poetic form. In each case 
the Nitsay version was located in Luang Prabang. It can be speculated that 
the Nitsay versions were adapted from the poetic works to  facilitate their use 
as religious sermons. It is not surprising that such a transformation would 
occur in Luang Prabang the cultural and religious center of Laos, which has 
trad itiona lly  shared a close cultural relationship w ith  Chiang Mai. An 
additional work, Khunlv: N a n g  Ua:t which is popu la r in Kau:n A:n form, 
exists in Luang Prabang in Hay, a verse with a similar function to Nitsay.114

There are a few works of Nitsay that deserve special attention because 
they show greater evolution from the Yuan style than do the other stories. 
They will be referred to in this thesis as Poetic Nitsay. A lthough w ritten in 
N itsay form, they are heavily influenced by the conventions of Kau:n A n. 
The few stories within this category emphasize the telling o f the s to iy  and 
minimize its religious message. Their role as entertainment can be seen in 
the ir increased use o f poetic  descriptions o f nature, and the detailed 
descriptions o f the romantic exploits of the hero, including courting Phanya: 
and obscene humor. Their use of parallel pairs and doubled pains is four to 
five times greater than ordinary Nitsay.115 The two stories that I have found 
in this category are Thaw  Kampha: Fa:dae:k Pa:samav: and Khun Thetmg. 
Both are ve iy  popular works and both appear to  have been composed in 
Laos, w ith  no Yuan equivalent.116

originated8 maj° nty ° f SUCh works have Yuan Nitsay equivalents from which they are likely to have

kno™ S i t e x S Sed *" 8reater detaU ° "  pages 3!M1' 11,6 Hay verei°n  of Khumu: Nang Ua  is

115 See pp.167-168 of chapter four.
H to the+ CJrontcles of Chiang Mai and Phayao, Khun Theung was a king of the Yuan
However, there appears to be no literaty account of the story. The story of Khun Theune is commonlv 

ce^ 1 and particularly southern Laos and I:sa;n, but rare in northern Laos which has the 
7?nneĈ ?n Another probable example of a work of Poetic Nitsay is the Lao apocryphal

J 3 77?a.-w Khu; Nang Tham, again without a Yuan equivalent. This story, popular in southernLaos
is filled with Phanya: and obscene humor. I have not yet examined its use o f l a n g u a ^ ^ a s t h e  
prevalence of parallelism, in any detail. language, sucn as tne
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Storage

Nitsay manuscripts are generally stored in Buddhist temples. Temples 
have traditionally maintained a library where texts are kept. The library is

known as (Hau: Tai) 'Room o f the Buddhist Scriptures', and literary

manuscripts are not distinguished from  other religious works.
Manuscripts that are kept in temple libraries are usually divided in to

bundles known as CJJ1 (phu:k), each bundle consisting o f roughly 20 to  25 

leaves. They are generally wrapped in silk o r other cloth donated by laymen 
as a sign of the respect w ith which they are held as sacred texts.117 It is a 
common tradition that a manuscript must be held above one's shoulders 
when carried, befitting its religious status.

Transcription

Lao Nitsay is transcribed by monks, novices, and laymen who have 
been educated in the temple.118 An insightful picture o f the transcribers is 
given by the extraneous comments that com m only occur at the end of 
individual bundles in a manuscript.119 In a version of Fha:dae:ng N an g  A i 
from  Sakheun Neu'a: village in  Suwannakhet province, fo r example, the 
transcriber explains that his heart is not in the work:

Ij uonn 

tq fi

117 Manuscripts are frequently wrapped in cloth that would normally be used for Fharsin, women's 
skirts. Although a skirt has very low connotations in Lao culture, the cloth that is donated has never been 
worn. It seems doubtful that any disrespect was intended in the placement of religious manuscripts in 
Pha:sin, as opposed to any other kind of cloth. Nonetheless it has given rise to interesting speculation. I 
have heard various explanations from monks respected for their high religious education, including one 
who taught literature at Ong Teu College of Buddhist Monks in Vientiane. He stated that the wrapping 
of a holy text in a woman's skirt was to remind people of the fact that even the Buddha was bom out of a 
woman's womb.

118 Although the copying of manuscripts is almost exclusively the work of males (as described 
further on pp.46-47), I have seen a nun in rural Suwannakhet transcribing palm leaves with great 
expertise.

110 Unfortunately these comments are almost always excluded from printed versions of the 
literature.

uon Coiuccao utnsns îjgnu

aLCoaLcmn tiUfrjenoijsu

JJ£US£TJ9niJ
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'I have been a monk since I was young bu t I have not written much. M y 
mind is not w ith m y body (i.e. not interested in what I am doing). I am not 
diligent in writing or reading'120

The m ajority of extraneous comments describe the monk's (or novice's) 
longing for women. For example, one of the opening phrases of the Naumg 
Lam Jan version o f Sam  7hi: Kheut consists of the follow ing lament:

£_*O l C a  £_» £_ / S—f

snoyncsu ©nû ocaibsnonnunnuccQCi

'W onderful young woman, I watch you pass from  the com er of m y eye; 
Alas, watch and nothing more....'

It is also not uncommon for transcribers to express their desire to  leave 
the monkhood. For example, the story Usa; Nitha:rt is concluded by the 
following passage:121

QnuUnninsnu ssuUnnirsnu tstdsijijijananancsucsucsu 

.u9uoinimsssl9ul,9ut9Li QhuUnnsinsnL
*_» i i  i

snocijgUnQn Suwcnj

unQC9oijTjmnnmomj99L^ t^ijQuSnunQn^o ijuccSo

I want desperately to  leave the monkhood! I want desperately to leave the 
monkhood! O: O: O: Nau: Nau: Nau: La: La: La: Heu.'y Heu.'y Heu.-'y
(The previous syllables are the playful expansion of a common exclamation, 
'Oh young woman', in which each of its four syllables is repeated three 
times.) 0 :y  Heu: Heu: Heu: Heu: Heu: Heu: O y  0 :y  0 :y  (exclamatory 
syllables) I want desperately to  leave the monkhood! Young woman of 
beautiful skin, If you wish to  know m y heart, come and take a taste of it 
together w ith jae:w (Lao pepper sauce). W ith jae:w, it w ill be delicious. That 
is how my heart is.'

The fundamental incentive fo r the transcrip tion o f manuscripts is 
religious. It is believed that acts involved in the creation of a Buddhist text 
w ill bring one great Bun, or merit, which w ill help to  im prove one's position 
in a future life time. The acts that bring about the greatest amount of merit
— 1 " 1 ■■■■ ■■ i

leaf 76 side b (final page of text) The initial two lines of this sequence conform to the conventions 
of Kau:n A.n verse. Note that the spaces between phrases in this and other quoted passages do not 
occur within the original texts but are included to show their poetic form.

121 On the final page of the manuscript in the Lao National Library in Vientiane.
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are the transcription of a manuscript and the donation of money to finance 
such a work. Merit can also be achieved through the donation of material 
needed for the transcription, such as palm leaves, rubber oil, rice chaff, and 
the string used in tying the palm leaves together. A  text known as Salau:ng 
Nartgseu: describes the amount of m erit received fo r the transcription or 
the financing of the transcription of the Buddhist Tripitaka.122 The performer 
of such an act w ill benefit in the follow ing manner: He w ill become an 
emperor for eighty-four thousand Buddhist eras. He will be a wealthy man, 
a Lord, and Brahma, each for a period of nine Asongkhai.123 He w ill also 
reign for a sim ilar amount of time as the Lord of celestial beings in various 
levels of heaven. A fte r his stay in heaven is completed, he w ill be bom  
again as a king on earth and perform many meritorious acts. Although such 
a fate is specifically stated for those who copy the Buddhist Scriptures, the Lao 

are ambivalent in their distinction between what is and is not of scriptural 
origin. The popular story Thaiw Khatthana.m  illustrates the belief that the 
transcription of works of Lao literature similarly results in the attainment of 
great merit. The tale explains in detail the rewards that one w ill receive fo r 

various acts, as shown in the fate of different characters according to  the ir 
deeds in past life-times:

In a past life, the (emperor) Phanya: Jak had been a merchant who sold palm 
leaves and (at one time had) donated palm leaves to  a novice. When the 
novice received the palm leaves from the merchant, he inscribed a book of 
the Buddha's teachings. The Bun that was received from these acts helped 
the two men to  achieve happiness fo r many life-times. The man who 
donated the palm leaves to the novice became Phanya: Jak, an emperor, and 
the novice who created (the book of Buddhist teaching) became the celestial
deity W isukam124  W hoever donates palm leaves to one who w ill write a
book of the teachings of the Buddha w ill gain three kinds of happiness. (He 
w ill gain) happiness in the human world, where he will become an emperor 
of greatest power in Jambudi:pa.125 As fo r happiness in the heavenly world, 
he will become the Lord Indra who rules over two levels of the sky. (He will 
achieve) happiness as fitting fo r (one who possessed) the w isdom to  give a 
palm leaf as charity to monks and novices to  w rite what they wish to ......

w2Salau:ng Thia:n Lae SaJau.ng Nangseu% transcribed by Yubon Thonsi:langkau:n and So:pha: 
Tisau:ymeu'a:ng Salau:ng texts are short works describing the amount of Bun that is received for 
various religious acts. They are generally read aloud by monks upon the completion of a specific act of 
merit by laymen. Salau:ng Thia-.n Saiau:ng Nangseu:, introduction, p.l

23 An Asongkhai is the highest of Lao (and Thai) numbers. According to The Nation Thai-English 
Dictionary, it is the number one followed by one hundred and forty zeros.

124 Also known as Wisawakam; a deitv skilled in architecture
125 In Buddhist cosmology, Jamburdi.pa is the southern continent, where India is located.
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The person who donated palm leaves... will gain the power of (his) Bun for
nine Buddhist eras  Whoever through great faith donates soot and rubber
oil and rice chaff to  clear the text and wipes the text w ith a cloth in order that 
it become clean, clear, and beautiful w ill receive Bun fo r six Buddhist eras....
Whoever through great faith writes the teachings of the Buddha receives
the power of his charitable act for one hundred Buddhist eras....126

The end of each bundle of a manuscript frequently includes the names 
of both the fam ily of the layman who commissioned the work and the monk 
or novice who transcribed the text, followed b y  exhortations that they w ill 
receive Bun as a result of their actions.127 Similar to other types of statements 
that have become a fixed part of the literature, the style of requests fo r Bun 
has developed artistically. Whereas many requests ask simply for m erit in 
straight-forward prose, the request in Na:ng A u:raph im  from  M eu'ang 
Kho:ng is in the form of a w itty  couplet:128

o  f ,  J ijV , SU  «_y I j i j  S S j  C j

2(m n  cuutJs gu m jj cernj
■u v  *u U

(khau: hai dai mia: phu: hu : su: phu: nga:m theu'in)120

Please give me an obedient1311 wife, a beautiful lover

Typically, the original religious intent has evolved in to  a more romantic 
one.131

Customarily, Lao men were required to spend at least one three-month

period of Khao Phansa:, or Buddhist Lent, as a novice in a temple. Many

spent most or all of their teenage years in the temple, where a free education 
could be obtained. It would require approximately one or two years as a 
novice to  gain proficiency in the transcription of manuscripts.132 Novices

126 Tha:w Khatthana.m transcribed by Amphau:n Namlao pp.155-156
127 Maha: Kae:\v, a former monk with extensive experience transcribing manuscripts in rural 

southern Laos, described to me the fervor in which the diligent novices at his temple in Suwannakhet 
would transcribe great amounts of text in the hopes of achieving merit. He told me that one particular 
work, Wisuthi, eight leaves in length, promised that whoever copied the text or paid for its copying 
would be absolved of all previous sins, including the five major sins of Buddhism. (This includes, for 
example, the killing of one's mother or father the shedding of a Buddha's blood, etc.) He was deluged 
with requests to copy this work. According to Maha: Kae:w' Wisuthi was composed by a Thai-born 
monk in Champhasak province who flaunted his disregard of Buddhist precepts. It enjoyed immense 
popularity in southern Laos until it was eventually banned by Buddhist authorities in Vientiane.

128 This request is printed on the final leaf of the manuscript
129 Rhyming syllables are underlined in this and future examples.
130 'Obedient' can also be translated as’ knowledgeable'.
131 The mixture of artistic and religious sentiments is also reflected in the text in which this couplet 

occurs. Although the story is written in the Tham script and stored in a temple library, it is composed 
entirely in Kau:n A:n verse.

132 As stated by Maha: Kae:w.
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who spent several years in a temple were looked upon poorly if they failed to  
copy at least one work before completing their term. A long with the prospect 
of great merit that was to  be gained, both the threat of discipline by superiors 
and retribution in hell if one neglected one's transcribing duties also served 
as a strong incentive.133 Another less frequently used device to inspire 
novices to copy manuscripts was to  have different groups compete as to  
whom could complete the greatest numbers of leaves in the shortest amount 
of time.134

While religious belief and temple discipline were strong traditional 
incentives fo r the transcription of the literature, one must not under-value 
the artistic and intellectual m otivation. There are many Lao, including 
monks, novices, and laymen, whose dedication in transcribing Nitsay works 

is due to their appreciation of the content. This high regard can be seen, for 
example, in the great care that is taken in w hittling beautiful styluses at 
certain temples,135 in the elaborate carvings on the wooden covers of many 
manuscripts, and the beautiful script filled w ith artistic flourishes that one 
often finds painstakingly inscribed upon the palm leaves.

The various types of m otivation, as described above, ensured the 
preservation and expansion of Lao literature from one generation to the 
next.136

Performance

A) Times of Performance:

Lao Nitsay literature is intended to  be read by monks on religious 
occasions. Depending upon the temple, the stories that are read are either

The late Phra Ariyamuwat Khe:mmaja:ri: of Maha Sarakham, a monk with considerable 
knowledge and expertise in Lao literature, stated that the major inspiration was the fear of hell.

134 I was informed of this particular practice at Nau:ng Lam Jan Temple in Suwannakhet province.
135 For example, the beautiful stylus whittled from ivory that I saw at Nau:ng Lam Jan Temple.
136 An example of this is the following: In the year 1829, the Thai army razed Vientiane and 

destroyed, with a single exception, all of its temples, reputedly transporting three elephant loads of 
manuscripts to Thailand and removing its people. Subsequently the city was abandoned and overgrown 
by forest for many years. As late as 1873 a European traveler found the city abandoned. The Lao, 
however, were able to replenish the stock of manuscripts that had been taken by the Thai. When the 
French scholar Louis Finot made an inventory of palm leaves in Lao temples during the years 1900-1917 
(less than fifty years after the city had been observed to be abandoned), there were enough manuscripts 
in Vientiane that he was able to compile a fourteen page list. (This observation was originally stated to 
me by Mr. Khamphaeng Ke:ttawong.)
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chosen by the abbot or monks at the temple, or according to  requests made by 
laymen. In many places, a wide choice of tales is available. If a temple does 
not have a particular story, it is a common practice for monks to borrow  the 
desired manuscript from  other temples in the vicinity.137 The literature is 
read on the follow ing occasions:

1) During the three months of GSliJboSI (Khao Phansa:); Traditionally, one

or a number of stories are chosen to  be completed within this three m onth 
term. Every day during this period a certain time is allotted to  read the text, 
either by a single m onk (or novice), o r by several reading consecutively. A  
typical reading lasts between twenty minutes to  an hour. Long stories, such 

as the Nitsay version of Sang Sinsai, which consists o f approximately five 
hundred palm leaves, can be finished during this time. A t present, this 
trad ition is still com m only followed throughout Laos, particularly in the 
countryside. In Vientiane, although some temples attract only a meager 
audience, some are regularly filled. In contemporary northeastern Thailand, 

reading literature is much less common, especially in the larger towns. The 

percentage o f monks and novices who can read the Tham script is 
considerably less, and when stories are read, prin ted versions are often 
substituted fo r original manuscripts. It is also frequent that a general 
Buddhist text is substituted for an apocryphal Ja:taka tale. For example, Thai 
printed versions of the last ten Canonical Ja:taka tales are commonly read.

2) During religious holidays; Traditionally, the Lao have observed a holiday 
for every m onth o f their lunar calendar. While not required, it is a frequent 
practice for an entire story to  be read during the holiday, which may last as 
long as three days in length. Several monks a n d /o r novices take part in 

reading the tale. Other than the holiday of Bun Phaweit (as described on page 
41), such a trad ition is not a common practice in the larger towns, where 
many of the holidays are m inimally observed.

3) ObUSb (Wan Phra), weekly religious days; Certain temples will also read 

portions of a story during weekly religious holidays that are based upon the

137 In Vientiane  ̂monks occasionally borrow texts from the National Library to use for their sermons.
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lunar calendar.

4) In times of drought, there are tw o ceremonies that may be organized to 
bring about rain. Although the ceremonies are based upon non-Buddhist 
beliefs, both involve the reading o f apocryphal Ja-.takas by monks. In one 
ceremony monks are invited fo r three days to read from the work Phanya; 
Khankha:k: 11* The preparations fo r the reading are very involved, including 
the digging of a well in which must be placed figures in the shapes of the 
various animals that occur in the story. If the preparations are not 
vigorously followed, it is feared that the reading may bring about ill results.139 
In another ceremony, sim ilarly three days in length, monks are invited to  
read a Pali incantation from the story Pa: Khau: (rather than the story 
itself).140 In this tale, the Bodhisattva is a fish in a pond that has evaporated. 
To save the inhabitants of the pond, the Bodhisattva wishes for rain, basing 
his request on the integrity in which he has followed the Buddhist precepts 
throughout his life.141

B) Aspects of Performance

Monks frequently read Lao literature (or give sermons) to  an audience 
of laymen while sitting in a tall ornamental chair. The reader is thus placed 
in a position high above the audience, indicating the respect that is given to  
the performance. Lao literature is not actually read, but rather chanted in a 
number of different styles which vary with the geographical region. The 
skill of the monk in performing the text is very important. There is an art to

L-<

^en sia:ng) 'playing with sound' in one's reading. According to Terry

M iller in Traditional M usic o f the Lao, the style of performance is 'but one 

step rem oved' from  the singing that one finds in musical Mau: Lam 

performances.142 In recent years, a form  of stylized chanting known as

138 The story is briefly described on p.21.
139 As explained to me by villagers in Nauing Lam Ian village, Suwannakhet Province.
"10 'Hie palm leaf text of the story Pa: Khau: is relatively uncommon within Laos and northeastern 

Thailand, occumng more frequently among the Yuan. (I have seen only a single manuscript of the story; 
wntten in the Leu script, at Na: Sai Temple in Vientiane.)

*41 Both ceremonies are still practiced during times of drought. In early 1991, for example, I went to 
a village in Maha Sarakham province in northeastern Thailand where the Pa: Khau: ceremony had only 
recently been performed.

132 "Kaen" Playing and "Mawlum" Singing in Northeast Thailand by Terry Miller p.IQS
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CCa (lae:), of probable Thai origin, has become popular among Lao monks.143

The desire fo r religious m erit serves not only as an incentive fo r monks 
to  transcribe manuscripts, but also for laymen to  listen to  them. The prim ary

reason of many laymen in attending readings is to  G9HLL (ao bun) 'receive

merit'. The m erit is received as a result of taking part in  a religious service, 
o f which the reading o f the story is an integral, bu t no t sole part. 
Occasionally the texts o f the stories themselves promise rewards o f great 
m erit if  one pays close attention and alternatively great punishment if one 
does not.144 In readings that I have attended within Vientiane and rural Laos, 
the audience consisted largely of people of m iddle age or older, w ith a higher 
percentage of women than men. During extended readings on im portant 
religious occasions, other groups were more evenly represented.

The audience of a reading does not necessarily understand the entire 
content of the story that is being chanted. A t some performances, the monk 
who reads the tale w ill pause several times during his reading to  explain the 
narrative in ordinary Lao, fo llowed b y  questions asked by the audience.145 
The language of Nitsay literature is considerably different from  spoken Lao 
which makes it somewhat difficult to  follow.

A lthough people listen to  stories largely fo r religious reasons, from  
personal observation, however, there seems no doubt that much o f the 
audience is genuinely interested in the progress o f the tale, and anticipates 
the daily installments. The stories chanted in the temples often find their 
way in to  the household, as those who attend services relate the tales to  their 
immediate fam ily in the course of conversation.

Poetic Versions in H a y  Verse (SHU)

H ay  verse is common to  many Tai-speaking groups. Its fundamental 
rule is that the last syllable o f the first poetic line (or phrase) must rhyme

143 ibid. pp.87-88
144 For example, the Naurng Lam Jan version of the story Tha:w Ba: Ling states that 'whoever listens 

to this tale of myself, the Buddha, will receive merit so great that it cannot be counted and will be 
successful in all that they wish', (second side of the last leaf of the fourth bundle.) In contrast, the 
composer of Fhua:n Lam from Luang Prabang threatens that if one does not pay attention to his story 
that one's sin will be so great that one may become deaf, blind or ugly, (first leaf, side two.)

1451 have observed this, for example, at N a Sai Temple in Vientiane.
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with one of the initial three syllables of the second. H ay  is a less popular 
form  of litera ture in Laos than it is in Lanna.146 In Lanna, H a y  was 
trad itiona lly  used almost exclusively fo r relig ious works, which were 
composed either in Nitsay, H ay  o r a com bination o f the two.147 H ay 
literature that exists w ith in Laos maintains an equally strong religious 
orientation. Similar to  Nitsay, H ay  literature is generally recorded in the 
Tham script and its use appears to  be confined to the temple.148 The prim ary 
difference between Nitsay and H ay  w ith in Laos is in its length. Stories 
composed in H ay rarely extend over fo rty  leaves.149 A nother im portant 
difference is that works composed in H ay may o r may not include the use of 
Pali, but typically, presumably fo r the sake of the rhyme, the amount of Pali 
words is not as great as in Nitsay.

There is an approximate total of eighteen Lao stories written in Hay. 
Out of these works, nine have Yuan counterparts, five of which are included 
in the Panyarsa Ja:taka collection. An additional tw o are renditions o f 
canonical Ja:taka tales, also possibly borrowed from  Lanna. Five works, or 
under th irty  percent of the total, appear to  have been composed within Laos. 
It is noteworthy that all of the eighteen works can be found in Luang Frabang 
and with the exception of one or possibly two, none exist outside of northern 
Laos.130 As previously observed, northern Laos, and Luang Prabang in  
particular, have a closer cultural relationship w ith Lanna than the rest of the 
country.

The on ly wide-spread H a y  w ork of litera ture w ith in  Laos is the 
canonical Ve.santara ]a:takaf known to  the Lao as Pha We.isandawn. This 
story is an account of the last life o f the Bodhisattva before he became the 
Buddha. There are many different Lao versions of the tale, composed in the

1461 am referring here specifically to literature m Category A  as described on p.4
147 According to Yuan custom, Jaiaka tales (canonical or otherwise) that were related by the Buddha 

to his disciple Sariputta are composed in Hay whereas Ja:taka tales related to the disciple Ananda are 
composed in prose. Wannakam Thau:ng Thin Lanna: by Lamu:n Janhaum p.107

148 There are exceptions. Hay versions of the various sections of the Veisantara fa.-taka are 
commonly written in the Lao script and stored in private homes. Non-Buddhist religious works such as 
chants to call the Khwan spirit and even collections of Fhanya: may also be recorded in the Lao script 
and composed largely or exclusively in Hay. The latter works, however, do not fall in Category A  of Lao 
literature and therefore are outside the range of this discussion.

149 There are notable exceptions, however, including: a) several different Hay versions (among both 
the Lao and Yuan) of the Ve:santara Jataka, and b) the Yuan counterpart of Thatw Khatthanam, known 
as Kathana Kumman, which is partially or entirely composed in Hay. In both cases, the works are 
several hundred leaves in length.

150 One is found both in Luang Prabang and the National Library in Vientiane. A  manuscript's 
being stored at the National Library however, gives no indication of its origin or circulation. Many works 
in the National Library were specifically collected by the library from northern Laos.
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forms of Nitsay, Kau:n A n , and Ha:y. The most popular of the Lao monthly 
holidays, Bun Phawe:t, celebrates the life of the Bodhisattva depicted in this 
Ja:taka tale. During the festival, the entire work is customarily read in a 
single day Those fortunate enough to  have listened to  the story from  its 
beginning to  end within this time are believed to  be rewarded by being given 
the opportunity to  see Phra Maitreya, the future Buddha, in a succeeding life
time.151 It is estimated that to  perform the entire Ha:y version of this tale one 
w ould have to  start at approxim ately four in the m orning and continue 
reading until m idnight. Therefore, most temples prefer to  read versions 
which include a m ixture o f bo th H ay  and Nitsay, which is typica lly more 
concise.152 The Ve:santara Ja:taka also occupies an im portant place in the 
lite rary trad ition  o f the Yuan, and there appear to  be great sim ilarities 
between versions of the work w ithin the tw o societies.153

Poetic Versions in Kau:n A n  Verse (TIQUQDU)

Poetic versions of Lao literature are generally written in  the Lao script, 
which was traditionally used fo r non-religious texts, fo r example, historical 
chronicles, medicinal treatises, etc.

Sources of Poetic Literature

a) Approxim ate ly fifty-three stories (roughly fifty  percent of Lao poetic 
works) appear to  be of Lao origin.

b) Approxim ate ly twenty-eight stories (roughly th irty-one percent of Lao 
poetic works) are derived from  stories originally w ritten in Nitsay, which 
were likely to  have been brought to  Laos from Lanna.

151 I have heard from people in I:san that in the past, there was a choice of stories that were 
permitted to be read during this holiday, and that the Lao tale Singa:lo± (which is composed in Kau.-n 
An), was frequently read in substitution

152 Temples often choose to read the most popular sections of the story in their Hay versions, for 
example, Matrix Nakhau;n, and mast commonly Kasat (Related in correspondence by Professor 
Suphon SomjitsrLpanya: of the I:sa:n Cultural Center at the Teacher's College in Maha Sarakham)

153The close relationship between the Lao and Yuan versions of Ve:sarttara Ja:taka was described to 
me by Kidaeng Fhaunkaseu'msuk, a literary scholar at the former Committee of Social Sciences in 
Vientiane who has specialized in the study of comparative versions of this tale.
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c) Approxim ately six stories (roughly six percent of the total) are taken from 
Thai poetic works.

d) Approxim ately five stories (roughly five percent of the total) are derived 
from Canonical Ja:taka tales.

e) A  smaller percent, included in the first tw o categories, have their origins 
in Indian Hindu works.

Poetic works are perform ed bo th  b y  layman outside o f the temple 
grounds and by monks during religious services. Although the emphasis of 
the stories as religious instruction is less pronounced than in N itsay texts, 
poetic literature still plays an im portant role in the teaching of Buddhist 
precepts. There is no reason to  believe that the m ajority of such works were 
not written by monks. Monks would have the leisure tim e necessary to 
complete the stories, not hindered by the rigors of supporting a family. A t 
the same tim e they would have the necessary equipment fo r transcribing 
texts, such as stylus, palm leaves, and rubber oil, that were donated by 
laymen. Even a layman who composed such a work, however, w ou ld  
necessarily have spent a considerable time studying in the temple to  gain his 
skill.

Lao Poetic Forms

It is not the intention of this thesis to  provide a detailed summary o f 
the various poetic forms of the Lao. This inform ation has already been 
summarized elsewhere.154 The m ost prom inent Lao verse, in which the 
great m a jority  of Lao literature is composed, is known as Kau.n A:n, or 
Kau:n A:n Thammada:, which is described in greater detail on pages 95-99 of 
chapter two. Its basic characteristics are as follows: A  poetic line is divided 
in to tw o sections, respectively of three and fou r syllables, w ith  possible 
additions o f in itia l and final phrases which are generally tw o  or three 
syllables in length. A  stanza is made up of tw o verses, each of which consists 
of two poetic lines. The number of syllables in a line are not rig id ly adhered

154 As described on page 3.
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to, and verse is no t typ ica lly  com posed in fu ll stanzas. The m ost 
fundam ental and consistently fo llow ed feature o f Kau.n A:n is the 
assignment of words pronounced w ith tw o different tones, low  and falling 

to designated positions in each line. The use o f alliteration and assonance is 
highly developed, whereas the rhyming of vowels and final consonants in or 

between lines is relatively rare.
Although Kau.n A:n is similar in many aspects to the early Yuan poetic 

form  of Khlo:ng it does no t appear that this is its derivation.155 It is more 
likely that Lao poetry, in particular Kau:n A:n, has its origins in Lao oral 
poetry, known as Phanya:. As we shall see in chapter two, Phanya: often 
conform to  the rules of Kau:n A:n, including the number of syllables in a 
line and the placement of words o f various tones.

Basic Characteristics of Lao Poetic Literature

The Lao believe that Kaum An is more pleasing to  the ear than Nitsay. 
Because of its structure, it provides a greater opportun ity  than prose to 
creatively manipulate language to  create auditory effects.156 Therefore, there 
is an im portant difference in how a story is to ld  in prose and poetic versions. 
The use of parallel pairs, fo r example, is considerably higher in poetic than in 
prose texts.157 The importance of how a narrative sounds is illustrated, fo r 
example, by  the popularity of a scene from  Sang Sinsai known as Tau.n 

Sam D ong  'Sinsai Adm iring the Forest', which is frequently included in the 
repertoire of Mau: Lam performers. This passage is com m only used in 
general performances outside the context o f the story in which it was written. 
The high esteem given to  this piece is due to  its skillful use of various poetic 
devices such as alliteration, rather than its story-line.158 Poetic literature also 
differs from Nitsay in its content. Its role as a teacher of religious precepts is 
generally lessened and a greater emphasis is placed on entertainment. This

"l55 rrxi ' " """ ‘The two verse forms are similar in a) their use of tonal rhyme based upon low and falling tones, 
and b) the number of syllables in a poetic line. However, the designated position of words of rising and 
falling tones is different. The earliest example of Yuan Khlomg, Lrsa.- Ba.-rot, is also similar to Lao Kau:n 
An in that there is no consistent use of rhyme (as analyzed in the thesis Maha:kap Reu 'amg Tha:w Ba: 
Jeu'amg by Prakhau.mg Nimma:nhe:min p.233).

156 For a description of the structure of Kau:n A ti and how it influences its content, see pp.174-178 of 
chapter four.

157 See pp.166-168 of chapter four and pp.242-246 of chapter six.
158 See Nae:w Thamg Seuksa: Wanrtakam Thau mg Thin Fraphe.t La:viak by Thawat Punno:thok

p. 42
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can be seen, for example, in how the stories are organized. Although Lao 
poetic works commonly refer to their hero as the Bodhisattva, the trappings 
of a Ja.taka tale which are frequently used in N itsay texts, such as the 
inclusion o f the three different sections, have been abandoned. Words or 
phrases in Pali are not normally present. Common characteristics of poetic 
literature that are less developed in Nitsay include:

1) Emphasis on romance and sexual con ten t- Both prose and poetic works 
include frequent scenes of romance among the hero and various princesses. 
In poetic works, however, the romance in the scenes tends to  be expanded. 
This involves the exchange of Phanya: between the characters. The Phanya: 
often include strong sexual connotations.

2) Poetic descriptions of nature— Lao composers have frequent occasion to 
describe journeys of the hero through the forest and along rivers. Poetic 
accounts tend to go to great lengths to describe the beauty o f nature. Often 
scenes from nature are used as metaphors to describe the hero's separation 
from his lover.159

Lao poetic works generally begin with an opening section of invocation 

known as Ijjjjjb irjdb  (Nammathu Pan). This section frequently starts w ith

praise of the Triple Gems of Buddhism: the Buddha, the Dharma, and the 
monkhood. A fte r the initial invocation, the com poser invokes various 
celestial beings, such as Indra and Brahma, with the request that they look 
after the welfare of the composer and aid him  in the com position of his 

work. If the author and date of composition is to be mentioned, it is in this 
section, o r at the end of the story. In some works, such as Sang Sinsai 
Tha:w Te.me:, etc., a fairly fixed form at has been established fo r the 
invocation, w ith the use of similar phrases and poetic lines.1611

Comments outside the context of the story are frequently added both in

169 It is noteworthy that even in Nitsay. courting exchanges between young men and descriptions of 
nature are precisely the type of scenes that are most developed artistically in a given work. They are 
often composed in Ha:v poetic style, immediately distinguishing them from other scenes. See, tor 
example, Thaw Pa: dae'k Pa: Samau and Khun Theung.

160 Khamphae:ng Ke:ttawong's unpublished study of Lao literature, Wayakau.n Lae Wannakhadi: 
Law, provides several examples of formulaic invocations in works of Lao literature. (In my version, the 
pages are not consistently numbered.)
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the initial section and at the end of the text. The requests frequently describe 
how  a manuscript should be handled. For example, the story Jampha: Si: 
Ton from  Tha: Meu'a:ng village in Suwannakhet province includes a long 
list o f warnings and complaints.161 Although the comments are of a purely 
utilitarian nature, they are consistently composed in Kau:n A:n verse form:

tuu
M

ttaUJccm tjdcB

Untn csnn̂ tn cus t̂fnnaij LJTJC1J

srrjau unsnLln thntdto UjtdjjjD^anu fiBmu
Ax*

LnoLnndsu
• *_•

o  am nbcnQccm Thtdwritĥ

snjwiQ sgnnssu
1 M -f 1

smjBuUsuih

'W hoever borrows (this manuscript), use a candle (to give yourself) light in
which to  read. Do not take a Lao torch162 and light it near (the text) Some
people let drippings from  the torch fall on it, a fire starts, and it is b u rn t....
Some people (let the) juice of the betel-nut d rip  (on the text) so that it 
becomes tainted. (They) are tru ly  no t afraid or respectful and w ill do 
anything. .... Sometimes there is a tear (spreading from) the hole where (the 
leaves) are bound; The palm  leaves turn and fall down and are stepped 
upon ...'

Manuscripts also typically describe the conditions under which they can be 
borrowed, and how  the audience should behave during a performance. The 
great m ajority of extraneous comments are addressed exclusively to  young 
women. For example, although it would be unlikely for a female to borrow  a 
manuscript, it  is not uncomm on fo r the text to  warn that if the story is 

borrowed and not returned w ith in three days, the owner w ill come and 
squeeze the breasts of the offender.163 Other texts sim ilarly caution young 
women 'not to  be in too great a hurry to  borrow  the manuscript'164 and not to

161 On the manuscript’s final page.
162 A traditional Lao torch consists of a rotted stick of wood with rubber oil.
103 For example, the final page of Thaw Kampha: Kai Ka&w from Nau:ng Lam Jan village. To a 

lesser extent, older people In the audience are also addressed and teased. This has also been observed 
within Kha.w Sau: poetry, a comparable form of entertainment performed by the Yuan in northern 
Thailand. See ]ari:t Niyom Nai Kan Taeng Wannakam Kha:w Sau: by Dr Udom Rungreu'angsi: p.35

164 Initial page of Usa: Nithan, National Library, Vientiane.
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'bum or taint the text during a reading'.165 It  should be no ted tha t the 
performers of such texts are exclusively male and that the audience is often 
largely comprised of females.

In some works, fo r example, Sang Sinsai, the story is divided into

sections, referred to  as 3b (pan), each of which is given a title. A lthough 

not an uncommon practice, the m ajority of tales are w ithout such divisions.

The Storage and Use of Poetic Literature

Poetic texts are largely kept in private homes. From personal 
observation, the amount of private manuscripts varies w idely from  region to  
region. In many areas, much has been destroyed through years of warfare.166

Poetic texts are frequently hung from  a wall, or kept upon a shelf that is 
reserved fo r objects of religious adoration. Unlike the ir counterparts in a 
temple, poetic works inscribed in the Lao script are not generally divided into 

bundles, but rather consist of one large bundle bound together inside of two 
wooden covers. Frequently the covers are carefully decorated w ith carvings. 
Also, unlike manuscripts that are found inside o f temples, palm  leaf texts 
that are privately owned are not normally wrapped in silk or cloth.

Poetic Lao literature, sim ilar to  prose literature, is generally exclusively 
handled, transcribed, read, and perform ed by males.167 The education 
necessary to  read, transcribe or perform  the works has traditionally been 
attainable only inside of the temple. The stories, despite the ir ro le as 
entertainment, remain associated with Buddhism and are therefore seen as a 
specifically male area of active involvement. It is often considered im proper 
fo r women to  handle such texts o r p lay any ro le other than that o f a

1̂ ibid. final page
160 Because past and present inventories of manuscripts focus almost entirely on collections stored 

in temples, the extent and variety of titles kept in private hands has largely gone unrecorded.
107 There are exceptions. Khamphaemg Kerttawong described to me how his mother educated 

herself in the ancient Lao script and used to read manuscripts in her house to her children.
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respectful audience.168
The extent of manuscripts that are private ly owned in a village and 

their present location is frequently known among the village's older males. 
When a festival is organized, people are aware of which works of literature 
are available as entertainment.

Although privately-owned manuscripts may be less religious in content 
than prose texts written in Tham, they are regarded w ith high value by their 
owners.169 M any Lao works warn that they must be treated w ith  proper 

respect. Before reading one should raise the text up to  the level o f one's 
head as a sign of its honor.170 One should also worship the text by  placing in 
front of it an offering bow l w ith either the following five items: popped rice, 
a torch, flowers, incense, and candles, or more com m only the latter three.171 
This is an offering that is typ ica lly  given in respect to  the Buddha, his 
teachings, and the monkhood.172 The manuscript should be placed in a tray 
during the read ing173 and afterwards stored in a place of suitable height 
befitting its value.174 If one does not pay proper respect in reading one will

168 It is noteworthy that although there are both male and female academics within Thailand and 
Laos that have made studies of Lao literature, it is almost exclusively the males who read from the 
original manuscripts. I can not think of a single Thai male scholar on the subject who cannot read the 
ancient scripts. In contrast, the majority of female academics use as their sources printed

transliterations. The idea of cautusnu (len bai la:n) 'to collect or make a hobby of manuscripts' for
o Oft

laymen is a male oriented pastime, as is G9LJJSLG0S9Q (len phra khreu'a:ng) 'to collect religious 
amulets'.

169 An example of this is the following: The people of Hart Lao village on the Saemg river in northern 
Luang Prabang province originally inhabited an area in Sam Neua province several day’s walk from 
their present village. During the war, they were forced out of their previous village by the American 
sponsored Hmong army. They could only keep what they carried by hand. They brought with them 
several palm leaf manuscripts including a very bulky five hundred page version of the story 
Fanthama:t. When they arrived in the area they that currently occupy for the first few years they could 
not live inside of the village for fear of being bombed. Although forced to live precariously in the forest, 
they again brought with them and took care of their palm leaf manuscripts.

170 For example, Ka:lake:t, final page, transcribed by Fhra Ariyanuwat Khemmajari:, Tae.-ng 
Hau.m, Vientiane National Library, last leaf, and Phanya: Khankhaik, final leaf of third bundle.

171 In the work Sammathi; transcribed by Niyom Suphawut (p.5), the narrator asks for all five 
offerings, whereas on the last page of KaJake.i transcribed by Fhra Ariyamuwat Khemmajari:, and on

p. £1 of the newly composed version of Tha:w Khatthanam, written by Khamphun Phtlawong (L) the
narrators ask specifically far the latter three. In practice, I have observed only the latter three offerings 
being given.

172 On other occasions than performances, for example, when one wishes to borrow a manuscript 
from its owner, an offering of this kind may be presented as a sign of respect.

173 Stated in Phanya: KhankhaJc from Sakheun Neu'a:, Suwannakhet province, on the final leaf of 
third bundle, and in Sammathi; transcribed by Niyom Suphawut, leaf two, side a.

174 Lao manuscripts commonly advise the reader that they be stored in a high place, for example, 
Sammathi: (as in the previous footnote) leaf two, side a, and the final leaf of Tae:ng Hatim  at the 
Vientiane National Library.
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be com mitting a grave sin.175 Lao works frequently state that such respect is 
deserved due to  the religious origins of the literature. A t the beginning of 
the poetic version of the popular story Sang Sinsai, for example, the author

claims the work to  be teachings of the Buddha taken from  Ha: Sip Sa:t 'F ifty

Lives', the Lao version of the Panya:sa Jartaka. However, the tale is not 
included in Ha: Sip Sa:t, nor, as we have seen, is Ha: Sip Sa:t of scriptural 
origin.

Outside of religious considerations, the respect given to  Lao poetic 
manuscripts performed outside of the temple is to  no small degree due to  the 
following characteristics:

1) The stories are considered to be a collection of wisdom and artistic beauty. 
It is a source of p ride that the works are the collective effort o f m any 
generations o f people w ithin the community.

2) The transcription of a manuscript involves a great amount of tim e and 
effort. Often the tale was transcribed by its owner or a relation of the owner.

3) During im portant occasions in the village, the stories p lay a significant 
role as entertainment.

A  skilled perform er or one well versed in the manuscripts is sim ilarly 
highly regarded by his fellow villagers. This no doubt is due at least partially 
to the fact that one who has such skills is known to  possess a considerable 
religious education. A t the same time, many Lao poetic works are not 

com m only known in the ir entirety, and thus people fam iliar w ith  them 
have privileged access to  what the Lao consider im portant trad itiona l 
wisdom.

Performance of Poetic Literature

There are many occasions on which poetic works have traditionally 
been read, including:

w For example, the final page of KaJakei, transcribed by Fhra Ariyanuwat Khemmajarri:.
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1: f iUCSQUn (Ngan Heu'a:n Di:): Lao funerals; Lao funerals last for

several days, during which members of the community gather at the house 
of the deceased. In the evening, after religious services are completed, a 
customary entertainment is the reading of Lao stories. A t present, it is rare 
to find texts read on this occasion, as this form of entertainment has largely 
been replaced by taped music or playing cards.176

2: CSirnJJ (Khao Kam): A fte r a woman gave birth, traditionally she

would spend time recuperating in her home in bed by a fire. With the birth 
of a first child, this resting period could last up to  a month. During this 
period, people would com m only gather at the woman's home and Lao 
literature w ould be read as entertainment, Khao Kam has largely if no t 
entirely disappeared.

3: General Religious Holidays: As previously mentioned, the Lao have 
traditionally observed holidays for each month of their lunar calendar. One

of the m onth ly festivals, known as LLUQtcJ (Bun Bangfai), is com m only

observed throughout Laos and northeastern Thailand. On this occasion, 
sections of Lao stories such as Fha:dae:ng Na:rtg A i and a type of verse

known as (jiarng ) are frequently read aloud during a procession. Bun

Bangfai is a fe rtility  festival which includes many events filled with sexual 
connotations. The poetic versions of the literature that are perform ed 
accordingly include much sexual hum or and are frequently used specifically 
during this occasion.177

During the m onthly lunar festivals, poetic works of Lao literature have 
trad itiona lly  been read in the evenings as entertainment. Frequently 
different villages within a certain area would take turns being the sponsor of

176 The practice, however, still exists. I have attended a funeral reading in Nau:ng Lam fan in 
Suwannakhet province. I have also heard of similar readings in northeastern Thailand, for example, in 
the capital of Mukdahan province and a village in Maha Sarakham.

177 For a description of works read during this holiday and a list of many examples, see Khai Pha:sit 
Bora.n Lsam by Pri.cha, Phinthaung pp.486-489. It is noteworthy that Pali words, which are normally 
used only in a religious context, occur in these passages as rhyming counterparts for Lao obscenities. 
One work that is popular on this occasion is an obscene version of one of the well-known chapters of the 
story Sang Sinsai.
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these events. In organizing the festival, the sponsoring village w ould search 
fo r people who were skilled at perform ing works of literature. A  good 
reader, besides being enjoyable, w ould add to the village's reputation as a 
host. Often such readers w ould be paid fo r the ir services.178 It was common 
during festivals fo r several stories to  be read sim ultaneously by different 

performers, and groups o f people would gather by the readers, depending on 
personal taste in the s to iy  or performer.

4: Inform ally; It is also not uncom m on fo r Lao stories to  be read 
inform ally at home by their owners.

It w ill be observed that whereas prose works in a tem ple are generally 
read w ith the intention of finishing a com plete story in a given period o f 
time, poetic texts outside of the tem ple are com m only read in sections rather 
than as com plete stories. M any o f the most frequently perform ed poetic tales 
are exceptionally lon g  averaging about five hundred palm leaves in length, 
fo r example, Sinsai, Tha.w Suriwong Jampha: Si: Ton, Singa.io., and Tha:w  
Kampha: Kai Kae:w. 179 Ind iv idua l scenes, such as battle  scenes, love 
scenes, o r accounts o f journeys through the forest, have a completeness in  

themselves and can be enjoyed outside the context o f the tale in which they 
occur. Many people, therefore, are fam iliar w ith  sections o f the stories, bu t 
not the stories as a whole.

During a performance, the m anuscript is generally placed on a tray in 
front of the perform er. It is no t uncom m on fo r the reader to drink some 

whiskey to facilitate the smoothness o f his performance. Sim ilar to  prose 
works o f Lao literature, poetic works are not actually read but rather chanted.

5 The contemporary musical entertainment, Mau: Lam, owes its origins to such performances. The
musical form is based upon the performance styles of reading ancient literature. One musical style is

still referred to as QHTJCfLnSI (Am Nangseu:) 'reading a book’. An early form of Mau: Lam, known as
0 <?»

oHM b (Lam Pheun), consisted of a performer who 'sang' the literature to the accompaniment of a
musician who played the khaen, a Lao wind instrument. In the past half century, the form has evolved
considerably. For a description of the musical style' An Nangseu:' and its relationship to the Lao literary
tradition, see pp.103-108 (especially p.108) of the thesis "Kaen" Flaying and "Mawlum" Singing in
Northeast Thailand, and pp.25-27 of The Traditional Music of the Lao, both works by Terry Miller. For a
description of the form of Mau: Lam known as 'Lam Pheun', see pp.132-136 of Terry Miller's thesis and
pp.40-42 of his book A general description of Mau: Lam's evolution from Lao literature can be found on
pp.77-97 of Terry Miller's thesis.

179 .Although the commonly found version of Thaw Kampha: Kai Kae:w is approximately two
hundred leaves in length, the length of the Champhasak version is approximately five hundred leaves.
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A  perform er's skill is especially im portant in breathing life  in to  the poetic 
version o f a story. As mentioned, poe try (whether Kau.n A n  o r Ha:y) allows 
the com poser a greater opportun ity to  m anipulate sound fo r effect, and its 
intended effect relies on the in te rp re ta tion  o f the reader. D uring Bun 
Phawe:t, the perform er's skill at chanting, and specifically alternating high 
and low  sounds, is im po rtan t in  keeping the audience a ttentive  to  a 
performance that lasts the length o f a day.180 The Ve:santara Ja:taka is chanted 
b y  m any d iffe ren t m onks du ring  th is  festiva l. Those g ifted in  th e ir 

perform ance have tra d itiona lly  been presented w ith  offerings, frequently 
money, by appreciative members o f the audience. The m oney is generally 
utilized by the tem ple rather than being the property o f ind ividual monks .185 

In Luang Prabang, in  the past, a m onk w ith a good voice who gave a skilled 
perform ance w ould often receive gifts from  the audience, particu larly from  
female admirers. Some monks have been known to  leave the tem ple after 
receiving a substantial am ount o f donations, using the ir gifts to  establish a 
com fortable life  outside o f the m onkhood .182

Interchangeability between the IW o Types o f lite ra tu re

The d istinction between the tw o types o f literature is flexible. W hen a 
text o rig ina lly  w ritten  in the Lao script and stored in  a priva te  hom e is 
recopied in  Tham fo r the purpose o f being used at a tem ple, the

transform ation is referred to  as LiOfiOLî S (buart nangseu:) 'O rdaining a book'.

A lternative ly, when a text that is w ritten in Tham script is transcribed in Lao

in  order to  be stored in  a private home, the process is known as In d j^ I  (si:k

nangseu:) 'Defrocking a book '.183

One frequently finds poetic stories recorded in Tham and preserved in 
tem ple lib ra ries side-by-side w ith  N itsay texts .184 There are extensive

* 186 There are several different styles of chanting especially for this story. (Related in correspondence 
by Professor Suphon SomjitsrLpanya:)

181 Hit Sip Saung Khaurtg Sip Si: by San Sa-.rathasananan pp.20-21
182 From conversation with Ajam Thau-ngkhan at the Provincial Libraiy in Luang Prabang
183 I heard this expression in Nau:ng Lam Jan, Suwannakhet. The extent of its distribution is 

uncertain.
184 In such a case, there is no way to be certain that the story was 'ordained' or actually composed in 

the temple. It is my opinion, as stated earlier, that many poetic stories were originally composed inside 
of the temple, and therefore in the Tham script.
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collections of poetic literature in tem ple libraries such as Wat Nau:ng Lam 
Jan in Suwannakhet Province, Wat Na: Sai in  Vientiane, etc. There is no 
restric tion  that lim its  m onks to  chanting N itsay texts during  re lig ious 
services. The type of works in a tem ple lib ra ry depends upon the inclination 
of the temple's abbot at the tim e that the manuscripts were being collected. 
Certain temples, such as Nau:ng Lam Jan, have specifically sought out poetic 
and lite ra ry works to  fill the ir libraries .185 In a small m inority  o f tem ples that 
I have visited, due to  the insistence of a particular abbot, an attem pt has been 
made to exclude nomcanonical literature. Such a goal, however, is not easily 
successful due to  the d ifficu lty  in distinguishing what is actually o f canonical 
orig in and what is only posing as such. Apocryphal Ja*aka tales, particularly 
in N itsay form, often manage to  avoid detection. It is also no t uncom m on to  
find poetic works cleverly disguised, as if to  avoid being recognized. For 
example, some m anuscripts inscribed in  Tham begin w ith  the typ ica l 
'Patjupanna W atthu' section ('The Story o f the Present'), w ritten  in  Nitsay, 
where the Buddha is asked a question by his disciples. W hat im m ediately 
follows is a poetic rendition of the tale. Once the story is finished, the final 
leaves of the text revert back to  N itsay in a rend ition  o f the 'Samotha:na' 
section ('The Connection') in im ita tion o f the Canonical Jaitaka tales .186

Apocryphal Ja:taka tales tha t are w ritten  in N itsay are believed to  be 
direction translations from  the Tripitaka. They are therefore not transcribed 
into Lao and kept in private homes, which w ould be considered sacrilegious. 
'Defrocking' a book, therefore, refers either to  copying in to  Lao fo r private 
use a) texts from  the tem ple tha t are not apocryphal Jaiakas, fo r example, 
astrological works, m edicinal treatises, o r religious incantations, o r b) poetic 
versions o f apocryphal Jaitakas. It is also not uncomm on to  find manuscripts 
w ritten in the Tham scrip t stored outside o f the tem ple. There is n o t a 
generally held taboo against keeping Tham texts in  p riva te  hom es .187 

However, there appear to  be reservations at least among some communities. 
For example, people in the Tai Aet village o f Ha:t Lao in northeastern Luang 
Prabang province explained that it  could bring about the appearance o f

ift5 At the end of the nineteenth century, Nau:ng Lam Jan temple attracted students from southern 
Laos and many provinces in northeastern Thailand. Its abbot at the time was a monk educated in 
Bangkok who actively sought literary works to be copied and kept in his temple library.

ie6Examples at the National Library in Vientiane include Tha:w Ba: U.ng and one version of Thaw 
Kam Ka: Dam.

187 Based upon personal observation, and from conversation with Prof. Suphon Somjitsri:panya: at 
the I:sa.n Cultural Center at the Teacher's College in Maha Sarakham.
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m alevolent sp irits  in the household tha t cou ld  be dangerous to  sm all 
ch ildren .188 Privately owned works that are recorded in  Tham are generally 
concerned w ith  re lig ion and the supernatural. They include astrological 
texts, incantations, and spells to  call the Khwan spirit.

Evolution o f Lao Literature from  the Yuan Literary Tradition

The inventory of Lao stories in the appendix helps to answer the 
question: What, if any, are the Lao contributions to  the lite ra ry trad ition that 
they inherited from  the Yuan? Frevious scholarship has by and large given 
the impression that most if not all o f Lao literature was m erely borrowed or 
at best adapted from the Yuan. As shown in this chapter, Lao literature does 
owe much to  Lanna, including one or both of its scripts, a large num ber o f its 
stories, and many of its m a jo r conventions. However, the inve n to ry  
indicates a m ore com plex evolution o f Lao literature than has been suggested 
in the past. This can be seen by a) the extent to  which the Lao have adapted 
the Yuan lite ra ry tradition, and b) the extent of works o f Lao origin. Let us 
examine these tw o points separately.

a) Extent o f Lao adaptation of the Yuan lite ra ry trad ition

Previous com parisons of Lao and Lanna litera tures have tended to  
emphasize the sim ilarities between the tw o traditions. There is, however, an 
im portant difference between the form  that the literature takes in Lanna and 

Laos that has been neglected in past works. Whereas the Yuan trad itiona lly  
recorded the ir stories, w ith  a m inim al num ber o f exceptions, purely in prose 
or the simple poetic form  o f Ha:y, the Lao recorded the m a jority of the ir tales 
in the m ore com plex poetic form  of Kau:n A:n. Besides com posing original 
stories in Kau:n A:n, the Lao appear to  have converted in to  this form  the 
m ajority o f the N itsay and Ha:y works that they borrow ed from  the Yuan. 

Lao stories which share sim ilar titles w ith Yuan N itsay and Ha:y tales occur 
in the fo llow ing  forms:

188 The Tai Aet are a small Tai-speaking group from northeastern Laos that share a similar literary

tradition with the Lowland Lao, and are said to have a strong belief in CJ (phi:) 'Tai spirits', as well as the 
Buddhist religion
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Nitsay Prose:

Hay:
Kau:n A:n Poetry: 
Kau:n A:n and Nitsay:

seventeen works 

eight works 
seventeen works 
eleven works

The popula rity of Kau:n A:n among the Lao can be seen from  the fact that 
not only do twenty-eight of the above works exist in Kau:n Am versions, but 
seventeen at present exist in Laos solely in Kaum A:n form.

An equivalent poetic form  also existed among the Yuan. S im ilar to  
Kaum Am, it was a form  o f Khlomg, a type o f poe try  based upon the 

placement of words of m inor and falling tones that is popular among Tai- 
speaking groups. The earliest known Yuan Khlomg work, Usa: Ba:rot, was 
w ritten during or before the reign of King Keu'na: (1367-1388) and the form  
continued to  be popular until the Burmese occupation in 1558.181’ In scholarly 
works on the literature of Lanna, the trad ition  of com posing in Khlomg has 
been given great im portance as it believed to  be the forerunner of the Thai 
poetic tra d itio n . However, despite th e ir significance in m odern-day 

scholarship, the actual num ber o f works that were w ritten in this poetic form  
are few. There is a to ta l of nine or ten Khlomg works that are known at 
present whereas there are approxim ately tw o hundred stories w ritten either 
in Nitsay or in Ha:y.1<5n

W hy did the various form s have differing levels of popu la rity  w ith in 
Lanna and Lan Xang? This can pa rtia lly  be explained by the difference 
between the tw o societies in the nature of the composers o f the ir literature 
and the circumstances of its performance.

Dr. Udom  Rungreu'amgsi; in his book Wartnakam La.nna: suggests 
that the high level o f education needed to  compose works in Khlomg 
restricted its practitioners to  members of the Lanna elite who were connected 
to the palace. Lanna Khlomg during the peak of Yuan civilization was more 
complex than the Lao form  of Kaum Am due to  its required rhyme scheme. 
Early Yuan Khlomg, however, was w ithout consistent rhyme, and as such

,a9 Wartnakam La:nna: by Dr. Udom Rungreu'a.ngsi: p.245. The last work composed in Khlo:ng, 
Khlo:ng Hong Fha: Kham however, was written as late as 1853. ibid. p.366

'90 There are nine Yuan works composed in Khlo:ng, according to Thawat Funno:thok in Nae.w 
Tha.ng Seuksa. W'annakam Fheu.n Ba.n Praphe.t Laylak pp.94-95 (A list of titles is included.) There 
are at least ten, according to Prakhau/ng Nimmamhemin in her thesis Maha:ka:p Tnaw Ba: feu'a.ng 
p.231
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was no m ore d ifficu lt than Kau:n A:n, which did no t require a high level o f 
education as a prerequisite to  its  com position .191 W hy the Yuan verse form  
developed in the way that it  d id  so that it was m onopolized b y  a small elite, 
and why a m ore popular w ritten  verse form  did not develop at the tim e are 
questions that are w orthy o f consideration by those w ith m ore knowledge of 
Yuan culture and history .192 The Lao form  of Khlcmg, Kau.n A:n, as we shall 
see, possessed a m uch w ide r range o f com posers than d id  its  Yuan 

equivalent.
The second im portant difference between Lao and Yuan litera ture was 

in the nature o f its performance. The great m a jo rity  o f Yuan works, w ritten  
either in  Nitsay, Ha:y, o r both, were intended solely to  be chanted by monks. 
Both the script o f the texts (Tua: Meu'a:ng) and the style o f the narrative had 

religious connotations. N itsay (as in  Laos) was used exclusively to  compose 
w orks o f a re lig ious nature. Hay, which is known to  the Yuan as Kau:n 
Tham (poetry o f the Dharma), sim ilarly was not com m only used by secular 
poets because o f its association w ith sacred texts .193 The m a jo rity  of Lao 
works, in  contrast, were w ritte n  in Kau:n A:n, a fo rm  w hich allow ed a 

greater range o f perform ers and performances. By m erely changing its script, 
an identical text in Kaum Am could be perform ed either as a tem ple sermon 
on re lig ious occasions o r as village entertainm ent during secular events. 
This added fle x ib ility  gave the lite ra ture  a greater ro le  w ith in  Lao society 
than it had in  Lanna. This is no doubt an im portan t reason w hy the Lao 
lite ra ry  tra d itio n  has rem ained strong in  Lao ethnic areas, and has given 
b irth  to  the musical trad ition  o f Mau: Lam, which is perhaps the strongest 
regional cu ltu ra l enterta inm ent in existence in con tem porary Thailand. 
Yaan literature, on the other hand, has largely died out as an active cultural 
tra d ition .

According to the Lao scholar Khamphaemg Keittawong, many skilled composers of Kaum Am 
are illiterate.

192 There are a variety of oral verse forms known as (sau:) that have traditionally enjoyed 
popularity among the common people of Lanna. Sau: verses were meant to be sung in accompaniment 
to a violin-like instrument of a similar name, and were frequently used in courtship. Many of these 
verses are more complex than Hay, including a more detailed rhyme scheme and a greater intricacy in 
the rules of placement of words of certain tones in designated positions. However, extended works of 
Sau: poetry that tell stories (for example, renditions of apocryphal Jalaka tales) only began during the 
reign of King Chulalongkom in the years 1868-1910. Rauy Kraung Thavng Thin by Pratheu'amg 
Khla-ysubam pp.34-56

193 Wannakam Thau.ng Thin Lanna: by Lamum Janhaum pp.106-111 There is a single known 
exception, a poem entitled Kham Jam, an introspective work written by a poet serving time in prison, 
ibid. p .lll
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The difference between the social uses o f Lao and Yuan lite ra tu re  is 
fu rthe r illustra ted in the conventions o f a type o f Yuan poe try  known as

(Khaw  Sau:). Khaw  Sau: originated several centuries after the peak o f

Lanna culture, in the year 1881. It had sim pler rules of com position than the 
earlier Khlo.-ng form  and was produced b y  a w ider range o f Lanna society. 
The num ber o f works com posed in Khaw  Sau: was approxim ately th irty, a 
sign ificantly greater num ber than the w orks tha t had p reviously been 
com posed m Khlo:ng .194 In m any ways, K haw  Sau: bears m ore sim ilarities 
w ith Lao Kaum A n  than does the earlier form  o f Yuan Khlom g .195 However, 

outside o f the fact tha t they were in itia lly  com posed in d ifferent h istorical 
periods, there are tw o essential differences between the Yuan form  of K haw  
Sau: and Lao Kaum A n  that help to  reveal one o f the reasons w hy poetic 
adaptations o f religious works became m ore developed in Laos than they did 
in Lanna. Firstly, K haw  Sau: was perform ed exclusively outside o f the 
tem ple, occupying a ro le  tha t d id  no t overlap tha t o f the Yuan w orks 
com posed in  e ither N itsay o r Ha:y.196 The Yuan, therefore, consistently 
m aintained a greater separation than the Lao between works that were to  be 

perform ed as re lig ious sermons and w orks that served as entertainm ent. 
Secondly, when setting apocryphal Ja:takas in to  the poetic Khaw  Sau: style to  
be perform ed outside o f the temple, Yuan composers feared that they m ight 
bear gu ilt fo r demeaning religious texts. A  popular convention o f Khao Sau: 
is to  ask fo r forgiveness at the beginning o f a story fo r any possible 
im proprie ty .197 If one studies the sim ilar invocation sections o f Lao poetic

1 Wannakam Lanna: by Dr Udom Rungreu'amgsi: includes a list on pp.368-369. The work
Thaung Thin Lanna: by Lamum Janhau.tn states that there are a total of sixty works, but does not 
provide their names, p.98

195 For example, the primary source of Khaw Sau: (as opposed to the Khlomg) consisted of 
apocryphal Jartaka tales (both inside and outside of the Panya:sa collection). Khaw Sau: poetry was 
composed to be performed as entertainment with the accompaniment of a musical instrument known 
as Sau: that is similar to a violin. (Kaum A n  similarly developed into Mau: Lam, where Lao poetry was 
performed to the music of the khae.m.) It was also performed on occasions comparable to those in which 
Kaum An was read, such as funerals, celebrations marking the ordination of a son, etc. The decline in 
popularity of Khaw Sau:, similar to Kaum Am, coincided with the increased cultural and political 
influence of the Thai, who annexed Lanna after freeing it from the Burmese.

196 It should be noted that Khaw Sau: is distinguished from the category of literature referred to by
o 1

the Yuan as ZfTHfl'IO (Tham Khaw) 'Khaw of the Dharma', which is performed in Buddhist temples. 
'Khaw of the Dharma' is the general name given to works that are performed on religious occasions, 
including compositions of Nitsay and Hay. Rauy Kraumg Thau:ng Thin by Pratheu'amg Khlaysubam 
pp.24-25

W7]ari:t Niyom N ai Kan Taeng Wannakam Khaw Sau: by Dr Udom Rungreu'amgsi: pp.13-20.
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Ja:takas, th is tra d itio n  o f asking forgiveness is absent.198 I have never 
s im ilarly heard of a Lao concept that a re lig ious text m ight be demeaned 
when it is com posed in poetry and perform ed as entertainm ent. It is w orthy 
of speculation, therefore, tha t the reason that the Yuan d id  no t develop a 
stronger tra d itio n  of adapting apocryphal Ja:takas in to  poetic form  m ore 

com plex than H a y  is tha t the Yuan placed stricter lim its as to  the styles in 

which religious texts could be composed and under what circumstances they 
could be utilized. The Lao Kau:n A n , w ith its greater flexib ility , accordingly 
developed to  an extent that the Yuan poetic form s d id  not.

b) Percentage o f lite ra ry  works o f Lao origin, the ir types o f com poser and 
places o f com position

The inventory o f Lao lite ra iy  works in  the appendix gives a con tra ty 
p icture to  the generally accepted view  that Lao lite ra ture is largely if no t 
entirely based upon works o f Yuan origin. Out o f 142 stories, on ly 54 have 

Yuan counterparts and m aybe  o f Yuan orig in (w ith the possible addition o f 
ten Canonical Jaitaka tale, the N itsay versions of which m ight have been 
brought to  Lan Xang from  Chiang M ai).199 The greatest single grouping of 
stories consists of w orks w itho u t Yuan, Indian, o r Thai counterparts, 
to ta lling  71.

The inven to ry o f Lao lite ra ture  reveals some im po rta n t insights in to  
the nature o f Lao com position. The great m ajority o f works o f Lao origin are 
composed in  Kau:n A n  poetic form :

Nitsay:
Ha:y:

Kau:n A:n:
Kau:n A n  and N itsay 
o r Hay:

ten stories 
five stories 
forty-five stories

eight stories200

Composers (or transcribers) of Lao works typically ask forgiveness for their limited artistic 
abilities, but not for religious impropriety in their use of Buddhist stories. 

190 It must be remembered, however that the Lao origin ally received the Buddhist scrinhimQ fmm
the — — , «..« idles were prooaoiy onginany brought to Lan Xang at this time.

^ on^sa:W3d3:n La:W (Chronicles of Laos), arranged by Maha: Sila: Wirawong (L) pp.38-39 
There are three additional works of which I am uncertain the form.
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This shows the emphasis on a m ore secular, o r at least m ulti-purposed, fo rm  
of literature than was prevalent in Lanna. C ontrary to  Yuan Khlomg, Lao- 
composed works, by and large, were not the creations o f a highly-educated 
elite connected to  the roya] court. It is like ly tha t some o f the classic w ide
spread Lao works (and especially Lao adaptations o f Yuan works) were 
orig inally composed by such an elite, bu t this is a small m ino rity  o f the total. 
The inventory shows that the great m a jo rity  o f Lao tales have a very small 
range o f distribution. M ost o f the stories, and in particular the tales w ritten  
in Kaum Am, are d istributed exclusively in small rura l areas fa r from  m ajor 
centers of power. W hether created by laymen o r monks, the stories were the 
products o f the common people on the village level. It  is interesting that the 
evolution o f the poetic  litera ture o f Lanna largely came to  a halt when the 
kingdom  fe ll under the p o litica l con tro l o f the Burmese. Yuan Khlomg, 
whose com position was dependent upon the support o f the monarchy, 
w ithered when its pa tron  kingdom  collapsed. The evo lu tion  o f Lao 
literature took a different route. Lao literature appears to  have enjoyed royal 
patronage fo r a period o f at least tw o  hundred years, from  the end o f the 
fifteenth to  the end of the seventeenth century. The litera ture o f Lan Xang 
created during this period provided the groundwork from  which future Lao 
literature was to  evolve. A t the end o f seventeenth centuiy, the K ingdom  of 
Lan Xang sp lit in to  three separate entities, fo llow ed by  po litica l tu rm o il and 
foreign dom ination. Lao litera ture, ra ther than ceasing to  exist, became 

entire ly  a p rodu ct o f village cu ltu re  and in  th is  w ay survived .201 The 
literature s till remains p rim arily  a village phenomenon, and is m ore v ita l in 
rural Laos than in any o f the larger towns.

In conclusion, Lao literature evolved from  the Yuan in:

a) Its developm ent o f a popular Khlomg poetic fo rm  which was m ore flexib le 
in its type of composer; This afforded the creation o f a greater quantity o f 
works and allowed fo r the literature's survival w ith the disintegration o f the 
kingdom  that gave it birth.

201 It may be speculated that many of the approximately two hundred works of "yuan literature 
composed in Nitsay (the large majority of which do not have Lao equivalents) were similarly composed 
after the Kingdom of Lanna lost its independence.
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b) Its developm ent of a lite ra ry style more flexible in its  type of perform ers 

and circum stances o f perform ance. Perhaps due to  a s tric te r sense of 
religious acceptability the Yuan had more rig id  divisions between relig ious 

and secular litera ture. The Lao fle x ib ility  gave ind iv id ua l works greater 
circulation and a w ider ro le w ithin the society.

The Plot o f Lao Literature

Lao fic tion  can be divided according to  p lo t in to fou r basic types. These 
types are no t peculiar to  Lao litera ture but also exist in o ther literatures o f 
m ainland Southeast Asia. They include:

1) The s to ry  o f a prince w ho departs from  his home, encounters great 

hardship and acquires supernatural powers, often gained through studies 
w ith  a he rm it in the forest o r by his victories w ith  various m ostly non
human enemies, such as ghosts, m ythical serpents know n as Naga o r 
m ythical giants known as Yak. The hero is watched over and continuously 
aided by the god Indra. In the course of his journeys, he meets and courts 

various princesses. M any w orks conclude when the hero brings the 
princesses back to  his own kingdom  and inherits the throne. Stories o f th is 
type are o ften ve ry  long and cover the adventures o f tw o o r three 

generations w ith in  the same fam ily. Prominent examples are Sang Sinsai[ 
Ka.iakei, Suriw ong  and Tha:w So:wat S im ilar Yuan and Kheun tales 

include H ong Fha: Kham  and Wongsawan. 202 This type o f story is also 
popu la r am ong the Thai, who re fer to  it as Jak Jak W ong Wong. S im ilar 

Thai stories include Laksanawong JanthakoTop (of which there is a Lao 
equivalent), etc.

One variant is the story o f a strong man who goes on a journey w ith his 

friends and encounters various adventures along the way. Popular tales of 
th is type include Thaw  Khatthana.rn and A y  Jet Hay. Tha.w Katthana:m  
is popular, bo th  in w ritten and oral form , among the Lao and Yuan. A y  Jet 
H a y  exists in  w ritten form  among the Lao but is m ore com m only found as 
an oral tale. It also occurs in oral form  among the Yuan, and the w ritten

verv closSv rp iiS n T  v °ries are listed 1n Tai Khoeun Literature by Dr. A  Peltier. Kheun literature is 
L /te ra fa re p p 7 8 literature and many of the stories have \uan equivalents. Tai Khoeun
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work Bua: Nau:y K in Kwa.n describes a sim ilar story. A y  Jet H a y  is also a 

'highly appreciated tale' among the Kammu and exists in  many different oral 
varia tions .203

2) The story of a man bom  in a poor fam ily  w ith  a grotesque outw ard 

appearance.2114 Generally he is confined to  his ugly outer 'shell' un til he has 
served the proper tim e to  pay fo r sins that he has com m itted in previous 
lives.2QS The hero is shunned bu t at the same tim e amazes people through 
his perform ance of various m iraculous acts. When he becomes a young 
man, he successfully courts the princess and is given her hand in marriage. 
Frequently his successful courtsh ip  is the resu lt o f his fu lfillm e n t o f a 
seemingly im possible task that is assigned to  him  by the king. Typically he 
must bu ild  a bridge of gold and silver from  his shack to  the royal palace. A t 

some po in t w ith in the story, he emerges from  his ugly outer 'shell' w ith  the 

body of a beautiful prince. He continues, however, to  step back in to  his shell 
at w ill, and eventually the shell is destroyed by  the princess w ho is disgusted 
and embarrassed by its ugliness. A fte r his marriage, the hero inevitab ly 
inherits the throne. Stories of this type include Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam , Tha.w 
Bae:r Tha:w Tao Kham  (Kau:n A:n version), and Tha:w Kapauim  Kham  
(Kau:n A:n version). Tine stories are often hum orous. Yuan and Kheun 

examples of this type include Tha:w Kha.ng Kham  and Su:mphu: Tae:ng 
Khia.w. S im ilar stories also exist among the Kammu, fo r example, The 
Story o f the Tortoise and The Coconut Orphan, both of which have been 
translated in the Scandinavian Ins titu te  o f Asian Studies' series o f 
m onographs on Kammu fo lk lo re .206

There are also many varia tions to  this type o f tale. Several stories

203 Folk Tales From Kammu II: A Story'- Teller’s Tales by Kristina Lindell et al p.139 A translation of 
one version is provided under the title Aay CetReey on pp.84-88. It is interesting that certain elements 
of the story Thaw Khatthana:m, such as the killing of a giant insect, are interwoven into the Kammu 
version oi this tale.

204 In some stones of this type, such as Thaw Bae: and Thaw Kam Ka: Dam, the hero is abandoned 
by his parents due to his ugliness and set adrift on a raft. He is raised by an old woman who is the royal 
garden keeper. In a minority of stories, such as the poetic version of Thaw Hua: from Tha: Khaeik and 
the Yuan version of Thaw Kam Ka. Dam, he is the abandoned child of royalty The motive for this 
appears to be hesitance to give a great destiny to one of such humble origins.

205 There are exceptions. Far example, in Thaw Hua:. the Bodhisattva decides to be bom as a head 
without a body so that he will be less of a burden for his poverty-stricken mother to feed.

206 Two variations of The Story of the Tortoise have been translated, in Kammu Story'-Listeners 
Tales p.56 and Folk Tales From Kammu II: A  Story Teller's Tales pp.103-107. Both works are by Kristina 
Lindell et al. They are similar in many ways to the Lao story' Thaw Tao Kham, 'The Golden Tortoise ', 
'The Coconut Orphan ' is translated in Folk Tales From Kammu IV  A Master Teller’s Tales, also by the 
same authors pp.122-143
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describe in great detail the problem s that the hero faces in being accepted by 
the roya lty  due to  his in itia lly  grotesque appearance. In  Thaw  Tup Taumg 
Thaw  Seu'a: Nao, and Suwanna H en Kham, the youngest princess is 
ostracized by the king fo r her association w ith the hero. In numerous stories, 
the o lder siblings (and siblings-in-law) despise or are envious o f the youngest 
princess and her husband. In Thaw  Bae: and Thaw  Hua: (Kau:n A n

version), the princess's a lder sisters try  to  k ill either her o r her husband. In  
Suwanna Hau:y Sang, Suwanna Hen Kham  and Thaw  Piamg the hero, 
re jected b y  his bro ther-in -law s, proves his a b ility  th rough a series o f 
com petitions set up  b y  the k in g  and is given the throne. In  Suwanna 

Hau:y Sang Thaw  Hua: (N itsay version), and Thaw  Seu’a: Nao, the king is 
forced to  relinquish his throne to  the hero in order to  save him self from  the 
w rath o f Indra o r foreign enemies.

Previous scholars of fo lk lo re  have com m ented on the w ide-spread 
existence o f stories w ith in  East and Southeast Asia where the hero is bom  

inside o f a hard shell. Stories o f this type have been found, fo r example, in 
India, Sri Lanka, Burma, Thailand, Indonesia, and Japan.207 Based on the 
evidence o f Lao lite ra ture , I w ou ld  like  to  w iden the de fin ition  o f such 
stories to  that of heroes who are bcnm w ith  an outer layer, hard o r soft, from  
which they eventually emerge. Less than half o f the Lao stories of th is type 
describe a hero bom  w ith in  a specifically hard shell. In  Thaw  Tao Kham, 

the hero is bom  w ith in  a to rto ise  shell, and in  Suwanna H au.y Sang in  a 
conch .208 In tw o  other stories, the hero's outer-layer m ight also be interpreted 
as a hard shell. In  Thaw Hua: the hero is bom  w ith  a head detached from  a 
body (inside of which his real body eventually emerges) and in  Thaw  Seu'a: 
Nao  he is bom  w ith  a 'leprous coating ' in  w hich a hea lthy b o d y  is 
disguised .209 In m ost Lao stories o f this type, however, the hero is sim ply 
bom  as an animal. For example, he is bom  as tw o different types o f lizard, a

207 Kammu IV: A  Master Teller's Tales by Kristina lindell et al. pp.24-27 Also, Sang Thong: A 
Dance Drama from Thailand by Fem S. Ingersall pp.21-23

208 The story Tha:w Tao Kham, in which the hero is bom as a tortoise, exists in Lao and Kammu 
versions. Suwanna H airy Sang where the hero is bom in a conch, is derived from the story Suwanna 
Sangkha in the Panyasa ja:taka:. This is also the origin of the Thai drama Sang Thau.ng which is 
mentioned in the discussion on 'hard-shell' stories in Kammu IV: A  Master Teller’s Tales by Kristina 
Lindell et al p.25, and translated in Sang Thong A  Dance Drama horn Thailand by Fem S. Ingersoll,

209 Tha:w Hua:, literally 'Sir Head' is based upon the story Suwanna Sian, 'The Golden Head', in the 
Fanya:sa Ja.taka. Thaw Seu’a: Nao, literally 'Sir Rotten Shirt', appears to exist exclusively in the area of 
Ubon province in northeastern Thailand.
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goat, a toad, or w ith  a m onkey-like appearance .210 A lthough the outer- 
coating is no t a hard shell, the stories otherw ise conform  to  typ ica l p lo ts 
attributed to  Tiard-shell stories'.

3) The story o f a hero bom  as a poor orphan who receives a beautiful w ife 
through supernatural means, usually w ith  the aid o f the god Indra. The 
orphan suffers various injustices at the hands o f an evil king who desires the 
orphan's wife. The king loses his legitim acy in the eyes o f his subjects as they 

watch him  bu lly the po o r orphan. The king is eventually defeated and the 
orphan is presented the throne. In some stories such as Thaw  Kam pha: 
Phi: Nau.y Suphom  M oikkha and Tha:w Kampha: Fa:dae:k Pasamau:, the 
king challenges the orphan to  various com petitions o r assigns h im  
im possible tasks under threat of death. The orphan is usually assisted in his 
v ic to ry  b y  the god Indra, bu t in some stories, such as Tha.w Kam pha: 

Pa:dae:k Pa: S a m a u he defeats the king through his superior w it. In  other 
stories, such as Suwanna Sangkha.n and Khau:ng Khau: Kunr the hero, 
when threatened by the king, escapes to  the forest. He eventually returns to  
defeat the king w ith the aid o f supernatural pow ers tha t he has gained 
during his journey. In Tha:w Ngua: Thau:ng a variation o f this type o f plot, 
the king forces a poor boy to  com plete im possible tasks due to  his jealousy at 
the boy's superior talents. The boy succeeds in each task and eventually 
defeats the king through the assistance o f the sp irit o f his dead brother. 
Sim ilar Yuan and Kheun stories include Sang Sa:m Nga: Ba: Sam  Ngia:ng 
The Yuan and Kheun stories Sa:ng Jet Hua: je t  Ha:ng and Jantha Suriya 
describe a sim ilar conflict between a po o r boy and an evil king. The conflict 
is not, however, the result o f the king's envy over the boy's wife.

In m any stories o f th is type, the wom an w ho w ill m arry the hero is 

in itia lly  sent to  the hero's house inside o f a 'shell'. For example, she is placed 
inside o f a pa ir o f elephant tusks, a drum, the skull o f the hero's father, o r a 
giant clam that has fallen from  the sky.211

210 The hero is a type of lizard in Tha:w Kapaum Kham and Thaw Lin, a goat in Tha-.w Bae:, a toad 
in Phanya: Khankhak, and a small monkey-like creature in 7ha:w Kam Ka: Dam. (The first two stories 
are apparently of Lao origin whereas the latter three also occur among the Yuan.)

211 The hero's wife is placed inside of a pair of elephant tusks in Thaw Kampha: Pa:dae:k Pa.-samau:, 
inside a drum in Khau.ng Khau: Kun, inside the hero's father's skull in Suphom Mokkha, and inside a 
shell in Suwanna Sangkha.n. However, unlike the bard-shell' heroes, the heroine is not bom inside of 
the shell and can come and go as she pleases. This motif has been commented on in Folk Tales From 
Kammu IV  by Kristina lindell et al p25. Although it typically occurs in this category of tale, it can also 
occur in other categories.
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In a com m on variation o f th is plot, the king is attracted b y  a fragrant 
smell that he traces to  a hole in the ground. Only the hero, a p o o r orphan, is 
able to  descend the hole and fo llow  the smell to  its  source. The fragrant 
smell belongs to  a princess from  the underworld, whom  the orphan courts 
and marries, inheriting her fa ther's throne. During the course o f the story, 
the tw o  lovers are separated. The princess finds herself alone in  the boy's 
kingdom  and is taken fo rc ib ly  as the king’s wife. However, through the 
magical assistance o f the Lord Indra, the heroine's body becomes excessively 
ho t and the king is no t able to  touch her. W hen the orphan eventually 
returns to  his kingdom, aided w ith supernatural powers that he has attained 
along his journey, he defeats the king and takes the throne o f his own 

kingdom. Stories of this sub-type include Thaw  Kampha: K ai Kae:wf Thaw  
K ai Hau:m Hu: (a variant o f the form er story), and Janfha Samut. Yuan 
and Kheun equivalents include Rattana Rartgsi: and Jantha Samut (which 
is considerably different from  the Lao version). Variants occur in  oral form  

as h istorica l legends in several places throughout Laos and northeastern 
Thailand .212

Stories invo lv ing a struggle between an orphan and an im m oral king 
are com m only found bo th  in  ora l and w ritten  tales o f m any Tai speaking 
groups th roughout m ain land Southeast Asia. They also occur am ong 
several h ill-dw e lling  m inorities such as the Sarai in  the high plateaus o f 
central Vietnam. It can be speculated that the ir origins are in  regional oral 
tales. Stories o f orphans w ho are given the princess's hand in marriage 
after a series o f com petitions can also be found among the folk-tales of the 
Kam m u .214

For example, the history of an old village, Bam Som, on the Saemg river in Luang Prabang 
province was described in the following manner There is a cavern (which I was shown) where a princess 
was lured by the king of Nagas, who sent a crab to steal her sewing spool. Attempting to retrieve it she 
fell through a hole m the cavern into the land of the Nagas where she was taken as the king Naga's Wife. 
Latei; she was returned to her home through the hole from which she originally descended in the forni of 
a fragrant white chicken at a place now known as 'Fragrant White Chicken Beach'. While the villager 
could not explain the significance of why she returned as a chicken, this detail and several others are 
similar to rhaw  Kampha: Kai Kae:w, a stoiy which is neither familiar to the villagers nor common to 

™ erf  are ŝ era! N a tio n * for example, in Korat on the southern tip of northeastern 
I nailand (a far distance from Luang Prabang), where there are holes or caverns that are considered bv
undenrorkL SPOt ^  0rphan in the stor>' ™a:W Kampha: Kai Kae:w descended into the

2™Sumangala, Patumamukha transcribed by Dr A  Peltier Introduction p.4
„ . fatherless b °y  works in the field' in A  Kammu Story-Ustener's Tales bvKjistina Lindell et al pp.29-31 J
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In several Lao works, the second o r th ird  category o f p lo t makes up a 
single theme w ith in  a larger story. A fte r approxim ately one hundred leaves 
(and sometimes much less), the hero defeats the king o r sheds his ugly 'shell' 
and the tale continues, frequently fo r several hundred pages. The rem aining 
story often conforms to  the p lo t described in categoiy num ber one. Examples 
include: Thaw  Kam pha: K ai K aew t Thaw  Ngua: Thau.ng Thaw  Bae:, 
Thaw  Lin; Phanya: Khankha.k, etc.

4) The tragic story of a love affair that ends in the suicide or death o f the tw o 
lovers. Such stories include Khunlu: Na:ng Ua: and Pha:dae:ng N a n g  A i. 
There are fewer examples o f this type o f s to iy  than there are o f the previous 
types. The story K hunlu: N a:ng Ua: exists am ong several Tai groups,
includ ing the Yuan, Tai Dam, Tai Daeng, Fhuthai and Shan.215 A  Kammu 

version, w ith  the sim ilar title  o f Bua: N au:y Khunlu:, is 'the m ost h ighly 
esteemed love story of the Kammu '.216 The Thai story, U lit Phralau:f o f Yuan 
origin, shares basic sim ilarities as does the Yuan story A lauzig  Jao Samlau:, 
and the Kheun story Na:ng Hung H a y.217

Lao Literature and the use o f Formula and Themes

The Singer o f Tales by M ilm an Parry and A lbe rt Lord provides a 
m odel fo r oral poetry and its com position tha t can be applied to  trad itiona l 
Lao literature. The authors attem pted to  solve the problem  of how  poets of 
heroic oral epics in Yugoslavia could give qu ickly paced perform ances o f 
thousands o f lines of narrative w ithou t having to  consult a text. It was 
im possib le  to  a ttrib u te  such a fea t e ithe r to  to ta l m em oriza tion  or 
im prom ptu com position. They concluded that the poet's com position was 
facilitated by a generation's o ld trad ition  that provided form ulas and themes 
that helped the poet compose phrases, poetic lines, and in general facilitated 
the creation o f a story. A  form ula according to  the ir de fin ition is a group of 
words that express a particular idea that fit the m etrical scheme of a poem. A  
form ula can consist o f a phrase, a poetic line, o r group o f lines. It can be used

i15 Le Roman Classique Lao by Dr A. Peltier pp.328-329
2 m Folk Tales From Kammu IV  by Kristina Lindell et al p.160 The story Bua: Nau:y Khunlu 

(which is spelled 'Bua Noi Khunlu') is translated on pp.160-171.
217 The Yuan love tragedy AJauug Jao Samlau: has been transcribed in the Thai script and 

published by Dr A. Peltier.
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repeatedly, often w ith  m ino r varia tion, whenever it  suits the poet's needs. 

On a h igher leve l than fo rm u la  are themes, repeated incidents and 
descriptions that occur regularly bo th  w ith in  a single w ork and between 
works w ith in a poetic tradition. Such devices are a necessity fo r a perform er 
who m ust com pose during perform ance and cannot afford tim e to  th ink 
between lines. But the form ulas are no t m ere ly cliches. A  talented 
p e rfo rm er cre a tive ly  makes use o f form ulas, juggling, adapting, and 
changing them  to  fit  the needs o f his particular story and audience. M ilm an 
Parry and A lb e rt Lord used th e ir m odel as evidence tha t the Iliad  and 

Odyssey were the result o f oral com position. A lbe rt Lord also developed a 
theory tha t the com position  o f a given work, o ra l o r w ritten, could be 
determ ined by the percentage of form ula that it contained.

M ore recent w riters have shown how  themes and form ula are also a 

prom inent characteristic o f certain types o f w ritte n  literature. D r A m in  

Sweeney in  his w ork A uthors and Audiences explains how they can be 
u tilized  to  solve a num ber o f problem s presented by works that a) must 
continually be recopied, and b) are intended fo r a listening audience .218 In 
the case o f Lao lite ra ture (which is recorded in a m edium  that is sim ilar in 

many aspects to  classical M alay literature as studied by Dr. Sweeney), there 
are m any obstacles that hinder an audience's ab ility  to  com prehend a text, a 

perform er's a b ility  to  perform  fluently, and a transcriber's ab ility  to  copy a 
text w ith  accuracy. The consistent use of themes and form ulas is helpful in 
all o f these areas.219 One im portant reason fo r the recurrence o f form ula and 
themes w ith in  Lao lite ra tu re  is the expectation o f the audience that the 
stories w ill be to ld  fo llow ing  trad itiona l conventions that are like ly to  have 
originated in the te lling o f oral tales. Each w ork of Lao literature exists as an 
integral pa rt o f a larger trad ition , and it  is the audience's fam ilia rity  and 
understanding o f the tra d itio n  tha t gives the particu la r story much of its 
m eaning.

We have already noted that the m a jority of Lao works are structured 
according to  three or fo u r m a jo r plots, which one m ight view  as large 
themes. There are also m any stock scenes that com m only occur in Lao 

stories, such as courting scenes, scenes o f battle, journeys through the forest,

. — I ! M ■

Authors And Audiences pp.l 7-24, 34-40
219 A description of these problems and the various ways in which they are dealt with is given on 

pp.78-82 of this chapter.
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etc. There are conventions in the com position of such scenes, which can be 
seen by the sim ilar form s that they take throughout the literature. On a 
sm aller level, there are recurring form ula ic phrases, lines, and groups of 
lines that are used both in ind iv idua l stories and in d iffe ren t stories 
throughout the tra d itio n .220

The tendency fo r w riters to  make use o f fo rm ula ic themes in the ir 
com position is illustrated, fo r example, by the difference between the prose 
and poetic ersions of the story Tha-.w Hua:. Prose and poetic works of an 
identical story are generally sim ilar in the ir overall p lot, but this story is one 
of the few exceptions .221 The m ajor d istinction between the tw o versions is 
sim ply in which form ulaic theme that they follow . In the prose version, the 

king ill-treats the Bodhisattva bu t is forced to  give him  the throne to  save 
him self from  the wrath of Indra, in a sim ilar m anner to  the story Suwanna 

Hau.y Sang {as described on page 61). In the poetic version, however, the 
princess's o lder sisters attem pt to  m urder her several times and are thwarted 
in doing so in a very sim ilar fashion to  the story Thaw Bae: (also described 
on page 61).

The great m ajority o f Lao composers do not include the ir name in the 
w ork that they create. Previous scholars have interpreted th is as a sign of 
humbleness that was appropriate in the presentation o f a story as a religious 
o ffering .222 This explanation, however, im m edia te ly sounds suspicious. 

When a Lao manuscript is transcribed w ith in a tem ple, it is com mon practice 
at the end o f every bundle to include the name of both the transcriber and 
the lay benefactor and his family, w ith the request that great m erit w ill be 
achieved as a result o f the ir w o rk .223 If these people, who p lay on ly a 
secondary role in the creation of the text, are to  include the ir names, why is 

one to  believe that the original com poser w ill be any different? A  probable 

answer is that the one who puts the story in to  w riting, whether in Lao, Yuan, 
Kheun or Leu society, does no t consider him self to  be the story's original

220 Examples of formula that involve the use of parallelism can be found throughout this thesis.
221 The comparison here is between the popular Nitsay version, which can be found in the Lao 

National Library, and the poetic version from Tha: Khae:k, of which I have found only a single 
manuscript, also in the National Library. (There also exists an additional poetic version in the National 
Libraiy which appears to be of recent origin. It closely follows the plot-line of the Nitsay text.)

222 For example, in the introduction by ja.rubut Reu'a:ngsuwa:n to Sang Sin Sai, transcribed by 
Pri.-cha: Phinthaumg, pp.7-8, and in Wannakam l.sa.-n by Thawat Punnorthok pp.443-444

223 Other types of religious donations in Laos, for example, the building of temples or religious 
artifacts, also generally include the name of the benefactor.
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creator. A fte r all, the tales generally existed in oral form  long before they 
were w ritten down. Oral versions do no t disappear sim ply because the story 
has been com m itted to  writing, and therefore the origins o f the story are no t 
unknown to  m any that read the text. A t the same tim e, the various formula, 
themes, pa ra lle l pairs, and Phanya: tha t are used b y  the com poser to  
em bellish the tale cannot be considered the author's exclusive property, but 
m erely conventions that he has adapted m ore or less successfully from  an 
age-old poetic trad ition . Every tim e that a story is re-copied it  is to  some 
extent changed, again using conventions that have existed fo r ages w ith in  
Lao society. Lao stories are therefore considered to  be the collective effort o f 
m any generations, and one w ould be presum ptuous to  consider oneself a 
story's author.224

Convention and C reativity w ith in  Lao Literature

C reativity w ith in  the context o f Lao litera ture is v e iy  d ifferent from  
the cre a tiv ity  associated w ith  contem porary western litera ture. In  the 
m odem  western sense o f the word, creativ ity involves the breaking away 
from  established conventions and the avoidance o f the use o f cliched or 

form ula ic expression. However, as long as the conventions o f Lao literature 
rem ained useful in the recording and consum ption o f the literature, there 
was no reason fo r them  to  be abandoned in  favor o f som ething new. By 
being orig inal, a Lao com poser w ou ld  risk m aking his w ork  d ifficu lt fo r a 
reader to  perform , d ifficu lt fo r an audience to  comprehend, and d ifficu lt fo r a 
transcriber to  copy. C rea tiv ity  in  Lao litera ture, therefore, is no t in  the 
abandoning o f convention, bu t ra ther in its sk illfu l adaptation to  f it the 
needs o f a pa rticu la r story's content. Frequently crea tiv ity  involves the 
p layfu l m anipulation o f a particu lar convention w ith in  the literature. If the 
audience has no t been exposed to  o ther works w ith in  the  trad ition , the 
in ten t o f the au thor is like ly  to  be m isconstrued. The fo llow ing  examples 
illustra te the re lationship between convention and creativity:

1) The M anipulation o f Theme: In a standard Lao courting scene, the hero

224 In Naumg Lam Jan, for example, I was told by villagers that one individual could not compose a 
complete piece of literature but that stories must be the collective work of many generations. According 
to Dr. Amin Sweeney in A  Full Hearing traditional Malay literaiy manuscripts were also anonymous for 
a similar reason. p27
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in itia lly  meets his lover after a long journey through the forest. He tells her 
o f his great difficulties in travelling and im plores her fo r her love. He insists 
that he shall die if she is not compassionate. It is the duty o f the woman bo th  
to  ask him  about the difficu lties o f his journey and to  deny his requests fo r 
love before marriage. She refuses u n til she is no longer able to  do so. 
In Thaw Kampha: K a i Kaewf the hero reaches the princess, th irs ty  after a 
long journey. He notices that she has a bow l o f w ater in  which she is 
washing sewing spools. He picks up a ladle and approaches her, asking to  dip 
his ladle in to  her bow l o f w ater She continua lly insists upon asking him  
about his journey even after he has already given her a satisfactory account, 
as if she is m im icking the ro le that she is supposed to  be playing. A t the 
same time, she continues to  ignore his increasingly desperate demands to  fill 
his scooper w ith water. W hen she states that her water is unclean and has 
been used to  wash her hands, he insists that even if  it were used to  wash her 
feet, he w ould be w illing  to  drink it. She denies him, however, saying tha t 
because o f the water's uncleanliness, it w ould bring great sin upon the tw o. 
In such a way, the com poser takes the trad itiona l convention that the hero 
asks the princess fo r sex, and that she refuses him  in fear of sin, and develops 
it creatively. The effect o f such a scene is greatly enhanced by the fact that the 
audience perceives it  in com parison w ith  the countless other sim ilar scenes 
which it has heard in the past.

2) The M anipu la tion o f Parallels: A  Lao audience is accustomed to  the 
pa iring  o f para lle l statem ents, a m a jo r characte ristic o f spoken and 
particu larly lite rary Lao. The Lao w ork Phuaai Low  tw ists this convention 
by jo in ing together statements of contradictory meaning. For example:

1 Suiucon
(He) whispered the noise resounding throughout the forest

2 ijuri
He spoke loud ly (loud) enough so tha t (his voice) could be
heard if one held one's ear up closely

p.32b
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N otice tha t each hem istich in  th is couplet matches in  m eaning the opposing 
hem istich in the opposite line. The m anipulation o f parallels in Fhua:n  
Lorn  has tw o  m ajor purposes. Firstly, it is used to  create hum or by playing 
w ith  the expectations o f the audience. Secondly, it  is used to  separate 
expressions th a t are considered to  contain im portan t, usually re lig ious 
w isdom  from  ord ina ry discourse. To one unfam ilia r w ith  Lao parallelism , 
however, the text of Phua:n Lom  is easily m isunderstood .225

Formula, as we have seen, is an im portant aspect in  the creation o f Lao 
literature. It is w orthy o f note that even the 'creative' tw isting  o f pairs in the 
s to iy  FhuaTt Lom  is  used in  fo rm u la ic fashion. The m a jo rity  o f the 
m ismatched phrases do no t occur a single tim e bu t ra ther are repeated, w ith  
m inor changes, throughout the course of the story .226

Creativity, however, is no t m erely restricted to  the story's orig ina l 
composer. A n im portant characteristic o f Lao literature is tha t each tim e that 
it  is transcribed, it  is changed to  some degree. Transcribers are encouraged 
and to  no small extent forced by the m edium  to  expand o r alter existing text.

A  w ell-know n proverb  refers to  Lao lite ra ture  as d j^ id j^ z n n  (nangseu:

nangha:) which can be interpreted as 'books of search'. On one level, th is 
refers to  the fact tha t one cannot expect to  im m ediately understand what one 
reads, but should be prepared to  'search' fo r meaning. As described in  greater 
detail on pages 78-80, m anuscripts include frequent m istakes and d ifficu lt to  
in te rp re t p o rtio n s  of narrative. This can no t be avo ided due to  the

226 The mismatching of pairs, while not exclusive to Phuan Lom, is more developed in this work than 
in other stories.

226 Several such phrases occur ten or more times. The following are a few examples of the 
occurrence of a mismatched pair which contrasts distances of near and far. Notice that the first two 
examples are similar in their phrasing as well as meaning.

1 i —'  i

( du:thi: jonjam ji: phau; sia:ng sua: kuk) p.20a
They looked as if they were right next to one another (they were) separated by a distance of as far as
the cry ‘kuk* travels

2 m  asucftijan&r)
( du: thi: jon jam ji: khau-.y hen sut thong) p.23 b
They looked as if they were right next to one another (the opposing group) could be seen faintly at
the other end of the field

3 qjjjjtj ^ j jn iJ C c S c c jJ n c n Q T j
( du: matt phon pama:n thae: pae:t deu’am) p26 a
They looked as if they were exceedingly near (they were) a distance of approximately eight
months away (from one another).
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impreciseness o f the w ritten language, and the nature of the transcribers and 
th e ir m o tiva tio n  fo r pe rfo rm ing  the task. Transcribers, therefore, are 
continua lly forced to  revise a text s im ply to  m ainta in its  meaning. A  
standard request found at the beginning or end o f manuscripts apologizes fo r 
possible errors and rem inds the present transcriber (or reader) o f his 
responsib ility to  make corrections. Such requests have become an integral 
convention w ith in  the literature, and are often expressed artistically. For 
example, t he fo llow ing  phrase from  Pha:dae:ng N a n g  A i is com posed in 
the form  of a rhym ing parallel couplet:227

O  l# S U b o  r  L  s b o  o n  O  ‘notnnn i m  nolnu&jIm m
(tua: dai tok hai nvau: tua: dai bau: phau: hai ha: sai)
W hichever le tters have fallen (i.e. have no t been included), lift (i.e. add) 
them
W hichever letters are no t sufficient, find and add them

In the fo llow ing  passage from  N a n g  Ingda:y in  Luang Prabang, w ords 

w ithin the text are compared w ith rice that is being sifted :228

5 ch lunLtT) nhso^mcjio fin
© 1 ^ J  ^  O Q

oncn ou tm  siq̂ ctoijsiij^cc'V)

In the tray fo r w innow ing rice paddy if  some (paddy) falls through o r some 
is le ft over, it is not beyond (one of) good intelligence to  consider the m atter 
clearly

O ther than errors in the inclusion o r exclusion o f words, sound is also 
an im p o rta n t considera tion  tha t leads transcribers to  make changes 
throughout a text. Lao literature is com posed to  be read aloud, and ow ing to  

the m edium  in  w hich it is w ritten, even the transcribers m ust necessarily 
pay close attention to  the sound o f the narrative as they copy it. This is due

227 On the final page of the version from Sakheun Neu'a:, Suwannakhet province,
228 In the initial invocation of the manuscript from the Luang Prabang provincial library.

jLj
<Ti

229 In the manuscript, the word (kadong) 'tray for winnowing rice paddy is written as

D LO 'T) (kada.-ng), but in context the meaning is clearly the same. (The words do not include tone 
markers,)
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to the fact tha t a p roper appreciation of the p o e try ’s sound is not on ly 
necessary fo r its enjoyment, bu t also fo r the com prehension of many of its 
individual words or phrases. I have observed many tim es that when a Lao is 
in itia lly  puzzled by a w ord o r phrase w ith in a text, his firs t instinct is to  read 
the passage aloud. One m ajor reason for this is because tone markers are 
very ra re ly  p rov ided  in a Lao text. Therefore, a w ritte n  w ord could 
conceivably have as many as five or six different meanings depending upon 

its context. One o f the m ost useful clues in helping to  understand a word's 
proper meaning is to  hear it pronounced in accordance w ith  the required 
tone of the position in  which it occurs. Lao manuscripts, however, are filled 
w ith poetic lines that do not s tric tly  fo llow  the rules of tone, fo r the poetry is 
composed by a feeling o f what sounds right rather than the rigid adherence 

to a specific form . Transcribers, therefore, who are necessarily alert to  the 
sound of a piece o f text, tend to  change ind iv idua l w ords or phrases to 
'correct' what they consider, consciously or unconsciously, to  be an incorrect 
tone. A  good copyist, therefore, m ust make a lterations not m erely to  
m aintain the meaning of a manuscript, but also to  revise its sound.

On a higher leve l than m ere corrections in sound o r meaning, 
transcribers are asked to  im prove on a story as far as they have the ability. 
Frequently com posers w ill o ffer an apology fo r the ir poor lite ra ry skills and 
request that those o f greater intelligence add to  the tale. For example, the 
final leaf o f N a n g  lngda:y  includes the fo llow ing passage:230

ounri§!£3 sp t̂nsnuQo ciuccao

bbunn
■

mxitfib cthjwnaqcfiu

Such
-A_-

firidnmn nqiju

Tiy\qu onshn (?) tULnunih
*_•
oQIJU nniiU^LnijQu umnd§i9na93

The greatest (?) is finished. (I) have only this much in form ation (for the 
story). It is a brie f version of (this) teaching of the Dharma. If you are of great 
wisdom, (you are invited to) add good words ... (?) fo r the future. This work

230 Similar requests can be found, for example, on leaf 319 of Sinsai Deu':n (a version of Sang 
Sinsai) from Sakheun Neu'a:, Suwannakhet, and the final page of Tae.ng Hau:m at the National Library 
in Vientiane.
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is the result of my poor intelligence, m y intelligence is not fitting...231

The im portance o f this type of request as a convention w ithin the literature 
is illustrated by its inclusion in recently composed works that are intended to  
be published ra ther than hand-copied. For example, in  the published 
version o f Khunlu: Namg Ua; com posed by K. Kingkae:w, the author 
devotes tw o final pages to  a rhym ing passage where he asks a young woman 
(an un like ly com poser of Lao litera ture) to  send a letter, com plete w ith  
stamp, advising him on possible errors in his com position .232

Whereas a transcriber is free to  make changes throughout a story, there 

are specific sections where m ajor changes com m only occur:

1) Descriptions of travel through a forest o r along a river

2) Phanya: in Courting Scenes In Lao society, Phanya: played an im portant 
ro le  in the courtsh ip  between young men and women. Earlier in  this 
century, Phanya: were also popularly used in the creation of courting letters 
where the w riters w ould com pare themselves to  lite ra ry  heroes. Skilled 
composers were highly valued and often earned m oney com posing messages 
fo r other people. Young men and women have trad itiona lly  listened to  Lao 
stories w ith an ear open fo r Phanya: that they can integrate in to  the ir own 
conversations. Phanya:, therefore, have become an im portan t means by  

which a Lao poet can show off his ability. Phanya: w ith in  Lao litera ture are 
often especially w itty  and composed to  be memorable .233

3) One type o f them e that is com m only found throughout Lao works of 
lite ra ture consists o f a hum orous description of the awkward acts o f Lao 
villagers when facing som ething that is beyond th e ir com m on range o f 
experience. For example, the reactions of Lao villagers are described upon

231 The two question marks in the passage refer to t) the phrase (sut sako:), the meaning
of which is not clear to me, and 2) a word that I cannot read due to the handwriting. However, the overall 
meaning of the passage is clear.

232 Khu:lu: Nang Ua: pp.338-340. (This story is the author's rendition of a popular work of ancient 
literature.) Another example is the recently composed version of Tha:w Khatthana.m by Khamphuin 
Phirlawong (L). At the beginning of the book, the author expresses his great gratitude to those of 
intelligence who might correct his composition, (p.3)

233 See, for example, Pri:cha: Phinthau:ng's printed versions of Pha.-daemg Nang Ai, Khunlu: Nang  
Ua: and Tha. w Kam Ka: Dam. Many of the Phanya: in these works appear to have been added by Mr. 
Phinthau:ng.
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seeing the dazzling beauty o f a m em ber of the royalty, o r hearing the 
spectacular khae:n p laying of the Bodhisattva, or com ing across the great 
horrors of war. This type of theme frequently occurs several times in a given 
w ork.

A  noticeable characteristic of creativity in Lao literature, whether by  the 
composer or transcriber, is its predom inantly form ula ic nature. The phrases 
that transcribers use in adding to  o r changing the above three sections are 
frequently no t original, bu t rather stock phrases that one finds throughout 
the lite ra tu re .234 The creativity, therefore, is often not in the invention o f a 
phrase bu t ra ther in  the knowledge of where it m ight m ost p ro fita b ly  be 
placed. It is interesting that some of the m ost 'orig ina l' and non-form ulaic 
passages are those that are the m ost sexually exp lic it235

A  discussion of crea tiv ity  in  Lao lite ra ture  is no t com plete w ithou t 
m ention given to  the extraneous com m ents included in the manuscripts. 
We have seen in this chapter how traditional requests to  receive Bun, correct 
a com poser's error, o r to  be careful in the handling o f a m anuscript can be 
artistically stated using conventions typical o f the literature. Such comments 

are often com posed in the form  of Kau:n A:n verse o r rhym ing paralle l 
couplets sim ilar to  Phanya:. In m any instances, the content o f the request 
itse lf has becom e less im portan t than its  a rtis tic  expression. O ther than 
requests, m anuscripts often include lengthy Phanya:, frequently addressed to  
young women, tha t are outside the context o f the story. An im pressive 
example o f Phanya: occurs at the end o f Usa: N itha:n  where the transcriber 
in great detail bids farewell to  the monkhood, saying lengthy goodbyes to  the 
abbot, fe llow  m onks and novices, his robe and bow l, e tc  Typical o f such 
creativity, th is passage is successful in its adaptation o f a convention fo r the 

expression o f farewells tha t is observable in many works o f Lao litera ture .236

234 This is particularly noticeable in the third type of section. Although there are a wide variety of 
phrases that describe the clumsy behavior of commoners, such phrases will become familiar to a reader 
after encountering several such scenes in the course of a single story. It would likely be less noticeable, 
however, to a listening audience who heard the story at intervals and had no chance to look back over 
such scenes and compare them.

235 This is particularly noticeable, for example, in many passages from the version of the story Thaw 
Kampha: Fa:daeJ< Fa: Samau:, at the Is an Cultural Center at the Teacher's College in Maha Sarakham. 
including a scene of category number three on page 36 of the manuscript that is quite unlike any other.

236 A similar style is used, for example, to describe Nang Ua:'s final farewell before her suicide in 
Khunlu: Na:ng Ua:, and Thaw Sowat’s first wife's farewell to her home when she leaves with her 
husband in Tha:w Sowat.
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The Study of Parallelism

The study of parallelism  as a rhetorical device in literature began in the 

eighteenth century. Professor Lowth o f Oxford U niversity observed that a 
fundamental characteristic o f the poetry of the Old Testament was a 'carefully 
contrived pairing of line, phrase, and verse '.237 In 1778, in an in troduction  to 
a translation of Isaiah, he wrote:

The correspondence o f one verse or line w ith  another, I call parallelism . 
When a proposition is delivered, and a second is subjoined to  it, o r drawn 
under it, equivalent, o r contrasted w ith  it  in sense, o r s im ilar to  it in  the 
form  of grammatical construction, these I call parallel lines; and the w ords o r 
phrases, answering one to  another in the corresponding lines, para lle l 
term s .238

Parallelism, in contrast to  sim ple repetition, includes bo th  an elem ent o f 
s im ila rity  and an elem ent o f change. Parallel phrases, lines, o r groups o f 
lines are analogous to  one another, bu t they are no t identical. Parallels 

w ith in  Lao narrative can be com prised of tw o  (o r m ore) corresponding 
words, phrases, lines, groups of lines, o r sections o f narrative. They can be 
divided in to  the fo llow ing general groups: a) pairs o f synonymous meaning,
b) pairs o f opposing m eaning and c) pairs of com parative m eaning o r 
grammatical structure. Regardless o f type, pairs tha t are m atched together 
frequently show a correspondence no t on ly in  th e ir m eaning bu t also in  
the ir grammatical structure and phrasing .239

Lowth's study of parallelism  in the Old Testament proved useful in  the 
nineteenth century to  linguists and lite ra ry  scholars w ho discovered tha t it 
was a s im ila rly  sign ificant characteristic in  ora l and w ritte n  narrative 
traditions throughout the world. According to  Roman Jakobson, parallelism  
m ay be considered 'canonical' in trad itions in which 'certa in sim ilarities 
between successive verbal sequences are com pulsory o r en joy a high 
preference .7240 C anonical pa ra lle lism  has been observed in  na rra tive  
tra d itio n s  w ith in  the Austronesian, Polynesian, M ongolian, D ravid ian,

237 Roman Jakobson and The Comparative Study of Parallelism by James J. Fax p.60
238 ibid. p. 61 Quoted from Isaiah [translation of Isaiah X-XI (1778)] (Boston 1834) p.IX
239 Although within Lao narrative, parallels most frequently occur in pairs, it is also not uncommon 

to find three or more consecutive phrases, lines, etc., that are parallel to one another.
240 Roman Jakobson and The Comparative Study of Parallelism by James J. Fox p.77
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Turkic, Finnic-Ugraic, and several Central Am erican Indian languages.241 In  
Southeast Asia, pa ra lle lism  has been studied in  the lite ra tu re  o f the 
V ietnam ese and the ora l p o e tic  tra d itio n s  o f various ethnic groups 
throughout Indonesia .242 It has also been the subject o f com m ent in studies 

of the Garo, Shan, Burmese, and Thai languages.243

Schirm unski, in  a study o f T lirk ic and F inno-U graic verse, has 
suggested that parallelism  is an im portant feature o f poe try at an early stage 
of its developm ent. Poetry in itia lly  makes use o f sim ple repetition, which 
later develops in to  the linking o f syntactically m atched pairs. Once other 
elem ents such as rhym e and m e te r are su ffic ie n tly  developed, the 
significance o f para lle lism  as an organizing feature in p o e try  tends to  
decline .244

M any scholars have concluded tha t repe tition  and paralle lism  is a 
prim ary characteristic o f narrative tha t is com posed ora lly .245 For example, 
The Danish fo lk lo ris t O lrik describes repetition as a prim ary 'ep ic (oral) law'. 
According to  Olrik, repetition is used to  add emphasis to  a character or event 
in an oral tale. W hereas a w ritten  text can add significance to  its  subject 

m atter through the degree o f de ta il p rovided in  its  description, the oral 
composer, whose use o f detail is re latively scarce, is bound to  create the effect 
through the less subtle  means o f re p e titio n .246 Several scholars have 
contended tha t the extensive use of parallelism  defines a w ork as being o f 
oral rather than w ritten  com position .247

It can no t be doubted tha t paralle lism  and repetition  are im portant 
devices in  the creation o f o ra lly  composed works. Sim ilar to  form ulas and 
themes, they help a perform er to  spontaneously create lengthy narratives 
w ithout great feats o f m em orization. A t the same time, they facilita te easy 
com prehension of a w ork by a listening audience, which unlike a reading 
audience has no chance to  review a section o f narrative once that it has been 
stated.

However, m ore recent scholars such as Ruth Finnegan, James Fox and

241 ibid. pp.63-65,68-69
242 ibid. pp. 63-65, 68-69
243 ibid p.63
244 ibid. p.71
245 Including J. Gonda, F. Boas, and B. Gray. Oral Poetry by Ruth Finnegan pp.127-128
246 Epic Laws Of Folk Narrative by Axel Olrik pp.132-133
247 Including W. Whallon and D. Buchan. Oral Poetry by Ruth Finnegan p.128
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Am in Sweeney have pointed out tha t parallelism  is no t restricted to  ora lly  
com posed narrative o r traditions at an early stage o f development, bu t is 
also a significant feature of sophisticated w ritten lite ra ry traditions, fames J. 
Fox describes the im portant ro le of paralle lism  in several w ritten  poetic 
traditions including the Hebrew, Canaanite, Chinese, and Vietnamese.248 He 
also shows that it  is a favored device o f several western poets includ ing 
Blake, Baudelaire, and Poe.249 One im portant reason fo r the prevalence of 
parallelism  in w ritten  works is the fact that its use is no t m erely intended to  
serve a utilita rian purpose in the com position and consum ption of a poem. 
The m atching o f parallels is valued fo r its  poetic effect and is developed Tor 
its own impressive elegance. '250 A t the same time, parallelism  also continues 
to  serve a useful purpose in  certain types of w ritten  literature. D r A m in 
Sweeney, in his study o f M alay classical literature, A uthors and Audiences, 
states that what narrative trad itions in which parallelism  is a fundam ental 
feature tend to  share in com m on is no t the ir m ethod o f com position, bu t 

rather the ir m ethod o f consum ption .251 Parallelism is prom inent in  works 
that are intended fo r a listening audience. The extensive use o f parallelism  
in traditional M alay and Lao literature can be explained to  no small degree by 
the problem s inherent in the medium, including the nature o f audiences 
and performances, and the m ethod of recording, copying, and storing a text. 
In this context, parallelism  (as we shall see) served definite purposes and was 

therefore unlikely to  have been elim inated. Also, whereas the use o f w riting 
provides possibilities in the shaping o f narrative (such as the elim inating o f 
redundancy) that are unavailable to  oral poets, this does no t mean that once 
peop le  w ith in  a given socie ty have started to  w rite  tha t they w ill 
autom atica lly u tilize  a ll o f the previously unexplo ited possib ilities. If a 

com poser w rote w ith in  a society w ith a strong trad ition  o f fo lk narrative, it is 
unlikely that he w ould im m ediate ly abandon poetic conventions tha t have 
successfully turned out stories fo r countless years before the creation o f 
w riting. Fox suggests that a possible d istinction between parallelism  in oral

Roman Jakobson and The Comparative Study of Parallelism by James J. Fox pp.70,62-63
249 ibid. pp.66-67
250 Formula, Character; and Context Studies in Homeric, Old English, and Old Testament Poetry 

W. Whallon p.153 (as quoted in Oral Poetry by Ruth Finnegan p.130).
251 This idea and the ones that follow in this paragraph, unless otherwise stated, are paraphrased 

from Authors And Audiences by Amin Sweeney pp.35-37
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and w ritten traditions m ay be in  its varying levels of com plexity .252 M y study 
of parallelism  in Lao literature indicates that th is is true.

The Role o f Parallelism w ith in  Lao Literature

To understand the reasons behind the extensive use of parallelism  in 
Lao w ritten narrative, it is necessary to  concentrate on a) its aesthetic value, 
and b) the solutions tha t it  provides to  the d ifficu lties tha t the m edium  
imposes in the presentation and preservation of the literature.

The Aesthetic Value of Parallelism

Parallelism is a s ty lis tic  device in the Lao language. The higher the 

level of the language's style, the greater the am ount and com plexity o f its 
parallels. There are m any d iffe ren t layers o f para lle lism  in Lao spoken 
expression, includ ing paralle l pairs, doubled pairs, and o f m ost com plexity, 
the parallels em ployed in  Phanya:, Lao oral poetry.

Parallels are useful in bu ild ing  style fo r the fo llow ing  reasons. M ost 
basically, parallel pairs are considered pleasant-sounding whereas the use o f 
single m onosyllabic w ords is often considered harsh and abrupt. Secondly, 
the words o r phrases jo ined together in  a parallel pa ir are related rather than 
identical, and pairing them  adds a depth o f meaning that w ould be lacking if 

either o f the w ords were used individually. Finally, the m atching o f parallel 
pairs serves to  enhance the language in that it provides it  w ith  a rhythm  and 
sense of sym m etry tha t a single phrase w ould be lacking. The im portance 
that is given to  rhythm  in the language can be seen b y  the fact that when 
there is no t an actual w ord to  serve as a parallel, an invented alliterated w ord 
w ill often be created by the speaker to  take its place .253 Parallelism, in  its 
creation o f symmetry, is a particu larly effective stylistic device in lite ra ry Lao, 
which is no t composed m erely to  be read aloud, but rather to  conform  to  the 
rhythm  o f a chant.254

" ^  Roman Jakobson and The Comparative Study of Parallelism by James J. Fox p.77
253 The use of invented syllables is described in detail in chapter three.
254 Amin Sweeney in Authors and Audiences; discusses the role of parallelism in the organization of 

narrative that is intended to be chanted. He states that parallelism insures that 'the length of each 
utterance is geared to the phrase of the melody or the rhythm of the chant', pp.16-20
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The Utilitarian Value of Parallelism

Outside o f a rtis tic  considerations, para lle lism  serves a p ractica l 
purpose in  he lping to  resolve a num ber o f problem s presented by  the 
medium in which the literature is recorded.

1) Problems Faced by Performers and Transcribers of Lao Literature

For the reader and transcriber, Lao m anuscripts present m any 
difficulties due to  the m ethod in which the literature is recorded, as follows:

1.1) Impreciseness o f the Scripts:

The impreciseness o f the Tham and Lao scripts that were trad itiona lly  
used to  record Lao lite ra tu re  is largely responsible fo r the frequency o f 
mistakes and points o f incom prehension that one finds in Lao manuscripts.

1.1.1: W ords in Lao m anuscripts (as in  contem porary Lao) are not
separated from  one another, but rather run together continuously. Typically 
a Lao m anuscript is divided in to  three o r four lines o f text. Often words w ill 
be continued from  the end of one line to  the next.

1.1.2: The Lao language is largely com posed o f m onosyllabic words. 
W ords often have a varie ty o f d iffe rent meanings depending upon the ir 
tone. Contem porary Lao makes use o f tone markers to  indicate the sound o f 
a word. However, in Lao m anuscripts the use o f tone markers is m inim al. 
When they are used, they are em ployed inconsistently, sprinkled throughout 
the text as if  the ir m ajor purpose were ornam entation. The m eaning o f a 
word therefore must be interpreted by its context.

1.1.3: There is no consistent spelling system utilized fo r Lao words 
w ritte n  in the ancient scripts. The prob lem s tha t th is presents are 
com pounded by the fact that there are m any dialects o f Lao and transcribers 

invariab ly spell according to  how  the w ords sound in th e ir local region. 

There are m any Lao w ords (or variants o f words) o f lim ited  geographical
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distribu tion  that are often confusing o r incom prehensible to  Lao no t from  
the im m ediate area.

1.2) Types o f TVanscribers and the ir M otivation in Transcribing:

M anuscripts are copied by monks, teenage novices, and laymen who 
possess a re lig ious education. One aspect tha t makes the reading o f 
manuscripts particu larly troublesom e is the fact that m any o f the transcribers 
are Buddhist monks or novices of a young age who copy the texts less out of 
personal m o tiva tion  than through fear bo th  of hell and a beating at the 
hands o f sen io r m onks. Transcrib ing is pa instaking work, and the 
transcribers often face the daunting task of copying hundreds o f leaves. The 
result is tha t there is frequently a degree of carelessness in the transcription 
of texts. This carelessness can be seen in the follow ing:

1.2.1: The transcriber's style o f inscrip tion  is often d ifficu lt to  read .255 

Frequently one m ust fam ilia rize  oneself w ith  the  'h a n d w ritin g ' o f a 
particular copyist to  read the text effectively. Unfortunately, manuscripts are 
com m only the collective w ork o f several different transcribers.

1.2.2: M anuscripts are generally fille d  w ith  mistakes, including: 1: 
m isspellings (i.e. not accurately rendering a w ord according to  its  sound), 2 : 
the om itting o f various scenes o r parts of scenes which m ay be the result o f 
the transcriber unknow ingly skipping over a leaf o r the side o f a leaf that he 
is copying, and 3: The placing o f scenes in incorrect order.

The effect o f a Lao story largely depends upon its  de live ry b y  a 
perform er. However, w ithout an aid in  overcom ing the difficu lties described 
above, a fluen t perform ance o f a text w ould prove  p rob lem atic  if  no t 
im possible. It m ust be noted that there are several obstacles that a reader 

faces in perform ance above and beyond the inconsistencies o r impreciseness 
of a manuscript. Often a perform er is an o lder male, respected both fo r his 
seniority in age and his experience w ith  manuscripts. The eye-sight of such a 
reader is frequently poor. Performances outside of the tem ple generally occur

2SS A  typical convention of the literature is for the transcriber to apologize for his poor writing.
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at night. W ithout the aid of electricity, the Lao have traditionally made use

of a torch known as (tabauug), which consists of a rotted wooden

stick doused with rubber oil. This is a po o r source of light that further 
impedes the reader's ability It would appear, therefore, that a reading of Lao 
literature would be a slow and tortured performance, but this is not the case.

W ith the inevitable mistakes, illegible style of writing, and general 
lacunae throughout the text, the consistent use of parallel pairs at all levels 
of the narrative helps a reader to  interpret words or phrases that would 
otherwise be incomprehensible. Parallel statements give context to  the text. 
In performance, such an aid is invaluable. The tale evolves slowly and the 
reader is thus able to  anticipate what is immediately to  follow. There is a 
certain degree to  which the perform er does not strictly fo llow  the text but 
improvises. Due to  the problems stated above, it would be impossible to  
entire ly fo llo w  a m anuscript w itho u t some im provisation. It is no t 
uncomm on fo r perform ers to  drink Lao whiskey at the beginning of a 
performance.226 This practice is not likely to  help an old man w ith bad eye
sight in poor lighting to  accurately render a text. However, it m ay serve to  
improve his skills at improvisation.

Parallelism is not merely useful in the reading of a manuscript but 
also insures that the essential content o f a story w ill be understood by the 
transcriber, and therefore preserved as it is re-copied from  one generation to  
the next.

2) Problems Faced by Audiences of Lao Literature

Audiences of Lao literature can be divided into two types: Audiences 
inside and outside of the temple.

2.1) Audiences in the tem ple face the fo llow ing  obstacles in th e ir 
comprehension of a text:

2.1 A: The language o f Lao written narrative, whether prose or poetiy, is 
quite different from spoken Lao. To some degree it  shares a sim ilarity with

Based both on personal observation and Traditional Music of the Lao by Teny Miller p.25
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the language of the Yuan, from  which the prose literary trad ition owes its 
origins. The interspersed use of Pali words in Nitsay increases the difficulty 
of the text.

2.1.2: A  prim ary purpose of many of the members of the audience in 
attending the performance is to  make merit through taking part in a service 
at the temple. Satisfied w ith their attendance, the extent to  which they are 
interested in and pay constant attention to  the performance may vaiy.

2.1.3: A lthough monks generally intend to read an entire story, the 
attendance of the audience may o r may not be regular. They may miss out 
on im portan t sections of the narrative and, therefore, m ust be able to  
understand individual passages taken out of context.

2.2) The d ifficu lties facing audiences outside of the tem ple in the ir 
comprehension of a story are greater than those o f audiences w ithin the 
temple:

2.2.1: Similar to  performances in temples, there can be difficu lty in 
understanding the language. Although the use of Pali tends to  be absent in 
stories composed in  verse, Lao poetic language is generally more difficult to  
fo llow  than the style of w riting used in Nitsay.

2.2.2: The prob lem  o f mem bers o f the audience not hearing a 
narrative in  its entirety is m ore acute outside o f the temple. First of all, 
performances often consist o f on ly a small p o rtion  o f the entire story. 

Individual scenes, therefore, must be comprehensible and entertaining when 

read out of context. Secondly, readings of Lao literature generally occur 
during large inform al gatherings where people are constantly coming and 
going. Therefore, people must be able to  make sense o f the portion of the 
text being read regardless of the point at which they start listening.

2.2.3: There are typ ica lly a lo t of extraneous noises and distractions 
that make it difficult fo r the audience to  catch every word of a performance. 
Often members o f an audience interm ittently listen to  a story and take part
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in a personal conversation, o r take care of their children.

Parallelism - o r repetition— serves a useful function in allow ing a 
narrative to  unfold slowly, an im portant device in aiding comprehension.

The Form of Parallelism w ithin Lao Literature

Considering the significance o f parallelism  in narrative trad itions 
throughout the world, it should not be surprising that it plays a fundamental 
ro le w ith in Lao literature. Lao parallelism  is unusual, however, in the 
com plexity o f the form  that it  takes. The symmetry o f the placement of 
parallels in Lao poetry does not appear to have an equivalent in previously 

studied narrative traditions. This thesis traces the evo lu tion  o f Lao 
parallelism, beginning w ith its origins within the spoken language, and then 
continuing step by step from  its smallest to  largest manifestations in Lao 
poetic literature. A  description of parallelism in Lao literature and previous 
related scholarship can be seen from the follow ing outline of this study:

Chapter One: Lao Literature: An Introduction

Chapter TWo: The Study of Lao Versification

In traditional Lao society, literature was not a subject to  be taught or 
studied. Its composers have understood its conventions no t through a 
formal tra ining and break-down o f its components, bu t ra ther through 
consistent exposure to  performances o f the art which formed an im portant 
part of every-day life. Therefore, it  has been the task o f m odem  scholars to  
analyze the contents of the literature and establish its rules and conventions. 
A  major weakness of contemporary analysis of Lao versification has been its 
heavily reliance on previous Thai literary scholarship. Such scholarship 
applies to a very different type of literature than Lao poetry and as such is not 
an appropria te  m odel. Thai lite ra tu re  was tra d itio n a lly  com posed, 
transcribed, and performed by  and fo r a small circle o f nobles in  the royal 
court. In contrast, the m ajority o f Lao literature was intended fo r all levels o f 
Lao society and was centered around the village temple. As a result, there
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are im portant differences between the two literatures' form  and content. A  
few scholars, such as Jit Phumisak and Prakha:ung Nimmamhemin, have 
begun to question the standards of Thai lite rary scholarship that have 

formed the basis behind the classification of Lao versification. However, up 
until the present, the perspective from  which Lao poetry has been studied 
has essentially remained the same. Versification rules that were originally 
w ritte n  ha lf a century ago are examined and re-exam ined, w hile  
fundamental aspects of the literature remain unexplored.

A t present, the m ajor weakness of Lao literary scholarship is not in 
what has been analyzed, but rather in what has been ignored. It is the aim of 
this thesis to  provide a study parallelism, a m ajor yet over-looked principle 
in the composition of Lao literature.

Chapter Three: Parallelism in Spoken Lao Expression

Parallelism in Lao literature has its origins in the spoken language. A  
common characteristic of spoken Lao is the use o f parallel pairs, the pairing 
of tw o words o f analogous meaning. In Lao spoken and written expression, 

parallel structures, no m atter how  complicated the ir form, are generated 
from  the parallel pair. Parallel pairs join together to  form  the doubled pair, 
two phrases that are parallel in meaning and equal in length. The majority 
of doubled pairs consist o f two phrases, each of two syllables. The parallel in 
a simple doubled pair is between the tw o phrases but not between the words 
in the individual pairs. In more complex doubled pairs, however, as many 

as all four of the individual words are parallel. Phanya:, the oral poetry o f 

the Lao, is generally composed in the form  of a doubled pair. Phanya: 
com m only consist o f tw o parallel phrases, generally ranging from  tw o to  
seven syllables in length. The individual phrases in Phanya: are frequently 
not only parallel in meaning, but also linked together by  rhyme.

Chapter Four. Small Forms of Parallelism in N itsay and Kau:n A:n 
Literature

The amount and complexity of parallels steadily increases from spoken 
Lao to  Nitsay prose to  Kau:n A:n poetry. It is interesting to  note, however,
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that upon reading the prose and poetic forms of literature, the prose appears 

to be the more repetitive. This is due to the fact that poetic style involves 
both raising the level o f parallelism and at the same time making the 
parallels less noticeable by increasing their subtlety

Whereas the extensive use o f parallelism in Nitsay distinguishes the 
form from the spoken language, it is particularly in Kau:n A:n that the use of 
parallels has been developed into an art form. An important characteristic o f 
this type of Lao poe try  (in contrast to N itsay o r spoken Lao) is the 
symmetrical placement of parallels. Consider the structure of Kau:n A n  and 
the effect that it has on the form  of its parallels:257

1. Kau:n A:n is made up of poetic  lines which are divided in to tw o  
hemistichs of respectively three and four syllables.258

QOO OOOO

As analogous words are com m only jo ined together in a parallel pair, 
analogous hemistichs are frequently paired in a poetic line.

A1 > A2 
OOO OOOC

2. As one line is formed of two hemistichs, one verse is formed of two lines. 
The two lines \ in  a verse are frequently statements of parallel meaning:

A1
OOO OOOO

>
A2

OOO OOOO

3) As one verse is consists of two lines, one quatrain is formed of two verses 
of two lines. Frequently quatrains are composed of two parallel verses:

It should be noted that the visual structure of Kau:n An is only a recent invention. Traditionally, 
Lao poetry was written with no separation between hemistichs, lines, or verses. However, one must bear 
in mind that the structure of Lao poetry set forth by modem scholars reflects traditional divisions in the 
literature whether or not such divisions were visible in writing.

258 There are also optional initial and final phrases which are each generally of two syllables in length, 
but may be longer.
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A1
OOO OOOO 
OOO OOOO

A2
OOO OOOO 
OOO OOOO

One could speculate that Kau.n Am was originally created to enhance 
parallels, both of sound and meaning, that already existed w ithin the spoken 
language. However, regardless of origin, the structure o f Kaum A:n gives 
poets a m ultitude of opportunities to  create symmetrical parallels, and in so 

doing encourages the use of parallelism as a poetic tool.

Chapters Five through Nine: Large Forms of Parallelism in Lao Literature: 
The AAB  Pattern

Small parallels such as the pairing of words and phrases and the 

matching of poetic hemistiches, lines, and verses are significant not merely 
in and of themselves, bu t in that they form  an im portant part o f a larger 
parallel unit, a pattern that is fundamental in the build ing of a s to iys  plot. 
Before describing this pattern, however, there is one po in t that should be 

taken into consideration. To appreciate the form  that parallelism takes in 
Lao literature, one must first understand the significance of the num ber 
three both in Lao literature and culture in general. The number three is held 

to  be auspicious by the Lao. W hen asked the reason behind its 
auspiciousness, most Lao po in t to  the Buddhist religion. In Buddhism, the 

greatest significance o f the num ber three is that it represents the sacred 
trin ity, the Triple Gems: the Buddha, the Dharma, and the Priesthood. The 
number three plays a sim ilarly im portant role in the Hindu religion, another 
im portant influence on the Lao. W hether o r not these are the reasons 

behind the num ber's literary significance, however, is debatable, fo r the 

number three is also a common characteristic in folk traditions throughout 
the world, and is particu la rly  predom inant in fo lk tales. W hatever its 
origins, it is im m ediately noticeable in Lao literature that lead characters, 
events, and beautiful princesses tend to occur in threes or in multiples of 

three. Similarly, journeys frequently last for three days, three months, or
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three years.

The basic building block of Lao literature is a pattern of three which w ill 
be referred to as an AAB pattern. Stated in simplest terms, an A A B  pattern 
consists of two parallel statements (A1 and A2), followed by a third statement 
(B) that is a conclusion or result o f the previous statements. This pattern, of 
no fixed length, has been traditionally used b y  Lao (and other Tai) poets to  
narrate a progression of ideas, time, or events. It is represented as follows:

A l)

A2)

B)

There is evidence that the A A B  pattern has its origins w ith in oral 
narrative. The pattern is observable both in Phanya: and oral folk-tales. In 
written literature, it is a significant characteristic o f bo th N itsay and Kau:n 
A:n. This thesis, however, is lim ited to a study o f the A A B  pattern as it  
occurs in Kaum A n  poetic literature. Due to  the structure o f Kaurn A:n, the 
A AB  pattern attains levels o f com plexity and subtlety in this type of 
literature that is greater than in other Lao forms of narrative.

The Placement of Smaller Parallels w ithin an A A B  Pattern

A  significant characteristic of A A B  patterns is the sym m etrical 
placement of smaller parallels in the individual sections, A t, A2, and B. 
This occurs as follows:

1) The first type of parallel that occurs w ith  frequency in a pattern is a 
parallel pair, i.e. the pairing together o f two words, phrases, lines, o r larger 

sections of analogous meaning. Parallel pairs have a tendency to be placed in 
patterns as follows:

1.1: Smaller parallel pairs have a tendency to occur inside of larger pairs. 
The largest parallel pair in an AAB  pattern consists o f Sections A l and A2. 

One frequently observes that Sections A l and A2 of a pattern each 
individually replicate into two smaller parallel halves.
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A l)  al 
a2

A2) al 
a2

B)

1.2: When a portion  of narrative is divided into tw o sections (parallel or 
otherwise), smaller pairs are m ore likely to occur in the second half than in 
the first. For example, parallel pairs occur w ith more frequency in Section 

A2 than in Section A l.  When parallel pairs do occur in both sections, the 
pair in the second section is usually of greater complexity than the pair in the 
first.

A l)

A2) al 
a2

B)

1.3: Following the same tendency, when the second half of a pair divides 
into two parallel halves, its second half w ill frequently further divide in to  
two even smaller parallel halves.

A l)

A2) al
a2 al

a2
B)

It is also not uncomm on to  find further layers of parallel pairs that 
fo llow  the same general rules of placement as AAB patterns break down into 
smaller and smaller parallel units.

2) The second type of replication that one commonly finds in a pattern is a 
smaller pattern. As w ith paralle l pairs, there are strong tendencies
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influencing its placement.

2.1: Whereas Sections A l and A2 (and particu la rly  the latter) tend to 
replicate into two parallel halves, the th ird section o f the pattern tends to  

divide into three smaller sections. The three smaller sections share, on a 
smaller level, the identical structure of the pattern in which they occur.

A l )

A2)

B) al 
a2
b Conclusion

The conclusion o f the larger pattern generally coincides w ith the third and 
final section of the smaller pattern.

2.2: We have previously observed in 1.3 that there are often several layers of 
parallel pairs placed symmetrically in the second halves o f larger parallel 
pairs. In a sim ilar fashion one frequently finds several layers of A AB  
patterns, each placed in the third section of the pattern that precedes it, as 
follows:

A l)

A2)

B) al 
a2
b al 

a2 
b

The Building o f Plot through the Layering o f Patterns

To understand how p lo t is structured in Lao literature, one must realize 

that A AB  patterns, rather than occurring singly, tend to  be organized in
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groups. Three small patterns jo in  together to  form  larger patterns which in 
turn jo in together to  form  larger patterns, and so on. An example in chapter 
eight shows the existence of as many as five layers o f A A B  patterns that occur 
in a sequence o f forty-five lines. There are countless m ore layers in the text 
of an entire story which can stretch for hundreds of pages in length.

Chapter Ten: Replication and the Evolution of Lao Literature

When a transcriber copies a manuscript, there is no  restriction on the 
extent to which he can change and expand upon the existing text. A  
comparison of six manuscripts of a popular Lao story, Thaw  Kam Ka: Dam, 
shows that in a story's evolution, the expansion o f text, ra ther than 
depending upon the whim s o f ind iv idua l transcribers, conform s to  
conventions that become clear w ith an appreciation of the A A B  pattern. A  
story evolves through a) the creation o r expansion of patterns, b) the 

creation o r expansion of replications o f two, and c) the creation of additional 
layers of replication that are placed onto already-existing parallels. As a story 
is continually re-copied, therefore, one can expect to  find increasing layers of 
replication and stronger parallels. This sheds some light on the original 
form ation o f such patterns. As we have seen, several writers in the past 
have suggested that the use of parallelism  is a defin ing style of ora lly 
composed poetry. M y study, however, offers contradicting information. It 
would appear that whereas the A A B  pattern is used as an organizational 
device in the com position o f Phanya: and Lao oral folk-tales, it is the 
continual copying and re-copying of the written literature that is responsible 
fo r the incredible intricacy of its parallel layers.

The comparative study of manuscripts of Thaw  Kam  Ka; Dam  also 
shows that the ingrained tendency to  compose in layers o f parallels is so 
strong that it is no t uncom m on to  find transcribers who sacrifice clarity or 
consistency of meaning in a passage purely in order to  create a well-placed 
parallel. As w ith  any art, the smoothness in  the placement of parallels 
depends upon the composer's skill.
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Conclusion

Apart from  its artistic value, Lao literature is w orthy o f study both fo r 
the important cultural role that it played (and continues to  play) w ithin Lao 
society and fo r the insights that it provides in to  trad itiona l Lao life and 
thought. It is the intention of this thesis to  suggest a new direction in its 
study.

This work provides a general description o f a system of parallelism that 

is a fundamental convention in the com position o f Lao literature. It is 
hoped that an understanding of this convention w ill help future scholars to  
appreciate both the content o f Lao literature and the role that the literature 
plays within Lao society

Although m y study of the AAB  pattern is lim ited to  Kauu A:n, there 

is evidence that an appreciation of parallelism would also increase the depth 
o f our understanding of other types o f Lao narrative, including N itsay 
literature, historical chronicles, and religious texts. It can also be speculated 
that our knowledge o f the poetic forms o f other Tai-speaking people such as 
the Yuan, Kheun, and Leu would sim ilarly benefit from  a consideration of 
the role that parallelism plays as an organizational device. A  comparative 
study of parallelism would be likely to  shed further light on the relationship 
between the various literatures w ithin the larger Tai tradition.

Parallelism in Lao literature is also of interest in comparison w ith  
sim ilar traditions throughout the world. A lthough com plex systems o f 

parallels exist in the poetry  o f other cultures, as far as I have seen, the 
complexity and intricacy o f Lao replication has no parallel among previously 
studied traditions.
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Chapter Two: The Study Of Lao Versification

The most com m only used word for poetry in Lao is n9U (kau:n).

Literally, it means a latch. In traditional Lao society, a Kau:n was a movable 

bar, usually made of wood, whose ends fitted in to place on either side of a 
door or w indow  to  prevent them from  being moved. Poetry, by this analogy, 
consists of words inserted in to  a fixed framework that locks them together 
and prevents them from  becoming loose.1 This is, in fact, a good analogy of 
modem interpretations by  writers such as A lbert Lord, Eric Havelock, etc. on 
the rale that poe try  played in ancient societies. Poetry, they argue, is 
essentially a structure in which to hold together knowledge that a society 
wishes to  preserve in easily memorable forms to  prevent it from becoming 
lost. W ithout the possibility of storing information in written form or wide 

access to such a form, knowledge that was not easily memorable was not 
possible to  be retained.2

In Lao verse what is the framework that brings words together to  make 
a cohesive whole? It is the contention of this thesis that the m ajor locking 
device' w ithin Lao poetry has been overlooked. In order to  understand why 
a pervasive and obvious element of the poetry has become invisible, it is 
necessary to  investigate the question: What exactly is it that makes Lao poetry 
'poetry? Before the second quarter of this century, when Lao people were 
still actively w riting or copying the literature, such a question would have 

been thought of as inappropriate and unnecessary. In m ore recent years, 

when the literature has stopped being actively copied and has begun to be 
analyzed, the appropriate questions, by  and large, have not been asked. The 
answers that have been given have not merely been unfaithful to their topic 
but have unintentionally changed it. Rather than adapting the analysis to  

better conform to  the subject, the subject has been restructured to prove its 

worthiness according to the rules set forth in the analysis. By reconsidering 
the question of what holds Kau:n together as poetry and showing its 
relevance, this chapter w ill also show the current state o f knowledge on the 
subject and the evolution that has led to that knowledge.

1 It is not at all certain that the word for poetry was originally created with this meaning in mind. 
However, whether or not the two meanings of Kau:n were originally interconnected, later generations of 
Lao (and Thai) have observed the relevance of defining poetry as a 'latch'.

2 While many Lao males are literate and thus capable of reading Lao texts, the majority of Lao, 
whether male or female, are familiar with Lao works solely through oral performance.
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1) Knowledge of Versification within Traditional Lao Society

During m y two years of research in Laos and northeastern Thailand, I 
have asked many people and searched through many manuscripts, but have 
never heard of nor found any traditional text teaching the rules fo r 
composing Lao poetry. I have asked at many temples and have sim ilarly 
never heard of the rules of poetry traditionally being taught3 I have talked 
to many people who have transcribed and written Lao literature. I have 
found that often they themselves could not tell me the rules of the poetry 
that they were engaged in writing.

There is a simple reason why the rules of composing Lao literature were 
not taught inside of Lao temples. They were not taught because the Lao did 

not consider that the literature was being written there. The great m ajority 
of Lao stones, wherever they were written, were composed in the form  of 
Ja:taka tales, life-stories o f the Bodhisattva. Lao people com monly believe 
that what modern scholars refer to  as Lao literature are merely translations 
or at best adaptations of such texts. The stories are thus afforded a sacred 
status that literature in and of itself would not have be given. A t the same 
time the question of art in such stories is viewed as an irrelevant and even 
sacrilegious one. To whom does one teach poetic rules? The origin of most 
Lao works is impossible to pin-point. Few of the stories include the name of 

a composer and most if not all originated beyond the memory of any living 
Lao. These facts reinforce the commonly-held Lao belief that works of such 
sacredness could not be traceable to an author o f mere flesh and blood. 
Khamphae:ng Ke:ttawong a French-educated Lao scholar, explained to  me 

the resistance that he faced from Lao monks when he discussed the artistic as 

opposed to religious merit of individual Lao stories. His analytical approach 
to the literature was viewed suspiciously as if he were violating sacred texts.

The monks at the temples are not expected to write literature but they 
are expected to copy it. Classes are taught in the ancient script used to record 
the stories. Tine process of transcribing is learned by observing one who is 

experienced in the skill. It is in the transcribing, where the only preparation 
deemed necessary is to leam how to write the alphabet and hold the stylus,

J The Abbot at Nau:ng Lam lan Temple, for example, insisted that his temple had never taught 
such rules. This was confirmed by several old men in the village who had spent years studying at the 
temple and had copied many manuscnpts ot Lao literature. This temple was a famous center of learning 
and literature in southern Laos with one of the greatest collections of Lao literature in the country.
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that the creative process goes on. M y research reveals that the transcribers, in 

the ir revision o f manuscripts, show an astute awareness and skill at the rules 
of Lao po e tjy  in which they have neither been form ally trained nor express 
any knowledge. This knowledge is the result not of a classroom education in 
poetic rules bu t rather years of informal exposure to  the poetry, which was 
traditionally a part of every-day life. W hile the conventions o f Lao poetry 
were traditionally, on one level, known to  the Lao as evidenced by their 
composition, such a knowledge was not one that was form ally taught nor 
verbally expressed.

2) Knowledge Of Versification Among Contemporary Scholars Of Lao 
literature

The idea of analyzing Lao poetry is a fairly recent one, brought in from  
outside of Laos. It has been applied to  a subject where, as we have seen, such 
a process was traditionally unknown.

2.1) Maha: Sila: Wi.rawong And The Study Of Lao Versification 

2.1.1: Background

The m ost influential scholar of Lao literature is Maha: Sila: Wi:rawong. 
Maha: Sila: was an ethnic Lao from  northeastern Thailand whose scholarly 
works have been instrum enta l in making Lao people aware o f the 
importance of the ir own historical and cultural heritage. One o f his most 
well-known works is a book on Lao versification, published orig inally in 
Thailand in 1942, and revised and published in 1960 by  the M in istry o f 
Education in Laos. This study is of importance in how  it has shaped the 
modem concept o f Lao poetry. It has been taught in schools throughout Laos. 

It has also been the source from  which most Thai researchers on the top ic 
have taken, first o r second-hand, their information on Lao verse forms.

Maha: Sila: W trawong was born in the province of Roi Et, where the 
people are ethnically Lao and Lao literature is an established tradition. He 
entered the m onkhood at a young age, and received his education at the 

temple. The title  before his name, 'Maha:', indicates a high level of religious
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education.4 A fter an interval as a monk in Bangkok, conscious of his roots 
as an ethnic Lao he made the decision to settle in Vientiane, the capital of 

Laos. In Laos, he produced scholarly works on a wide range of subjects, from 
Pali grammar to  Lao astrological texts. He is, however, best known fo r his 
literary research. His study o f Lao versification, entitled Bae:p Tseng K laun  
Thaiy W iangjan Lae Bae:p Tseng K a p  San W ila:sini: 'M e thods Of 

Composition Of The Poetry Of The Thai Vientiane5 And Kap San W ila isin i:' 
represents the first attempt to  make a compilation of the poetic rules o f Lao 
verse. The rules of Lao poetry  that Maha: Sila: set forth in his guide to 
versification were based upon his personal analysis o f the structure of Lao 
poetry. His research, spanning over ten years, was conducted both in Laos 
and at the Thai National Library, where there is an extensive collection of 
Lao manuscripts. In the introduction to his first book on Lao versification, 
Maha: Sila: writes:

I have not pu t together the various rules of com position included in this 
book w ithout (relying upon proper) sources. I have arranged the rules based 
upon observations that I have made from  the follow ing books: Bae;bKap  
San Wi]a:sin±, Tha:w H ung Sang Sinsai, We:tsasantra Satdok, Napasum, 
K a p  Pramuni:, K a p  Tha:w Saen M eu 'ang  and many other works....This is 
the first tim e that (such a study) has been written. Its existence is due solely 
to  the interest o f the one who has compiled it, w ithout a teacher o r one to  
give advice. I expect, therefore, fo r it to  be filled w ith errors. I hope to  be 
forgiven and given advice from  those who are knowledgeable.6

The books from  which Maha: Sila: bases his observations, w ith one 
exception, are specific works of Lao literature. The exception is the first book

4 Maha is a title for one who has passed third level religious studies exams.
5 Maha: Silar's first book on versification was printed in the Thai language in Bangkok in the 1940s. 

Although he was writing about the poetry of the Lao, because of the political climate of the time he was 
compelled to use the phrase 'Thai Vientiane' rather than 'Lao Vientiane' in his title. According to the

Nation Thai-English dictionary printed in Bangkok, the word ’Lent) (Thaiy) 'Thai' can mean a) any 
ethnic group that speaks a language within the Tai family, or b) any person regardless of nationality. To 
call the people of Vientiane Thai rather than Lao is thus not inaccurate (at least not in countries that 
print Thai dictionaries), but to be compelled to do so is to deny them any status opposed from being

Thai. [Note the difference between the above-mentioned word trnu  (Thaiy), which is commonly used

both in the Thai and Lao languages specifically to refer to the Thai people, and h n  (Thai) which is 
used (especially among the Lao) to mean people in general, regardless of nationality.)

6from the introduction to Bae.p Tae:ng Klawrt Thaiy Wia.ngjan Lae Bae-p Taemg K ap Sa-.n 
WHasini' 'Methods of Composition of the Poetry of the Thai Vientiane and Kap Wilarsini', as quoted 

in Maha: Siia: Wirawong - Si:wit lae Fhon Ngan  by Khana Kammakam Withaya:sa.t Sangkhom (L)
p. 128
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that he has mentioned, 77?e Com position Style o f Ka.p Sam Wila.-sini; which 
is a study of Pali verse forms.

2.1.2: The Rules Of Kau:n Am According To Maha: Sila: Wirrawong

For the purpose of this chapter, what is of interest in Maha: Sila:'s work 
on versification are his rules for Kaurn A:n. Kau:n Am is the verse form 
almost exclusively used for story-length Lao literature. A n understanding of 
these fundamental rules is a necessaiy background to any study of Lao poetry. 
Similarly, an understanding of Maha: Sila:'s understanding o f Kaurn Am is a 
necessary background to any study of the study of Lao poetry. The description 
of Kaurn A n  which follows is taken from  Maha: Sila/s second study of Lao

poetry Santhalaksana 'Versification', p rin ted  b y  the Lao M in is try  of 

Education.7

2.1.2.1: Line A n d  Stanza Length

A  poetic line in Kaurn A n  is known as on (wak). One Wak is made up

of seven syllables. It is divided in to  tw o hemistichs, o r half-lines. The 
hemistichs consist, respectively, of three and four syllables. They are 
commonly represented as follows:

OOO OOOO

The length of a poetic line may be increased by the addition of initial and 
final words or phrases.

1) Initia l Phrases, known as UUUO (buphabot), are included to clarify the

meaning of the lines. They are usually two syllables in length, and can be as 
many as four. Common examples are:

' pp. 6-8,12-14,20-21
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a) UttXJXJ ( ta e :  nan)- 'Then'

O’ «

b) tmon {tha:w kau:)- 'He...' (referring traditionally to a noble or great man)
i

c) (pang meu':a)- 'A t the time when...'

2) Final Words or Phrases, known as m s s il (kham sau:y), are tw o syllables 

in length. They are added to give stress to a particular line, and are often 

made up of meaningless particles such as (lae: yeu':) or tto u i (lae: na:).

Other phrases are made of actual words, for example: ttinttoo (thae: lae:w),

which means: 'tru ly' and Ĝ riGSU (jao heu':y), which addresses the listener.

A  poetic line thus frequently consists of eleven syllables, as follows:

OO OOO OOOO OO

If the Initial Phrase is made up of four syllables, a poetic line may have as 
many as thirteen syllables.

A stanza in Kau:n A:n is known as uh (bot). One Bot consists of four 

Wak, or poetic lines. The lines are named as follows:

O' O'

First Line: onSJGXJ (waksadap) 'the listening line'

Second Line: onsu  (wak hap) 'the receiving line'

Third Line: onss*] (wak hau:ng) 'the supporting line'
i

Fourth Line: (wak song) 'the sending-off line'

21..2.2: Placement O f Words O f D ifferent Tones

The rules of Kau:n A.n dictate the placement of words pronounced with 
falling and rising tones in the various lines.R The low  tone, known as

Note that this indicates the tone in which the words are pronounced, not the inclusion or falling 
and rising tone markers.
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"UJtsn (mai e:k), is represented as 0. The falling tone, known as (mai
i . -

tho:), is represented as 0 . The follow ing chart illustrates the rules of tone 

placement:

I ^ I
first line: (Wak Sadap) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

second line: (Wak Hap) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

th ird line: (Wak Hau-.ng) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

fourth  line: (Wak Song)
1 w 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

The syllables w ithou t tone markers have no requirem ents in the ir 
placement of tones.

2.12.3: Types O f Rhyme

There is no obligatory rhyme w ithin Kau;n An. A  highly crafted poem, 
however, makes use of a variety of different sound matches. There are two 
categories o f rhyme that one com m only finds w ith in Kau:n A n , both o f

which fit in to the category that the Lao would call (samphat nai),

'internal rhyme w ithin a poetic line'. They are as follows:9

A) S-JJOTCISSS (samphat sara)— 'Assonance or Vowel Rhyme'

Maha: Sila: lists tw o  types of assonant rhyme in Lao poetry:

I
1: saJGJtnvijWfj (samphat th iam  khu:)— 'Paired-Word Rhyme710

This type of rhyme refers to  tw o words paired together that share 
the same vowel. For example:

9 A  more detailed treatment of alliteration and assonance appears in the book Lak Kan Tae.ng 
Wannakam Thaiy I:sa:n ' Fundamentals of Composition of Thai Lsa:n Literature' by Phra Ra.chaphrom 
Jirayakhun.

10Tfanslatian of the titles of the different types of alliteration and assonance are taken from 
Courting Poetry in Laos by Carol Compton, p.l 37
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is I
VJXĴ XJ (ban san), (kaurn tau:n), etc.

2: sxicSmuymtsn (samphat th iam  ae:k)-- 'Yoked-Word Rhyme'

This type of rhyme refers to  two words that share the same vowel 

that are separated by another w ord  For example:
k r  I

(kai leu kai), or sa^Sf^msT^ (salanghung lang).

B) s (samphat phanyansana)-- 'A lliteration or Consonant
Rhyme'

Maha: Sila: describes tw o types of alliteration as follows:

1: sw na j)J9nS 9 )J  (samphat lia:n aksau:n)- 'Continuous Consonant 

Rhyme'

This type of rhyme refers to  two or more words paired together that 
share the same initial consonants. For example:

B
wss ri ui9Aj £u o ia  covn maiei mau
(phra kau: hau:m phon pha:y we:ha: la:y lan)

2: SiJC7oa)J9ns9JJ (samphat khan aksaun)-- 'Separated Consonant 
Rhyme'

This type of rhyme refers either to a) tw o words that share the same 
initial consonants and vowels, or b) two words that are identical except 
for their tones. The paired words are separated by a word that differs 
either in its initial consonant or its vowel. For example:

09n

(dau.k sau:n sae:n saiim)
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mu ma xjt̂  ma 
(ka:n ka:y na:ng ka:y)11

2.1.3) Maha: Sila: Wi:rawong's Study In Context

Maha; Sila/s study on versification was a pioneering work. It provides a 
basic framework from which to  understand the structure of Lao poetry. 
Traditionally words w ithin Lao manuscripts were written together w ithout 

separation. There were no divisions marking different hemistichs, lines, or 
verse. It was Maha: Sila: who first analyzed the various types of Lao verse, 
set down their rules, and organized them visually according to those rules. It 
was Maha: Sila:, for example, who first divided Lao verse on a printed page 

into tw o separate hemistichs.'2
Maha: Sila:'s work, however, is not w ithout flaw. M y major criticism of 

his study is its lack of consideration of the medium in which Lao literature 
was recorded and performed, and the effect that this particular medium, with 
its opportunities and limitations, had on how it was organized.

Maha: Sila:'s study o f Lao poetry  is based upon his knowledge of 

previous scholarship on the structure o f Thai and Indian verse forms. 
When he w rote  what are the first w ritten rules of Lao versification, Thai 
literary scholarship had been in existence for several centuries. According to 
Prakhau.ng Nimma:nhe:min in her doctoral thesis Maha:ka:p Reu’a:ng 
Tha:w Ba: Jeua-.ng Maha: Sila:'s work bears striking sim ilarities to Lak  
Fha:sa: Thaiy 'Fundamentals Of The Thai Language' by the Thai scholar

11 It will be noticed that this example is a rhyme of three, rather than two words, although Maha: Sila: 
states in his introduction that only two words are involved in Separated Consonant Rhyme. If one 
compares Maha: Sila/s examples ip.14 in his book) with the examples listed on page 3 of Lak Ka:n 
Tae:ng Wannakam Thaiy Lsa:n 'Fundamentals of Composition of Thai I:sa:n Literature' by Pra 
Ra:chaphrom Jirayakhun, one will find that they are identical. (Within the latter book, however, they are 
listed as examples of 'Yoked-Word Rhyme,' a form of assonance.) In Fundamentals of Composition of 
Thai Fsa.n Literature  ̂ Maha: Sila:’s example of three words has been shortened to two. The author does
not consider the first word of the example, m)J (ka:n). to be^part of the rhvme and therefore does not 
place it in boid print.

12 This thesis deals specifically with Kauri A:n, a relatively simple style of verse. To appreciate the 
extent of classification work involved in a study of Lao versification, however one must realize that many 
of the other forms of Lao poetry are much more complicated.
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Phraya Upakitsilapasan.13
In writing the book that has served as a guideline fo r Lao versification, 

Maha: Sila: W frawong has relied on scholarship o f Thai verse forms to 
decide what is and is not w orthy o f being studied in making up those rules. 
Though the specifics of certain Lao verse forms in his book necessarily differ 
from that of the Thai, the types of poetic rules under discussion are always 
the same. Lao poetry far example, is examined fo r tone placement, rhyme 
within and between poetic lines, alliteration and assonance, etc., all of which 
one would find sim ilarly in Thai scholarship on Thai poetry. On one level, 
taking Thai poetic rules as a background from  which to study and make 
comparisons w ith Lao literature is very natural. Laos and Thailand have 
related languages, cultures, and literature, and the poetic forms of the two 
can appropriately be examined for the same type of characteristics. It should, 
however, be asked whether Thai literary scholarship, as opposed to Thai 
poetry is an appropriate model from which to  base a study of Lao literature. 
Traditionally, literary scholarship in Thailand has studied the poetry of the 
royal court, a type of poetry that had a different method of transcription, a 
different style and location of performance, and a different intended 
audience than did Lao literature. If Thai scholarship had concentrated on 
poetry o f the common people, it would have served as a more relevant 
model from which to compare Lao verse. Jit Phu:misak's study on Lao poetic 
forms shows a greater insight into the nature of Lao poetry precisely fo r the 
reason that it was w ritten in comparison with the oral poetry o f Thai 
villagers.

In the book Osngka.n Chae:rtg Nam  b y  Jit Phu:misak, the author 
describes the difference between poetry that was intended to be heard and 
poetry that was intended to be read:

1 Similarities include the following: Maha: Sila/s book on versification was published as one of four 
books in a series on Lao grammar, each of which bears an identical title to a section devoted to a similar 
topic in the book by the Thai scholar. Several explanations in Maha: Sila/s work are identically worded 
to similar sections in the same study. The names of the specific poetic lines, as stated on page 96 of this 
chapter, were also apparently taken from this study rather than being indigenous to the Lao literary

o n.
tradition. Most importantly, the division of Lao verse into various complex types such as 0 ^

o o. ^ ^
(Wissuma-.li:), iJtniSXJ UliJ'lj) (Maha:sinthuma:li:) and (Khlo:ng Ha:) (which are not
specifically the topic of this thesis), were influenced to no small degree by the division of Thai poetry into
similar verse forms in the same book. A 1aha:ka:p Reu’ang Tha:w Ba: Jeu'a.ng' by Prakhaumg 
Nimma:nhe:min pp.202-205
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Poetry that is strictly composed according to a forced plan, that imposes fixed 
rules to control the meaning and emotion of an artist's creation, belongs to a
later generation of poets These poets wanted the poetry seen, wanted a
proper and orderly structure that was graceful to the eyes. They were not 
interested in how (the poetry) sounded, or if they were, they must have only 
wanted (the sound) to fit in to an orderly framework, not to  have small 
sounds popping up to trouble the ears "14

Thai literary scholarship focuses on the latter type of poetry whereas Lao 
literature fits in to the former. The difference between the two different types 
of narrative is largely the difference between tw o mediums. In contrast to 
Lao literature, the composers and audiences o f Thai court literature were 
largely restricted to an elite of nobles connected to the palace. Their level of 
education was higher than that of their Lao counterparts, who came from  all 
levels of Lao society. The transcribers of Thai literature similarly appear to 
have been connected w ith the court, and thus mistakes in the copying of 
texts, although existent, were likely to be less frequent than those made by 

the copyists o f Lao works, who were commonly Buddhist novices of a very 
young age. A t the same time, performances of Thai works within the royal 
court d id not present the same distractions as did the large and often 
informal gatherings where Lao literature was read. There would therefore be 
less concern that the audience would no t grasp the story's meaning.15 

Owing to  the differences in the circumstances involved in the production, 

preservation, and consumption of Thai and Lao literature, the form  and 
content of the two was quite distinct. Thai court literature had less need fo r 
redundancy. It favored more esoteric writing which displayed the education 
of the composer. This can be seen, fo r example, in the greater frequency in 
which Thai poets em ployed com plex poetic forms, their use of erudite 

Khmer and Pali vocabulary, and the ir invention of literary words. A t the 
same time, the contents o f Thai court literature conformed to very different 
standards of acceptability than that of Lao literature, which was largely 
written, transcribed, and performed on the village level. Characteristics of 
Lao stories such as obscene humor, the degree of playfulness in the depiction 

of the life o f the Buddha, and the allowable m ixture of non-Buddhist 
religious elements, such as belief in Tai spirits o r deities, w ith in religious

14 pp.191-192 ’
5 Descriptions at the nature uf the composers, transcribers, performance, and audience of Thai 

court literature are taken from personal conversation with Dr. Manas Chitakasem.
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tales would all be greatly restricted by the tastes of the Thai court.
As Thai literary works reflected the taste of the monarchy so did Thai 

literary scholarship, which was traditionally the exclusive domain of Thai 
nobles. An example of this can be seen in the im portance given in 
traditional Thai literary scholarship to the study of Pali and Sanskrit verse 
forms and the ir relationship to  Thai verse. In many cases it is in fact 

debatable whether such verse forms actually had Indian rather than Tai 
origins. Similar to labelling Southeast Asian folklore as Indian Ja:taka tales, 
attributing Indian origins to Thai or Lao verse forms had the effect of raising 
their status.16

Basing his research on Thai scholarship, Maha: Sila: failed to  adequately 
recognize the distinction between the two different types o f literature. In his 
study, he attempted to 'impose' on Lao poetry the 'fixed rules' of a 'proper 
and orderly structure' that is 'graceful to the eye'. In other words, what he 
did in effect was to force the characteristics of one type of medium onto 
poetry that belonged to another.

In the introduction to Maha: Sila:'s first book on Lao versification, he 

wrote:

I have the utm ost belief that in the past a textbook must certainly have 
existed (that taught) composition rules of our poetry. Later on, however, it 
was lost, o r is still hiding.17

In consideration of the importance o f tone placement within Lao poetry, the 

existence of such a textbook appears, however, to be an impossibility. Most 
Lao people have trouble explaining the nature o f tones. Similar to  the use o f 
grammar rules in English, placing tones on words is automatic rather than 
the result of conscious thought. Although tone markers have, in fact, existed 
for several centuries within the Lao language, they have only been used w ith 
any degree of consistency since the m iddle of this century.1 R In traditional 
Lao literature, they are found infrequently Even in the works in which they 
occur, they are included only occasionally, and comparable to the scattering of

16See Ongka:n Chae-.ng .Nam by Jit Phuimisak, pp.222-223
,7from the introduction to Bae.p Tae.ng Kiau.n Thaiy Wia.ngjan Lae Bae.p Tae:ng Kap Sa:n 

Wila.sini' 'Methods of Composition of the Poetry of the Thai Vientiane and Kap Wila:sini', as quoted 
in Maha: Sila: Wirawong-  Sfwit lae Fhort Nga:n by Khana Kammaka-.n Withaya-.sa-.t Sangkhom (L) 
p. 127

18 Although a Christian bible written in Lao at the beginning of the century makes consistent use of 
tone markers, the use of tone markers is erratic in Lao books through the 1930s.
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Pali words within Lao Nitsay, are added more for their decorative effect than 
fo r any other purpose. If there were no tone markers in common usage 
within the language, and the use of tones was intuitive rather than based on 
a concept of tones which at the time had yet to be standardized, how likely is 
one to  have found ancient classes being held o r textbooks being written in 
versification based upon the placement of words of low  and falling tones?

In his book on Lao versification published by the Lao M in istry o f 
Education, Maha: Sila: writes further about the rules of Kaurn A:n:

One must compose it correctly according to  (the rules governing the number
of) lines and verses and the placement of tones  One verse of Kaurn A:n
must have four lines and each line must have seven words, excepting initial 
and additive phrases. Outside of that, one must place (syllables of) low  and 
falling tone according to their correct position.19

In reality, however, the rules o f Kaurn A:n are m uch m ore flexible. 
Previously, we have listed the rules of Kaurn A n  according to  Maha: Silar's 
study. Now  let us reconsider each rule that he states that the p o e tiy  'must' 
follow, weighed against the actuality of Lao literature:

1) The Length of the Verse - There is no fixed number of lines within Kaurn 
Am. Although Maha: Sila: states that Lao poetry must consist of complete 
four-line stanzas, Kaurn A n  is more frequently composed o f two-line verses. 
Verses can also consist o f one or three lines. The most frequently occurring 
verse consists o f the th ird  and fourth lines o f Maha: Silar's verse pattern, 
which repeats over and over throughout the course of a story.20

2) Number of Syllables W ithin a Poetic Line - W hile the m ajority  of lines 
w ithin Kaurn A n  consist of seven syllables (excluding in itial and additive 
phrases), it is not uncommon to  find a line that adds one, two, or even three 
extra syllables21

r° Santhalaksana (L) p.20
20 This can be seen from the following works: 1) Jit Fhumisak's study of Kau:n An, as discussed on 

pages 113-114, 2) Khamphaemg Ke-.ttawong's unpublished analysis of the text of Khun Theung, (L) and
3) Carol Compton's work on Mau: Lam, Courting Poetry In Laos pp.134-152. My own observations also 
confirm this.

21 See the description of 'Inserted Words' smtsn (kham sae:k) in the section on Jit Phumisak on 
pages 114-115.
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3) Position o f Tones Within a Poetic L ine - W hile the position o f tones 
frequently conform to the rules that Maha: Sila: states, it is also common to 
find lines where they do not.22

In conclusion, the rules of Kaurn A n  that 'must' be adhered to  according to 
Maha: Sila: are not nearly as definite as he w ould like us to  believe. As 

observations of Lao poetiy  they serve best as flexible guidelines rather than as 
rules to be enforced. Maha: Sila:, widely-read in Lao literature, did not fail to  
observe that his 'rules' were not in fact rules. In the fo llow ing quote, he 
introduces an example of Kau:n A:n that serves as an illustration of his 
concept of Lao versification. It appears in his text sho rtly  after the 
previously-quoted passage, and shows the strictness o f his rules to  be a result 
of wishful-thinking rather than analysis:

Examples of this style of poetry (can be found in) the verse of palm  leaf 
manuscripts. But the m a jo rity  o f the poe try  recorded on palm  leaf 
manuscripts are composed not quite correctly according to the form. There 
is only one story, Sinsai, that is correct. Therefore, I will quote from  Sinsai 
as m y example.23

When the entire corpus of Lao literature (w ith the single exception o f 
Sinsai) is composed 'not quite correctly7 according to  Maha: Sila:'s standards, 
one wonders whether it is a deficiency within the literature o r rather w ithin 
the applicability of the standards themselves. If Maha: Sila: had appreciated 
the medium of his subject matter, and distinguished it from  the subject of 
Thai literary scholarship, he would have known that it  was impossible to 
have fixed rules in composition. Composers of Kau:n A n , as we have seen, 
traditionally did not know, on an analytical level, the rules of the verse in 
which they were composing. The verse form  was learned no t by memorizing 
written rules, which Maha: Sila:, in several decades of research could never 
find, but rather by consistent life-long exposure to  oral performances. Rigid 
rules of composition, that may appear orderly on a printed page, were no t 
necessarily practical o r even effective within poetry recorded on palm leaves 
intended for a listening audience. In a Lao manuscript, in which there is no

22 This can be seen, for example, in Khamphaemg Ke:tt a Wong's unpublished transcription of Khun 
Theung (L) and my own transcription of Fhuan Lom. In the course of reading many works of Lao 
literature, I have frequently come across poetic lines that do not exactly follow tone placement 'rules'.

23 Santhalaksana (L) p.20
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separation between individual words, there is no way to  distinguish visually 
between the beginnings or ends of lines or verses. A t the same time, there is 
no consistent use of tone markers to make clear the position of syllables of 
low  and falling tones. Following Maha: Sila:'s rules, therefore, would have 
no visual effect of neatness on a manusciipt. A t the same time, it would not 
be easy to  notice whether the text that one was transcribing was correct or 
incorrect according to  such rules. Lao literature must be constantly recopied 

in order to survive. Each time that it is recopied it is changed in small details 
throughout the text. When a story is consistently copied and changed in 
detail, line by line, for hundreds of years, by transcribers who are frequently 
novices of under sixteen years of age, from manuscripts in which poetic form 
is not easily discernible, how is it possible fo r a text to  remain consistent in 
the following of precise poetic rules? A t the same time, what would be the 
benefit in keeping the poetry o f the texts precise? W ould the subtle 
difference between flexible and rigid adherence to  such rules even be 
noticeable to a listening audience?

One of Maha: Sila:'s m ajor achievements was to lay the foundations for 
analytical studies o f the various aspects of Lao culture. These foundations 
can be seen in his pioneering works on Lao history, literature, grammar, 
customs, and many other topics. The birth of contemporary Lao scholarship 
can be attributed both to  Maha: Sila:'s intelligence and the conditions 

prevailing at the time. Maha: Silafs intellectual curiosity, combined with his 
literary background and analytical nature, made him  fitting fo r such an 
undertaking. If he had possessed on ly traditional Lao knowledge and 
traditional approaches to  that knowledge, he never w ould have asked the 
questions that were necessary to attempt such studies. A t the same time, the 
printing of books in Laos paved the way for studies o f a more analytical 
nature than would have been possible in the past when knowledge was 
storable at best on hand-copied manuscripts scattered in various temples.

It has previously been stated that the major flaw in Maha: Sila?s work was 
his attempt to force the characteristics of one type of medium onto poetry 

that belonged to another. On another level, however, his treatment of the 
rules o f Lao verse may be seen at an attempt at improvement. Maha: Sila:'s 
desire in w ilting  his handbook was not merely that the presentation of poetic 
rules would be precise, but also that the rules themselves would be. A t the
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time that Maha: Sila: made his study, the transcribing of manuscripts had 
grown increasingly infrequent whereas the new generation of Lao poets had 
their works recorded in printed books for an audience of readers. Although it 
was never his stated intention, in making Lao verse more systematic than it 
had been in the past he took a verse form applicable to an out-dated medium 

and attempted to make it viable in a more relevant one. Contemporary Lao 
printed verse owes almost as great a debt to  Maha: Sila:'s rules as it does to  
the trad ition  itself. W ithout his scholarship, it is possible that a greater 
percentage of contemporary Lao poetry would appear in Russian or western 
poetic forms. One can see the result of his efforts both in the 'correction' of 
ancient texts and in the composition of new ones. Before the revolution, the 
Lao National Library published many works of ancient Lao literature. One 
frequently finds discrepancies in such works due to mistakes that remain 
uncorrected from  the original manuscripts. For example, in many printed 
works sections appear out of order, making it d ifficult if no t impossible to  
fo llow  the narrative.24 A t first glance one might assume that printed texts 
with this type of error are faithful transcriptions from the original. However, 

such texts have often been touched up considerably, if no t to  make them 
more meaningful at least to make sure that that they meet Maha: Sila:'s 
requirements of fou r lines in every verse.25 Examples of Maha: Sila:'s 
influence on modem  Lao poetry can be seen in the neat and orderly Kau:n 
A:n verse written by young Vientiane poets, displayed on the pages of the 
literary magazine Wanrtasin, w ith length of hemistichs, lines and verse, and 
position of tones all clearly marked.

Maha: Sila:'s work with Lao poetry is comparable to  his work w ith Lao 
grammar. When he w rote his study Waiyakau:n La:w  'Lao Grammar', of 
which versification forms a part, he organized its rules based upon previous 
Thai scholarship. He did, however, more than simply organize the rules. He 
invented several new letters to add to the Lao alphabet. The purpose of these 

new letters was to make possible the accurate spelling of Pali words and Lao 
words o f Pali origin. Similar to his tightening of Lao versification rules, his

2J See, for example, Wannapha.rn pp.21-24 and try to make sense out of it.
25 Printed versions of Lao poetry appear to have a greater tendency to follow rules of tone placement 

and to consist of complete four line stanzas than do the older versions recorded on palm leaves. This 
observation is based upon compansons of several sections of the works Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam, Thaw 
Kampha• Kai Kaew and other stories. Even the printed versions, however, are far from being consistent 
in their conformity.
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creation of new letters was an attempt to make the Lao language more 
precise. Maha: Sila:'s work with Lao poetic rules took place at a time when 
Lao literature appeared to be a dying art. Similarly his work with the Lao 
script was undertaken during a period when many people argued that the 
Lao script should be abandoned in favor o f the Roman alphabet.26 His 
improvement of Lao, on one level, was to  increase its viab ility as a script in 
order to prevent it from  being replaced. As Maha: Sila; claimed that in the 
past poetic rules had once existed, he similarly refused to take entire credit 
for his invention of new letters in the alphabet. He had a greater desire to 
impress upon people the height of ancient Lao civilization than to show his 
own analytical skills27

W hatever the reason fo r Maha: Sila:'s belief in the fixed nature of 
traditional Lao poetry, it has created a misunderstanding of Lao poetry on the 
part o f many contemporary Lao. His book on versification, published by the 
Lao M inistry o f Education and taught in schools throughout Laos, has in 
effect been given the stamp of approval as the authorized authentic rules of 
the composition of Lao verse. Few of the people that I talked to in Laos that 
were interested, or even involved in research in Lao literature, were aware 
of the fact that Maha: Sila:'s book of versification consists of his own 
interpretation of poetic structure rather than traditional rules set down by 
ancient Lao poets.

Dr. Am in Sweeney in his book A  Full Hearing discusses the effect that 
increased literacy had on Malay proverbs. The proverbs were originally a 
method of storing information orally by preserving it in memorable form. 
With the increase of literacy and the wide circulation of books, there was no 

longer a need fo r preserving inform ation in such a manner. Ironically, 
however, the same m edium  that made such proverbs irrelevant also 
preserved them, as if frozen in the ir death. W ith the help of the printing 
press, Malay proverbs were collected alphabetically in books and taught to 
Malay schoolchildren throughout the countiy. They were thus preseived in 
far more efficient form  than they ever could have been before they lost their

26 In Search Of Southeast Asian History edited by David Joel Steinberg p.342
27 He had better evidence, however, to claim the past existence of the ‘missing’ letters within the 

Lao alphabet than he did 'missing' poetic rules. Although he did create the new letters (or rather adapt 
them from old ones), he could point to ancient inscriptions as evidence that at one time the Lao did 
possess a more advanced system of spelling that adequately covered the inclusion of Pali words.
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reason for existence.28 On one level, this can also be seen as the case w ith 
Kaurn A:n. It is largely the coming of the printing press that has rendered 
the traditional Lao style of writing obsolete. A t the same time, it has greatly 
increased the efficiency of both its storage and the organization of its rules. 
Countless editions of traditional Lao literature have been printed within the 
past half-century throughout Thailand and Laos. However, a poetic tale was 
never meant to  be read silently to oneself and to most of the new generation 
of Lao it would not be a pleasant task to actually sit down and read one. Lao 
literature, typical of orally-oriented poetry, has always been flexible and ever- 
changing as a living tradition. With the coming of printed books, however, 
the literature, as if fossilized, has gained a rigid standardized form. As we 

have seen, earlier generations did not study Lao poetry, bu t rather learned it 
through inform al exposure. The present generation o f educated Lao, 
however, have little or no exposure to the tradition other than being forced 
to leam its codified rules w ithin the classroom.29 The analogy of m odem  
Kaurn A:n being 'dead' as compared w ith 'a living tradition' in the past also 
holds true for its circulation. The readership of contemporary Kaurn A:n is 
limited to  a small educated class, largely in Vientiane. It is interesting to  note 
that despite the advantage of technology, modem Lao poetry has a far smaller 
audience than d id  the tra d ition a l lite ra tu re  that was transcribed 
painstakingly by hand onto palm leaves.

22 ) The Study Of Lao Versification By Thai Scholars

Maha: Sila: W frawong intended for his work to be a beginning that 
would lay the groundwork for future scholars. He once spoke of his efforts 
in the follow ing manner:

Whatever (I have written) that is incorrect, (it is up to) m y children and 
grandchildren to correct it. Whatever is correct, make use of it.30

28 A Full Hearing pp.70-71
29 This also applies to northeastern Thailand. At present 'regional literature’ is largely if not solely 

taught at the college level. For economic reasons, a large percentage of college students are from 
district and province centers, i.e. towns and cities rather than villages. Therefore, the students most 
likely to learn about Lao literature in the classroom are those with the least contact with the literary 
tradition in their daily life.

30quoted in Maha: Sila: Wfrawong- Sfwit lae Fhon Ngan by Khana Kammakam Withaya:sa:t 
Sangkhom (L) p.16
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Due to the extensive problems that Laos has faced w ith in the past half- 
century, subsequent scholarship of Lao literature has largely been the work of 
the Thai.

2 .2 .1) The Work Of Fhaithum Maliwan

Phaithum Maliwan is one of the first Thai scholars to make an 
investigation of Lao poetry. Later Thai writers on the subject owe much to  

his description o f Kaurn A:n (or Khlomg Sa:n as he calls it31), published in 
1968 in the in troduction  to  W annakam Thaiy I:sa:n: Khun Theung a 
transcription of an ancient work of Lao poetry.

There is no specific evidence to show that Fhaithum adapted his study 

from the work of Maha: Sila:. It is, of course, not unlikely that he would be 

fam iliar w ith  Maha: Sila-.'s work. Prakhau;ng Nimma-.nhe-.min writes that 
whereas Maha: Sila: was the first person to organize Lao verse on a printed 
page in the shape of a Thai Khlo:ng, Phaithu:n was first to  divide Kau:n A:n 
in to tw o  hemistichs o f respectively three and fou r syllables, as it is 
com monly divided today.32 Phaithu:n is quoted as saying that he made the 

division according to the rhythm of the verse as it was read. However, if one 
looks at Maha: Sila:'s work on versification that was published seven years 
(and quite possibly twenty-six years) before Fhaithun's study, one w ill see 
that the same division was already being made. When Maha: Sila: made 
charts illustrating rules of tone and rhyme there was no distinction between 
hemistichs, but when he wrote actual Kau:n A:n verse it was neatly divided 
by the same hemistichs that Phaithu:n invented several years later.33 It is, of 
course, possible that the same division was invented twice, fo r it is the

31 Khlo:ng Sa:n (or Khlo:ng) is a term used by the Thai for a prominent Tai form of poetry in which 
words of low and falling tones are assigned designated positions within a poetic line. Kau:n A:n fits 
within this category. Although there is evidence that the term 'Khlomg Sa:n' was also used by the Lao. 
(see Prakhaumg Nimmatnhemin's thesis Maha:ka:p Thaw Ba: Jev'a.ng p.246) it is unclear whether the 
term meant a specific type of verse or simply poetry' in general.

32 A poetic line in an equivalent Thai Khlong of seven syllables is divided into two sections of 
respectively five and two syllables in length.

33 Santhalaksana (L) See, for example, pp,2CL21r9,13-18, etc.
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logical result of observations based upon the verse's sound .34

W hatever its origins, Phaithum's description of Kau:n A:n improves 
upon the original observations of Maha: Sila:. The improvements can be 
stated as follows:

A) Whereas Maha: Sila: insisted that proper Kau:n A:n must be comprised of 
four line stanzas, Phaithu:n has divided it in to two verses, each consisting of 
two lines. The verses correspond respectively to the first and second halves

of Maha: Sila:'s four-line stanza. The first verse is labelled ?J0G9n (Bot E:k)

and the second (Bot Tho:) according to  the name of the tone that is

in itia lly required according to  the tone placement rules. According to 
Phaithu-.n, on some occasions Bot E:k is consistently followed b y  Bot Tho:, 
Frequently, however, one type of verse, commonly the second, is repeated.

B) Phaithuu describes the types of rhyme that occur w ithin and between 
lines within Kau:n A.-n. He prefaces his observations by stating that rhyme is 
not a rule of composition but, if added, increases the beauty of the poetry

Bl) The rhyme within a poetic line, as described by  Phaithu:n, is similar to 
the 'Separated Consonant Rhyme' in Maha: Sila.'s book of versification .35 

The rhym ing words must be identical except fo r the ir tone. Phaithuu 
specifies that the rhyme is between the fifth and seventh syllables within a 
poetic line. It occurs within two consecutive lines of a verse (either Bot E.k

34 In Prakhau:ng's study, Phaithun states in an interview that the rules for Kau:n An were given to 
him by an old man in the province of Udon in northeastern Thailand. [Maha:ka:p Thaw Ba: Jeu'a:ng
p.247) If this is, in fact, true, it would seem strange that:
a) One of the major rules of Kauri Art in his study, the division of poetic lines into hemistichs of three 
and four syllables, has been described by Phaithun in another interview as being the product of his own 
observation on the verse's sound.
b) A large part of his study an Kau:n An is devoted to rhyme between poetic lines. The rhyme scheme 
that he mentions occurs with frequency m only a few works of Lao literature, of which Khun Theung, the 
story' that he has transcribed, is one. (\4aha:ka;p Thaw Ba: jeu a-.ng p.248) Phaithu-.n makes use of 
examples from Khun Theung to illustrate his points about rhyme. One wonders whether these rules 
were provided by an old man m Udon speaking about Kaun An in general, where the phenomenon of 
rhyme between lines is relatively rare, or whether it is the result of his own observations of an 
outstanding characteristic of the particular work that he was engaged in transcribing.

35 As noted earlier in footnote 11 on page 99, Maha: Sila:'s explanation of the Separated Consonant 
Rhyme is unclear for it is not consistent with his use of examples. His definition of this type of rhyme 
slightly differs from the rhyme stated by Phaithun in that it can either be between a) words that are 
spelled the same (except for their tone marker) or b) words simply sharing the same vowels. However, 
with the exception of the puzzling first word in the second example (as mentioned in footnote number 
11), all of his examples are of the former kind, similar to the rhyme described by Phaithun.
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or Bot Tho:), as follows:

A1 A2
o o o o O O O

Bl B2
o o o o O O O

This type of rhyme is referred to  as CAflWlO Z (the:pha.wa).

B2) The rhyme between poetic lines is as follows:

a) The last syllable of the first line (B l) rhymes w ith one of the first three 
syllables of the second (B2).

b) The last syllable of the first hemistich of the second line (C l) rhymes with 
the second syllable of the second hemistich of the second (C2).

Bl
o o o o o o o

B2 B2 B2
O or O or O O O O O

Cl  C2

2 2.2) The W ork of Jit Phumisak

The chapter Laksana Khau:ng Ka;p Klau-.n Hae:ng Chon Cha:t Thaiy 

La:w  'Characteristics o f the Poetry o f the Thai-Lao People', in the book 

0:ngka:ii Chae:ng Nam  by Jit Phu:misak is an insightful account that brings 
a needed perspective to  the study o f Lao poetry .36 The book was written in 
1962, many years before other Thai scholars became interested in Lao poetry 
and its relationship to  Thai verse forms. It was, however, first published 
only in 1981 and therefore has had little influence on Thai scholarship on

3e 0.ngka:n Chaeftg Nam  pp.l 61-209
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the subject. In writing his section on the characteristics of Lao poetry, Jit 
acknowledges Maha: Sila: Wi:rawong as a m ajor influence on his w ork .37 He 
makes several references to  a Lao poetic textbook which appears to  be one of 
the works of Maha: Sila:.38

Jit Phu:misak was interested in the p o e tiy  o f the com m on people. 
Much of his book is an attack on what he calls the ‘'narrow scope' o f Thai 
lite rary scholarship, which focuses on poetic  form s o f the elite while 
ignoring and be littling poetry not connected w ith the palace .39 It is no t 
surprising, in light o f his attitude, that his study was w ritten while he was 
serving time in jail. What is surprising, however, is the extent of the sources 
that were available to  him. In looking at the development o f different poetic 
forms, Jit compares oral poetry of Thai villagers and Tai ethnic groups such 
as the Leu, Yuan, Lao, etc. It is Jit's comparison of Lao literature w ith Tai oral 
poetry, as opposed to  Thai royal poetry, that makes his analysis of particular 
interest. His work consistently stresses the effect that the oral medium has 
on the poetry's organization.

Whereas other scholars (Thai and Lao) generally describe Kaurn A n  
strictly as a literary form, Jit introduces the poetic form by stating examples of 
Phanya:, Lao oral poetry. Maha: Sila:, in his book Santhalaksana, writes that:

Because Phanya: are words that are spoken spontaneously according to  one's 
w it at a pa rticu la r m om ent, Phanya: are w itho u t de fin ite  rules o f 
com position .40

Jit, however, provides a contrasting view:

With the ear of a Central Thai (as opposed to  an ethnically Lao Thai), upon a 
superficial hearing (of Phanya:) one might not understand in what manner it
is (considered) poetry  But if  one does a simple analysis it is not hard to
find the rules, because, in reality, Phanya: is a type of composition sim ilar to

Central Thai'tsia^CriJ (Khlo:ng dan), which is referred to  in a Lao textbook as 
Klau:n A:n W issuma.li:.41

37 Maha: Sila: is mentioned several times and quoted in reference to his transcription of a Lao work 
of literature, Tha.w Hung Tha:wjeu'a:ng.

38 Jit's book was written shortly after the publication of Maha: Sila:'s book Santhalaksana. I am not 
sure whether he had access to this book or the earlier version, Bae.p Tae:ng Klaun Thaiy Wiamgjan 
Lae Baep Tae:ng Kap Sa.n Wila:sini‘ , printed in Thailand in 1942.

30 especially pp.l 58-160
40 Santhalaksana (L) pp.34-35
41 O.ngkam Chaemg Nam  p.182
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Jit's observation is significant in showing the relationship between oral and 
written poetry. However, there is, in fact, some tru th in the statement of 
Maha: Sila:. W hile many Phanya: conform to the rules of Kau:n A:n, it  is 
not accurate to  say that all Phanya: conform to  these rules. 42 Jit writes 
further:

The Khlcmg o f the people of I:sa:n and Laos was no t w ritten to  be read 
quietly, w ith  one's eyes. It was written to  be read loudly fo r a listening 
audience in various drawn-out styles. It was a custom at various events such 
as funerals. It was also spoken as proverbs and during courtship between 
young men and women. Its use was significant w ith in Lam (i.e. a style o f 
Lao singing in accompaniment w ith the khaern, a reed instrument).43

Because Jit realizes the im portance o f the medium  on the text, he 

consistently recognizes its inherent flexib ility and the reasons behind that 
flexibility. He writes:

Good poetry is not poetry that strictly follows enforced rules. (Syllables may) 
have to  be added in front, inside, or at the end o f a line, o r words may have 
to be cut in order to....satisfy or push forward the rhythm.... to  help build up 
the imaginative effect and m ood fo r the listener. Therefore, one does not 
find a framework o f narrow enforced rules brought in to  control a poet's 
build ing up of m ood ......44

A  specific look at Jit's interpretation of the various aspects of Kau:n A:n 
w ill help increase our understanding of the nature of Lao verse:

A) Length Of Verse

Maha: Sila: W trawong wrote w ithin his text on versification that:

One verse o f Lao poetry consists of four lines. A  verse that is not composed 
of all four lines is lacking and no t pleasing to  the ear, and goes against the 
rhythm  when (the verse) is (used for) Lam and read ...45

42 Also, it is puzzling why Jit writes that a Lao textbook refers to this type of poetry as Klau.-n An  
Wissuma:li.\ This category of Kau:n A n  is only a minor type, and one that does not apply to Jit's 
examples of Phanya:, which do not have the proper rhyme. (For a description of Kau:n An Wissuma:li:, 
see Maha: Sila: Wirrawong's study Santhalaksana p.10.) Later in the text Jit writes specifically that Lao 
Kaurn A n Wissuma:li: is lacking in rhyme, and what is important is the placement of tones. It would be 
of interest to find out the exact Lao textbook to which Jit refers.

43 Ongkaji Chae:ng Nam  p.189
44 ibid. p.190
45 Santhalaksana p.4
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Jit on the contrary, writes that:

The people of the region of I:sa:n and the country o f Laos do not favor using 
all four lines of a Khlo:ng because it is not concise. They prefer using only 
tw o lines, either the first tw o (of the com plete verse) or the latter two.... 
Usually they favor the la tte r two. Even w ith in  a lengthy story, they 
consistently use tw o lines (within a verse)....46

Jit's observation corresponds w ith Phai:thun Maliwan's description o f the 
length of Lao verse. However Jit goes a step further in showing its flexibility. 
He gives examples of Lao poetry that consist of every possible length from 
one to four lines. He continues on to  show flexib ility even in the order of 
the lines .47

B) Length Of Poetic Lines

Kham Sae:k (s iu t^n ) 'Inserted Words': The number of syllables w ith in a 

poetic line can be increased through the addition of what Jit refers to as

Kham Sae:k (s im ^n) 'Inserted W ords' w ithin the left and right hemistichs .48

Inserted W ords are usually a single syllable in length and therefore do not 
seriously interfere w ith the rhythm. They can, however be longer. The 
purpose of Inserted Words, according to  Jit, is to  give a poet license to  adapt 
the verse to  fit the desired rhythm, melody and m ood that the poet wishes to  
create. A t the same time, they can be used to  increase the emphasis o f a

4 Jit does go on to say that within lengthy Lao narrative and Kaurn Lam (a type of poetry used for 
Lam), one frequently finds verses that are composed entirely of four lines. He states that ancient
literature is almost always composed in complete four-line stanzas. { I  am not clear about his 

distinction between CSQ ĵ (reu'amg) long stories or accounts', which according to Jit are consistently
O Q

composed of two-line verses, and OTJULflLD (wannakhadi:) literature', which is almost always 
comprised of quatrains.) This comment seems consistent with the words of Maha: Sila:, who considers 
Kauri An only in its literary form. It does not, however, conform to the studies we have mentioned that 
analyze the contents of ancient Lao literature. Jit's initial comments, which I assume refer to Kaun An  
in its oral form, do, in fact, apply as accurately to the ancient literary form. Chngkan Chae.ng Nam  
pp. 184-185.

47 0:ngka:n Chaeng Nam  pp.192-194 There are, for example, variations in line order such as line 
one followed by lines three and four, line three repeated twice, etc. The examples that Jit uses are from 
oral Phanya: rather than written literature. There are, however, similar variations within the written 
literature, as can be seen in Kamphae:ng Kettawong's unpublished analysis of the poetic version of 
Khun Theung. My personal observations of several stories also confirm this.

46 Outside of Jit’s work, the only study that mentions 'Inserted Words' is the thesis of Prakhau.-ng 
Nimma:nhe.min. In writing her thesis, Prakhattng was familiar with Jit's work.
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particular w ord o r to  clarify its meaning .49

C) The Placement Of Tone In Kaum A n:

In Jit’s chapter on Thai-Lao verse forms, he divides the poetry into tw o basic 
types, the first type based on tone, and the second based on rhyme. Kau:n 
A:n falls in to the form er category. In order to  make his larger point on types 
of verse, he stresses the importance of the placement of tone within Kau:n 
An. While he emphasizes flexib ility in other areas, in the case of tones he 
makes no mention of deviance from  the general rule. In reality, as we have 
mentioned, it is no t uncommon to find poetic lines where the placement of 
tones does not strictly adhere to  the standard. However, Jit's po in t is no t 
lacking in relevance. It is true that there is a greater license fo r flexib ility in 
the number of syllables w ith in a line and lines w ithin a verse. Other than 
Maha: Sila: Wiirawong and those closely influenced by his works, nobody 
would likely argue that there was something amiss w ith a certain degree of 
variance in length. Lines that are o ff in their placement of tone, however, do 
strike the Lao ear as deserving o f correction .50

2 2 3 ) The W ork Of Frakhaumg Nimma:nhe:nnin

The most thorough account to  date of Lao versification by  a Thai scholar 
is the unpublished thesis Maha:ka:p Reu'a:ng Tha:w Ba: Jeu'a.ng 'The Epic 
Tha:w Ba: Jeu'amg' b y  Prakhau:ng N im m a:nhe:m in. She devotes 
approxim ately one hundred pages to  versification, much o f it a study of 
verse forms other than Kau:n A rt. A lthough her thesis concentrates on a 
specific work of literature, her section on versification looks broadly at the 
development o f the Thai-Lao poetic form  o f Khlomg. In the process she 
examines a w ide variety of Lao verse forms in com parison w ith sim ilar 
forms in Lanna and Ayudhaya, the ancient kingdom of central Thailand .51

In her thesis, Frakhaumg analyzes the works of the three scholars that 

have previously been discussed within this thesis. Her analysis o f Kaum Am

49 pp.190-191 Jit compares the Inserted Words in Lao literature with similar occurrences in various 
types of Thai folk songs such as Klaun Se:pha:, Phleng Chaury etc. and also in old works of Thai 
literature such as Uiit Fhralau; which is, in fact, of Yuan origin.

50 See pp.70-71 of chapter one.
51 Prakhau:ng's Thesis pp.198-290
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seems largely a thoughtful mixture o f the works o f Phaithum Maliwan and 
Jit Fhu:misak. While much of the information w ith in her study has already 
been quoted within this chapter, a few additional points are also w orthy of 
consideration:

1) The The;pha:wa rhyme, as previously described in Section B1 on pages 110- 
1 1 1 , is where the fifth syllable of a line is identical to the seventh except in 
tone. Maha: Sila: seems to  be describing the same type of rhyme in his 
category of 'Separated Consonant Rhyme', although he does not mention its 
name or position within a poetic line. Phaithum has named it and located 
its position, stating that it appears consecutively w ithin tw o  lines of a verse. 
Frakhaumg further adds that it can appear within any num ber o f lines in a 
stanza, from one to  all four.

2) The same rhythm that is used in reading Kaum Am, where three syllables 
are followed by four, is also favored in other forms o f poetry. The examples 
that Frakhaumg gives, children’s lullabies, songs in children's games, and 
Ka:p, a type of verse form, are largely examples of oral poetry .52

The D efining Feature o f K auri A r t Rhym e O r Jane Placem ent

Thai scholars, as we have seen, have im proved on the work of Maha: 
Sila: in their increased recognition o f the flexibility o f Lao verse. However, 
they have by and large continued to  take as their perspective the standards of 
Thai literature. In our discussion of Maha: Sila:'s work on versification, we 
described his attempt to  fit Lao verse in to the m old of Thai court poetry as 
interpreted by Thai literary scholarship. W ith a few notable exceptions, Thai 
scholars have similarly endowed Kaum Am with traits that are characteristic 
of Thai poetry. An example is as follows: W ithin Thai literary scholarship 
there has been an on-going debate whether the prim ary characteristic of 
Khlomg (of which Kaum Am is a type) was orig ina lly rhym e o r the 
placement o f tone. A ccord ing to  Jit Phumiisak, tone placem ent was 
traditionally the defining feature of Kaum A n  and early Khlomg in general.53 

He states that rhyme was not a fundamental feature of Kaum Am either in

Wibid. pp.249-251
53 Chngka:n Chae:ng Nam  pp.230-231
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oral o r w ritten form. According to  Jit, the inclusion of rhyme within the 
verse is largely a recent developments Jit believed that early forms of Tai 
Khlomg were similar to Kaum Am in their lack of strict organizational rules. 
In his chapter on Thai-Lao verse he attempts to  show how Khlomg 
developed from a flexible poetic form based upon rules of placement of tones 
to a highly rigid form w ith strict rules of rhyme and length of line and verse.

Frakhaumg, in her study o f Kaum Am, also concludes that rhyme is not 
a fundamental characteristic .55 Rhyme between hemistichs or poetic lines is 
infrequent, and serves as a significant feature of on ly a few works of 
literature.

The m ajority o f Thai scholars, however, have held the opposite opinion 
from Jit and Prakhaumg. According to  Frakhaumg's thesis, the sixth king of 
Thailand, K ing M ongkut Klao, believed that rhym e was orig ina lly  
fundamental to  Khlomg whereas tone placement was added later as a 
'decoration,5t> Prakhaumg suggests that his ideas were shaped by reading Pali 
works of scholarship such as Ka:p Sam W ilasini: and Ka.p Karstha, where 

types of verse are divided by their rhyme schemes, and no mention is made 
of tone placement. Such works, im portant in Thai literary scholarship, deal 
w ith literary poetry w ithout consideration of its oral roots. The Thai scholar 
Thanit Yu:pho: gives a s im ilar judgm ent of Khlomg in the fo llow ing  
statement:

Khlomg com position in ancient times is no t like ly to  have had fixed 
placement of low  and falling tones, but rather focused on rhyme. However, 
later on, .... Thai pronunciation favored the use of tones. In the north, and 
even in other regions, although in w riting there were no low  and rising 
tones (i.e. tone markers), the pronunciation (of the regional languages) were 
almost as if they had low  and rising tones. When the use of tone markers 
became established, (the position of) low  and falling tones (in Khlomg) was 
fixed in the period following .57

How can it be, as he states, that the ancient language was pronounced 
'almost as i f  it had low  and falling tones? Did the delineation of tones

54 ibid. pp.230-231 At present, however, Jit states that the influence of Thai culture and Thai poetry 
on the people of I:sa:n (and, i might add, on the people of Laos) has caused a much more wide-spread 
adherence to Ha-.y rhyme than has ever been attempted in the past. He gives an example of a modem 
iMau: Lam verse that reveals a rhyme connecting virtually every hemistich.

55 Prakhaung's Thesis pp.248
56 ibid. pp.230
57 ibid. pp.230
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within spoken language become fixed and real only after they were written 

down, or were they, in fact, written down in accordance with the way in 
which they were spoken? To say that tonal rules were established only after 
literary symbols fo r the tones had been created is to say in effect that the 
placement of tones is prim arily a visually-oriented phenomenon and that 
the effect of its sound is only secondary.

Contemporary Thai studies of Kaum A:n also com monly emphasize the 
the importance of rhyme. It is worthy of note that the pioneering Thai study 
of Kaum A.n by Phaithum Maliwan was composed as the forward to  Khun  
Theung  a story that is highly unusual fo r the extent of its H ay rhyme. Is it 
coincidence that Phaithum chose this particular story from  which to base his 
study of Kaum Am? In Phaithum's forward, he states that rhyme is optional. 
However, subsequent works of Thai scholarship have consistently made use 
of his examples from this atypical story to illustrate the importance of H ay 
rhyme w ithin Lao verse. Rhyme has been described as having a similar or 
even greater importance than the placement of tone.5K

What has caused Thai scholars to  stress the significence of rhyme as 
opposed to the placement of tone? An answer may be found in the nature of 
Thai poetry. According to  Thomas Hudak in his article Meta-Rhymes In  
Classical Thai Poetry, Tn fact, it is the rhyme tha t signals a poem, for 

w ithout rhyme, a poem cannot exist in Thai'. He describes an incident where 
a Thai audience, upon hearing verse w ithout rhyme, had no idea that such 
verse was poetry .59 In contrast, the placement of tone is only of secondary 
importance. For this reason Jit Phumisak writes that a Thai, upon a 
superficial hearing of Kaum A:n, would not understand in what manner it 
could be considered verse* 1 He states that works of Kaum Am that include a 
scattering of H ay rhyme are often dismissed by Thai people as merely sloppy 
attempts at Hay. It appears, therefore, that in many cases the perception of 
Kaum Am and Khlomg by Thai scholars has been colored by their familiarity 
with rhyme as the defining characteristic of their own poetry.

b See, for example, the following works of Thawa:t Punno.-thok: Wannakam Lsa:n, pp.67-70 (passage 
from Khun 'lheung quoted on p.69), Wannakam Thaung ITtin. pp.182-185 (passage from Khun 
Theung quoted on pp.184). and Nae-.w Tha:ng Ka.n Seuksa: Wannakam Fheu:n Ba:n Praphe:t Laylak, 
pp.41-42, and Pha.dae:ng Na:ng A i by Wajuppa Tossa. p.l9 (passage from Khun Theung quoted on 
pp.19-20).

59 Journal Of The Siam Society Volume 74 (1956) p.41
60 O.ngkaji Chae.ng Nam  pp.202,182,197,198
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3) New Directions For Research In Lao Literature

The major weakness in previous Lao literary scholarship is not in what 
has been analyzed, but rather in what has been ignored. The original work 
on Lao versification by Maha: Sila: W rrawong was heavily influenced by 
previous Thai lite ra ry scholarship. Such scholarship, as we have seen, 
applies to  literature recorded in a very different medium than Lao poetry and 
as such is not always an appropriate model. Contemporary Thai scholars 
have in many ways improved upon Maha: Sila:'s rules. More importantly, a 
few scholars, such as Jit Phumisak and Prakhaumg Nimmamhemin, have 
begun to  question the standards of Thai literary scholarship that have 
formed the basis behind the classification of Lao versification. However, up 
until the present, the perspective from  which Lao poetry has been studied 
has essentially remained the same. Versification rules that were originally 
written half a century ago are examined and re-examined while no new 
avenues of research are explored .61 It is time to reconsider what exactly it is 
that should be examined in Lao literature. The study of Lao poetry especially 

needs to be given a w ider perspective in light o f findings concerning similar 
types of narrative traditions throughout the world.

In this thesis, it is argued that the m ajor Mock' that holds together Lao 
literature has been entirely overlooked. Previous scholars have concentrated 

only on examining rhyme of sound. The fundamental rhyme within Lao 
narrative, however, is not a rhyme of sound but rather a rhyme of meaning. 
The rhyme or Mock' referred to is a complex system built upon many layers of 
overlapping parallels.

Previous mention o f parallelism w ithin Lao literature is v irtually non
existent. One would no t expect to  uncover evidence of ancient textbooks 

describing classifications of Lao parallels any more than one would expect to 
find similar textbooks categorizing Lao poetry according to the placement of 
tones. Contemporary Thai and Lao scholars such as Maha: Sila: Wi-.rawong, 
Phaithun Maliwan, and Jit Phumisak make no mention of the topic. There

01 The same problem can be seen in the study of specific works of Lao poetry One notices that as 
time passes by, more and more books, papers, and theses are being written on a very small number of 
Lao stories that were cited by Maha: Sila: Wfrawong for their excellence, for example, Sang Sinsai and 
Thaw Hung Thaw JeiTa:ng. There is no doubt that such works are worthy of interest. At the same time,
the great majority of Lao literary works are ignored. Similarly, one finds that a few Lao stories, such as 
Sang Sinsai and Thaw Kam Ka: Dam. are repeatedly transcribed and published. The large majority of 
stories, however, have yet to be transcribed.
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is no question that previous scholars have noticed parallelism, or at least 
repetition, in Lao literature, but they do not view it as a top ic w orthy of 
examination. There are two reasons for this oversight. Firstly, Thai literary 
scholarship, from which they generally take their model, has no tradition of 
studying parallelism in literature. Secondly, what strikes a foreign observer 
as odd at first glance may well seem unremarkable to  a native speaker. 

Parallelism is a basic element of spoken and w ritten Thai and Lao. Its 

common-place nature makes it a topic easily overlooked. The closest that 
one finds to  observations of parallelism is the rare reference to  simple 
repetition. Prakhaumg Nimamhemin devotes twelve pages of her doctoral 
thesis to repetition in verse, but she deals only w ith repetition o f sound .62 

Dr. A  Peltier, in his book Le Roman Classique Lao, describes the use of 

repetition and redundancy in poetic com position but treats it on a very 
m inor scale.63 Carol Compton, in C ourting  Poetry in  Laos, describes 
repetition w ithin the confines of oral courting poetry known as Mau: Lam. 
Her discussion, however, is concerned with nothing more complicated than 
the use of repeating stock phrases to fulfill the needs of tone rules w ithin a 
poetic line.

Parallelism, therefore, is a top ic in Lao literature that has been ignored. 
In making it a subject of investigation, m y research is an attempt to  uncover 
one more layer of the many layers that make up Lao poetry.

62 Prakhau.ng's thesis pp.256-258, pp.307-317 Also in her book Maha: Cha:t Larina: Ka.n Seuksa: 
Nai Tha:na Thi: Pen Wannakhadi. Thau:ng Thin pp.84-91

33 Le Roman Classic pp.86-88
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Chapter Three: The Origins o f Parallelism In Spoken Lao

To introduce parallelism in the context o f Lao literature, consider some 
observations made in a study of Kammu folk-tales. The Kammu are an 
ethnic group in Laos who have the ir own oral trad ition  o f story-telling. 
There are several similarities at least on a basic level between the forms that 
parallelism takes w ith in the Lao and Kammu traditions. In the book Folk  
Tales From Kam m u-  IV  by Kristinal Lindell et al, the authors describe the 
characteristics of a master story-teller. They write that the audience listened 
closely to a story-teller because:

they wanted to hear not only what he sa id -a ll o f them were, of course, 
fam iliar w ith the s tories-but h o w  he said it, for Duang Saeng's mastership 
to  a great extent lies in the wording .1

The authors explain that the way in which the story-teller shows his great 
command of words presents problems fo r a translator o f his stories:

When, fo r instance, he wants to  emphasize something, he often does it  in a 
series of synonyms. Usually the synonyms appear in pairs, and these pairs 
are culled from  different Kammu dialects w ith a pair or tw o culled from  Lao 
in between .2

In the book A  Kam m u S tory-L istenefs Tales by the same authors, the 
difficulty of how  to  translate repetition is again considered:

 Repetition m ay be used as a literary device and ought to  be rendered in
an appropriate way. Repetition is, however, also indigenous to the Kammu
language (The repetition forms) a grammatical feature and as such ought
not to  appear in the translation at all. Yet this particular grammatical feature 
in the language is used as a stylistic device. This is proved by  the fact that 
especially the more elaborate forms are far more common in story-telling 
than in ordinary speech. It would be impossible to  say precisely where 
grammar ends and style begins.3

In Roman Jakohson and The Comparative Study O f Parallelism  by James 
J. Fox, the author comments on the existence of parallelism in the languages

1 p.23
2 ibid. p.23
3p.24
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and literatures of Southeast Asia:

One of the most intriguing aspects to  the study of parallelism concerns the 
use, in diverse languages of the area, of what are referred to variously as 
'binomes', 'doublets', o r ‘reduplicative formations'. These offer a ready-made 
lexical resource fo r the construction of parallel statements. As Emeneau has 
stressed (in a study on Vietnamese grammar), any attempt at elevation of 
style, even in the m ost casual conversation, has as one o f its marks a 
multiplication of pairs of verbs .4

This chapter will examine parallelism in every-day Lao speech from its 
simple to more complex forms, in that grey area where, as has previously 
been observed in Kammu folk-tales, grammar ends and style begins.5

(The various types of pairs and doubled pairs discussed in this chapter are 
compared in a chart on pages 158-162.)

1) Step One: Fairing Words

1.1) Pairing Monosyllabic Words

1.1.1) sflQ (Kham Khu:): Analogous Word Fairs

The Lao language is essentially monosyllabic. Words of more than one 
syllable are generally either compounds o f two monosyllabic Lao words or 
loan-words from other languages, such as Pali and Khmer. One characteristic 
that is common to  many monosyllabic languages is the tendency to  form  
pairs of tw o words of synonymous o r related meaning. In monosyllabic 

languages of mainland Southeast Asia, such pairs have been observed in 
Vietnamese, Burmese, and many languages of the Tai family, such as Shan 
and Kachin .6 One explanation of this phenomenon is that individual words 
w ithin monosyllabic languages tend to  have many passible meanings. The

Roman Jakobson and The Comparative Study Of Parallelism p.63
5 For accounts of parallelism within Thai spoken epression, see Laksana Pha:sa: Thaiy by Banjap 

Phanthume:tha:, pp.81-108 and Bae.p Kan Seu'm Sauy Nai Pha:sa: Thaiy Lae Fha:sa: Khame.n by 
Ka:njana: Na-.ksakun. Both are relevant to this chapter as the forms of parallelism in the spoken Thai 
and Lao languages are similar. There are, however, important differences. The latter work, in which the 
author compares parallelism in the spoken Thai and Khmer languages, is of particular interest.

6 Roman Jakobson and The Comparative Study O f Parallelism p.63 One must note, however, that 
parallel pairs are also quite frequent in Khmer, which is not a monosyllabic language. Many types of 
parallel pairs in the Lao and Thai languages appear to originate from Khmer. See Baep Kan Seu'm 
Sau.y Nai Phasa: Thaiy Lae Phasa: Khame.n by Kamjana: Naksakun.
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Lao word tm (da:), fo r example, has twenty-two different entries listed in the

Thai-I:sa:n dictionary o f Pti:cha.- Phinthau.ng. By pairing together two words 
of similar meaning, the specific meaning intended is clarified by placing the 
word in proper context. A  second reason fo r the pairing of words is that pairs 
tend to  have a greater breadth of meaning than either of the words would 
have ind ividually. This is due to  the fact that the words, while sim ilar in 
meaning, are often no t identical, and the meaning of one tends to  

complement the other. A  third explanation is a poetic one. Faired words are 
frequently alliterated o r assonant, adding to  the harm ony of the spoken 
language. For any or all of these reasons, using pairs is considered to make 
ones' speech more formal and graceful. It is thought to  make the language 
less abrupt sounding than if  one uses only single monosyllabic words .7 Thao 
Nhouy Abhay, in an article o f Lao versification, sums up the use of parallel 
pairs by saying: 'The effect produced seems to  me a happy one '.8

In Lao, a pair of two words of analogous meaning is called 'Kham Khu:', 
literally, paired words. Examples are frequent bo th  in speech and in 
literature. The following are but a few of many examples com m only used in 
every-day speech:

(If the meanings of ind ividual words in the pairs are identical, only the 
meaning o f the pa ir as a whole will be listed.)

1.1.1.1) Analogous Pairs Where The Meaning Of Individual Words Is Similar 
To The Meaning Of The Pair As A  Whole:

Pairs W ithout Assonance, Alliteration, Or Rhyme

1

1 ) 61 sum (khak nae:)'certainly'
i i

2) (mua:n seu:n) T ia p p /

7 Ibid. p i 20 This is a common reason given by Lao and Thai people for the use of pairs.
8 Versification p.349 fn.2 A  few quivalent phrases in English are 'Kith and Kin' and 'House and 

Home'. It was difficult to think of a pair in English. I happened to hear the first pair; 'Kith and Kin', 
when I went to a formal story-telling of Gilgamesh told at a local pub. The pair occurred in one of the 
story's opening sentences. It does not seem coincidental that I would hear such a phrase in formal story 
telling rather than in ordinary speech.
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Pairs With A lliteration

1 ) sijoctfiiu (khia:t khaem) 'to be resentful, angry'

2 ) m um  (kep kam) 'to  collect'

tnu (kep) 'to collect, to  pick or to  put away' 

m  (kam) 'to clench one's fist or to  grasp'

Pairs With Assonance

1 ) (jat tang) 'to set up, establish'
as

2 ) (sa: nam) 'a long time'

(sa:) 'slow'

JJ1XJ (na.n) 'a long time'

Pairs With Rhyme

1 ) (khae:ng haemg) 'strong'

2) 995J09JJ (au:n wau:n) 'to implore, plead’

1.1.1.2) Analogous Pairs That Enlarge On The Meaning Of Individual Words

Frequently the meaning of a pa ir is quite different from  that of the 
words that form  its components. The evolution in meaning is generally 
traceable back to the individual words.

The word eta (tit), fo r example, means 'to  attach, stick, paste, o r glue'.
I

The word CT (tau:) means 'to  add, extend, link, o r join'. W hen jo ined
I

together, the resulting analogous pair, ciGfl (tit tau:), takes on the meaning of 

'to contact or communicate'.
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1.1.1.3) Pairing Analogous Words Of Different Languages

James Fox has suggested that a general feature of parallelism in oral 
traditions throughout the w orld  is the pairing of analogous words from 
different dialects .9 Analogous pairs in  Lao frequently take advantage of 
words that have their origins w ith in a w ide variety of languages. Most of the 
words have been adapted in to the Lao language and are com m only used 

independently as well as in pairs. The purpose of pairing may be more fo r 
stylistic reasons than fo r reasons of clarification. For example:

Pali-Sanskrit sjuwiJJ (hup phan) 'fo rm /fo rm '
i

Pali-Lao: s tm *) (hup  hang) 'figure/figure '

Lao-Sanskrit: 3 1  n SXJ (sa:k sop) 'corpse /  corpse '10 

Lao-Vietnamese: (wia:k ngarn) 'to work'

Khmer-Lao: (jua:b phau:) 'to  meet'

I
Lao-Thai: (beu'ng du:) ‘to  look '11

M ore research could p robab ly  uncover additiona l pairs that are 
combinations of words in Lao and other Tai languages, and perhaps w ithin 
the languages of the Lao Theung and Lao Sung, ethnic groups that inhabit

9 Our Ancestors Spoke in Fairs: Rotinese Views of Language, Dialect, and Code by James J. Fox p.83

10The examples for a) Pali-Sanskrit b) Pali-Lao and c) Lao-Sanskrit taken from Laksana Phasa: 
Thaiy by Banjop Phanthume:tha: p.90.

11 It would be more accurate to say that this example is a pairing of Thai and Lao preferences for 
words because it is impossible to define the borders between Thai and Lao usage. Both words can be 
used individually in the Lao language. It is simply that the more commonly used Lao word is the initial 
one. In the following examples, both words can be used individually within either the Thai or Lao 
languages:

1) S  SI 9  £1 (hau: khauy) ‘to wait'

2) (hauaighai) 'to cry'

It is, howevei; the preference of the Lao to use the latter words within both examples whereas the Thai 
commonly use the initial word in the first example and either the initial word or the entire pair in the 
second.
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the moutainous regions within Laos.

1.1.1.4) Pairs Of Words Of Contrasting Meaning

One type of analogous pair is created by the placing together of two words of 
opposing meaning The pairing of two opposites creates a phrase of broader 
meaning:

l)c<3XJ£li (ngeu'n kham) 'wealth' 

f lu  (ngeu'n) 'silver' 

sil (kham) 'gold'

1.1.2) Duplicated W ord Fairs

In the second type of word pair, a m onosyllabic word is repeated twice. 
Frequently used examples are:

1 ) (nga:m nga:m) ' very  beautiful'

2 ) GO (di: di:) ‘ ve ry  gpad'

Similar to pairs in the first category this type is also considered a Kham 

Khu: 'word pa ir' by  the Lao. It does not, however, serve the purpose of 
clarifying the word's meaning but rather gives it emphasis. The duplicated 
word pair is more frequent in the spoken than written language.

1.13) Invented W ord Fairs

In the th ird  type o f word pair, a monosyllabic word is jo ined w ith a 
euphonious syllable that is either o f unrelated meaning or has no meaning 
at all. Because the two syllables share a correspondence in sound rather than 
meaning the resulting pair is not generally considered a word pa ir by the 
Lao. It can, however, be classified together w ith other types of pairs as both
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its structure and function are similar to  those of w ord pairs in general.

1.1.3.1) Flexible Expressions

In many cases, the invented word pair is simply created by individual 

speakers who enjoy ta U fii (len kham), literally, playing w ith words. Such 

creation, however, often fo llows fixed formulas. Generally, the invented

syllable consists of s s n  (au:k) preceded by the initial consonant of the actual 

word.

(In the following examples, the actual word is placed in bo ld  print.)

1 ) a n a s n  (lu :k lau :k) 'children'

2 ) Qsna  (dau:k d i:)'good '

The great m ajority of flexible invented word pairs in Lao are of four, rather 
than tw o syllables.12

1.1.3.2) Fixed Expressions

There are several fixed expressions in the Lao language that appear to  be 
invented pairs. However, it is impossible to  say that a syllable is either 
meaningless or unrelated in meaning to  its pa ir merely because it appears to 
be so in present-day language. It is possible that such a word was used in the 
past o r that it  was taken from another dialect o r language. Whatever their 
origin, such expressions are sim ilar to invented pairs in that they always 
include alliteration, assonance, o r rhyme.

1 ) SCIOI (wa:twa:) 'temple'

(0 1  (wa:) is a word o f unrelated meaning}

12 Flexible pairs of two syllables are much more common in the Thai language. There is also a 
greater variety of vowel matches that are used in the creation of such pairs.
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(mamm mae:m) ' f i l th /

{CĈJXi (mae.m) appears to be an invented syllable.}

3) XUJinu (nom na:n) 'a long time ago'

(mJ (nom) is a word of unrelated meaning.}

The invented word pair differs from  the first tw o types of monosyllabic 
w ord pairs in an im portant aspect. The analogous w ord pa ir and the 
duplicated word pair, as described, show a) how  ind iv idual words are 
matched together to  clarify the ir meaning and b) how the same word is 
repeated to  provide stress. A lliteration, assonance and rhyme, although 
common features, are neither the only no r necessarily the m ost im portant 
reason fo r such pa iring  In the invented w ord pair, however, one of the 
syllables has been chosen regardless o f meaning specifically to  fo rm  a 
euphonious match w ith a second. As parallelism  grows increasingly 
complicated, one comes across greater and greater levels of invention. Pairs 
are frequently not structured to  enhance the meaning o f the ind ividual 
words or phrases, but rather consist of words or phrases that are structured to  
enhance the qualities of the overall pair.

(Tomg Toy): Expressive Pairs

General Characteristics

A  fourth type of pair consists o f two syllables parallel in sound, and only 
occasionally in m eaning Similar to the invented pair, it  is not generally 
considered a word pair by  the Lao .13 Usually one o r both of the syllables 
spoken individually would have no meaning This type o f phrase is known 
to  the Lao as 'Ta:ng Toy', and has been referred to  in English as 'Expressive 
Words'. For the sake of this discussion 'Tomg To:/, which consist of tw o  
syllables o r phrases, w ill be referred to  as a type of pa ir rather than a single

13 Some examples that fall into this category, however, might be considered as such. See examples of 
expressive pairs consisting of actual words.
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word. A  doctoral thesis, Sound Symbolism A n d  The Expressive W ords O f 
Lao by A rthu r Cristfield, has been devoted to  a linguistic study of pairs 
belonging to this category. Expressive pairs are described b y  Cristfield as 
follows:
Superficially, they resemble adverbs or verb qualifiers in other languages. 
However, they m od ify  several parts o f the sentence at once, te lling 
something about the size of the actor, the kind of action and its frequency 
simultaneously .14

t

Expressive words are often considered AJOU (mua-.n), or 'fun' b y  the

Lao. Similar to  the flexible type of invented word pairs, the ir use frequently 
shows a playfulness with language. They add color and often hum or to  one's 
speech both because of their sound and the intimate picture that they bring to

i i
their subject matter. The follow ing example is an illustration: ^3  (Jau: lau:) 

describes an object, usually a piece of fruit, stuck in someone's throat that 

refuses to  go down. One could merely say, (makmai kha: khau:),

which means 'fruit is stuck in m y throat/ but b y  adding the expressive pair,
^  v I I

saying (makmai kha: khau: jau : lau-.), the expression

becomes more vivid. This is partially true because, as is the case with many 
expressive pairs, the size o f the object referred to  is indicated by  which

i i
expressive pair one uses. ^3  (Jau: lau:) refers to  a small ob ject If the piece

■ I
of fru it that is stuck is rather large, one says 1 *^ 3  (jo: lo:), and if  larger still,
I 1

^3  (ju lu). In other examples, a change o f vowels could sim ilarly indicate

whether the object in question is flat or round. Much o f the effect o f the 
expression, however, owes no t to  its meaning bu t to  its sound. In the

i i
example given, not only do each of the syllables of ^3  (jau: lau:) rhyme w ith

one another, bu t they also rhyme w ith neck, ft (khau:), the w ord to  which 

they are attached.

Expressive pairs are structured around parallels o f sound. They are

14 p.41. Cristfield's thesis provides an impressive glossary of almost one thousand expressive pairs 
(pp.93-136).
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almost always examples of either alliteration or of rhyme.

The Relationship O f Expressive Pairs A n d  O ther W ord Pairs

Expressive pairs are closely related to  other types of word pairs. In 
Sound Sym bolism  A n d  The Expressive W ords O f Lao, the author writes 
that:

The source of the expressive words and the basis o f the ir phonological 
characteristics are probably to  be found largely in the regular vocabulary of 
Lao.15

It is therefore not surprising that they are sim ilar to  other types of pairs in 
their structure and the manner in which they replicate themselves. Their 
structural s im ilarity w ith other types o f pairs is particularly noticeable in 
examples where one or both of the syllables are made up of words in present- 
day usage. The pairs are then similar to  analogous or invented word pairs.

Expressive pairs can be categorized as follows:

1.1.4.1) Analogous Expressive Pairs

Several o f the examples that Cristfield has listed in his glossary could fit 
in to category 1 .1 .1 .2  of analogous pairs where the phrase expands on the

meaning of the individual words. For example, the word (juk) means a

bun or topknot in a woman's hair. It can also refer to  small stringy objects 
that are together in bundles, fo r example, tied bundles of onions, o r clumps

of grass. The word (jik) also means a bun o r topknot, though at present 

in spoken language it is less com monly used. The words (juk) and

(jik) are frequently joined together in the alliterated pair ^ n > ^ n  (juk>jik).

The meaning of this expressive pair is to  be fussy, o r overly concerned w ith 
little  things.

1 ibid. p.57 The major exceptions are expressive pairs that consist of onomatopoeic syllables. 
Cristfield suggests that some expressive pairs that now seem meaningless 'may be derived from old 
words not in common use', (p.58)
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1.1.4.1) Invented Expressive Pairs

Similar to  the invented word pair, this category consists of pairs where 
one syllable is invented and dependent on the other syllable, which is an 
actual word. It differs, however, in that: a) the meaning o f the pair, although 
derived from  the actual w ord which form s its component, is invariably 
expanded, and b) its vowels frequently can be altered to  indicate a change in 
the dimensions of the object being described. In m any pairs o f this type, 
there is a rhyme between syllables.

Two com m only used examples originate from  the same word: 9 9 n  

(wau:k) 'monkey7. The first example, 9 9 m to n  (wau:k wae:k), is created by

taking the word 99n (wau:k) 'monkey7 and fo llow ing it w ith a meaningless

syllable that is identical in in itia l and final consonants. The resulting 
expressive pair means a person who is unstable o r unreliable, i.e. acting like

a monkey. The second example, ri9 fi99n  (kau:k wau:k), is created by taking

the w ord 9 9 n (wau:k) 'm onkey7 and preceding it  w ith  a meaningless

rhyming syllable. The meaning of this phrase is a person who has the face 
and general features o f a monkey. The inventiveness of the phrase does not

end at this stage. n9n99n  (Kau:k wau:k) changes progressively to  'tnn 'ton

(ko:k w ok) and tn n to n  (ke.-k we:k) if the object in question is large, thus 

leaving no trace of the original word.

1.1.4.3) Expressive Pairs Where Neither Syllable Is Made Up Of An Actual 
W ord

Expressive pairs often show a more complicated level of creation than 
do invented w ord pairs. Frequently both of the syllables that make up the 
pairs are meaningless and created fo r the purposes of onomatopoea or other 
types of repetition of sound. The following are a few of many examples:
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Expressive Words Formed From  Meaningless A lliterated Syllables

1 ) rom cnn (kau:k kae:k) 'rattling, sniffling'

2 ) (ngau: ngae:) 'swaying staggering'

Expressive Words Formed From Meaningless Rhym ing Syllables

1 ) s n UT\ (sok mok) 'to be sad, or w ithout a thought in one's head'

2 ) (ae:ng paeng) 'to fall over backwards716

The great m ajority o f two syllable expressive pairs make use of at least 
one invented syllable. There are no expressive pairs of larger than tw o 
syllables, as far as I have observed, that are composed entirely o f actual 
words. Therefore, fo r the sake o f convenience, in the rest of this chapter 

(which deals exclusively w ith pairs of fou r or m ore syllables), expressive 
pairs will be treated as a form  of invented pair.

12) Pairing Dissyllabic Words

Words Of Two Syllables And Their Process Of Pairing

Similar to  monosyllabic words, words of tw o syllables frequently form  
pairs. First let us look at the processes in which dissyllabic words can be 
created.

The Creation Of Dissyllabic Words

Dissyllabic words in Lao are often borrowed from  other languages. 
Many, however, have the ir origins in monosyllabic Lao words. In some 
cases, it appears that two monosyllabic words originally joined together to  
form a phrase of two syllables and over the course of time the sound o f the

16 Most of these examples are drawn either from the glossary of Sound Symbolism And The 
Expressive Words Of Lao or one of the Lao dictionaries. They are, however a commonly used part of 
the language and easy to recall on one's own.
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original words were shortened .17 W hatever the ir origin, the structure of 
such two syllable words is basically the same. An initial syllable that consists

of a consonant and the vowel ss (a) is added to  a monosyllabic word. There

are a variety of initial consonants that occur in this type of transformation. 
For example:

59X1 (hau:k) 'squirrel'

ns (ka) + s& n (hau:k) = nE5S»n (kahauik) 'squirrel'
or

vTw (pan) 'to mix' 

ite (pa) + vTjj (pon) -  Ue J u  (papon) 'to  mix, mingle'

The great m ajority of words begin w ith the in itial syllables n s (ka) and

(pa). These in itia l syllables are not the result o f a shortening of tw o 
monosyllabic words. They seem rather the result o f a process of doubling, 
where a meaningless in itia l syllable is added to a w ord  to  transform its 
length from one to  two syllables.

Sometimes when a monsyllabic word is transformed in this manner its 
meaning is expanded. For example:

1 ) DU (won) 'to whirl, go around'

n£DU (kawon) 'to go around, be restless or anxious'

2 ) D1£J (way) 'to beat or strike'

nsDia (kaway) 'to swing rock or shake'

^ Fha:sa: Thin by Phinyo: Jittatham pp.2,12 A typical type of transformation can be seen in the
following example. The *khia:n’ tree, a type of hardwood tree, was originally called cujsiju  (ton khia:n).

The initial syllable, mj (ton) is the classifier for trees in general, and the latter, Sijw (khian) refers to the

specific type. The two syllable phrase was shortened to cigaju (takhia:n). (Fhasa: Thin, p.12). The

initial syllables in names of fruit such as wsajj (mayom) 'star-goosebeny and wstfete*) (mafeu'a:ng).

'carambola', similarly appear to have been shortened from the word uiJJtn (ma.k), the classifier for 
fruit.
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Pairs Of Dissyllabic Words

M onosyllabic and dissyllabic words form  pairs in a similar fashion. 
Only one type of monosyllabic pair, the duplicated word pair, does not 
similarly exist among dissyllabic words.

1 .2.1) Analogous Pains

Similar to  monosyllabic words, dissyllabic words frequently form  pairs 
with words o f equal length that share a related meaning. For example:

1 ) 3»JD33')Ci (salia:w sala:t) 'shrewd, clever, inu itive '

(salia:w) 'shrewd, clever, inu itive '

(sala.-t) 'intelligent'

2 ) nsounsotsj (kawon kawaiy) 'to be restless or anxious'

JU + 5 x j (ka + won) 'to be restless'

r\z + o w  (ka + way) 'to shake'

Notice that the second example is made from pairing two words both of 
which are monosyllabic in origin, as described on the previous page.

Pairs of dissyllabic words show an even greater tendency towards 

alliteration than their monosyllabic counterparts.

1-2.2) Invented Word Pairs

The amount o f invention possible in pairs of four syllables is greater 
than that in pairs of two, as can be seen from the following sub-categories:

1.2.2.1) D issyllabic W ords Paired W ith A  Meaningless Or Unrelated 
Euphonious Partner Of Equal Length

Similar to monosyllabic words, dissyllabic words frequently form  pairs 
w ith counterparts that either have no meaning or no related meaning but 

simply form alliterated matches of equal length. In pairs o f this type, the
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first syllables o f the actual w ord and its counterpart are identical and the 
second syllables are alliterated.

1.2.2.1.1) Flexible Expressions

Follow ing a sim ilar form ula to  the ir m onosyllab ic counterparts, 
dissyllabic words can be provided w ith meaningless partners according to the 
whim of the speaker, as follows:

(The actual words w ithin the examples are typed in bold print.)

Match W ith 99n (au:k):

This is the most frequent type of match.

1)^s*)99n " ts ^ s jx i (ho:nghau:kho:nghiam ) 'school'

2) 9'itft9n dtullXJ (a:hau:k a:ha:n) 'food'

3) a u su n a n  a u s w o  (brae-.ndau-.k brae-.ndi.) 'brandy'

Notice that the last example is taken from an English word.

Other Matches:

i )  8 c8  QS  (pirteu': pirteu:) 'Peter'

1.2.2.1.2) Fixed Expressions

1) CI31Q Cl 3  (tala.l tali:) 'market'

A lthough the above phrase is a com m only used 'fixed' expression, it  is 
similar to  flexible pairs in that the speaker is aware that one of the words is 
meaningless and chooses to  include it to enhance the sound and rhythm o f 
his speech. More typically, fixed expressions have become such a part of the 
language that little  thought is given to  the fact that one of the syllables is 
either meaningless or unrelated to  the meaning of the phrase as a whole.
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For example:

D xJs^u (pajop pajae:ng) 'to curry favor'

2 ) sua t j t a  (thale: tha la i) loitering, lingering on one's way' 

t ] \a  (thalai) 'to go sideways'

The second example, representative of many fixed invented pairs, expands 
on the meaning of the word from which it has originated.

Fixed Invented Pairs Created From W ords That Originate In  M onosyllab ic  
Words:

Through a double process of doubling, a single monosyllabic w ord can 
be the catalyst fo r an invented word pair of two matching dissyllabic words.

This can be seen, for example, in the construction o f the pa ir 

(kada:ngkadeu'a:ng), 'to be obstinate':

In itia l One Syllable W ord 

cn <3 (dang) 'w illful and obstinate'

Step One: Transform ation To Double Syllable W ord

m  (ka) + cn^) (dang) 'w illful and obstinate'
(used independently)

Step Two: Transformation To Doubled Pair o f Double Syllable W ords 

r \t (ka) + (dang) + n i (ka) +t09*) (deu'ang)

(n scn ^  (Kadeu'ang) is a partner w ith no related meaning.)

1.2.2.2) The M odification Of Actual Words For The Purpose Of Sound 
Repetition

Words are frequently transformed when they are joined together in a 
dissyllabic pair. A  w ord can be m odified fo r the purpose of matching its 
sound w ith that of a word related in meaning. The ways in which this
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commonly occur are as follows:

1.2.2.2.1) The A ddition Of An Initial Syllable To A  Monosyllabic Word

In th is type of transform ation, a m onosyllab ic w ord  is given a 
meaningless initial syllable fo r the purpose of matching its length with that 
of a dissyllabic word. Independently, the word exists only in monosyllabic 
form. This type of modification is used to create two types of pair:

1.2.2.2.1.1) The Creation Of An Analogous Disyllabic Pair

Monosyllabic words are frequently doubled in length to  form analogous 
counterparts to  disyllabic words. The doubling consists of the addition of an

initial syllable that it composed of a consonant followed b y  the short vowel £ 

(a).

3kr
1) agaw 3S31EI (lalom  lalaiy)

{Actual Word: asaifcJ (3ala:y) 'to lose all of one's

possessions or to disappear completely'}

{Matching Two Syllable Word That Does N ot Occur Independently: 

asa^J (lalom)

as (la) + a il (la + lorn)

3W (lorn) ‘to  collapse or be destroyed'}

2 ) nscm  nsSxi (kadik kadin) 'to move slightly, wiggle'

{Actual Word: nson (kadik) 'to move slightly, wiggle'}
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(Matching Two Syllable Word That Does N ot Occur Independently: 

nsou (kadin)

m  (ka )+ 8 w (d in )

0 1 J (din) 'to  wriggle, squirm'}

In the latter example, the actual dissyllabic word, n tn n  (kadik) 'to  move

slightly or wiggle', itself originated from  a monosyllabic word: on (dik) 'to 

swing o r wag'.

1.2.2.2.1.2) Invented Pairs That Provide Commentary On A  Dissyllabic Word:

The structure of this type of pair is similar to the last. It is distinguished 
in that the monosyllabic word that is doubled is used to  comment on the 
meaning o f the actual word rather than merely to serve as an analogy. Pairs 
of this type form  one of the simplest kinds of Phanya:. They differ slightly in 
structure from  the previous category in that the vowel in the meaningless 
initial syllable is not restricted to a short 'a'. Examples are as follows:

1) ,onj<3SVi3J<] ,orn (nangseu: nangha:) This pa ir is an apt description fo r 

traditional Lao literature that was recorded on palm leaf manuscripts. The

initial word, (nangseu:), means 'book'. Its partner, (nangha:),

is composed of a) the meaningless syllable tfUJ*] (nang), which is identical to

the first syllable of the actual word, and b) the word wn (ha:), which means

'to search'. Lao manuscripts are considered books of search because, fo r one 
among many reasons, they are frequently filled with errors. One must search 
for words to  add that have mistakenly been omitted, and search for meaning 
when the text is filled with uncertainties .18

18 This explanation of the phrase is commonly given. See for example, the introduction to 
Wannakhadi tea-.rt Reu‘a:ng Ka: Dam Navy, of which is the author is unknown. (Mare detailed 
explanation of why Lao manuscripts are considered 'books of search' is provided on pages 69-70 of 
chapter one.) It is possible, of course, that this expression was originally created solely for its sound and 
such a meaning was given in retrospect.
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2) wnsnwusffcl (pha:sa: pha-.sia:) This example is a m ore m odem  one. It is

taken from  the title  o f a column w ith in the literary magazine Phai Na:m  
from pre-Communist Laos. The colum n was devoted to  exam ining

common errors in the usage of Lao. The w ord  WISH (pha:sa:) means

language' whereas its counterpart, dTfcJ (sia:) means 'ruined'. The title  

implies that the language is being ruined by incorrect usage. The initial 

syllable wi (pha:) is m erely added to  cau (sia:) to  make the w ord an

alliterated match of equal length to the initial word WISH (pha.sa.).

1.2.2.2.2) The M odification Of Consonants Or Vowels Within A  Dissyllabic 
W ard

Occasionally, consonants or vowels in a w ord  are m odified fo r the 
purpose o f making it a match in sound to  an analogous counterpart.

Modified Consonant: In the phrase xlSft'uU&ffid*) (pakhap pakhau:ng) 'to

ho ld  carefully o r handle w ith  tenderness', the second word, 

(pakhau:ng), is an actual word that means to  maintain, support or bring up. 

It was orig inally constructed from  the monosyllabic w ord (khau:ng),

which means to  maintain. The matching word, XfcsuJ (pakhap), does not 

have an independent meaning on its own. However, it  is likely to  have been

adapted from  the w ord  \J (pakap), which means to  press something

tightly together to  hold in place. The original word has been altered to  form  
an alliterated match w ith the second syllable of its analogous partner.

M od ified  Vowel: The phrase i/EU Uejjsjj (pani: panau:m) means to

com prom ise or conciliate. I t  consists o f the w ord I/SUSJJ (panau.m) 

'to compromise o r conciliate' joined together with the modified
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analogous counterpart iteu (pani:). The counterpart is adapted from  the 

word iL ijj (pa:ni:) 'to  conciliate or to  show mercy'. The long vowel is changed 

to a short one {from x i (a:) to  x t  (a)} so that the w ord becomes an assonant 

match w ith the word (panau:m).

2) Step Two: Pairing Pairs

The w ord pair, o r Kham Khu:, is the most basic form  o f parallelism  in 
Lao. It m ay be called the m other o f all parallelism . In Lao spoken and 
w ritten  expression, paralle l structures, no m atte r how  com plicated the ir 

form , are generated from  the paralle l pair. To understand the nature of 
parallelism, one must study this process of generation, the way, step-by-step, 
in which sm aller pairs replicate in to  larger ones. The firs t step is where a 
tw o syllable pair duplicates in to  a pa ir o f fou r syllables .19 By such replication, 
the sym m etry inherent in the orig inal pa ir is enhanced. In a single pa ir of 
m onosyllabic words, there is the simple balance o f tw o syllables facing one 
another, each parallel in either o r both sound and m eaning

O > O

W hen pairs are doubled, tw o pairs o f s im ila r m eaning are jo ined 
together, each consisting of an equal num ber of syllables:

o o  > o o

D oubled w ord pairs are com m on bo th  in the w ritten  and spoken 

language. They are frequently referred to  as sham  (kham nya:p) o r snsjstl 

(kham nyau:y). It should be noted that even the names fo r these words form  

an alliterated doubled pa ir o f tw o words o f parallel meaning, snu (nya:p)

and £J9£J (nyau.y) are both types o f ornaments. W ords that are 'nya:p' or

19 Doubled Fairs of greater than four syllables in length occur much less frequently in spoken Lao. 
When they do occur, they tend to be a form of Fhanya:, in which the individual pairs are usually 
connected by rhyme.
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'nyau.-y', therefore, can be translated as ornamental w ords .20 As an appendix 

to  Pri:cha: Phinthaumg's I:sa:n-Thai-English d ictionary, the au thor lists

approxim ately tw o hundred and fifty  examples of 'kham  nya:p' or 'kham

nyau:y ' .21 His lis t remains fa ith fu l to  the Lao lite ra ry trad ition , fo r neither 
does he attem pt to  categorize the words, no r does he spoil the ir auditory 
effect by attem pting to  provide any definitions. In w ords rem iniscent o f 
un to ld  numbers of Lao lite ra ry  manuscripts, he introduces his glossary by 
stating that the meaning o f the words is being le ft up to  the reader's careful 
consideration. A ll o f the examples tha t he lists w ould fa ll in to  the category 
of one o r another o f the type o f pairs under discussion. The author states that 
such words are added to  speech in an attem pt to  make the language what he

refers to  in Thai as saEsaosi (sala saluay). The choice o f words is a fitting

one. 4 Sala salua-.y', a doubled p a ir o f d issyllab ic w ords ,22 translates as: 

beautiful, orderly, well-arranged, and symmetrical. In Pri:cha:'s list, the great 
m a jo rity  o f examples are doubled pairs of four syllables in length. Same are 
somewhat longer, and some are single pairs o f dissyllabic words, m ost o f 
which could be categorized as expressive pairs. None, however, consist o f 
only a single pa ir o f m onosyllabic words. This reflects the elevation in  style 
of pairs o f fou r as compared to  tw o  syllables, and in particular doubled pairs 
in com parison w ith  single. The higher regard fo r fou r-sy llab le  pairs is 
larguely due to  the increased possibilities fo r creativity afforded by the ir extra 
num ber o f syllables. N ote tha t whereas single pairs can be created fo r 
practical reasons such as clarifying the meaning o f individual words, doubled 
pairs are created alm ost solely fo r the purpose o f style .23 The beginnings of 
Fhanya: can be found at this stage o f Lao parallelism. Phanya: can consist o f 
either paralle l pairs of dissyllabic w ords o r doubled pairs of m onosyllabic

20 The phrase shsn\j (kham nya:p) is composed of the word m (kham), which means word, and sjtu 
(nya:p), which can mean either a decorative tassel for royal elephants and horses, or golden-colored foil
attached to (bangfai) rockets. The word (nyauy), in the second phrase, similarly means a
tassel or a frill.

21 pp.l049-1051

22 33E330SJ (sala saluay) is a doubled invented pair comprised of 332 (sala)'invented assonant 

match' + 333 £J (saluay) 'beautiful'.

23 The important exception being doubled duplicated pairs, which unlike the other major types, 
occur neither within Pri:cha:'s list nor within written literature. For a description, see Section 2.2 on page 
148.
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words, more com m only the latter.
The four types of m onosyllabic w ord pairs, analogous pairs, duplicated 

pairs, invented pairs and expressive pairs, replicate in a sim ilar fashion to  

form  doubled pairs, as fo llow s :24

2.1) Doubled Analogous Word Flairs

One frequently finds that ind iv idua l words in analogous w ord pairs 
break away from  one another, form  the ir own tw o syllable phrases, and then 
jo in again as tw o matching phrases. The doubled pairs that they form  can be 
divided into the fo llow ing types:

2A 1) Doubled Analogous Fairs W ith Identica l In itia l Words

This is the most frequent type of doubled analogous pa ir that one finds 
in spoken Lao. It consists of tw o phrases, each composed o f identical in itia l 
words followed by words of parallel meaning.

A  typical pa ir is created as follows: In Lao, the words £J13J (yam) and 

rib  (kua:) bo th  have the same meaning, 'to  be frightened'. They are

com m only jo ined together in the analogous pa ir m unb  (yam kua : ) 25 W hen,

fo r example, one wishes to  say 'I  am n o t frightened', instead o f sim ply 
stating, 'I am not Yam ', o r 'I  am not k u a : ', one can add to  the rhythm  of 
one's speech by jo in ing the tw o phrases together, saying, 'I am not Yam, I am 
not Kua:, The evolution is as follows:

O riginal W ord Pair

X r

ciiw (yam) > Jib (kua:)
(frightened) (frightened)

4 Ka:nehana: Na.ksakun, in her article Bae.p Ka.n Seu'm Sau-.y N ai Fhasa: Thaiy Lae Pha:sa: 
Khame:n, also shows how various types of single word pairs are expanded. Several of her categories, 
however, are different from the ones in this chapter

25 This pair is frequently found in literaty language.
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Doubled Word Fair

0  (bau:) £1 1M (yam) > 0  (bau:) fU> (kua:)
(I am not) (frightened) > (I am not) (frightened)

2.1.2) Doubled Analogous Pairs W ithout Identical In itia l Words

This type of doubled pair consists o f tw o parallel phrases w ith no shared 
words. Its use gives speech a m ore elevated or lite ra ry style than does the 

previous type. A lthough no t infrequent w ith in  spoken expression, it is 
more com mon w ithin w ritten literature. Because pairs o f this type are m ore 
com plex than those in the previous category, they serve on ly  as fixed 
expressions w ith in  the language.

2.1.2.1) Levels O f Repetition

In analogous doubled pairs w ithout identical in itia l words, one o r both 
o f the ind ividual phrases frequently consist o f analogous w ord pairs in and 
o f themselves. Therefore, the num ber o f paired paralle l w ords can range 
from  tw o  to  a ll four. The possib ilities fo r repe tition  are shown by the 
fo llow ing examples:

1) Doubled Pairs W ith N o Parallel W ords In Individual Pairs:

i x*
(bau:sao m i yang)'not to  stop'

i
(bau: sao) ‘not to  stop'

S 34) (mi yang) 'not to  stop'

2) Doubled Pairs W ith Parallel Words W ithin One Pair:
^  ci

UXJC1 (som>seu:n nyindi:) 'gratified, overjoyed'

sfu (som) 'to  enjoy, rejoice at'

(seurn) 'to  rejoice, be cheerful'

Sun (nyindi:) 'pleased'
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3) Doubled Pairs W ith Parallel W ords In A nd Between Both Pairs (Four 
Parallel Words):

I
^3  > (sai > jaerng hung > heu'amg) 'bright'

A ll four words share the same meaning.

2.1.2.2) Types Of Rhyme Between Individual Pairs

2.1.2.2.1) Doubled Pairs W ith N o Connecting Rhyme Between Pairs

This is the sim plest form  of pair. It is generally organized as follows: 
Pair one is parallel to  pa ir two. Usually the firs t w ord o f the firs t pa ir is 
analogous to the firs t o f the second. The second w ord o f the first pa ir is 
parallel in context to  the second of the second.

A1 B1 /  A2 B2

An example is: (neu'a: sum nang man) ‘skin w ith

moisture, skin w ith fat'. The overall meaning of the phrase is to  be healthy

The in itia l words of the respective pairs, (.09 (neu'a:) 'skin' and UIXH) (nang)

'skin, hide' are often paired together in a single analogous w ord pair. They 
are each qualified by a separate adjective, both o f which are paralle l in  
context.

In many doubled pairs o f this type, there is no alliteration o r assonance 
between the ind ividual pairs. Their effect is p rim arily  in the ir balance of 
phrases that are both parallel in meaning and equal in length.

2.1.2.2.2) Doubled Pairs W ith H ay Rhyme Connecting Individual Pairs

Pairs w ith  this type of rhym e scheme form  one of the m ost basic 
examples of Phanya-., an oral poetic form  that is an outgrow th of the system 
of parallel pairs and doubled pairs. The rhym e scheme is as follows: The 
second word of the first pa ir rhymes w ith the first w ord o f the second.
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A1 B i /  A2 B2

In rhym ing doubled pairs, there is frequently a llite ra tion  between words 
w ith in  ind iv idua l pairs.

Levels Of Parallelism In Doubled Pairs W ith Ha:y Rhyme

One can see in rhym ing pairs how  parallelism  develops from  a simple 
form  where the same idea is m erely stated in d iffe rent words to  m ore 
com plex poetic forms such as m etaphor and simile.

2.1.2.2.2.1) Doubled Pairs W ith Simple Parallels

In the fo llow ing  examples, pairs A  and B are parallel. The difference 
between the tw o is essentially in the ir language rather than meaning.

* * C l

1 ) syosilfcilS'dJ (khia:w kham nyam kheum)

'to  hurry in the evening to  hasten one's footsteps at night'

{SJD (khiarw) 'to  hurry'}
i

{£J T (nyam) 'to  tread, stamp rapidly*}
i

{sn (kham) 'evening night'}

{Su (kheu:n) 'night'}

^ 1:
2 ) ■JsxA'waj {lia:ng maum pau:n mai)

'to  raise silkworms, to  feed silk'
(i.e. to  raise silkworm s to  produce silk)

fry*} (lia.ng) 'to  feed, to  raise'}

{\J9U (pau:n) 'to  feed'}
3u»

(W9XJ {mau:n) 'silkworm '} 

flu u j (mai) 's ilk '}
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2.1.2.2.2.2) D oubled Pairs With Comparative Parallels

Further study deserves to  be made of the different levels of parallels 
between the individual phrases in a doubled pair. The fo llow ing are a few 
examples of com m only-found types.

Doubled pairs that broaden the weaning o f the ind ividual phrases

In the fo llow ing examples, through the jo in ing together o f tw o phrases 
of related but not identical meaning, a broader picture is painted than either 
of the phrases w ould have given individually.

1) Qonuo JTIOJJOIJ (wao nua: hua: mua:n)

'to speak deliciously to  laugh enjoyably'
(i.e. a person that is fun to be with)

2 ) rfjnc§n (nak sao bao su:)

'(if it is) heavy give up, (if it is) light, figh t'

(describing a person's behavior)

D oubled Pairs where the second p a ir gives an illustra tion  o f the idea stated  
in the firs t

In this type o f doubled pair, the idea stated in the firs t phrase is made 
more vivid by a concrete image or example that is provided as an illustration 
in the second.

1 ) vnuusn ssnxn (ba:nnau:k khau-.k na:)

'countryside, edge of the fie ld '

2 ) (janghai fai mai)

'accursed, a fire burning'
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D oubled Fairs that give com m entary

In  the fo llo w in g  type o f doubled pair, the second pa ir provides a 
com m entary on the first.

(kha: kha:y nga:y meu:)

'to  do business, to  turn over the palm of one's hand (i.e. to  receive a 
p ro fit)'
{i.e. business is an easy way of making money}

2.1.2.2.3) Pairs W ith O ther Types Of Rhyme

There are also o ther less frequent types o f rhym e tha t connect 
individual phrases in a doubled pair, as follows:

D oubled Fairs Where the Final Syllables Rhyme Between Fairs:

£W>£iiJ (kheurk > kheu-.n som > seu-.n)

'live ly , anim ated'

{fin (kheu:k) and S1)J (kheu:n) can both be translated as cheerful 

and vivacious.}
c\ 1

{̂ JJ (som) and spj (seu:n) can both be translated as cheerful and 

rejoicing.}

D oubled Fairs Where The In itia l Syllables Rhyme Between Fairs:

kr I
u iu i|w  o ivnx j (na: seu:n ta:ba:n)

'cheerful face, joyful eyes'
x-

{vw icn (na: ta:) 'face'}
x»

tfiu i (na.) 'face' 

cn (ta:) ‘eyes'
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{̂ XJ (seurn) and XJIXJ (ba:n) bo th  mean 'cheerful'.}

2.2) Doubled Duplicated Word Pairs

This type o f doubled pair follows the same principle as its m onosyllabic 
counterpart. In the duplicated w ord pair, a single word is repeated twice. In 
the doubled duplicated w ord pair, tw o analogous words are repeated. For

I
example, the words sm (khak) and (XU (nae:) both share a similar meaning,

i

'to  be certain'. They are often paired together in the analogous pa ir sin > ttu  

(khak nae:). If one wishes to  stress the pa ir's  meaning, one can say em i\T\ >
i i

(XU ctu (khak khak > nae: nae:). N otice that no t only is the structure o f this

pa ir sim ilar to  the duplicated w ord pair, bu t its purpose also remains the 
same. It is s im ila rly  m ore com m on w ith in  the spoken than w ritte n  

language.

23) Doubled Invented Word Flairs

There are several different types o f doubled pairs in this classification. 
M any can sim ultaneously be classified as analogous pairs or expressive 
pairs .26 Several sub-types o f doubled analogous pairs take advantage of 
invention to  supplem ent sim ilar constructions based upon existing words.

2.3.1) Doubled M onosyllabic Invented Pairs

This type of doubled pa ir owes its structure to  the invented w ord pair. 
Its process of doubling, as we shall see, is also sim ilar to  the way in which 
analogous pairs are doubled in doubled analogous pairs w ith  identical in itia l 
words as described on pages 142-143.

a In the section on pairs of dissyllabic words, we have already observed, to a lesser extent, invented 
pairs that are simultaneously analogous or expressive pairs. Among doubled pairs, the duplicated word 
pair, which is not listed among the 'decorative wards' in Pricha: Fhinthaung's dictionary is the only type 
that makes no use of invented words.
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2.3.1.1) Flexible Expressions

In a doubled analogous pa ir w ith  identical in itia l words, tw o words of 
related meaning are prefixed by an identical in itia l syllable. The pattern is: 
X + A1 > X + A2. This pattern can also be used fo r words w ith  which there is 
no m atching pair. If there is no known w ord available to  serve as a possible 
partner, a w ord is sim ply created w ith euphonious sound to  fill the same 
function. For example, if one wishes to  turn the sentence 'I w ill go hom e' 
in to  a doubled pa ir w ith  identical in itia l words, one m ust com plete the 
fo llow ing equation:

"W ( p a i ) _________________ ___  /  (pa i) GS9U (heu'a:n)
Go Euphonious Syllable /  Go hom e

To balance the pairs, an invented word is added that matches the sound of 

GS9TJ (heu'a:n) 'home', as follows:

"W (pai) S931 (hau:k) /  ’W  (pai) QS9U (heu'a:n)

Go Euphonious Syllable /  Go home

Notice that the invented w ord in this type of doubled pa ir fo llow s the same
form ula that we have seen in  invented w ord  pairs o f m onosyllab ic and 
dissyllabic words. It generally consists of the in itia l consonant of the actual

word followed by the sound 99n (au:k).

(The actual words in the examples are in bo ld print.)

2.3.1.2) Fixed Expressions

1 ) "W oxi t \ f 9 l  (pai wat pai wa:) 'to  go to  the tem ple'

{Original Invented Pair o f M onosyllabic Words:

ocicn (wat wa:) 'tem ple'}

2 ) W in  W im w  (jao ki: jao kam) 'to  meddle in  others' affairs'
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tm  (jao) 'ow ner'

mxi (ka:n) 'work, duty'

The phrase (.mm XI (jao ka:n), lite ra lly  'owner o f (one's) business', is given a 

pa ir that matches in sound and length. The w ord m u (ka:n) is matched 

w ith the assonant meaningless syllable n (ki:) exclusively in this pairing.

2.3.2) The M o d ifica tion  Of A ctua l W ords For The Purpose Of Sound 
R epitition

We have previously seen a process in which words o f tw o syllables are 
created through the addition o f an in itia l syllable to  a m onosyllabic word. 
This amounts to a simple doubling o f one to  tw o syllables. This doubling is 
itself frequently doubled. When looking through a Lao (or Thai) d ictionary 
one cannot help bu t notice the am ount of entries tha t consist o f tw o 
m atching dissyllabic words, each beginning w ith an identical in itia l syllable

which is usually e ither m  (ka) or tte (pa ).27 These in itia l syllables are also

the most frequent in the transform ation o f one to  tw o syllable words, as 
described on page 133. The m a jority o f four syllable pairs, however, are not 
sim ply the result o f m atching tw o  dissyllabic words tha t were orig ina lly 
created by this process, and later joined together. In most cases, either one or 
both of the matching tw o syllable words do not exist independently. They are

joined w ith the in itia l ns (ka) o r (pa) specifically fo r this pairing. In the

section on invented pairs of dissyllabic words, 12.2.2.1.1, on pages 137-138, we 
have seen how a m onosyllabic w ord adopts an added syllable to jo in  a pair.

Actual Two Syllable Word + m  (ka) + M onosyllabic Word
or

Actual Two Syllable Word + xfe (Pa) + M onosyllabic Word

The meaning and effect of such words is largely due to their elaborate construction of matching 
sounds. This can be seen from the fact that their definitions are usually given by stating several more 
such pairs.
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The same process can also be doubled so that a pa ir o f tw o m onosyllabic 
words can be transform ed in to  tw o matching tw o syllable pairs, as follows:

O riginal Fair 

A1 /  A2

Doubled Fair

J1S (ka) + M onosyllabic W ord /  ns (ka) + M onosyllabic Word
or

\Js (pa) + M onosyllabic Word /  ife (pa) + M onosyllabic Word
or

Xv (xa) + M onosyllabic W ord /  XS (Xa) + M onosyllabic Word 

(X: any in itia l consonant)

The difference between the invented pair of dissyllabic words (1.2.2.2.1.1) and 
its doubled counterpart is as follows: In the form er category, one o f the 
w ords in the pa ir occurs independently as a dissyllabic word. In  the latter, 
both exist solely as m onosyllabic words outside of the pairing.

Doubled invented pairs w ith in this category can be divided as follows:

2.3.2.1) The Doubling Of A  M onosyllabic Analogous Pair

The fo llow ing is an example. As described on page 124, the words So
 ̂ t

(tit) and ci (tau:) jo in  together to  form  the analogous pa ir Soo (tit tau:). The 

meaning o f the pa ir is fto  contact o r communicate'. A  doubled pa ir is created 

by preceding each w ord w ith  the in itia l syllable ife (pa). The resulting
I

doubled pair is tJsSo llso (patit patau:) 'to piece small objects together'.

o 1
Notice that neither CIO (tit) nor 0 (tau:) ever occur preceded by the initial 

syllable \Js (pa ) when spoken individually.
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2.3.2.2) The Doubling Of A  M onosyllabic Invented Or Expressive Pair

In invented pairs o f dissyllabic words, the process o f adding an in itia l 

syllable of r \ l (ka) or Us (pa) is used largely if no t entirely to  jo in  together

words of analogous meaning .28 In contrast, in doubled pairs, the identical 
process is also used to  expand both a) expressive pairs and b) invented pairs 
o f the sub-category where an actual w ord  is jo ine d  together w ith  a 
meaningless o r unrelated euphonious partner. In the fo llow ing  examples, 
the m eaning o f the orig ina l pairs are n o t s ign ifican tly  a ltered in the 
doubling.

1) n s o s n /m tc o n  (kawau:k kawae-.k) This doubled pa ir is created from

09fUCon (wau:k wae.k) 'monkey-like behavior', an expressive pair that has

been described on page 131. We have seen that the phrase osn  / to n  (wau:k

wae:k) changes to  'ton  /  ton (wo:k we:k) when the object in question is large.

S im ilarly, the four syllable phrase nso&n /ns tton  (kawaurk kawaerk), refers

to  small actions, and fo r larger ones the correct term  is n t^ o n  /m to n  (kawo:k 

kawe:k).

2) JUAJ9AJ nstu j-u (kamaum kamaem) This pa ir has its  origins in  JJ9 Ĵ

CUJAJ (mau:m mae:m) 'filthy^, an invented pair where the actual word AJ9AJ

(m aum ) 'filth y ' is jo ine d  w ith  a meaningless euphonious p a rtn e r as 
described on page 128.

2.3.3) The Creation Of Rhyming Doubled Pairs Through The A dd ition  Of 
Invented Syllables

On pages 144-148, we observed the occurrence o f rhym e in doubled 

analogous pairs w ithou t identical in itia l words. Typically, the last syllable of

Note that in the examples of the dissyllabic invented pair category 12.22.1.2 (where the second 

word provides a commentary on the first), the initial syllables are neither 711 (ka) nor US (pa).
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the first pa ir rhymes w ith  the firs t syllable of the second. One frequently 
finds that the second half o f the in itia l pa ir in a doubled pa ir is a meaningless 
or unrelated w ord added solely to  form  the appropriate rhyme.

1) DClDl 9'iS ’iAJ (wat wa: a:ra:m) 'tem ples'

{Unrelated Rhyming Syllable: Cri (wa:)}

I
2 ) (seu: sa:m na:mmakau:n) 'nam e'

{Invented Rhyming Syllable: (sa:m)}

i 1 ^
3) m  on E tn a  (i:li:i:lau : kadau: kadia:) ‘tru ly 1

This is a com m only used doubled pair.29 It consists o f tw o  invented pairs 
that are frequently used independently:

i
a) The w o rd  9 uia (i:li:) 'tru ly ' is com bined w ith  the m eaningless

i
euphonious syllable 9 tfia  (i:lau:).

b) The w ord nsri (kadau:) 'excessively is given the meaningless counterpart 

JUtttfcJ (kadia-.).

W hen jo ined  together, the w ords in each p a ir are a lliterated, and the
c"L ^

invented w ord 9 via (i:lau:) rhymes w ith  nso (kadau:).

2.3.4) The Doubling Of Expressive Pairs Through The A dd ition  Of A  Pair Of 
Meaningless Sound-Related Syllables

As a m onosyllabic w ord can be matched w ith  a meaningless syllable to  
form  a pair, expressive pairs are frequently matched w ith  meaningless pairs 
to  form  doubled pairs. For example:

This phrase is an example of a doubled pair of longer than four syllables that is frequently used in 
speech.
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In itia l Word:

D 9n (wau:k) 'm onkey'

Expressive Fain 

n o n /o s n  (kau:k w au:k) 'm onkey-like mannerisms'

Doubled Expressive Fair 

J19J1 /O&Tl CCnn /  (.con (kau:k wau:k kae:k wae:k) 

'm onkey-like m annerisms'

{ ccnn /  cton (kae:k wae:k) is a phrase of meaningless syllables added to  form  a

match in sound.}

Expressive Fair For Large Size 

t n n / ’t:>n Cko:kwo:k)

D oubled Expressive Pair For Large Size 

t n n / t o n  cnn/cori (ko-.kwo-.k ke-.k we-.k)

{cnn / con (ke:k we:k) is a phrase of meaningless syllables added to  form  a

m atch in sound.}

By doubling expressive pairs, no particu la r meaning is added, but it 
makes them more enjoyable to  say. The Phanya: provided as example o f the

usage of the w ord n s n /o o n  (kau.k wau:k) in Pri:cha: Phinthau.ng's I:sa:n-

Thai-English d ictionary illustrates this fact:

(The rhym ing syllables are underlined.)

o  o

(phu: kh in g p h in g  /  
(one w ith a monkey face/

na: lin g kang /
face o f a 'kang' m onkey/

O

kaurk wau.-k)
m onkey-like
m annerism s)
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(ko:k work /  kork work /  kerk werk/
( forms o f Kau:k Waurk )

'tn n ta n  tn m o n

wamtho: thao phakhawam) 
(meaningless syllables)

The meaning of th is expression is simply: 'You who have a monkey-like face 
and m onkey-like mannerisms'. The firs t tw o phrases rhyme, and the rest,

which largely constitute one form  o r another of n s n /o s n  (kau.k waurk), are 

alliterated and here purely fo r the ir sound.

3) Phanya:

Phanya:, a type o f Lao oral poetry, is frequently composed o f doubled 
paralle l pairs, each ind iv idua l pa ir com m only ranging from  tw o to  seven 
syllables in length. Typically, the tw o phrases are connected by rhyme. Less 
frequently, Phanya: consists o f three o r m ore phrases, also generally parallel 
in meaning and equal in  length. W hile previous w riters have shown that 
Phanya: com m only consist o f phrases o f sim ilar length, often connected by 
rhyme, they have no t com m ented on the parallel relationship between the 

ind iv idua l pairs.

The fo llow ing are examples:30

3.1) Phanya: consisting o f two-syllable pairs:

s n tjj (khut mai ngai khau:n)

'to  dig up a tre e , to  p ry open a log'

3.2) Phanya: consisting of three-syllable pairs:

S£bt&s|n 2 nteiicf) 3  (hia:n hai sut khut hai theu'ng)

'Study un til you reach your objective, dig un til you reach what you are 
looking fo r'

30 Examples are taken from Khuy Feu'ang Reu'ang Phanya: by Fhau:nchai Sri: Sa:rakha:m pp.136-
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3.3) Phanya: consisting of four-syllable pairs:

CQUnUGCautd cibt^ccsiuou (eu'n kin lae:n sai eu'n sai lae:n ni:)

'When called to  eat, (you) come running, when called to  work, (you) leave, 
ru n n in g '

3.4) Phanya: consisting of five-syllable pairs

cSbffjutmcsnfe CdTjlbtfficsnflu (pen khon hai khao sai pen mai hai khao 

fan)
'(If you are) a human, let them make use (of you), (If you are) wood, le t them 
cut you'

3.5) Phanya: consisting o f six-syllable pairs

■ k—f  •

ll'lGQ^UlCi^i'UijntdsiOU (ya: ao seu'k ma: sai ba:n ya: ao

wan ma: sai suan)
'D o not bring a war in to  one's house, do no t bring 'w an ' plants in to  one's 
garden '31

3.6) Phanya: consisting o f seven-syllable pairs:
1 • J L > i i i

bnpOLiS^QGffl'LRS) (fai mai pa: jing  hen na: nu: nam 

thuam  hu: jing  hen ji:lau:)
' When there is a forest fire, only then does one see the face o f the mouse, 

When there is a flood in (the 'ji: lau:' cricket's) hole, on ly then does one see 
the 'Ji: lau:' cricket'

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have seen that w ords form  pairs fo r a varie ty of 
reasons. On one level, pairs serve a useful purpose in that they can a) give 
clarity to  the meaning o f ind ividual words by provid ing them  w ith a context, 
and b) provide words w ith emphasis. On another level, pairs heighten the

1 type of plant often used by Lao sorcerers to cause harm to their enemies.
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style o f the language both by  making the language sound fu lle r and less 

abrupt, and by provid ing repetition o f sound, such as alliteration, assonance, 
and rhyme. The im portance of these types of rhyme can be seen in the extent 
to  which syllables are invented to  provide sound-m atching counterparts to  
existing words. Invented syllables exist both in fixed form  as expressions 
w ith in  the language, particu larly as expressive pairs, and in  flexible form  that 
can be created according to  formulas by individual speakers.

Dissyllabic words form  the same types of pairs as do m onosyllabic words 
w ith the single exception of duplicated w ord pairs. There is, however, a 
greater va rie ty  o f sub-categories in the ind iv idua l types, pa rticu la rly  in 
invented pairs, due to  the greater num ber of syllables.

W ords, once doubled in  pairs, tend to  double again to  form  tw o 
m atching pairs. Each o f the four types of m onosyllabic pairs has a doubled

counterpart. Doubled pairs, often referred to  in Lao as 'kham  nya:p', or

'decora tive w ords', are m ore elaborate than ind iv id ua l pairs, and are 
correspondingly considered m ore elevated in style. In m any examples, the 
sound is as o r m ore im po rtan t than the meaning. The sim plest fo rm  of 
Phanya: can be seen in  pairs of d isyllab ic w ords and m ore com m only in 
doubled pairs in which there is a rhym e link ing  together the ind ividua l 
phrases. In  th is fo rm  o f oral poetry, the type o f pa ra lle l is frequently 
developed beyond the m atching o f analogous phrases in to  m etaphor o r a 
form  of w itty  comment. Doubled pairs o f greater than tw o syllables w ith in 
the Lao spoken language generally consist o f Phanya:, in which Kau:n A:n, 
the m ajor lite ra iy  poetic form  of the Lao, appears to  owe its origins.

We can see then that in spoken expression, parallelism  can be a stylistic 
device. The higher the level of style, the m ore elaborate the parallelism . 
The style o f Lao Literature originates in the expressions o f the spoken 
language. In  Lao literature, the parallelism  inherent in every-day speech has 

been developed in to  an art form.
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C om parative Chart O f M onosyllab ic Pairs, D issyllab ic Pairs A nd D oubled 
Pairs In Spoken Lao

{Each category of pa ir listed includes an example fo llow ed by the pa ir's  
classification num ber in the chapter and the page on which it is described. 
Invented syllables are underlined and placed in bold print.)

Parallel Pairs 
(Monosyllabic)

Parallel Pairs 
(Dissyllabic)

Doubled Pairs

1) Analogous Pairs 1) Analogous Pairs 1) Doubled Analogous
PairsPairs 

(A1 > A2) (A1 > A2) 
asnn

(saliarw > salart)
' cl e ver> int e lli gent'

(1.2.1 p .l 34}

o
n 3 0 JJ
(di: > nga:m) 
'good>beautiful'

(1 .1.1 p..l 22-126}

1A) W ith Identical
In itia l Words 

(A +B l > A+B2)
2 9 3 0  2 9 3 3 OJJ
(khaumg di: > khaumg 

nga:m)
'things good > things 
beautifu l'
(See also 3A fo r sim ilar 
pa ir w ith invention)
{2.1.1 pp.142-143)

IB ) W ithout Identical 
In itia l Words 

(A1+A2 > A3 +A4)
N o Parallels W ithin Pairs:
o  r - .

JJU3

(bau: sao > m i yang)
'w ith  no rest > w ithout 
stop'
Parallels W ithin One Pair:
r> o a
q jjqu  uun
(som>seu:n > nyindi:) 
'enjoy>rejoice > be 

pleased'
Parallels W ithin Both 
Pairs:
t§ICG0 3  S3 GS9 3  

(sai>jae:ng > hung> 
heu'a:ng) 

'bright>bright > 
bright>bright
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W ith  rhyme:

cSngu ijutnu 
(Jao Khun > M unnay) 
‘noble>noble > m aster' 
Phanya:
Knsnu m3 nuD
(kha: kha:y > nga:y meu;) 
'to  do business > to  turn 

over one's hand' 
(See also 3C fo r sim ilar 
rhym ing pa ir w ith 
in ve n tio n )
{2.1.2 pp.143-148}

2) Duplicated Pairs ------ 2) Doubled Duplicated
Pairs

(A  + A) (A1 + A1 > A2 + A2)
0 0  0 0  321 j m j

(di: > di:) (di:>di: > ngam>nga:m)
‘good > good' ‘good>good > beautiful >

beau tifu l'
{1 .1 .2  p. 126} {2 .2  p.148}

3) Invented Pairs 3) Invented Pairs 3) Doubled Invented Pairs

3A ) W ith Invented 3A ) W ith Invented 3A) W ith Invented
Syllable Syllable Syllable

(A  + Invented W ord) (A  + Invented W ord) (A l+ B l > A1 + Invented
W ord)

(Sim ilar to  1 A: Doubled 
Analogous Pair W ith 
Identical In itia l Words) 

(1.1.3 pp.126-128} {1.2.2.1 p.134} {2.3.1 pp.148-150}

3A  1) Flexible 3A  1) Flexible 3A  1) Flexible
H9 n  n e n s i g n  snm nu S9 nci9 n  2030
(dau:k > di:) (a:hau:k > aha:n) (khau:ng dau:k > khaumg
'm atch + good' ‘m atch  + food' di:)

'things m atch > things 
good'

{11.3.1 p.127} {1.2.2.2.1 p.135} {2.3.1.1 p.149}
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3A 2) Fixed
on on 
(wat > w a:)
'tem ple + m atch '

(11.3.1 pp.127-128}

3A 2) Fixed
tdon tdon
(pai wat > pai wa:)
'go (to) tem ple > go (to) 
m atch '
(2.3.1.2 p p .l 49-150}

3B) M odification of 
Actual Words For Sound 
Repetition 
(2.3.2 pp.150-155}

3B 1) A dding In itia l 
Syllable To Two 
M onosyllabic Words

(X + A l > X + A2)

3A 2) Fixed
naon na
(tala:t > ta li:)
'm arket + m atch '

(12.2.1.2 pp.135-136}

3B) M odification 
Of Actual Words 
For Sound Repetition 
(1.2.2.2 pp.136-140}

3B 1) Adding 
In itia l Syllable 
To A  Single 
M onosyllabic Word 
(A1 {dissyllabic}
> X+A2 {monosyllabic})
(1.2.2.2.1 pp. 137-139} (2.3.2, 2.3.2.1 pp.150-151}

3B 1A) For The 
Purpose Of Creating 
An Analogous Pair

W ith A  Dissyllabic 
Counterpart
a^ajj aianu
(lalom  > lala-.y)
‘m atch  {la} + to  be 
destroyed (mono
syllabic word) > to  
lose all (dissyllabic 
w ord)'
(1.2. 2.2.1.2 p p .137-138}

3B 1 A) For The Purpose 
Of Doubling A  
M onosyllabic Analogous 
Pair

d^nn d^n
(patit > patau:)
‘m atch  {pa} + attach > 
m atch {pa} + link '

(2.3.2.1 p.151}

3B IB ) For The Purpose Of 
Doubling A  M onosyllabic 
Invented Or Expressive 
Pair

n^juQjj nbccjjju 
(kam aum  > kamae:m) 
‘m atch (ka) + filth y  > 
m atch {ka} + original 
m atch '
(2.3.2.2 p .l 52}
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3B1C) For The 
Purpose Of Creating 
A  Commentary On 
A  Dissyllabic Word

o ijo i nunon
(nangseu: nangha.)
‘book (dissyllabic word > 
match {nang} + search 
(m onosyllabic word)'
{1.2.12.1.2 pp .l 38-139}

3B 2) M odifying 
Consonants Or Vowels 
W ith in A  D issyllabic Word 
To Create A  Sound Match W ith  
An Analogous Dissyllabic Partner

(pakhap pakhau:ng)
'to  ho ld in  place (m odified)
> to  support'
{1.2.2.2.2 p p .l 39-140}

3C) A dding An Invented 
Syllable To A  
M onosyllabic W ord To 
Create A  Rhyming 
Doubled Analogous Pair 
W ithou t Identica l In itia l 
Syllables
oncn snsnu 
wat wa: > a:ra:m 
'tem ple + m atch > 
tem ple'
{2.3.3 p.153}

3D) Doubling Expressive 
Pairs Through The 
A dd ition  Of A  
Meaningless Pair That 
Matches In Sound A nd 
Length
O O SLssa QQscca
(khau: lau: + khae: lae:) 
'stubby + tw o syllable 
m atch '
{2.3.4 pp .l 53-155}
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4) Expressive Pairs (Dissyllabic Expressive
Pairs Can Be Found 

4A) Analogous Throughout 3B}
Expressive Pairs
q m n  
(juk jik)
'hair bun > bundle' 
meaning: 'overly concerned 
w ith little  things'
(1.1.4.1 p .l 30}

4B) Expressive Pairs W ith 
One Invented Syllable
osn Gcori 
(wau:k w ae.k)
'to  act like a monkey7 

(1.1.4.2 p.l 31}

4C) Expressive Pairs 
Comprised Of Two Invented 
Syllables

(ae£g paemg)
'to  fall over backwards' 
(1.1.4.3 p p .l 31-132}

(Doubled Expressive Pairs 
Are Included In 3B 1B 
And 3D}
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Chapter Four Small Forms of Parallelism  in Lao Literature

The previous chapter discussed paralle lism  at its m ost elem entary 
stages, looking specifically at its occurrence in spoken expression. The 
fo llow ing chapter traces the evolution of the basic form s o f parallelism  in 
Lao speech, the pa ir and doubled pair, as they occur in  w ritten literature. 
Two w ritten form s w ill be examined, N itsay and Kau:n A n. Lao story-length 
literature is almost exclusively composed in one or both of these form s .1

Section A  O f C hapter F o u r The Use o f Parallel Pairs and D oubled Pairs in  
the Titles o f Lao Stones

The prevalence o f parallelism  in Lao literature can im m ediately be seen 
by the fact tha t even the names o f stories are frequently made up of parallel 
pairs. In the fo llo w in g  examples, the title s  o f various Lao w orks are 
organized according to  the level o f com plexity of the parallels:

1) (Tha-.w Pa-.dae-.k Fa-.samau:), 'Prince Fish 'dae:k', Fish

'sam au : '2

enno dnccnri / dnaou
(Tha:w Pa:-Dae:k Pa: Samau:)
Prince Fish-Fermented /  Fish Samau:

W ithin Lao grammar the name fo llow s the object that is being named. The 
name of the prince is a doubled pa ir w ith  identical in itia l words. Notice that 
because the second type o f fish has a name of tw o syllables, the title  is evenly 
divided in to  tw o sections, each three syllables in length.

1 Examples in this and future chapters that are quoted from the stories JJTTOmO (Thaw Hua;),

(Suphom Makkha), ShonnS ntriC G TlO  (Thaw Kampha: Kai Kaew), tfhoccfj

(Thaw Bae:), STJtTlQ (Khun Theung), and (fl'r)Od,nlCGnnd<rlSlDtJ (Thaw Fa: Dae:k Pa: Samau:), unless 
otherwise noted, are taken from the thirty page samples that are described on pages 166 and 167.

2 The hero of the stoiy is an orphan from a poor family. He is referred to as a vno (thaw) 'prince' 

because he is the Bodhisattva. In modern-day Laos, the word uno (thaw) merely means mister.
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2) LiSbartfJSLa‘'iJJ (Phra Lak Phra La:m) This story is the Lao version of the

Ramayana. As the contents o f the story have evolved much from  the 
original, so has the title. Notice that neither the title  of the original Indian 
work nor that o f its  Thai adaptation, the Ram akien, contain any parallel 
pairs. The Lao name fo r the Indian hero, Raima:, is Phra Lam. The prefix 
'Phra' is an honorific  title. The name o f Phra Lam 's brother, Phra Lak, has 
been added to  the title  so that it is transform ed in to  a doubled pa ir w ith 
identical in itia l words. The syllables are alliterated between pairs.

3) y n o rn m m  (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) This title  consists of:

aho rn  m  ch
(Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam)

Prince Dark Crow Black

The title  is com prised of tw o phrases, tw o syllables each, of parallel meaning. 
The hero, fo r whom  the story is titled, can be referred to  separately as either

Jfinorvn (Tha:w Kam), 'D ark Prince', or m p h  (Ka: Dam), 'Black Crow'. The

last w ord o f each phrase rhymes as well as being parallel in  meaning. The 
tw o central words also form  an alliterated pair.

4) SbtflQ or (Khun Theung, Khun Theung Khun Theu'a:ng)

The story is named after its  hero, Khun Theung. The hero's father, whose 
adventures form  a considerable part o f the story, is named Khun Theu'a:ng. 
In w riting, the story is oftencalled Khun Theung, but when spoken of, the 
story is com m only referred to  as'Khun Theung Khun Theu'aing after both 
father and son. The name thus becomes tw o alliterated pairs, each consisting

of tw o syllables. Notice that GX9 3  (eu'a:ng) is a common ending fo r words of

invented pairs as we have seen, fo r example, w ith (kada:ng

kadeu'a:ng) 'w illfu l and obstinate'.

5) o r antn^CUnHntn^uniJ (Katthanam , Katthane:k Katthanam )

The parallelism  in this story's title  is sim ilar to  the last. The story's name,
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Katthanaim, is also the name o f its  hero. The sto ry o f Khatthanaim  is 
lengthier than 'Khun Theung', and the hero has tw o sons whose adventures 
are also told. Sim ilar to  Khun Theung, the names o f the sons, Khatthane:k 
and Khatthaja.n, are alliterated pairs o f equal syllables w ith the name o f their 
father. W hile the w ritten title  o f the story is Katthana.m, often when spoken 
it it is expanded to  Khatthane:k Khatthanarm. The fact tha t Katthana:nTs 
name is pa ired w ith  Katthane:k is no t because o f th a t son's greater 
im portance but rather because all three syllables o f his name are alliterated 
w ith that o f his father's.

6 ) tn *10010 (Tha:w Hua:). The title  is named after the hero, 'S ir Head', who is 

bom  w ith  a head and no t a body. W hen spoken and som etim es when 

w ritten, the title  is enlarged to  become zmooiosgj (Tha:w Hua: Khau: Lau:), 

adding a rhym ing expressive pa ir o f tw o syllables which means short and 

stubby. O ften when spoken, the title  develops fu rth e r to  becom e

OT̂ OfflOSZnccscczjl, (Tha:w Hua: Khau: Lau: Khae: Lae:). The fina l phrase, GGSGGgl

(Kae: Lae:), is made up o f tw o meaningless alliterated syllables that serve to  
double the orig inal expressive pair, transform ing it  in to  tw o  pairs of tw o 
syllables each. This type o f doubling falls in to a category of doubled invented 
pa ir (2.3.4) com m on in spoken Lao as described on pages 153-155 of chapter 
three.

The types of pairs that can be seen in the titles of the above stories are no 
different than the 'kham nyap', o r 'decorative words' that occur frequently in 
Lao speech. The prim ary reason behind the doubling o f phrases is no t to  
alter the ir meaning. Rather, its purpose is to  create a sym m etry and rhythm  
through the balancing o f tw o alliterated and parallel phrases of equal length.
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Section B O f C hapter Four: The E ffect That The Type O f The L iterature  

(Kau:n A n  O r N itsay) Has O n The Form  A n d  Frequency O f P aralle l Pairs 

A nd D oubled Pairs

1) The A m ount O f Parallel Pairs in  The D ifferent Types O f Lao Literature

The fo llow ing  chart com pares para lle l pa irs and doubled pairs in 
samples o f Lao literature w ritten in N itsay and Kau:n A:n. The samples are 
each taken from  th irty  pages (i.e. fifteen leaves) of text, roughly six thousand 
words in length. Each sample has been collected from  tw o different stories, 

as follows:

Nitsay:

tfnooio (Tha-.w Hua:) {twenty pages: firs t bundle, leaves 4-13} 

qjU lAunst: (Suphom Mo:kkha) {ten pages: th ird  bundle, leaves 17-20}

Kau:n A:n:

^'nonnJjn'Lnccno (Tha:w Kampha: Kai Kae:w) {twenty pages: first bundle, 

leaves 25-34}

tnnOGQL (Tha:w Bae:) {ten pages: first bundle, leaves 9b-13b}

The stories from  which the samples have been taken are all popular works 
w ith a w ide distribution.

Parallel Pairs:

N itsay Kau:n A:n

Noun: 2 0 78
Verb: 23 45
Adjective: 6 37
Adverb: 8 17

Tota l 57 177
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Doubled Pairs;

Nitsay Kau:n A:n

1 1 2 T I 2

Noun: 5 1 4 {a) 2 b) 2 } 31 - 31 {a) 17 b) 14 c) -}
Verb: 7 3 4 {a) 2 b) 2 } 2 1 - 2 1 {a) 13 b) 7 c) 1 }
Adjective: 3 1 2 (a) - b) 2 } 4 _ 4 {a) 3 b) - C) 1}
Adverb: 1 1 - (a) - b) -} 6 1 5 (a) 3 b) 2 C) -}

Total: 16 6 6 (a) 1 0  t j 6 } 62 1 61 (a) 36 b 23 c) 2 }

In the preceding chart, doubled pairs are organized as follows:

T = Total
1 = Doubled Pairs W ith Identical In itia l Words
2 = Doubled Fairs W ithout Identical In itia l Words
Inside the brackets ({}), Doubled Pairs W ithout Identica l In itia l W ords are 
divided into:
a) doubled pairs w ith no parallel w ord pairs
b) doubled pairs w ith one parallel w ord pair
c) doubled pairs w ith tw o parallel w ord pairs

A  sim ilar sample of tw o  stories w ritten in Poetic N itsay has also been 
examined. Poetic Nitsay, as described on page 31 o f the first chapter, is a term  
used to  describe a small percentage o f N itsay works in which the style has 
been heavily influenced b y  the conventions o f Kau.n A:n. The sam ple

consists o f tw enty pages from  (Khun Theung) {first bundle, leaves 3-

12} and ten pages from  fflnotlTGCnriLhaKIlJ (Thaw  Pa: Dae:k Pa: Samau:) 

{second bundle, leaves 13-18). It has not been included in the above chart 
because there is not an adequate num ber of works w ritten in Poetic N itsay 
fo r it to  be considered a m ajor category. The results are:
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Pairs: 99
Doubled Pairs: 72

There are almost twice as many pairs and almost five times as m any doubled 
pairs as in the usual type of Nitsay. There are, in fact, m ore doubled pairs 
w ithin these stories than in the sample of Kau:n A:n.

The progressive increase in poetic style from  N itsay to  Kau:n A n  (and 
ord inary to  'poetic ' N itsay) is reflected in the increase in  the num ber of 
parallel pairs and doubled pairs. A t this level, parallelism  can thus be seen to  
share the sim ilar purpose of elevating style bo th  in spoken and w ritten  
expression.

One should also consider the effect that the origins of N itsay and Kau:n 
A.n have on the num ber o f parallel pairs. As we have seen, stories w ritten 
in o rd ina ry  N itsay are often re la tive ly  unchanged in  style from  th e ir 
counterparts in Lanna. The level of parallelism  in these stories is the lowest 
of all o f the types. In works o f Poetic N itsay (which are either o f Lao origin o r 

largely transform ed from  th e ir Yuan counterparts) and Kau:n A:n (an 
exclusively Lao style o f poetry), there is a m arkedly higher num ber o f parallel 
pairs. Parallelism is an integral characteristic o f Lao poetic narrative. This is 
true no t only o f the lite ra ry Kau:n A.n, bu t also of oral Fhanya:, which is 
like ly Kau:n A:n's predecessor. W hen a story from  Lanna: is 'translated' in to  
Lao poetic language, the use o f parallels is an im portant too l. However, 
neither the system o f paralle lism  described in  th is thesis nor the specific 
types of parallels in that system are necessarily Lao in origin. Research in to  
the poetic form s o f different Tai and M on-Khm er speaking groups may well 
show sim ilar traditions of parallelism .

2) The Style Of Parallelism In The Different Types Of Lao Literature

W hile the am ount o f paralle lism  steadily increases from  N itsay to  
Kaun A n, upon reading the texts one is given the opposite im pression. 
N itsay seems to  be the m ost repetitive, and Kaun A:n the least. Poetic style 
involves bo th  increasing the level of paralle lism  and at the same tim e 
making the parallels less noticeable by increasing the ir subtlety.

There are several 'unsubtle ' types of parallels tha t occur w ith  varying
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frequency in  the different form s of literature. The m ajor types o f 'unsubtle' 
parallels are as follows: (The list progresses from  smaller to  larger types.)

2.1) D oubled Fairs W ith Identica l In itia l W ords

D oubled pairs w ith identical in itia l words, frequent w ith in  spoken Lao, 
also occur in the literature. The use o f identical words at the beginning of 
each ind ividual pa ir makes this type o f parallel im m ediately noticeable as a 
form  of repetition.

2.2) D oubled Pairs W ith Connecting Rhyme

Rhyme serves to  add emphasis to  a doubled pa ir and makes it m ore 
m em orable to  a listening audience.

2.3) Echoing3

In this type o f repetition, the contents o f a sentence w ill be repeated w ithin 
the firs t half o f the sentence that follows. For example:

S -f i i j  1 j  ■ i s_>o(j r". U Sjo o 1 1  f-\ o c* o Q o i
lu ins n o 'm n u  usncc j j  n s n  occn nu n yu u c^n g ugu u t jd  unnu nc q^ccij ccm j j  mu
cca
(pho:thisat jao  dai nyin kham mae: kla:w dang nan jao kau: som seu:n nyin 
di: ma:k nak seu'ng mae: hae:ng ton han lae.)

'The Bodhisattva heard the w ords that his m o the r to ld  him  and was 

delighted w ith his m other/

 ̂ Otj OR O L- O L SjO 0 I 1 sr\ o O I
uijirisinLnurinon^OTjTĵ liJifî nltJinssnc '̂n^utnuiĵ nccLiCQ^mjiJTjcq’nnQS'ntd̂  

sfnunccjj'ffi^qnljccsi

3 The title of this type of repetition is taken from A  Kammu Staiy Listener's Tales, by Kristina Lindell 
et al. p.24. It states that 'many clauses (within the Kammu language) are introduced by an echo of the 
preceding one'.
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(pho:thisat to :y thamya: suwanna m o:tha ti:4 pho:thisat jao khan dai nyin 
kham mae: haemg ton nan jao  kau: khao pai su: samnak mae: haemg ton  
lae)

'W hen the Bodhisattva heard the w ords o f his mother, he went to  his 
m other's residence/

Sus •
c a  *«_-/ 1 i—f  o o  ■ o  o  • 4^- o  o  o

unn^uznnstidinnuccugnjcincmui.umaric^nancsnjjnaanunccsjinmjnnTjuncQn^n'■J ^  V V sJ -J

tSrcrianriijzniJCcau
(na:ng jantha:rabati: thon mae: khan wa: hen pho^hisat jao  lu:k khao ma: su: 
somnak haemg ton dang nan kau: ao kham hai kae: lu:k ton han lae)

'W hen Jantharabati, his mother, saw her son the Bodhisattva com ing to  her 
residence, she gave him  go ld/

4.4) Repeating Chunks O f In form ation

In this type of repetition, 'chunks' o f inform ation are repeated v irtua lly  

unchanged from  line to  line. For example, in  the s to iy  unotfio  (Tha:w Hua:),

when food is mentioned, it is com m only described in a seven syllable phrase 
consisting o f three basic parallels:

SUf s —*

csnin / t  u n / snoi nu
(khao nam /pho:sana:/a.ha:n) 
food (rice > water) /  food /  food

Another frequently used phrase consists of tw o parallel words which mean 

to prepare:

rihccn^/ocdQ
(tok taemg/paemg) 
to  prepare /  to  adapt

Often tw o o r more such phrases jo in  together to  form  larger phrases that are 
repeated continuously throughout the story. For example, at one po in t the 
hero is described as preparing food fo r his m other w hile she is w orking in

4 Lao rendition of Pali language
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the fields:
a s  a s

nnccri^ /  c c d ^  csnun / t  d n /  9-nm nu
(tok tae:ng/pae:ng yang khao nam /pho:sana:/a:ha:n)

to prepare /  adapt food (rice > water) /  food /  food

Meaning: (He) prepares food 

In the fo llow ing line, his m other returns and she is described as seeing:

Ms Ms Ms as
c s n tn  / t  n /  a n a n u  S ^n u cJ^ iju

(khao nam/pho:sana:/aJra3i thangla:y fu.ng nan
food (rice>water)/ food/food, that group of

Meaning: The food (that he prepared)

N otice tha t the iden tica l phrase fo r food  is repeated, fo llow ed b y  an
a s

additional three words, which include (thanglay), ind icating tha t the
Ms

preceding noun is plural, and cJQUTJ (fumg nan) 'tha t group o f ’. As the 

sentence continues, his m other is described as th inking "W ho came to...

nnccri^ /cGiKjiĴ  G s n t h / Qrionu
(tok tae:ng/pae:ng yang khao nam /pho:sana:/a:ha:n)

prepare/ adapt food (rice > water)/  food /  food

M eaning Prepare food 

In the fo llow ing line, she is described as eating:

U  a _ . J u

csn ih  f\h } n /  nu tn 3 b tj
(khao nam /pho:sana: /a:ha:n thang lay fu:ng nan)
food (rice > water) /  food /  food, that group of

Meaning: Food (that he made)

This phrase is identica l to  its counterpart w ith in  the preceding line. The
Ms

smaller phrase Jn3 ^ 9 1 1 ^3 1 1  b (thangla-.y fu-.ng nan), which means 'that group 

of', was tagged onto the larger phrase in the preceding line. N ow  it has
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become an established part o f the larger 'chunk' that w ill be included each 
tim e that the phrase occurs. In the fo llow ing line, the hero's m other asks her 
son in sim ilar w ord ing who it  was tha t prepared the food. The sto ry 
proceeds in th is manner. N otice that the large 'chunks' in this type of 
parallelism are form ed from  smaller groupings of parallel words.

The fo llow ing  chart shows the frequency o f the various types o f 
'unsubtle repetition ' in the different form s of literature:

Nitsay Poetic N itsay Kau.n A :n

1) Doubled Pairs W ith Common Common Rare
Identica l In itia l Words

2) Rhyming Doubled Pairs Common Less than N itsay Even Less
3) Echoing Comm on Comm on Much Less
4) Repeating Chunks Common Less than N itsay Much Less

Smaller chunks

Nitsay

In ordinary Nitsay, all four o f the above-mentioned types of parallels are 
common characteristics.

In Poetic Nitsay, the am ount o f parallels is greater, but at the same tim e 
the parallels appear less bla tant due to  the difference in type. The m ost 
im portant difference is that in Poetic N itsay the fourth  kind o f repetition, 
'Repeating Chunks', occurs less frequently. The 'chunks', when repeated, are 
usually sm aller in size, and repeat less often. The num ber o f rhym ing 
doubled pairs in  the sample collected, although higher in Poetic than in  
O rdinary N itsay (twenty pairs as compared to  nine), percentage-wise is also 
smaller, to ta lling only about half the amount.
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Kau:n Am

It is the subtlety o f the parallels that is the m ajor difference between this 

and other form s. Because o f the nature o f the verse, ne ither repeating 

sizeable chunks o f in fo rm ation  in  this m anner no r extensive echoing is 

possible .5 D oubled pairs w ith identica l in itia l words, prevalent in N itsay 

(both ord inary and poetic), are alm ost non-existent in  Kau-.n A n . The great 

num ber of doubled pairs in Poetic N itsay are largely made up o f this type of 

pair, and this is an im m ediately noticeable difference between the la tte r type 

o f N itsay and Kaum A:n. Sim ilarly, the use o f rhym ing doubled pairs is 

considerably less frequent.6

An im portant po in t that distinguishes Kaum A n  is tha t the language 

used is m ore poetic, or rem oved from  eveiy-day speech, than the language 

used in other forms. This can be seen not on ly in the greater am ount of pairs 

and doubled pairs in Kaum A n  but specifically in the higher percentage of 

doubled pairs w ithou t identica l in itia l words and v irtua l absence o f the 

sim pler doubled pa ir w ith identical in itia l words. The form er category o f 

doubled pa ir allows fo r a greater degree o f creativity (and internal layering of 

parallels) due to  the extra word included in its com position. Poetic language 

offers a w ide range of expression w ith which to  structure parallels. On one 

level, this makes the parallels seem less obtrusive in the te lling  of the story. 

On another, it increases the depth of the story, fo r often each o f the parallel 

words o r phrases provides subtle differences, and placing bo th  together adds

s Small 'chunks' consisting of a few lines are occasionally repeated, especially in the formulaic 
description of events that inevitably occur throughout a story, for example, a description of the hero 
going to sleep, washing etc However such 'chunks', in comparison to Nitsay, are few and far between.

6To compare the percentage of rhyming doubled pairs between Nitsay and Kaun An one must first 
consider the difference between doubled pairs in the two forms in general. Kaun An has four times as 
many doubled pairs as does Nitsay. The doubled pairs in Kaun An are almost exclusively doubled 
pairs without identical initial words, as opposed to Nitsay, which favors doubled pairs with identical initial 
words. Rhyming pairs entirely fall in the former category of doubled pair, the type that is particularly 
common to Kaun An. Percentage-wise, therefore, one could expect an increase in rhyming pairs from 
Nitsay to Kaun An, but on the contrary, the amount found in Kaun A n  in the sample was slightly less 
than in Ordinary Nitsay.
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fu rther shades to  the ir meaning. The increased com plexity and subtlety of 

parallelism  in Kaum Am, however, depends not m erely upon the language 

o f the parallels, bu t also the sym m etry o f the ir placem ent, as w ill be 

explained in the fo llow ing part o f this chapter.

3) The Structure Of Nitsay And Kau-.n A:n And Its Relationship To The 
Form Of Parallel Pairs

3.1) Nitsay

Nitsay lacks strict rules in organization. Its lines are o f indefin ite length 
and number. The use o f parallel pairs and doubled pairs, w ith the included 
alliteration, assonance, and rhyme, distinguishes it from  stric t prose. It is 
specifically fo r the reason of elevating the language and making N itsay m ore 
poetic that parallel pairs are a common feature. The frequent use of one type 
of doubled pair, the doubled pa ir w ith identical in itia l words, gives the style a 
strong sense o f rhythm  and balance.

3.2) Kaum Am

3.2.1) Poetic Structure A n d  Parallels

An im portant characteristic of Lao poetry (in contrast to  prose o r spoken 
Lao) is the symmetrica] placement o f parallels. Using the w ord 'sym m etrical' 
to describe a literature that was meant to  be heard rather than read may be 
seen as a m ixing o f metaphors. There is, however, no denying the ro le of 
sym m etry in the placem ent o f paralle ls in  Kaum Am .7 Consider the 
structure of Kaum Am and the effect that it  has on the form  o f its parallels:

a. Kaum Am is made up o f poe tic  lines which are d iv ided in to  tw o  
hemistichs of respectively three and fou r syllables .8

OOO OOOO

1 The symmetrical nature of Kaun A n is discussed further on page 201 of this chapter 
6 There are also optional initial and final phrases which are each generally of two syllables in length, 

but may be longer.
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As analogous w ords are com m only jo ined together w ith in  a parallel paij; 
analogous hemistichs are frequently paired w ith in a poetic line.

A1 > A2 
OOO OOOC

We have observed that in the m ost com plex type of doubled pair, each 
ind ividua l pa ir is com posed o f tw o parallel words. Sim ilarly, in the m ost 
symmetrical type o f poetic line composed of tw o parallel hemistichs, each of 
the ind iv id ua l hem istichs is fu rthe r d iv ided in to  tw o  para lle l w ords or 
phrases.

A1 A2
a l > a2 > a3 > a4
O O O  o o o o

b. As one line is form ed o f tw o hemistichs, one verse is form ed o f tw o lines. 
The tw o lines in a verse are frequently statements o f parallel meaning:

A l
OOO o o o o  

>

A2
OOO o o o o

In the m ost com plex type o f doubled pa ir and poetic line composed of 

para lle l hem istichs, a larger p a ir replicates in to  tw o sm aller parallels. 
S im ilarly, in the m ost sym m etrical type of verse, not on ly are the ind ividual 
lines parallel to  one another, but each hemistich is also parallel.

c. As one verse consists o f tw o lines, one quatrain is form ed o f tw o verses o f 
tw o lines. Frequently, quatrains are composed o f tw o parallel verses:
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Al
OOO o o o o  
o o o  o o o o

>

A2
o o o  o o o o  
o o o  o o o o

Sim ilar to the sm aller parallels preceding it, the m ost sym m etrica] type of 
quatrain consists o f a doub ling  o f doubles. N ot on ly is the quatrain 
composed o f two parallel verses, but each of the verses is com prised o f tw o 
parallel lines.

Compare the pairing of words w ith  the pairing of poetic lines. A  w ord 
pa ir is com prised o f tw o words of sim ilar meaning, as one verse consists of 
tw o lines o f equal length. W hile doubled pairs in  speech are not infrequent, 
they are not as com mon as single word pairs. Similarly, Lao poetry is most 
frequently composed of tw o-line verses whereas fu ll quatrains consisting o f 
tw o alternate types o f verses are much less common. In speech, a frequently 
used m ethod to  elevate the style of one's language is to  expand pairs in to 
doubled pairs. Doubling verses in to quatrains sim ilarly elevates the style o f 
the po e try  Maha: Sila: W i:raw ong fo r example, insists in his book 
Santhalaksana that poetry must be composed in complete quatrains, because 
only in th is way is it pleasing to  the ear.9 One o f the m a jo r reasons tha t 
SangSirtsai is considered the m ost e loquent w ork o f Lao lite ra tu re  is 
because the two-lined verses are consistently doubled. A  characteristic o f Lao 
poetry is that large form s o f parallelism  tend to  reflect parallelism  at its  most 
basic levels.

3.2 2 ) Lao Poetic Rules A nd  The Use O f Parallel Pairs

Parallel pairs can be used as tools that help a poet in his com position o f 
Kaum A:n. Pairs and doubled pairs can be useful in the fo llow ing ways:

0 Santhalaksana p.4
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3.2.2.1) Parallel pa irs frequently p rovide  a llite ra tion  and assonance, an 
im portant aspect o f p o e tiy  that is meant to  be heard.

3.2.2.2) In com posing verse where there is an established num ber of 
syllables, the ava ilab ility o f parallel pairs and doubled pairs help a poet to  
find expressions that conform  to  the conventions o f length. If, fo r example,

one wishes to  expand the length o f the pronoun m 3  (na:ng) 'her', there is no 

shortage of possibilities. If one needs to  fill tw o  syllables o f space, one could 

use a pa ir consisting of the parallel words m 3  (na.ng) and m n  (na:t). If one 

wishes to  fill three syllables, one could w rite mQmnUQ (nang na:t nong).

One could also cover four syllables by using the doubled pa ir mQinmj^TJQU 

(na:ng na:t nong nau:y). Longer com binations are also possible.

3.2.2.3) Pairs and doubled pairs can be used as ready-made phrases that fit 
conventions in the placement o f tones as well as num ber o f syllables. For

example, the phrase m>mO>Jmo (ba:>ba:w>tha:w) is frequently used to

refer to  the hero o f a tale. It is made up of three parallel words, as follows:

m  (ba.) 'a th ird  person pronoun that is used fo r a young man' 

m o  (ba:w )' young man'

fh o  (thaw) 'a prince o r man o f nob ility '

The phrase m >m 0>?fn3 (ba:>ba:w>tha:w) com prises the length o f the firs t 

hemistich o f a poetic line. The position of tones in the phrase is as follows:

1 &«•
0 0 0

1
(X = low  tone X = falling tone)

In Kau:n A:n, the tone rules fo r the first hemistich o f bo th  the firs t line of the
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firs t verse Bot E:k and the second line of the second verse Bot Tho: fo llow  a 
sim ilar pattern:

0 0 0  0 0 0 0

The second line o f the first verse has no requirem ents fo r the placement of 
tone w ith in  its in itia l hem istich. The firs t line of the second verse only 
specifies the tone o f the th ird syllable:

0 0 0  oooo

The phrase Di1>l)ff10>?fino (ba:>ba:w>tha:w) is therefore applicable to  evety

line in Kau.n A:n. It is thus a read ily m ade form ula fo r com posing the 
in itia l hem istich of a poetic line whenever one wishes to  begin a phrase 
about the story's hero. There are several such phrases conveying the same 
idea so that the verse does not become too  repetitive .10

Summary a f Section B o f Chapter Four:

This section has shown the evolution of parallel pairs and doubled pairs 
in the different form s o f Lao literature. We have seen that the m ore poetic 
the level of expression, the greater the num ber o f parallel pairs and doubled 
pairs. A t the same time, due to  increased subtlety, the m ore poetic  the 
expression, the m ore invisib le the parallels. The structure o f Kau.n A:n, 
which is com posed o f lines of tw o hemistichs, verses o f tw o lines, and 
quatrains of tw o verses, facilitates the use o f doubling. The position ing of 
parallel pairs in the verse is im portant in provid ing a sym m etrical structure 
to  the poetry.

In the fo llow ing tw o sections of this chapter, we w ill look more closely at 
parallel pairs and doubled pairs and the ir occurrence in the specific types of 
the literature.

10 Dr A  Peltier, in Le Roman Classique Lao, similarly explains how repetition is used as an aid in 
the creation of poetic phrases that follow the requirements of tone placement and number of syllables.
pp.86-88
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Section C  O f C hapter Four: Sm all Forms o f Parallelism  in  N itsay

The fo llow ing section investigates the evolution o f parallels in N itsay 
from  the tw o-syllable parallel pa ir to  parallel constructions, several lines in 
length, bu ilt by a symmetrical stringing of pairs and doubled pairs.

1} Parallel Fains In  Context

One can only appreciate the extent to  which parallel pairs are used, and 
their significance in the feeling that they bring to  the text, if  one observes the 
pairs in  the context o f the passages in which they occur The fo llow ing  
examples have been translated specifically to  show the occurrence of parallel 
pairs (and to  a lesser extent, parallels of three) in Nitsay. W hen reading the 
fo llow ing passages one must bear in m ind, however, that parallelism  serves 
a purpose in  the context o f the orig ina l language, prose form , and 
performance style. The reason behind the parallels does no t cany over in an 
English version o f the text. The parallels, therefore, tend to  appear stilted and 
strange. For th is reason, ordinarily, such repetition w ou ld  be le ft out o f a 
translation.

(Parallel words and phrases are indicated by bo ld  prin t. The parallel words or 
phrases are separated either by the sym bol ' / ' o r  sim ply by w riting 'and' or 
'o r ' between them. In many instances, paralle l pairs o f tw o  m onosyllabic 
words take on broader meanings than either of the ir components. In such 
cases, the m eaning o f the expression as a w hole appears fo llow ed in 

parentheses by the meaning of the ind ividual words. For example: country 
(village /  country).

(Parallel phrases that are especially long are placed in italics. The parallel 
halves are divided by the sym bol Smaller parallels in the larger one are 
underlined and divided by the symbol '>'. For example: the great house > the 
large home /  the stately residence'.

(Each tim e that a w ord o r phrase is paralleled, the original Lao is included in 
a footnote.)
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1)  "I have never seen such beauty, as if a celestial being / a divinity.1
M o re  like a wom an o f the sky who has fallen  from  the skv /  than a 

wom an o f the earth (place o f o rig in /e a rth ) > who lives in  the hum an  

w orld } I am obsessed, and desire her greatly. I remain restless, m issing her, 
rolling about collapsing / rolling about dying."3

W hen they heard the three speak in  tha t manner, people (gave)

news/spoke (and) told statements4 all over the world/all over the realm5

w ith the words: "The w ife o f the orphan who lives in  a shack/hut6 in the 
midst of the forest/jungle7 is one of great attractiveness/one of great beauty.8 
We want to  invite her to  warm our chests/warm our hearts9 "

From JJinodnocnndnSIOlJ (Tha:w Pa:dae:k Pa: Samau:)

2)  "It is likely that m y father, the K ing is angry and infuriated10 and w ill
kill me or drive me out” of m y dynasty and country (village/country).12 Or 
w ill he s till lo o k  a fte r one who is thin; /  and  take care o f one who is

1 GtflObOCl (the:wabut/the:wada:)

2 cqjjQbnnanotJnri£h aonantriccnih /uQUQnongnoGcmjjjmn >
o ^
GUCUQnaU (meu'an dang saw fa:k fa: long ma: tae: fa: /  yang nytng kwa: saw lae:ng > la: > an 

yu: nai meu'a:ng khon)
C^L

3c n 9 n a j j  GnQrinnU (keu'a-.klom/keu'a-.kta-.y)

^SbOCO"! c m n m u  (khao > whao /  wa:ja:tam)

5 JHOZilb ZflOGGflb (thua: thi:p /  thua: dae-.n)

6C]V CJbJJ (tu:p/pha:m)

7 Ub HQ (pa: / dong)

8 CJfl (phu: di:/ phu: nga:m)

90 lJ 9 b  (un ok/un jai)

iotnn rh (koit/ka-.i

(jak kha: / lae: sai paphatsaniya kham khap ni:)

12 S n fl^ b b T J  UTUGJJO^ (ratsakam /  ba:n > meu:a'ng)
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destitute? 13 W ill he no t beat and kill14 me, taking away m y life and 
senses?"15

Then the servant girls, upon hearing her words, prostrated themselves 
and 'wai'ed16 before her, saying: "W hen we went to  prostrate ourselves and 
wai before you r royal father, upon speaking to  him, he did not have a heart

that was angry and infuriated,17 that would (wish) to  kill/slash/stab18 you. He

d id  n o t say he w ou ld  d rive  you from  y o u r dynasty and country  

(village/country) and pa lace /ro ya l palace™ He rejoiced/ (was) gladdened 
and delighted71' and has ordered us to bring the tw o of you to live together (to 
mix with/to go live together)21 in you r palace."

They spoke truth / truly > truly22 in th is m anner. She thus 
smiled/smiled23 at him  w ith a smile that did not fade or diminish24....

From (Khun Theung)

3)  "From  what village and what country25 do you com e from  to

encounter/meet/come across26 tl\e  young woman (i.e. ou r daughter) Ae:k 

Khai in the pa v illi on?"

(nyang khau-.y lia:ng khon phau:m / thanaum khon
hai)

C&i.*
14n e n  (tt/khao
QO O CI

15£J01TI QlJSI (si-.wit/insi:)
16 To ’wai' is to place one's hands together and raise them as a sign of respect.

l7tnn rh (ko:t/ka:)

18 S'rllJTJQQ?n̂ ) (kha:/fan/thaemg)

19 s n n ^ m u  ?J9TJG1J9^] GG3 (ra:tsaka:n /  ba:n > meu'a:ne lae 
pha:sa.t > ra:tsamunthia-.n)

“ J-JbSfTJ U tJfl (som > seu:n / nvindi:)

21 (som/su:)

22 3 0 9 ^  {sadja /  thia:ng > thae:)

23 UD CGUJJ (nyum/nyae:m)

24 9(1 9 9  Q (jeu:t/ja:ng)

“ t n u f r l  CJjQ^tn (ba:n dai/meu'aaig dai)

(pasop/pop/pau:)
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Then Khun Theu'a.ng, w ho was o f roya l lineage in the land of 
Phara-.nasi:, answered: "I come from  the far-away land of Pha-.ra-.nasi:, and

came on an excursion/stroll27 w ith  business of one kind or another28 and 

thus came to  meet/encounter29 M iss A e:t Khai in  the p a v illio n . I 

wish /desire /want* to  be the son of your Royal Highness greatly /veiy much31 

so came together w ith the young wom an to  volunteer to  undertake work

for/in place of32 the king according to the time/according to the occasion33

May the 'Bun' of Your Majesty shield my head/cover my head,"34
A fte r Khun Theu'a-.ng had spoken, the King of the Nagas called to  the 

Queen, Butsika:, te lling her: "W hen our daughter, A e i Khai, went fo r a visit 
to  the gardens/park35 she b ro u g h t back a husband. Come and

look/ view/ gaze36 at our son in law. Do not be slow/ Do not be long."37

When the King of the Nagas called, Butsika:, the Queen, came in  a hurry 
to  Khun Theu'a:ng in the palace, and said: "M y beloved son, you are o f the 
race of men/a member of humanity.38 W hy is it, then, that you came to  take 

a serpant > a snake as y o u r w ife , /  and p u t y o u r head against that o f an

27 (thia:w/lin)

26 Q b tn  QUU^j (an dai/an neung)

29/:;lOU?JtJ (juap/phop)

30 jjn lfitn n  (mak/khai/nya:k)

33 J jn n u n  (ma-.k/nak)

32C2J9nT^) (pheu'a:/ta:ng)

33m iJ trU J  nTJJ£nO (ta:mnya-.m/ta:rnkha:w)

34dncm (pokkao/ngamhua:)

35 clOUQnJflbtnb (sua:n / utthanyam)

36angn3Q Oam/ling/du:)

37 LlTSjH UTTJTTJ (ya: sa:/ya: na:n)

Mllb 1 jn s ib ^ n n  C£yi£11J (manutsasa:t/saokhon)
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an im al?” 39
Then Khun Theu'a:ng answered: "Even if th is young wom an is a 

serpent/is a snake® I am not regretful. I w ill stay w ith /to g e th e r w ith 41 her, 
according to  the tim e /  according to  the occasion ,42 as lo ng  as it  takes fo r an 

elephant to Hap its ears, /  (and) a snake to stick out its tongue ,"43

From sum3  (Khun Theung)

2) Parallels O f Two In  Nitsay:

Pairs and doubled pairs are a m ajor com ponent o f N itsay literature. 
W ith the exception of the duplicated pa ir and duplicated doubled pair, the 
types of pairs com m on to  spoken Lao as described in  chapter three are also 
characteristic to  this form  of literature.

A  prom inent feature of N itsay that distinguishes it from  spoken Lao is 
the frequency o f doubled pairs that are greater in length than fou r syllables. 
As doubled pairs becom e longer in  length, we can see the fo llo w in g  
tendencies:

a) Though the length is increased, the sym m etry is m aintained by keeping 
each o f the doubled pairs o f sim ilar or equal length. As discussed in chapter 
two, it  is hard to  find  hard and fast rules that m u s t be fo llow ed w ith in  

Kau:n A:n. Therefore, although m any lines are of equal length, there are 
also many that are 'alm ost' equal.

b) The longer the doubled pair, the m ore frequent the use o f rhym e to  
connect ind iv idua l pairs. The standard rhym e is H ay in  w hich the last 
syllable o f the firs t pa ir rhymes w ith  one o f the firs t three syllables o f the 
second. A  sim ilar rhym e scheme, as we have seen, also occurs in doubled

39 c8n G 39n c9 ,rqGdbQjjLi gcsil c9q m o fli£ jjsncn tJS 2sn ij (ao  ngeu'ark > ao rtgu: pen 
mia:/lae ao hua; thiaxn sat dia:rasa:n)

40 G llL ^Q X l CUU^J (pen ngeu'a:k/pen ngu:),

41 JIM fl9JJ (kap/daurm)

42 nnjjunjj rnjjfno (ta:mnya:m/ta:mkha:w)

43 QCCoJtdSlTJ (sua: samg phap hu;/ngu: laerp tin)
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tw o  syllable pairs. It is, however, less frequent.

c) Doubled pairs of long length tend to  be Phanya: ra ther than ord inary 
narra tion.

(In the fo llow ing examples, rhym ing syllables are underlined.)

2.1) Doubled Three-Syllable Parallel Pairs

cduU jan cSuGGktoiij

(pen fai luk pen pae:w kheun)
'a fire rises, a flame flares up;

{tnnoSfitflbknJJ (Tha:w Katthana:m) bundle 9, p.8 b; book: p.136}

2.2) Doubled Four-Syllable Parallel Pairs

S n iftn u c g in

(khua: tapham lek khua: tapham thau:ng)
'bridge>bridge (of) iron, bridge> bridge (of) gold'

(tn90£OTtTniJ (Thaiw Katthanam ) bundle 10, p.9a; bo ok p.150}

2.3) D oubled Five-Syllable Parallel Pairs

l)  cSbQusnuGGQbgu cmuSijnGcatiU

(hen an hay lae nk hen an dk lae yu:)
'See the bad (side) and flee See the good (side) and stay1

(Sbtfl^ (Khun Theung)}

2.4) D oubled Twelve-Syllable Parallel Pairs

2 -/S L f C l  d  ! ,  1 ( 0

ygnu u a u c im n riiJ S Q j^  n a u m ja qaongian

unjjcJQSQinbUGGij'biJnn fiCbSbunnSbpn
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(phu: kha: ni: nya:m meu'a: dai kin khau:ng jop
kau: som keu:n long khw ak khw ak 
nyam meu'a: khau:ng kin bau: mae:n pa.k 
kau: som keu.n nya:k keu:n sa:)

First Fair:
'As fo r me, When (I) eat something good,

it is fitting  to  swallow  it 'Khwak Khwak.'

Second Fair:
When (I) eat something that is not righ t fo r m y mouth, 
it is fittin g  that (I) swallow  it  w ith  difficulty, swallow it 
slowly'.

{2 DS3  (Khun Theung)}

This coup le t is in teresting in  tha t each line itse lf is d iv ided in to  tw o  
corresponding halves o f six syllables each. The division can be seen in the 
transliteration o f the orig inal Lao. The one exception is the firs t ha lf o f the 
second line  which consists o f seven, ra ther than six syllables. The extra 
syllable is a typical example of an inserted word, as described on pages 114-115 
o f chapter two. Typical of Phanya:, the tw o m ajor phrases in  this example are 
connected by H ay rhyme. The last syllable o f the firs t line rhymes w ith  the 
last syllable o f the first half o f the second.44

3) Stringing Fairs: D oubling A nd  Tripling D oubled Pairs W ithin A  U ne O f 
Niisay

Doubled pairs serve as build ing blocks to  create larger form s o f parallels 
in Nitsay. A  characteristic of such pairs is that ra ther than occurring by 
themselves, they often occur in doubles o r trip les in the same or consecutive 
lines. This is particu larly true of doubled pairs w ith  identical in itia l words.

(In the fo llow ing examples, the order o f the line goes from  1) a) b), 2) a) b), 
etc.)

44 Rhyme between short and long vowels, as within this example, (X(a) and XT (a:)), is commonly 
found in Phanya: and among Tai folk poetty. See 0:ngka:n Chae.-ng Narn by Jit Fhumisak, pp.161-205
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3.1) D oubling D oubled Pairs W ith Identical In itia l W ords W ithin A  Une

In the fo llow ing phrase, a princess describes the home from  which she has 
been separated.45

a) snngbm u

b)

cca a) onsnn

b) sn n ^b ijzn s ij

a) ra.tsaka:n lae
b) ba:n > meu'amg

a) kingly reign and
b) village /  country

a) pha:sa;t
b) ra.tsamunthiam

a) palace
b) royal palace

(Khun Theung)}

3.2) Two D oubled Pairs W ith Identica l In itia l W ords A n d  One Single Fair In  
A  Line

l)  a) dn/nQ  

b) D3 /U j

2-r 2̂
CCQ 2) a) iniJlJ9U 

b) cS93tmu

thia:w > lin  nai 1 ) a) pa :46 > dong lae: 2 ) a) bam nauy
b) phong > phai b) meu'amg nyai

(to) travel>play in the 1 ) a) forest > forest and 2 ) a) small villages
b) forest > forest b) large towns

{2UW3 (Khun Theung) bundle 1, p.2a}

45 To appreciate this phrase in context, see the English translation on pages 180-181 of this chapter.

46 spelled in manuscript as dSL (pra) with identical meaning.
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The firs t doubled pair, which consists of fou r paralle l w ords fo r forest, is a 
com m only used phrase w ith in  Lao litera ture. The in itia l w ords of the

s u  o a

second doubled pair, JJHbGbQQ (ba:n meu'amg) 'v illage  > cou n try ' i.e.

country, fo rm  a frequently used pa ir in the spoken and w ritten  language .47 

They are qualified b y  the opposing adjectives 'sm all' and la rge ’. Notice that 
the tw o doubled pairs rhyme w ith one another as do the ind ividual pairs in  
the in itia l doubled pair.

It is likely that as the story is continually transcribed, the single pair

> gib (thia-.w > lin) 'to  take an excursion > play' in  th is line w ill give b irth  to  

a th ird doubled pair.

3 .3) Tripling D oubled Fairs W ith Identica l In itia l W ords W ithin A  Line

l )  n c fh n  i )  a) gji/UJ 2 ) a) 3) a) rn r ijn

b) 8K j]jt b) sT json b) rhg ; 3

kau: thao ti: 1) a) lo p p a i 2) a)kha:ngsa:y 3) a) kam na:

b) lopm a: b) khamg khwa: b )kam lang

They fought 1) a) m oving back 2 ) a) (to the) left side 3) a) (in the) area
in fron t

b) m oving forth  b) (to the) right side b) (in the) area

in back

pmOMflbbHLi (Tha:w Katthana:m) bundle 8 , p.2 b; book: p.116)

Placement o f m u ltip le  pairs in  a line is a com m on characteristic of 
Nitsay. Its effect is to  give a strong sense of rhythm  and balance to  the 
literature. M ore com plicated patterns o f parallels can also be b u ilt by the 
doubling o r trip lin g  o f pairs in consecutive lines.

far a further description of the parallel relationship between the two words, see fn.49 on p-189.
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3.4) Doubling and Tripling Fairs W ithin Consecutive Dries

l) "h i D a) nuuTU 2 ) a) JbSQU

b) tijgCq^ b) &19JjUi

2 ) Dihcsn a) fosnu 2) Uncsn a)

b) b) fooi91J

3) Dth a) jjnn 2 ) Un a) j j j is n

b  b n n s u a rm b  ijm J ijm j

n b w x n jjto

D pai D a) kin bam 2 ) a) pok khau:y
b) kin meu'amg b) hau:m pha

2 ) 1 ) ya: het a) ja i ha.y 2 ) ya: het a) ja i san
b) ja i khia:t b) ja i lau.n

3) Dya: a) mak ti 2 )ya: a) m ak kha:
b) mak tia:n tham b) mak fankan

katham ta:m ja i

1) Go 1) a) eat the village 2) a) ru le the slaves
b) eat the country b) lead the

commoners
2 ) 1) Do not act a) (w ith an) angry heart 2) Do not act a) (with a) terse

heart
b) (with an) indignant heart b) (w ith a) tricking

heart
3) 1) Do not a) like to  beat 2) Do not a) like  to  k ill

b) like to  blame b) like to  slash
doing as you wish48

8 This passage is quoted from the printed rather than the manuscript version. The sections placed 
in bold print are not included in the manuscript of Khun Bau:rom that I have photographed. In the

manuscript version, the third section simply reads: (ya: mak katham tarn jai)
"Do not do as you wish'.
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{̂ UUSJJ (Khun Bau:rom bundle 1, p.ISa; book: p.28)}49

This passage illustrates the symm etrical nature o f such parallelism  in Nitsay. 
The phrase is d ivided in to  three separate parts, each pa rt consisting of two 
doubled pairs that fa ll in to  the category o f doubled analogous pairs w ith 
identical in itia l words. In each part, both of the doubled pairs are parallel to  
one another. A ll fou r pail's in  any given part are also parallel. In the firs t 
part, the expression 'to  eat a country", as stated in the firs t tw o pairs, has the 
same m eaning as 'to  govern its com moners', stated in  the second. In  the 
second part, a ll the pairs describe negative feelings, either angry o r deceitful 
hearts, and in the th ird  part, all the pairs are w ords fo r negative actions, 
either blam ing or im posing punishm ent. Parts tw o  and th re e  are 

particularly symmetrical. The tw o doubled pairs in a given part are prefaced 
by identical words o r phrases ('Do N ot A c t' in part tw o and 'D o N ot' in  part 
three). Furthermore, the fou r pairs in a given pah all begin w ith identical 
words ('Heart' in part tw o and "Like' in part three).

43 A  comment needs to be made about the translation. Parallel pairs are fixed expressions in the 
Lao language. The meaning of the expression often varies considerably from the meaning of its 
individual components. When one makes a literal translation of the individual words in a pair, one is, in 
a sense, taking the words out of context. This especially proves a problem in the translation of doubled

O SLj C3 Cfc.

pairs with identical initial words. Consider the following example: F IJ U T J  JllJCJUQ^) (kin bam kin 
meu'amg) ‘(to) eat the village/eat the country.' (The verb 'to eat' in this context means 'to rule'.) It is

i j

constructed from the frequently used analogous pair LI,rlUQIj9^) (bam meu'amg) literally, 'village /

country. UniJQJJQ^ (Bam Meu'amg) has become a standard Lao expression for 'country. When a 
Lao speaks or hears such a phrase, he thinks of the meaning of the expression as a whole and seldom

o  su o
considers its individual components. When the phrase F'UUTU TlJGJJQ^] (kin bam kin meu’amg) 
was created by doubling the analogous pair, the meaning of the individual words was superceded by the 
meaning of the analogous pair as a whole. Therefore, although the phrase has been translated literally 
as '(to) eat the village, eat the country', in context, one must view the Individual meanings of the words

LHTJ (bam) and GJJQQ (meu'amg) as less important than the fact that they serve as part of a process 
of halving and then doubling the expression 'country.

Additional examples of this type of 'Halving and Doubling' in the passage include:
Cj  o

1) The first doubled pair within the third section, DTID (mak ti mak tiam), has been 
translated as '(to) like to beat/like to blame.' It has been created by doubling a frequently used

O O
analogous pair (ti tiam), literally, 'to beat/to blame'. fin^LJ (ti tiam) is an expression in the
Lao language meaning specifically 'to blame or criticize.’ When viewed in context, therefore, the pair is 
simply a doubling of the phrase: 'to like to criticize'.

2) The second doubled pair in the third section, UTS'H DTlJJlJ (mak kha: mak fan), is translated as

‘(to) like to kill/like to slash.' It is created from doubling the analogous pair SHLlU (kha: fan), literally 
Tail/slash,' which is an expression meaning 'to kill'.
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2)

1) 9UTJ3 la ) a) UJtuasQu b) thcSnUJboriGsejj

lb ) a) IkJbsnGSQb b) thcS nrn tbcsob

2) 2a) Son 2a i) utninonsou
A-»

2a2) fitn a) i n i  fin 
b) m i i j

2b) Ctfl£i9£J a) bOOSbbO 2b l) 0OIJ a) l)9T)

b) nn'ob b) can
nuon a)

b) 0 3 C§n

2b2) v a) aobusn n i)a)Uno9n
b) aobcan b)thG§o

2 ) aobtSGcao 

ccbribGca

1) an neung la ) a) fai nai heu'a:n b) ya: ao pai nau.k heu’a:n 

lb ) a) fai nau:k heu'a.n b) ya: ao ma: nai heu'a:n

2) 2a) kheu: wa 2a l) phu:dai ma: wa: hay 
2a2) phu:dai a) ma: sau: kau: di:

b) ma: son

2b) hai khau.y a) phija:rana: 
b) du: kau:n
2b l)  khuam a) bau:k tau: phua: kau: a) jing  bau:k 

b )lao  b )jin g la o

2b2) bau: a) khua:n bau:k kau: 1) a)ya.-bau:k
b)khua:n lao b )ya :l ao

2) khua:n hai lae:w 
kae: ton lae
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1) One po int
la ) a) a fire  in (one's) house b) do not take it outside (one's)

house

lb )'a ) a fire outside (one's) house b) do not bring it inside (one's)
house

2)'2a) That is, 1) whoever comes and speaks badly

2) whoever a) comes and speaks ill of
b) comes and becomes em broiled in

2b) a) consider carefully 
b) reflect first

2b l)  (if you) should a) speak your husband
b) te ll

a) then speak
b) then tell

2b2) (if it is) not a) fitting  to  speak then 1)
b) fitting  to  te ll

a) da not speak
b) do not te ll

2) (you) should keep 
it to  yourself

{SbbSJU (Khun Bau:rom) bundle 1, p.l6a; book: p.30}

In the above passage, observe the following:

1) The firs t pa rt o f th is passage is made up o f tw o paralle l Phanya: of eight 
syllables in length (la  and lb ). Notice that the le ft halves o f each Phanya: are 

reversely para lle l to  the righ t halves (inside one's house > outside one's 
house). Sim ilarly, the le ft halves o f each Phanya: are also reversely parallel 
w ith  one another (fire inside the house > fire  outside the house) as are the 
righ t halves (fire outside the house > fire inside the house).

2) The second half o f the passage is parallel to  the firs t in that it is m erely an 
explanation o f the m eaning o f the orig inal Phanya.-. It is d ivided in to  tw o 
m ajor sections, 2a and 2b. Both jo in  together to  fo rm  one com plete 
statement. Each section is made up o f one m ajor parallel o f two. In section 
2a, it consists o f the statements 'W hoever comes to  speak bad words' and 
'W hoever comes to  speak ill o f'. In section 2b, it is com prised of 'If you 
should te ll your husband, te ll h im ' and 'If you should not te ll your husband,
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do not te ll him '. There are smaller replications in the larger parallel pairs in 
Sections 2a and 2b. The internal parallels in Section 2b are particu la rly  
elaborate. Both halves o f the doubled pa ir consist o f tw o sm aller parallel 
pairs ('speak > te ll' and 'then speak > then te ll' in the first half, and 'fittin g  to  
speak > fitting  to  te ll' and 'do not speak > do not te ll' in the second). Finally, 
the second pa ir in the second half o f Section 2b ('do not speak > do not te ll') is 
itse lf paralleled in the final phrase, 'you should keep it to  yourself'.
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3) In the follow ing example, words placed in parentheses are included in the 
printed but not manuscript version.

£_> I

1) td  a) n u th u

b) TTJQJUQ̂

2) fjuEuSm nrnntn a) ^nnon^ oiucca

b) (S) 30^3

<ri
3) Lh a) s ^ r jn m n

b) mnGG^brihorjnij

4) a) Qbs^SnutocGriSnu 

b) cbs^bQ ^toccribQ ^

5) a) a n iu a nr * u u
b) a m jib o n i j' *v *v

c) Gnnji^jGniijnii a )d ju  cB
IV <v '

b)

6 ) a )rp jj2 3 o  

b)(nsho) c ^ n u

7) f i tn tn  l )  a )c li9 3 /0 n n  2) a ) tij3 n b  tm 3) a)m a3 Qcnnu

b) 2 9 3 / m ; )  b)tuG5e3 93 b ) in rp n u

1 ' 1 |

8) tjt,ndl3 0 -133̂ m 3 l )  a) an Sutn 2) a)S9uqo 3) a )tm rfjij

b) g n u  b) Btĵ o b) tmuu

c) emu c) Gcsmqo
crib

9) qo a) dns

b) 0dnno i3
> 1 ±_f

10) a)tm auij cpu

b) tmub
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1) su: jao thangla y  pai a) kin ba:n jot1g t a:m khwarm ku: phau:
b) kin meu'amg

2) bun phai mi: ha;k jak dai a) thi: kwa:ng han lae:
b) (thi:) khwa:ng

3)ya: a) khi: sa:ng tok na: neu':
b) pha: phae.n tok thong

4) a) meu'amg ai: wai kae: ai.
b) meu'amg naumg wai kae: naumg

5) a) lurk seu:p lu:k
b) lam seu:p lam
c) lem seu:p lem kan a) man neu':

b) sai

6) a) tha.m kha.-w
b) (kia.w) seuVigkan

7) phu.dai dai 1) a) kheu'amg /lark 2) a) nai bam hai 3) a)m a:song
kae.kan

b) khaumg /tamg b) nai meu'amg jong b) ma thwary

8) phu:dai fang kham ku: phau: dang ni: thang 1) a) lurk
b) lam
c) lem

an dai 2) a) hau:y sua:
b) pan sua:
c) saern sua:

3) a) hai man theu 'm  
b) hai nyeum

9) phu:dai bau: fang kham ku: phau: a) sua: ya: ri:
b) pi: pa: kwamg

10) phu:dai fang kham  ku: phau: a) hai man theu'm
b) hai nyeum
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1) A ll o f you Go a) eat the village fo llow ing the w ords o f your father
b) eat the country

2) W hoever has 'bun' w ill get a) a vast area (to rule)
b) (a) great area (to rule)

3) Do not a) drive your elephants to  fall off the field
b) lead your troops to  fall o ff the plain

4) a) The country of your older brother leave for your older brother
b) The country o f your younger brother leave fo r your younger brother

5) 1) a) children (should be) succeeded by (their) children
b) grandchildren (should be) succeeded by (their) grandchildren
c) great-grandchilden (should be) succeeded by (their) great

grandchildren
2) a) long-lasting 

b) victorious

6) a) Ask news (of) 
b) (Speak to) one another

7) W hoever receives 1 a) extraordinary objects 2) a) in
b) unusual articles b) in

3) a) come send (them) to  one 
b) come present (them)

8) W hoever listens to  (their) father's words in this manner

1) a) children 2) a) in one hundred ages
b) grandchildren b) in one thousand ages
c) great-grandchildren c) in one hundred thousand ages

3) a) may (you) be long-lasting
b) may (you) have a long life

9) W hoever does no t listen to  (their) father's words 

fo r the duration o f 1) U ni (ya: ri:)

2) SUnnO'T) (pi: pa: kwarng)50

10) W hoever listens to  (their) father's words
a) may (you) be long-lasting
b) may (you) have a long life

the village 
the country

another

50 The meaning of these two phrases is uncertain.
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{^bOsij (Khun Bau:rom) firs t bundle, p.l5b-16a; book: p.29}51 

In this passage, observe the following:

1) The first tw o lines are related in  meaning, the second line clarifying the 
first. N otice that the ir re lationship is structural as well. The doubled pairs 
are placed in the sixth and seventh syllable of each pair.

2) Lines three and fou r are identical in length. Both lines consist o f ten 
syllables, divided in to  tw o equal halves of five syllables each. Each half in  a

line is a parallel Phanya:. The Phanya: in line three, S^'n^fibb'n (khi: sang

tok na:) and bnGGbbnritfl^ (pha: phaerrt tok thong) are actually four syllables

each, and the opening syllables t h  (ya:) 'do  no t' and fina l f ib  (kan) 'an 

indicator o f plural' apply to  both.

3) The fifth  line is divided in to  three parallel pairs o f three syllables each.

4) Lines seven through ten begin w ith the identica l word, OJ tci (phu:dai)

w hoever'. The last three lines all begin w ith  a paralle l phrase, 'W hoever 
listens (or does no t listen) to  the words of the ir father...'. N otice tha t lines 
seven and eight are bo th  d iv ided in to  three pairs o f pa ra lle l w ords o r 
phrases. Lines nine and ten are divided in to  two pairs.

5) Lines six and nine consist o f rhym ing phrases, as follows:

6) TinbSno banocgnfib (tham  kha:w  kla :w  seu'ng kan)

9) golhS 9thbOH3 (sua: va: r i: pi: pa:kw a:tig)

1 Words that commonly form analogous pairs are placed In bold print. There are also many 
analogous word pairs that have not been placed in bold print simply because they do not frequently 
occur outside of this particular passage. In most cases, the meaning of the pairs are no different

than the meaning of either of the individual words. Note that the analogous words b"! (na:) and 2fl̂ ) 
(thong) in part three, which have been translated as 'plain' and 'field', commonly join together as
r>

2fl J b H  (thong na.), which means 'field'.
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4) Parallels O f Three

Phrases are often com posed of three parallel words. The frequency of 
such phrases, however, is much less than that of parallels o f two. W hile it is 
not uncomm on fo r such phrases to  be examples o f alliteration o r assonance, 
m any include no repetition o f sound between ind ividual words. Usually the 
same words that jo in  together in parallel phrases of three also jo in  together 
w ith in parallel pairs and doubled pairs.

Pairs W ithout Repetition Of Sound

1) U nU lhn (mak khai ya:k) 'w a n t/w a n t/w a n t' (Tha:w Hua: bundle 2, p.21a)

2) QOlicS^ah (saurn beu'ng lam) 'w a tch /w a tch /look ' (Khun Theung)

3) (ni: pa wa:ng) 'leave/leave behind/abandon' (Khun Theung)

Pairs W ith Repetition Of Sound

1) GG0fiQ9U9QD (wae.t lau:m au.m) 'surround/surround /surround '

(Tharw Hua: bundle 2, p.l9a)

2) u n th ^ th u  (nyoknyam g nya:y) 'to  m ove /w a lk /m ove ' (Khun Theung)

3) (that thong yau:ng)

'to  wear in one's e a r/to  wear (roya l)/to  adorn' (Khun Theung)

5) 'Itchy Fingers' For Replication

As we have observed in the in itia l section o f this chapter, parallelism  is 
often easier to  detect in N itsay than Kau:n A:n because of the relative 
sim plicity o f the language and the heavy-handed style o f the parallels. As we 
have seen, a phenom enon that is frequent bo th  in spoken and w ritten  
expression is the doubling o f doubles. Once an orig inal pa ir exists, there is 
the tendency to  replicate it. In  N itsay m ore than Kau:n Am, one feels that 
one observes this process in action. One good place to  study this process of 
replication is in the 'chunks' o r set phrases that stories w ritten  in N itsay 
often carry from  line  to  line. W hen a leng thy phrase is repeated
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continuously, what tends to  happen is tha t small bits inside the phrase are 
replicated after two o r three retellings, in this way reducing the m onotony of 
the phrase w ithout significantly altering its meaning.

1) In the story riboftio (Tha-.w Hua:), the hero is bom  w ith  a head but 

w ithout a body He is frequently described by the follow ing phrase:

jj ccri ok) m  nij no v
(m i: tae: hua: ha: ton tua: bau:
has on ly head fin d  body>body not

Meaning: (He) has on ly a head, w ithout a body to  be found

There is a single parallel pairin the phrase, HU CTO (ton>tua:), which is

marked in bo ld print. Both words in the pa ir mean 'body'. N otice also that 
the last syllable of the first half o f the phrase rhymes w ith the th ird syllable of 
the second.

The second tim e that the phrase is repeated, it expands as follows:

tn
dai)
able

JJ ccri rib m nu rib
Q 05l
nu j j

m i: tae: hua: ha: ton tua: ti:n  m eu:
(has only head fin d body> body/ feet > hands

o vv In
bau: dai) 
not able

Meaning: (He) has on ly a head, w ithout a body, hands o r feet to  be found

The parallel pair in the phrase has doubled. The new matching pa ir is made 

up the tw o words CTU (ti:n) 'fee t' and j j  (meu:) 'hand'. Both words are

paralle l to  one another in context, fo r ne ither are included fo r the ir 
individual attributes, bu t rather merely as an extension o f the preceding pair, 
'body > body'. W ith the doubling of the pair, the meaning o f the larger 
phrase has not been significantly altered.
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u th u U n o
bau: ya:n bau: kua:
(not afraid) (not afraid)

2) In a passage from  the s to ry mouhCGnridmoiJ (Tha:w Pa:dae:k Pa:

Samau:), the com poser in itia lly  states that peop le  are searching fo r 
volunteers who are not afraid to  die. The statement includes a doubled pa ir 
w ith  identical in itia l words, as follows:

eh mu
kham  ta:y 
(death)

M eaning; N o t afraid o f death

A  few lines la te r the same statement is made again, bu t this tim e the 
phrase has been expanded through the replication of the one part that has 
not previously been replicated:

1 *-> 1  ̂
u ihu u rvh sn cdu eh mu
bau: ya.-n bau: kua: kham  pen kham ta:y
(not afraid) (not afraid) (life) (death)

Meaning: N o t afraid o f life o r death

The tw o syllable phrase, fnculb (kham pen) life ', has been doubled so

that it  now  form s one half o f a newly-created doubled pa ir w ith  identical 
in itia l words. The effect o f this creation is that the larger phrase has doubled 
from  one doubled pa ir w ith  identica l in itia l w ords in to  tw o  m atching 
doubled pairs w ith identical in itia l words:

O riginal Phrase:

A I (a l + b l)  A2 (a2 + b2) /  B1 (c l + d l)

N ew  Phrase:

A l( a l + b l)  A2(a2 + b2) /  B l( c l+ d l)  B2 (c2 + d2)
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Sum m ary o f Section C  o f Chapter Four:

We have examined in this section the evolution o f parallelism  in 
Nitsay from the basic word pair to  more elaborate structures. Maha: Sila: 
Wi.rawong and most contemporary scholars have devoted little attention to 
the style of Nitsay because it is considered to  be a form  of prose rather than 
poetry. However, it is clear that the prevalence and complexity of parallel 
forms and use of alliteration, assonance, and rhyme distinguishes it  from  
ordinary prose in the Lao language. Parallelism serves to  provide rhythm to 
Nitsay as can be seen by a) the frequency o f pairs and doubled pairs, b) the 
particular frequency of doubled parallel pairs with identical in itial words, 
and c) the convention of stringing pairs and doubled pairs symmetrically in 
one or more lines of narrative. None of this can be found in the Lao prose 
that one would read, for example, in a m odem  novel, a newspaper, o r a 
letter. Similarly, the complexity of the parallel forms, such as a) the frequent 
use of parallel pairs of greater than four syllables in length, and b) the 
doubling o f doubled pairs, are not likely to  be found in simpler types o f 
'prose'.
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Section D  O f Chapter Four: Sm all Form s O f Parallelism  in Kau:n A :n

The elevation in style from  Nitsay to  Kau:n A:n is reflected in the 
greater variety and complexity of parallels that occur in the poetic form. This 
section w ill trace parallelism in a quatrain of Kau:n A:n from  the smallest 
unit, the basic w ord pair, to  the largest unit, parallel verses. A  quatrain, as 
described on pages 95-97 and 110 (Section A) of chapter two, is composed of 
two verses, each verse consisting of tw o lines in length.

It is noteworthy that the symmetiy of parallel pairs in Kau:n A:n is the 
result not m erely o f the structure o f the pairs themselves but also the 
position in which they are placed in the verse. As mentioned earlier, the 
word 'symmetrical' may appear to  be an inappropriate term to  describe poetry 
that was intended to be heard rather than seen. Have we not observed, after 
all, that the visual structure of Kau:n A:n is, in fact, only a recent invention? 
It has only been in the past fifty years, for example, that a poetic line has been 
divided visually into two hemistichs of respectively three and four syllables. 
One must bear in m ind, however, that such a division was not created 
arbitrarily but rather reflects the traditional rhythm of reading where there is, 
in fact, a pause between hemistichs .1 Similarly, the division of poetry into 
verses and quatrains, whether or not traditionally labelled as such, is a 
characteristic easily observable in traditional Lao works o f literature. A  
careful study of Kau:n A n  shows that in these divisions o f line, verse, and 
quatrain there is a pervasive symm etry in the placement o f parallels. 
Consider, fo r example, the following; W ithin a poetic line, a doubled pair 
theoretically could appear in any o f the following positions:

1) OOP OOOO
2) OOP QQQC
3) OOP POOP
4) OOP PPPQ

In actuality, however, doubled pairs occur only balanced between hemistichs 

(number two), or between the left and right halves of the right hemistich 
(number four). In the other possible positions (numbers one and three),

1 Note that such a rhythm is also used in Lao oral poetry such as verse in children's games, as 
described on page 116 of chapter two.
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which are noticably less symmetrical, doubled pairs do not occur. Larger 
forms of parallel pairs, as this section w ill show, display a similar tendency 
towards symmetry in their arrangement within a Lao poetic line or stanza.

The different types of parallel pairs that have been classified in this 
section are not arbitrary divisions randomly chosen. Each type of pair exists 
regularly in Lao literature, regardless the specific w ork .2 A t the same time, 
there do not appear to be other types o f commonly-used parallel pairs, 
although many types of pairs are theoretically possible in the divisions of a 
line, verse, o r quatrain. The frequency and regularity o f the parallel pairs 
that have been listed in this section show that stated or unstated, they are a 
convention in the composition of Lao verse.

The following is a list of the various types of parallel pairs in a quatrain 
of Kau:n A:n, including their occurrence in the thirty-page samples that have 
been described on pages 166 and 167. To appreciate the relative frequency of 
the different pairs one must take into account the ir varying length. The 
following list includes a) the number of pairs found in the sample, b) the 
possible num ber o f such pairs w ith in  a given poetic line, and c) the 
calculated number of each type o f pair if all were of equal length, with the 
possibility of occurring once in a poetic line.

1) Parallel Pairs -  a) 169 b) 3 c) 58
Centrally-Placed Pairs Of Three Syllables = a) 25 b) 1 c) 25

2) Doubled Pairs = a) 62 b) 2 c) 31 
Centrally-Placed Doubled Pairs = a) 21 b) 1 c) 1

3) Three/Two Parallels = a) 22 b) 1 c) 22
4) Five/Two Parallels =a)ll b)l c)ll
5) Parallel hemistichs = a) 30 b) 1 c) 30
6 ) Parallel Lines Within A  Couplet = a) 35 b) 1/2 c) 70
7) Parallel Couplets Within A  Quatrain = a) 23b) 1 /4  c) 92

Descriptions of the various types of parallels will be given in this section.

I have noticed such pairs in over twenty-five individual stories. Such pairs appear to be conventions 
in the organization of poetic stanzas that occur in all of the individual stories within the same tradition.
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1) Parallel Pairs

Parallel pairs and doubled pail’s in Kau:n A:n largely differ from  their 
counterparts in N itsay in the ir symmetrical placement in the narrative. 
They w ill therefore be classified in terms o f the ir position. Lao poets 
frequently balance parallel phrases (of larger than tw o syllables in length) 
between hemistichs. As rhyme often links individual pairs in a doubled 
pair, connecting parallels similarly link together hemistichs in a poetic line.

According to  the thirty-page samples, monosyllabic word pairs of two 
syllables do no t frequently occur in a central position  in a poetic line. 
However, there are a considerable number of centrally-placed word pairs that 
consist of three syllables. In this type of pair, the last syllable o f the first 
hemistich is parallel w ith the first tw o syllables of the second. The tw o 

syllables in the second hemistich may either be two monosyllabic words or a 
single word of tw o syllables.

oco oooc

1 ) UJSiJU

(meu'a: nan 
'then she

xn^n

na:ng kau: nyau: ao pha: 
lifted up clo th

m s i cluntr['i£j

ka.-sa- hai tha:y)
fabric (for him) to  change'

On an o (Kai Kae:w)}

2)a9£jn

(khau.-y kau: 
'I
alone'

kheut hau:t naum g 
miss younger sister

name la: vu: phau:y) 

youngest wom an, all

'Younger sister' in this context is used to  mean the speaker's beloved. The 
phrase 'youngest woman' is a term of endearment for his lover, the youngest 
princess.

Xr X/
{From unouu (Thaw Bae:) Meu'amg Kho:ng Version, bundle 1, lib }
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2) Doubled Pairs

Doubled pairs occur in two positions in a poetic line, as follows:

2  A ) D oubled Pairs In  The Right Hem istich

ooo oo>oc

I  I r

1 ) ViaitJOxAci (laiy wan dai bau: sao /  m i yang)

'many days (they went on) w ithout stop /  w ithout break'

{From vnoctu (Thaw Bae.) Naumg Lam Jan Version, bundle 1, p.5a}

i i
2)«{<]tt\Jicp]n9c3 s s u S i^ m o / t t im  

(theu'ng hae:ng hau:ng saphao nya i /  phe.-ta:)
'arriving (at the) location /  area (of the) great sampan /  Chinese junk'

Xs k/
{From vnDUU (Thaw Bae:) Meu'ang Khomg Version, bundle 1, p.lOb}

2B ) Centrally-Placed D oubled Pairs

Doubled pairs are more elaborate than single pairs (of tw o o r three 
syllables) and possess m ore inherent possibilities fo r the creation o f 
symmetrical layers w ith in layers. Therefore, when balanced between 
hemistichs they give a greater sense o f p roportion to the poetic line as a 
whole.

COC > QQQC 

(Rhyming words between pairs are underlined.)
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D oubled Fairs In  Which There A re N o  Parallel W ords In  Individual Fairs

1 ) £}<$ C9'lUlM9ti. AUflU Ocn

(yang si ao ba: naurv sa:v phauv thia:m>thae:p bau: de:)
' W ill (you) still take the young man (the) solitary man (to) be next to 

(you)> by your side?'
i v

pinu.no (Kai Kae:w)}

Doubled Fairs In  W hich There A re Parallel W ords In  One Fair

I i - -  I I  k r

2) U.C1UJJ

(tae: nan nya: bau: sa: he :w /h i:ppa i pae:ng)
' Then the old woman, w itho u t (being) slow, hu rried ly/qu ick ly
went to  prepare'

{From VHOUAJ (Thaw Bae:), Meu'a:ng Kho:ng Version, bundle 1, p.9a) 

D oubled Fairs In  Which Each Fair Consists O f Two Parallel Words

I ^ I I
3) tunuu t n n a io /c n u  a ru /n s u u iu s s u S n

(tae: nan nya: k la w / ta n kha:n/tau.p na:y saphao)
' Then the old woman spoke /spoke  answered /answered the ship 
captain'

{From vnotOJ (Thaw Bae:) Nau-.ng Lam Jan Version, p.7b-8a}

Notice that in the first and th ird examples, the individual phrases in the 
doubled pairs are connected by rhyme.

It is worthy of note that a large percentage of centrally-placed pairs and 
doubled pairs consist of pronouns. Pronouns comprise 52% (13 out o f 25) of 
the three syllable pairs and just under 35% (7 out o f 21) of the doubled pairs 
collected in the th irty page samples of Kau:n A:n.
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The Effect O f Position On The In ternal Structure O f D oubled Pairs

An examination of the thirty-page samples of Kau:n A:n reveals that 
there is a considerable difference in the internal structure of doubled pairs 
that occur in the two different positions within a poetic line. Doubled pairs 
placed between hemistichs of a line are more likely to  include internal 
parallels in ind iv idua l pairs than those placed entire ly in the righ t 
hemistich. 64% o f doubled pairs that are positioned between hemistichs are 
comprised of at least one internal parallel pair. 27% of the doubled pairs in 
the right hemistich have parallel pairs inside.

The structure o f the poetic lines in which the two different types of 
doubled pairs occur also differs. Doubled pairs placed between hemistichs are 
more likely to  occur within poetic lines that include larger forms of parallels 
(Three/Two Pairs or Parallel hemistichs) than are pairs placed w ithin the 
right hemistich. 44% of doubled pairs tha t are pos itioned between 
hemistichs are components o f larger parallels w ithin a poetic line. (TWo of 
the examples occur within a Three/Two Pair, and nine occur w ithin Parallel 
hemistichs.) In comparison, only 16% of the doubled pairs positioned within 
the right hemistich occur inside o f larger parallels w ithin a poetic line. This 
can partially be explained by the fact that centrally placed doubled pairs are 
frequently used in the creation of larger parallels.

A  larger sampling would provide more conclusive results. However, 
the differences described do not appear to  be coincidental. A  basic 
characteristic of Kau.n A.n is the building of style through the placement of 
complex patterns in symmetrical positions in a stanza. In this manner the 
artistiy of the doubled pairs is highlighted whereas if they were placed in 
peripheral positions the ir potentia l effectiveness could be diminished. 
Reflecting its balanced position in a line, the centrally-placed doubled pair 
shows a higher stage of complexity than does its counterpart in the right 
hemistich which is a less prom inent position symmetrically in the poetic 
line. As we study larger and larger levels of parallelism, the more we w ill 
become aware of the importance of a pair's position in determ ining its 
internal structure.
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3) Three/Two Pairs

The next level of parallelism in a poetic line is where the first hemistich 
is parallel to two syllables in the second. The remaining two syllables clarify 
the idea that has been paralleled. There are two types, as follows:

3 A ) Poetic Lines W here The First H em istich Is  Parallel W ith The First H ah  

O f The Second

This type is the most frequent. It occurs as follows:

A I A2 
QOC OO/QC

3A1) Three/Tw o Pairs W ith o u t Parahel Fairs Ins id e  O f In d iv id u a l 
Hem istichs

^ kr
nu/vp) vhugts*)u.n:>

(kap /  thang thammaromg kae:w 
With Precious royal rings

i v
ftn ttn o  (Kai Kae:w)}

3A2) Three/Two Pairs W ith Parallel Fairs In  Both Ind iv idua l Hemistichs

ta in  ff/ iT u w jE n y

(kha o kau: saew/sae:w siamg mi: /  nan thang kha.y)
They made great commotion noisy/deafening all over

{u n o ttll (Tha:w Bae:) Meu'a:ng Kho:ng Version, bundle 1, p.9a)

u.\nouciriv;ori£j^n

waem di: la:y lu:k) 

good ringft many (rings)
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3 B) Poetic Lines W here The F irst H em istich Is  ParalJei W ith The Second 

H a lf O f The Second

A I A2
OOC CO/ GC

1 )

( bau:deu'a±/hau:n 

(He was) not bo iling /ho t (i.e. upset) 
not upset)

i i~-

{V ltt.no (Kai Kae:w)}

long lum yen jai)

(he) went down cool-hearted (i.e.

2) m n J iE tu jJ s m rf io

(nya: kau: mane: mana: fa:w
The old woman in a great hurry 
fast/quickly.

iu-

{unotcu (Tha:w Bae:) Nau-.ng Lam Jan Version, bundle 1, p.7a)

ha: la:n he :w /h i:p ) 
searched fo r her grandson

4) Five/Two Pairs

Although the percentage of this type of pair in the sampling is small, it 
is in fact a type of parallel that occurs consistently in many works of Lao 
literature. It is structured as follows:

A t A2 
OOP 00>GC

The information in the line occurs in the first five syllables. The sixth and 
seventh syllables are a shortened parallel of the preceding lines, repeating the 
verb. In the m a jority  o f examples, the in itia l verb occurs in the first 
hemistich and the first tw o syllables of the second hemistich consist of a 
noun. It therefore appears similar to  the second category of the previous type 
of parallel, Three /Tw o Pairs, where the first hemistich is parallel to  the
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second half of the second. The difference is that the inform ation in the 
second half o f the second hemistich parallels inform ation in the first five 
syllables, not specifically w ithin the first hemistich. Examples are as follows:

1 ) Tntnnrin

? (tang ha:k dai keu't kam meu'amg fa: su: sawan)

'(You will be) bom  (in) the land of the sky > enter
heaven'
a* I

(vn om m m  (Thaw Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 3, p. 16a; book: p.61}

i i ir
2) nti ssnuwiaj*)

(kau: bau: mi: phai ha: su: kin ma: lia:ng)
'There was not any one to  find (food) to bring (her) to  eat > to
come and feed (her)'

i
{From V itcno (Kai Kae:w)}

5) Parallel Lines: Lines Composed Of Two Parallel Hemistichs

The largest parallel in a poetic line is the parallel between individual 
hemistichs. It is the most frequent type of parallel in an individual line that 
is larger than the doubled pair. Pairs and doubled pairs, both centrally placed 
and otherwise, com monly occur in this type of parallel. The only smaller 
unit of parallel no t to  occur in  parallel hemistichs is, fo r self-inherent 
reasons, the Three/Two Pair.

Parallel hem istichs W ith N o  Internal Parallels

i- I p X 1

(jong hai mi: la p  dai jai jao baurn pasong)
' May you have good fortune (May) your heart (be in) the place it
desires'

I x
ftnctno (Kai Kae:w)}
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Parallel hemistichs W ith A  Single Parallel W ord Pair;

2 ) suo'i

(an wa: dong lua:ng>kwa:ng
'the jungle great>wide

iKjJAJSW'ixJSJ'io'tsjn

himmapha:n nya:w nyo:t) 
the forest of long 'nyo:t'

One Itic i (nyo:t) is a distance of approximately sixteen kilometers. 'Long 

'nyo:t' is therefore a distance 'great' and 'wide.'

{uno§xjff<] (Tha:w Inpong) bundle 2, p.6 a}

Parallel hemistichs Where Each Hem istich Consists O f Two Parallel Pairs

This is the most symmetrical type of poetic line. As w ith most forms of 
parallelism, its symmetry reflects that o f the smaller parallels that form  its 
components. Its origins can be found in the doubled pair. The symmetry of a 
doubled pair can be increased by

1) It's position; Doubled pairs can be balanced evenly between hemistichs.

2) Its internal structure; Doubled pairs can consist of one or two parallel 
pairs. In the most symmetrical type, every word in the doubled pa ir is 
parallel.

3) Both of the above; We have seen in example three on page 205 a 
centrally-placed doubled pair in which each o f the individual pairs consists 
of two parallel words.

CQC OQQC

A l>  A2 > Bl> B2
O/O > 0 / 0
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A l>  A2 > Bl> B2
O 0 / 0  0 / 0  O O

A higher level of paralle lism  can be created by com posing sim ilarly 
symmetrical 'doubled pairs' of seven syllables, the length o f a poetic line. 
This type of doubled pair consists of tw o parallel pairs (i.e. hemistichs), each 
pa ir consisting o f tw o parallel words o r phrases. The first hemistich is 
comprised of a monosyllabic word paired with a parallel disyllabic word or 
phrase whereas the second hemistich consists of a doubled pair.

A1/A2 > B1/B2
0/00 > 00/0c

The result is that:

a) The position of the parallel is symmetrical, consisting of two hemistichs 
that face one another in a poetic line.

b) Both of the parallel hemistichs consist of two parallel phrases.

c) A ll of the individual phrases are parallel to  one another.

I  i  a-f t i

9w3*) Sn/u^sutun nn

(anneung p h it/b a u : sau:p thae: long khwa:m/bau: khaung kau:
di:)

( If I am) w rong/not correct astray/ not fitting
i-r r

{vnon 'im m  (Tharw Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 3, p.7a; book: p.49}

6) Parallel Couplets: Couplets Com posed O f Two Parallel Lines

A  verse in Kau:n A:n consists of tw o poetic lines. As a single poetic line 
can be comprised of two parallel hemistichs, a verse frequently consists of 
tw o parallel lines. Its larger size makes it  more complicated and full of 
variation than previous parallel pairs. A t the same time, its roots can be
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traced to  the m ost basic o f parallels, the parallel pair.

6 A ) Typos O f Parallels In  Parallel Couplets

Parallel couplets not only bring a sense of symmetry to  Lao poetry, they 
give it a sense of depth. The depth is created by repeating the same basic idea 
with words that both are matching (but not identical) in sound and parallel 
(but not identical) in meaning. Similar to  doubled pairs, there are many 
different kinds of parallels between the individual phrases. Some of the 
major types are as follows:

6 A I) Parallels In  M eaning Between Lines In  A  Couplet

6 A I A ) Couplets That Consist O f Two Lines O f Identical Meaning

In the following pair a young woman speaks to her father. The word 'father' 
is used as a respectful substitute for 'you'.

taixicn wtjnintms'itfiij'ixjxj SSuuiSwSn

(maen wa: phau: ha:k hai ao ma: nan mi: kh in  ni: li:k dai lae:w) 
Even if father has (me) marry a dog I could not object

(mae:n wa: phau: hai khau:y ao ma: saun ta:m jao bau: khi:n phau: heu'-.y) 

Even if father has me marry a dog I will follow  you and not object, father
L*  i

{vnDmmcn (Tharw Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 4, p.la-b; book: p.6 6 }

6 A I B) Couplets Where The Same Concept Is Expressed In  Two D ifferent 
Ways

k/ i
iu t tn  £u5<3<.tin

(an hai som meung tae: sa:w dong ling  kha:ng)
What would be truly fitting for you (would be) a denizen of the jungle,
a monkey, a langur.
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L r ^

GVonw*)'VJ sm unsu jj*) uuaao

(hai meung pai kin ma:k mai som tae: hup  meung nan lae:w)

Go eat fruit; (that woud be) truly fitting for (one of) your figure.
I

{W'lOJI'imm (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 2, p.l7a; book: p.35}

6 A1 C) Couplets W ith Comparative Parallels

I i - * i - -  i

9XJ01 3QJ£J9<]^pUU

(an wa: khon leu'a:ng leu'am  sameu': nyau:ng ngi:w nun)

( His) fur was yellow  and shiny as if kapok fluff

oj999)jnj<3 sujcJiy&acr)

(neu'a: au:n kia:ng sameu': fa:y tit phong)
( His) skin was soft and smooth as if dusty cotton

Is  i - -

(vnouu (Tha:w Bae:) Nau:ng Lam Jan Version, bundle 1, p.3a}

6 A I D) Couplets W ith Lines O f Opposing Meaning

i v  i i

m m s ’A n  ttou tsoA n^s j um stJ

(khan wa: tarn ao dai wae:n hew  ma: nga.y mae: heu':y)
If I fetch it quickly, I will come back soon, mother

I I i . -  ±S I

Hudt cnajO^n un^isoux} tujtssj

(khan wa: tarn bau: dai nao sa: khua:p pi: mae: heu':y)
If I cannot fetch it I w ill stay for a long time, for a year, mother

i ^
f in ttn o  (Kai Kae:w)}
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6 A 2) Parallels In  Sound Between Lines In  A  Couplet

There are many ways that a composer can use repetition in sound as 
well as meaning to  link together tw o lines as a couplet. A  few o f the 
commonly used techniques are as follows:

(Parallels in sound between lines are underlined.)

6 A 2 A )  Expressive Pairs

The following example describes the hero, who is small and black.

ma
(ba: kau: 
He

hot au:m pau:m 
curled up into a ball,

nang kla:ngkhao) 
sitting in the m idst of them

inn

(ba: kau: 
He was

dam khim  m im
black as pitch,

yu: kla:ng khao thae:) 
in the midst of them

{im o n im m  (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bund le , p.l3a; book: p.57}

The two expressive pairs, ifih99AJ\J9JJ (hot au:m pau:m) and cniixiljJJ (dam

khim mim), are surrounded on either side by phrases that are similar or 
identical in both lines. A t first glance, the tw o pairs, or at least their English 
translations, 'to curl up into a ball' and 'black as pitch', may not appear to  be 
particularly parallel. They are, however, parallel in the following aspects:

1) Expressive pairs are a form of invented pair created specifically for sound.
I j - Ju.

99^)U9JJ (A um  pau:m) is composed of the word 99JJ (au:m), 'to encircle,'

coupled with a meaningless but rhym ing syllable. (Khim m im ) is

sim ilarly made up o f tw o rhym ing syllables, both of them  meaningless.
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Furthermore, all of the syllables w ithin and between pairs end w ith a similar
X*  i . -  ^  ^

consonant. If placed together side-by-side as 99W\J9JJ (au:m pau:m

khim m im) they w ou ld  form  a sound match rem iniscent of a type of 
doubled invented pair common in spoken Lao (as described in Section 2.3.4 
on pages 153-155 of chapter three) where an expressive word pair is given a 
counterpart of equal length composed of two meaningless syllables.

2) Expressive pairs tend to  have very specific and colorful meanings.
^  X-

9 9AJX/9W (Au:m pau:m), according Pri:cha: Phinthaumg's I:sa:n-Thai

dictionary 'describes something wrapped and tied into a ball shape'.

(Khim mim) means 'black as the soot on the bottom  o f a steam cooker for 
sticky rice'.

Due to  the ir distinctions both in sound and meaning, expressive pairs are 
easily distinguished from other words and pairs in the couplet.

6 A 2 B) Onom atopoeic Pairs3

Onomatopoeia is commonly used in the composition of Lao verse. Similar 
to  examples in the previous category, pairs of this nature are no t subtle in 
their repetition. It is precisely the fact that they call attention to themselves 
that makes them ideal tools in creating a parallel effect between lines.

S u a u n s 4]

(kheu:n kheu:n kau:ng 
' Kheun Kheun' the resounding noise

up above

sia:ng sanan pha:y bon) 
the great noise reverberating

insmjiinsjfch

(khemg khemg siamg 

'Kheng Kheng' the great noise up above in the sky

thua: bon pha:y fa:)

Many but not all of onomatopoeic pairs fall into the category of expressive pairs.
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[ifiion  m in i  (Tha-.w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 4, p.6b; book: p.73}

6 A2 C) The Use O f Identical In itia l W ords A nd  Phrases

Poetic lines frequently make use of identical initia l phrases. This gives a 
sense of unity to  the lines when they are recited or chanted .4 Often the two 
lines in a Lao couplet are identical not only in their initial phrases but also in 
the following tw o or three syllables in their left hemistich.

csnri *Jbccau£ho ^ n o ^ S n iT o

(khao kau: pop laeai fa:w thong kwa:ng meu:t mua:)
They ran in great hurry, entering the fie ld  which was
darkened (by the great size of the crowd)

csnfi JiicGa'bGgn ri3

(khao kau: pop laen khao nying sa:y som ba:w kau: mi:)
They ran in great hurry, entering women and men, together
with young men .5

{ tn io n im n i (Tharw Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 4, p.l2b-13a; book: p.8 Q)

In the above example, the initial four syllables of the first and second lines
JL-

are identical whereas the fifth syllables of each line, £fno (fa:w) and G2 H 

(khao), fonn a rhyming pair.

A similar convention can be observed within traditional poetry of the Thai court. For examples,
see Maha:ka:p Tha:w Ba: }euJa.ng by Prakhaumg Nimma:nhemin pp.256-257

5 The second hemistich, S^ieJSJJUio (nying say som ba:w), 'women, men, together with young 

men', is awkward-sounding. If one were to put the word sno (sao), or 'young woman' in the place of 

^i£j (say), or'men', the resulting phrase would be: £Jt33’)£j£w\J’iO (nying saw som ba:w), which has the 

more fitting meaning: 'young women together with young men', ^ ly (Say) and sno (sao) both share 

the initial sound, 'S' (  ̂ and s ), followed by the identical vowel: 'A:' (x i). The tone of either word could 

appropriately fit the position of the word in the line. I suspect, therefore, that the word (say), 

meaning 'men', is an error, and should be 310 (sao), which means 'young women'.
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6 B) C om posing Couplets: P aralle l Pairs A n d  D o u b led  Pairs A s B uilding  

Blocks

To appreciate couplets in context one must look not merely at the type 
of parallels that bind the tw o lines together but also their form. Couplets are 
generally composed by taking words from an analogous pair o r doubled pair, 
and placing half in one poetic line, and half in the next. Their level of 
complexity can be divided by the amount of pairs, o r doubled pairs, that are 
shared between lines.

(In the following examples, the parallel pairs between lines are in bold print. 
The words that are identical are underlined.)

6 B i)  C ouplet C onstructed W ith A  D oubled Pair W ith Iden tica l In itia l 
W ords Between Lines

3 v  I

nuati« j /v n 4] jiaj

konkhirthang /  tha:ng kau: mi:) 
their asses striking against /the path

^  ^  X / i

b) tasjta i /  a t im a in n m  /

(leu':ylao / lom  la:ngnga:ng /  ka:ng ba:n tae: to:)
and then /  fejl over backwards, /  in the m iddle o f the village,
naked

v i
{im om m m  (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 4, p.lla -b; book: p.78-79}

3u- 1 i_- | I

The tw o phrases, S jjnuSff*) (lom  kon khi: thang) and (lom

la-.ng nga:ng) have parallel meanings, respectively, to  fall on one's ass, and to  

fall over backwards. They share the verb, Saj (lom), to  fall over. In the latter
i I

pair, the verb is clarified by an expressive pair, (la:ng nga:ng), and

is the more humorous of the two, largely because of its sound. Therefore,

a)

(la:ng pau:ng /  lom  
Some groups /  fell over,
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the second line not only gives emphasis to  the idea in its repetition, but, 
w ithout changing the action, adds humor to  it.

6 B2) Couplets Constructed W ith Three Parallel Pairs Between Lines

f  A1 /

a) xn^n /s E v ftp jiA tn o  /

(namgkau: /a th itha in  wai /

She /m ade a wish, wai-ing /
continent

I  Bl
, O ft
/9M>UJJ

/C l

/tnninu

/in>phom  /th u k th iip )  

/  Indra>Brahma /  (in) every

/ A2 
(al > a2 }

b) /MU > M9UMD /

/(/ nop > naup ni:w

(She) /  wai-ed>placed hands6 in a wai (to )/ 
land/

/B2 /C  2

/wsssuvno /tnbanu

/ph ra  in  th a w  / thua: dae:n) 

/the God India /a ll over the

{VnottXl (Thaw Bae:) Nau:ng Lam Jan Version, bundle l,p.2a}

These lines have been translated very lite ra lly  to  show the style o f 
parallelism.

1) First Parallel Pair Between Lines: in tpu  (athitha:n wai) and

XJXI >XJ 9X1X10 (nop>naup ni:w); These phrases form  the first hemistichs of the 

first and second lines. The first phrase is made up of the w ord ssuitpu

(athitha-.n) 'to  wish' or 'vow', and ’txno (wai), 'to wai', i.e. to  put the palm  of

one's hands together raise them as a sign of respect. In the second line, the 
first hemistich has evolved into a parallel pa ir made up of three alliterated

words. The first word, u\j (nop), 'to pay respect', or to  'wai', is paralleled by

literally, 'fingers'
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JJ9XJ5JO (nau:p ni:w), 'to place one's fingers together in a 'wai".

O ^
2) Second Parallel Pair Between Lines: 9U>WAJ (in>phom) and WS£9)JVno

(phra in tharw); These phrases form  the first half of the second hemistichs. 
The first phrase literally means: 'Indra/Brahma', and the second, 'The Lord 
Indra'. In context, the phrases mean: 'Celestial Beings'. The two words in the 
first phrase are both parallel.

I
3) Third Parallel Pair Between Lines: vmuru (thuk thi:p) and in octetXJ (thua:

dae:n); These phrases occupy the second half of the second hemistich of each 
line. Their meaning is respectively 'every continent' and 'all over the land'. 
They are sim ilar to  a doubled pa ir w ith identical in itia l words that is

A.common to  the spoken language: inoinuuiDttGB (thua: thi:p > thua: dae:n)
i

'all over the continent > all over the land'. By changing vib (thua:) 'all

over' to  the alliterated word tnn (thuk) 'ever/  in the first pair, the phrase has

become more literary through the elimination of strict repetition.

6 B3) Couplets Where Each Line Is Composed O f Parallel hemistichs

The most symmetrical type of couplet is composed o f two parallel lines 
that each consist of two parallel hemistichs, as follows:

A l > A2
ooo oooc

>

A l > A2
OOO oooc

This type of couplet can be seen as a logical progression from smaller forms 
o f parallels. We have noted that the most symmetrical type of parallel
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hemistich is traceable, in essence, to  the doubled pair. Similar to the most 
symmetrical type of doubled pair, all four components are parallel:

Al > A2 B1 > B2
O O O  O O O O

In sim ilar manner, in this type of couplet all four hemistichs are of parallel 
meaning.

In the following example, the hero inspects a cleared area of the forest 
where he intends to  have a palace built:

/A l / / B1 /

a )A n n  /  /

/  ba. kau: /  / rtae kau: jai wai / 
/H e  /  /surveyed / 

/everyplace/

/C l /D1 /
I

AnS*jnsu:>u Annvi /

/ling kabuam / thuk thi: /
/looked (over its) appearance /

/  A2 /  /B2 /  > /C2 / D2 /
{a l > a2  } {b l > b 2  }

^  i - r  i-* X r  ■

b) /v n o n  /  A n a jo  > S /  > /m a jo  /  Zn > ^ b ^ n  /

/thaiwkau: /  /liarw phun> phi: /  > /lia:w  / kai > sua:kai/
/  He /  /looked there > here /  > /looked /  near > far /

x* i
{tm om m cn (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 3, p.9b; book: p.52}

This couplet can be examined fo r the following:

A) Parallel Pairs Between Lines

Although the contents of both lines are parallel virtually word for word, 

there is only one syllable, the particle n (kau:), that is shared between the
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two. This is indicative of the artistry of the couplet, in which the composer 
creates his parallels w ithout being overly repetitive. The paired words or 
phrases between lines are as follows:

1) First Parallel Pair Between Lines: The initial words of both lines, tn  (ba:)

and tmo (thaw), are parallel pronouns that refer to  the hero of the story. In

each line they are joined together w ith the identical particle n (kau:) to  form  

initial phrases that are parallel between the two lines.

2) Second Parallel Pair Between Lines: The first hemistich of each tine, 'to  
survey", and to  'look there/here", are parallel in meaning. The first phrase 
makes use of a literary term and the second, a more com m only spoken one.

3) Third Parallel Pair Between Lines: The first half of the second hemistich 

w ithin the first line is u ij j^ n s u o jj (ling kabuam), 'to look at the appearance of
i

something'. In the second line, VISJO (lia-.w), a parallel and alliterated word 

for 'look' is used in its place.

i
4) The second half of the second hemistich in the first line is \nnin (thuk 

thi:), which means 'every place'. I t  is parallel w ith the final three syllables of 

the second line, (kai sua: kai), which mean ‘near and far'.

B) The R elationship Between Hem istichs W ith in A n d  Between Poetic 
Lines

A ll four hemistichs in this couplet are parallel in meaning. In the first 
line, the first hemistich, 'to  survey', has the same meaning as the second, 
'(to) look over the appearance in every direction'. In the second line, to  Took 
here and there' has the same meaning as to  Took near and far'. The 
hemistichs in the second line are parallel to  one another in structure as well 
as in meaning. They can be viewed as a particularly symmetrical form  of a
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doubled pair w ith identical initial words. Both hemistichs begin w ith the
I

identical word, ina jo  (lia:w) 'to look'. In ordinary doubled word pairs o f this

type, an identical initial word is followed by a word that is parallel in both 
pairs:

X + A l > X + A2

In this example, however, the identical initial word in each pair is followed 
not by a parallel word, but rather an analogous pair of tw o  monosyllabic 
words.

X + A lfa l + a2} > X + A2{bl + b2)

The analagous pairs are, respectively, WXJ (phun) and W (phi:), 'there' and

'here', and \n  (kai) and \n  (kai), 'near' and 'far'. Notice that no t only are the

analogous pairs in each hemistich parallel to  one another, but all four of the 
words in the pairs are either synonymous o r opposing in meaning. Adding 
to  the overall symm etry of the second line is the fact that both o f the 
analogous pairs are parallel no t only in the ir meaning bu t also the ir 
structure. Each consists of two alliterated words of opposing meaning.

Q  Use O f Rhyme

The two lines in this couplet are linked together by H ay rhyme. The 

last syllable of the second hemistich o f the first line rhymes with the th ird or 
final syllable of the first hemistich of the second.

OOO OOOO 
OOO OOOC

i
Tine rhyming words are in (thi:) and w (phi:). The rhyme is especially 

emphasized because the initial rhyming word is part of the alliterated pair
i

O .

inn in (thuk thi:), and the second rhyming word is part of the alliterated pair
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X.‘

WXJW (phun phi:). The first words of each pair themselves form  an assonant

match. We have noted in the previous two chapters that Ha:y rhyme is 
com m on in doubled pairs o f larger than tw o  syllables in length and 
particularly frequent within Phanya:. The comparison between this couplet 
and Phanya:, in fact, goes beyond the rhyme scheme. Similar to  this couplet, 
the m ajority of Phanya: consist of two lines that are equal in length and 
parallel in meaning.

The purpose o f couplets can be seen in the evolution that takes place 
between the first and second lines of this example. Each of the hemistichs in 
the first line, when paralleled w ithin the second, is not only repeated in 
meaning but also gives birth to  an analogous pair. A t the same time, the 
parallel between hemistichs in a poetic line has grown from a simple parallel 
of meaning to  a highly symmetrical type of doubled pair w ith identical initial 
words. The use of alliteration is also greater in the second line, w ith two

a y  I

alliterated pairs. The final pair, V is jb V l (kai sua: kai) 'near > far', conforms

to the rules o f the highly-regarded The-.pha.wa style of rhyme where the fifth 
and seventh syllables are identical except fo r their tone .7 By making use of 
all of these methods, the artistiy of the expression is expanded in its retelling.

Another significant aspect of parallelism can also be seen from  this 
example. We have observed in the th irty page samples of Kau:n A n  that the 
internal structure of doubled pairs is influenced by  a) its position in a poetic 
line and b) whether or no t it occurs inside of a larger parallel. In the above 
example, similarly, the structure o f the ind ividual hemistichs is greatly 
influenced by the fact that they occur inside the most symmetrical type of 
parallel couplet. In couplets where all four hemistichs are parallel one 
commonly finds that:

a) The amount o f parallel word pairs in individual hemistichs is greater than 
in most ordina iy couplets.

b) The amount of rhyme is greater than in ordinary couplets.

7 See pp. 110-111 (Section Bl) and p.116 of the second chapter
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One should bare in m ind that neither of these characteristics can be 
explained as necessary tools in the creation o f parallel hemistichs. A ll of the 
hemistichs in the above example would remain parallel if there was no use 
of rhyme or analogous pairs in ind ividual hemistichs. The use of these 
devices, parallels in sound (rhyme) and parallels in meaning (analogous 
pairs), merely enhances a parallel that already exists.

7) Parallel Quatrains: Quatrains Composed Of Two Parallel Couplets

As couplets frequently consist of two parallel lines, it is also common to 
find quatrains that are composed of tw o parallel couplets .8 A lthough the 
number of parallel quatrains in the sample is slightly smaller than parallel 
couplets (twenty four as opposed to  thirty) the percentage is larger due to the 
fact that the space occupied by the former is twice as great as that of the latter. 
The definition of a quatrain in this context is tw o consecutive couplets 
regardless whether they are the alternating Bot E:k and Bot Tho; verses as 
described in Section A  on page 110 of chapter two or simply two identical 
verses9

Parallel quatrains are the largest form  of parallel that w ill be dealt 
with in this section. Even at th is  level, however, paralle ls are best 
appreciated in the context of their role in an A A B  pattern, which w ill be 
described in the follow ing chapter. Therefore, the description here w ill 
specifically concentrate on the manner in which parallel quatrains evolve 
from smaller parallel forms.

9A) Parallel Quatrain W ith N o Parallel Lines W ithin Ind iv idua l Couplets

In the following quatrain the m ajor activity described in each couplet is 
identical. Both conclude in the second line with the heroine going to  sleep.

a There also exist parallels that comprise of three poetic lines including a) one line followed by two 
lines which are parallel to and expand on the first, and b) less commonly, two lines, followed by a third 
line that is parallel to the preceding two. These types of parallels have not been included within this 
survey due to their low frequency. They appear to be more commonly found in some works than others.

9 Whether a quatrain is composed of two identical or alternate verses does not appear to make a 
difference in the nature of the parallels between individual couplets. However, quatrains that are 
composed of two alternating types of verses are less common than quatrains composed of two identical 
verses.
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A l)  First Couplet:

1)mB imii9u b^yijjan inn n'gucGao
(bat ni: jak kla:w theu'ng si:da: nauy na:ng nga:m lu:k na:k kau:n
lae:w)
'N ow  I will tell of Sida, the beautiful young daughter of the Naga’

slj i

2) injn n̂ ccnoGsnugij
(na:ng kau: khao su: hau:ng tia:ng kae:w lao nau:n)
'She went to her bed and slept'

A2) Second Couplet:

l )  GGsuunncSh au9b9,nnsnutn93

(khae:n pha:t thao maum a:t la y  thau:ng)

'Her arm rested against the beautiful p illow  with golden design'

UUb9b£ho{j9tl 

(kau:ng phae:ng phia:ng nyip nau:n kha:w nauy)
'The beloved woman lay down and dozed for a little while'

{tnccno (Kai Kae:w)}

9B) Parallel Quatrain W ith One Couplet Consisting O f Two Parallel Lines

In the quatrain that follows the hero is described as eating once in the first 
couplet and twice in the second.

A l)  First Couplet:

l) Jhori Su&rintij mQGsnyî otd
(tha:w kau: kin ma:k mai ta:ng khao thia:w pai)
'He ate fruit in place of rice and travelled onwards '
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2) tu ao u n o Q  QqmunucijQQtnn

(nai suam kua:ng utthinya:n meu'a:ng na:k)
'In the spacious park in the land of the Naga'

A2) Second Couplet (Consisting Of Two Parallel Lines):

ai)ounnlij 3dIs untfhotn^onij
(ma:k mai mi: bau: hai ba: tha.-w thia:w kin)
'The fruit was plentiful; He travelled around, eating'

a2 ) Ullhq tb^OlJriLI&jnXl

(nyu: tha:ng som sanuk lin nai sua:n kin ma:k)
'He enjoyed himself in the park, eating fruit

(tnccno (Kai Kae:w)}

9C) Parallel Quatrain In  Which Each Couplet Consists O f Two Parallel Lines

This is the most symmetrical type o f parallel quatrain. Similar to  its 
counterparts among doubled pairs, parallel hemistichs, and parallel couplets, 
it is composed of tw o sections, each further divided into two smaller parallel 
sections:

A l)  OOO OOOC
A2) OOC OOOC

A l)  OOO OOOC
A2) OOC OOOC

Each of the four lines is parallel.

The following example describes the great noise made by the troops of 
King Thae:n on their journey from the sky to  the earth in answer to  Little
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Crow's call.

A l)  First Couplet (Consisting Of Two Parallel Lines):

a l) filJQU

(kheun kheu:n kau:ng sia:ng sanan pha:y bon phun nyeu':)
'Kheum Kheu:n' resounding noise up above— over in the distance

1
a2 ) enoubwnutJn

(kheng khemg sia:ng thua: bon pha.y fa:)
'Kheng Kheng' noise eveiywhere up above in the sky

Second Couplet (Consisting Of Two Parallel Lines):

a l) 0 1 ^ 1 1 9 3  jjTjjjnnejSLunccriTj fiucu

(kheu.n kheun kaung phon ma:k phranya: thaen phun nyeu':)
'Kheun Kheun' resounding noise of the great troops o f King Thaen- over 
in the distance

a2 )

(Kheng kheng siang mi: nan khung fa:)
'Kheng Kheng' noise clamorous up to  the sky

p/nom nnm  (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 4, p.6 b; book: p.73}
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The structure of the quatrain can be described simply as follows:

A l)
a l) 'Kheun Kheun' resounding noise great noise up in the sky 

over in the distance

a2) 'Khe:ng Khe-.ng' noise up above in the sky

A2)
al) 'Kheun Kheun' resounding noise 

over in the distance

of the troops of King 
Thae:n

a2) 'Khe:ng Kheng' noise great noise up to  the sky

The Overall Relationship Between The Two Couplets

Couplets A l and A2 are parallel in meaning. Both describe the great 
noise of the Thae.-n troops.

The Relationship Between Lines W ithin A  Couplet

Each couplet consists of two lines that are parallel both in their meaning 
and structure. The left hemistichs o f both lines in an individual couplet 
describe a great noise. Structurally they each begin w ith a pa ir o f 
onomatopoeic syllables that are alliterated between lines.

The right hemistichs of both lines in the first couplet are also parallel in 
meaning. Each states that great noise is coming from above.

The Relationship Between Lines Between Couplets

Each line is not only parallel to  its counterpart in its own couplet but 
also to its counterpart in the opposing couplet. The parallels are as follows:

1. The left hemistich o f the first line o f the first couplet is identical to  

the left hemistich of the first line of the second.

A)
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O  0 /

SlU^nQQ (kheu:n kheum kau:ng) 'Kheum Kheum' the resounding noise'

2.The left hemistich of the second line o f the first couplet is sim ilarly 
identical to  the left hemistich of the second line o f the second.

(khe:ng khemg siamg) "Khemg Khemg' the noise'

B)
1. The initial lines of both couplets end with the identical final phrase 

ijbGU (phun nyeu':) 'over in the distance'.

2. The second lines both lack a final particle. The right hemistichs of 
each line describes the sound as occuring in (or reaching up to) the sky.

The parallels can be shown as follows:

A l)  a l) XI _ 'in the distance'

a2 ) M .  __

A2) a l) XI _ 'in the distance'

a2) _X2 __

10) Higher Levels Of Parallel Pairs

Parallel pairs do not end at the level o f a quatrain. If one were to  
investigate, one would find considerable examples of larger parallels of two, 
fo r example, passages of six lines divided into parallel three line sections, 
passages o f eight lines divided into parallel four line sections, etc. Pairs of 
this length should appropriately be considered in the context of the AAB 
pattern of which they form  an integral component.
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Sum m ary of Section D  of C hapter Four: The Sym m etrical Placem ent O f
Parallels In Kau:n A n

We have observed tha t one o f the m a jo r characteristics tha t 
distinguishes Kau:n A n  from  N itsay is the symmetrical structure in which it 
is organized. The structure is large ly b u ilt around doubling, w hether 
hemistichs in a line, lines w ith in a verse, or verses w ith in a quatrain.

Verse 1 
1 2

1) OOO OOOC
2) OOO OOOC

Verse 2 
1 2

1) OOO OOOC
2) OOO OOOO

This type o f structure makes possible m any types o f pairs that do not exist in 
N itsay or in ordinary prose. W hat distinguishes these parallels is tha t they 
are sym m etrical in the ir position as well as parallel in  the ir meaning, fo r 
example: centrally-p laced pairs and doubled pairs between hemistichs, 
paralle l hem istichs in lines, para lle l lines in  verses, pa ra lle l verses in 
quatrains, etc. One could speculate that the structure o f Kau.n A n  (and oral 
poetry in general) was orig inally created to  enhance parallels, both o f sound 
and meaning, that already existed w ith in the spoken language. However, 
regardless o f origin, the structure o f Kau:n A:n gives poets a m ultitude o f 
opportunities to  create symmetrical parallels, and in  so doing encourages the 
use o f parallelism  as a poetic tool. The great amount o f parallel couplets in 
Kaum A:n, fo r example, has no equivalent in N itsay because the varying 
num ber of syllables between the often lengthy lines discourages holding up 
one line as a reflection o f another

We have also begun to  notice in this chapter a further po in t concerning 
the relationship between structure and parallels. N ot only does the structure 
of Kau.n A n  encourage the use of parallelism  bu t the parallel's specific
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position  w ith in  that structure can influence the internal make-up o f the 
parallel itself. We have thus far observed this in a few individual cases. On 
page 206, fo r example, we noted that in the thirty-page samples, centrally- 

placed doubled pairs are over tw ice as likely to  contain internal parallels as 
doubled pairs that are periphera lly located w ith in the right hemistich. On 
pages 223-224 we sim ilarly observed that there is a greater amount o f rhyme 
and analogous pairs in  parallel couplets in which all fou r hemistichs are 
paralle l than in couplets where the parallel is on ly between the firs t and 

second lines. These tw o examples are illustrations of the fact tha t parallels 
that are either a) sym m etrically placed w ith in a line, verse, o r stanza, o r b) 
placed inside of larger sym m etrical parallels are like ly  to  have a m ore 
in trica te  'a rtis tic ' structure than are sim ilar paralle ls tha t are placed in 
positions that are less significant in the make-up o f the poem. These 

observations w ill take on m ore im portance as we look at larger units o f Lao 
poetiy. As we study larger and larger levels of parallelism  the m ore we w ill 
become aware of the im portance of position in influencing the structure of 
poetic units, including pairs, hemistichs, lines, verses, quatrains, etc.
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Chapter Five; The A AB Pattern; A n Introduction

"M any years ago, I was a monk travelling alone in the forests o f northern 
Vientiane province. I heard rum ors of an ancient tem ple on the sum m it of 
a large mountain. I wished to  clim b the m ountain and make m y m editation 
at the tem ple upon its peak. The firs t tim e that I attem pted to  climb, the 
weather was miserable. There was a lo t o f rain and mud, and I could not 
make it to  the top. Two or three days later, I clim bed the m ountain fo r a 
second time. Again, the weather was po o r and I was forced to  qu it before I 
reached the top. Two o r three years later, I clim bed up again. I clim bed and 
clim bed until I was tired, and then I fe ll asleep upon a small plateau. The 
second day I climbed until nightfall. Tired, I slept upon a small plateau. It 
was on the th ird  day that I arrived at the top, a beautiful place where the air 
was full o f the fragrance o f angels. Th irty years must have passed since I 
made m y journey up the sacred mountain."

Story to ld  by the abbot o f a temple in Vientiane

The num ber three is considered auspicious in Lao culture. When asked 
the reason behind its auspiciousness, m ost Lao p o in t to  the Buddhist 
religion. In Buddhism, the greatest significance o f the number three is that it  
represents the sacred trin ity, the Triple Gems: the Buddha, the Dharma, and 
the Priesthood .1 Buddhist prayers are generally repeated three times, three 
prostrations are made in front o f a Buddha image, and one circles three times 
around a Buddhist tem ple on relig ious holidays in  respect to  the sacred 
trin ity . The num ber three also plays an im portant ro le w ith in  the H indu 
religion, another im portant influence on Lao culture .2 W hether o r not these 
are the reasons behind the num ber's significance, however, is debatable, fo r 
the num ber three is also a com m on characteristic o f fo lk  tra d ition s  
throughout the world, and is particu larly predom inent w ith in fo lk  tales .3

However its origins, there is no question o f the im portance o f the 
num ber three in Lao culture. The num ber is ever-present in Lao literature. 
It is im m ediate ly noticeable, fo r example, tha t events, lead characters, 
journeys, supernatural powers, etc. all tend to  occur in  m ultip les o f three.

1 There are many other divisions of three in Buddhism, for example, the three realms of being 
heaven, earth, and hell, the three sections in the Buddhist scriptures, known as the Triple Baskets, etc.

2 For example, there is a trinity of major Gods, Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva. The sacred scriptures 
are divided into three sections, etc.

3Several scholars, such as Alan Dundes, Emory B. Lease, etc. have written of the number's 
significance within western culture. 'When a folklorist comes upon a three,’ writes Axel Olrik in Epic 
Laws Of Folk Narrative, Tie thinks, as does the Swiss who catches sight of his Alps again, "Now I am 
home.”' (p.l 33)
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Journeys frequently last fo r three days, three months, o r three years.4

As the w ord pa ir is the basic unit of parallelism  on a small scale, on a 
large scale the elemental un it o f parallelism  is a pattern o f three which w ill 
be referred to  as the AAB  pattern. Stated in simplest terms, the AAB pattern 
consists o f tw o parallel statements (A l and A2), followed by a th ird  statement 
(B) that is a conclusion or result o f the previous statements. It is a pattern 
which is used to  narrate a progression of ideas, time, o r events, fo r example, 
the passage of tim e from  night un til dawn, o r a sequence of actions that 
transform  a character from  a despised beggar to  the w orld 's m ost powerful 
monarch. The English expression 'Ready, Set, Go', is a good example of this 
pattern:

A l)  Ready 
A2) Set
B) Go

The firs t tw o  words are parallel in meaning, which result in the action, ‘to  
go'. Typically, a pattern concludes w ith  an idea o r action tha t furthers the 
plot, as in this example the th ird  w ord starts the race.

It is im portant to  emphasize that while events do often occur in  threes 
in  Lao litera ture, (and specifically in  AAB patterns), there is no specific 
num ber o f events in a pattern. An event or idea can occur once, twice, or 
three times, but what makes a sequence an A AB  pattern is the technique of 
narra tion w hich d ivides it  in to  tw o  para lle l parts fo llow ed by  a th ird  
conclusion.

Another frequently occurring number is seven, which is also auspicious in Lao culture, the 
Buddhist religion, and folk traditions throughout the world.
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General Characteristics of The AAB Pattern: A  Summary

The fo llow ing is a sum mary o f the m ajor characteristics o f an AAB 
pattern. It also serves as an index fo r the conventions of Lao parallelism  as 
described in  chapters six through n ine .5 A  b rie f descrip tion  o f each 
characteristic is provided together w ith  the page num bers in  which the 
specific characteristic w ill be explained at length.

A) General Characteristics of the AAB Pattern {242-264}

A l: AAB Patterns in different types of Lao literature {p.242}

AAB patterns are a fundamental characteristic of both N itsay and Kau:n A:n 
literature. This thesis deals exclusively w ith A AB  patterns in the latter.

A2: The AAB Pattern as a Convention in Lao Poetic Narrative {p.242}

The structure o f Kau:n A n  poe try  is flexible, ow ing to  the nature o f the 
medium in which it was trad itiona lly  recorded and perform ed. Therefore, 
the type o f parallelism  described in this thesis should not to  be considered a 
code of rules, but rather a set o f conventions that were com m only follow ed 
in the com position of Lao literature.

A3: The Origins of the AAB Pattern {pp.242 246}

There is evidence that the AAB  pattern has its origins in oral narrative. The 
pattern is observable both in Lao oral poetry and Lao folk tales. Its structure 
grows m ore com plex as it moves from  oral to  w ritten com positions. Many 
of the intricacies of the lite ra ry pattern as described in  this thesis are the 
result of its continual recopying. Lao transcribers, in the ir copying of a text, 
continually add further layers o f replication onto already-existing patterns.

Note that the initial categories described in chapters six through nine are consecutively Al, Cl, C2, 
and Dl, following the labels stated in this summary. No conclusions are given to the individual chapters 
as each is summarized in this section.
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A4: The Length of A A B  patterns {pp.246-248}

There is no fixed length o f an AAB  pattern. The smallest patterns can occur 
in the length o f a single poetic  line. The largest patterns can com prise the 
entire p lo t o f a Lao story, often hundreds of pages in length.

A5: Types o f A AB  patterns {pp.248-260}

The AAB  pattern is a device that Lao composers have trad itiona lly  used to 
organize p lo t in  Lao narrative. Patterns can be d iv ided  in to  d ifferent 
categories according to  the way in which they progress a sequence towards its 
conclusion. The m ajor categories are as follows:

A5.1: The progression o f a character's wish to  its  fu lfillm e n t (o r u ltim ate 
failure) through a sequence o f actions {pp.249-254}

A5.2: The progression of actions or events to  the com pletion o f the ir ro le 
w ith in the narrative (pp.255-256}

A5.3: The progression o f an idea (stated either by the narrator o r a character 
w ith in the story) to  its  conclusion or fullest expression {p.256-258}

A5.4: The progression o f tim e {pp.258-260}

A 6 : M im ic Patterns {pp260-265}

There are tw o types o f what can be referred to  as m im ic patterns. These 
patterns lack an essential a ttribute tha t is necessary to  A A B  patterns, as 
fo llow s:

A6.1: In the firs t type o f m im ic pattern, there is no progression from  a 
beginning to  an end. This type of pattern includes lists o f parallel activities 
of three groups of people, parallel characteristics of three types o f objects, etc. 
{pp.260-263}
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A6.2: In the second type o f m im ic pattern, the first tw o  sections are no t 
parallel to  one another, {pp.263-265}

M im ic patterns conform  to  all o f the conventions of AAB patterns other 
than the attribute in which they are lacking. Furthermore, they tend to  be 
phrased in such a way tha t they pa rtia lly  fu lfill the requirem ents o f the 
missing attribute, thus camouflaging the fact that they are not actual patterns.

B) Characteristics o f Sections A l and A2 {pp.265-274}

B l: Sections A l and A2 form  a paralle l pair. They are frequently linked 
together through the use of 'tags', i.e. phrase o r lines that are bo th  parallel in  
meaning and sim ilar o r identica l in phrasing. 'Tags' are placed at the 
beginning or end of each section, {pp.265-266}

B2: Sections A l and A2 are progressive parallels. Section A2 serves, in a 
variety o f ways, to  bring the inform ation in itia lly  stated in Section A l closer 
to its conclusion, {pp.266-273}

B3: The sim ilarities in structure and meaning that make Sections A l and A2 
a parallel pa ir also serve to  distinguish them  from  the th ird  part o f the 
pattern, {pp.273-274}

C) Parallels w ith in  Parallels {pp275-336}

Two types of replication frequently occur in  the ind ividual sections o f an 
AAB pattern: parallel pairs and smaller patterns.

C l: The Placement o f Parallel Pairs: Parallel pairs w ith in a pattern tend to
occur as follows: (pp.275-306)

C l.l: The Placement o f Pairs W ith in  Pairs; Smaller pairs have a tendency to  
occur inside o f larger pairs. The largest parallel pair in a pattern consists of 
Sections A l and A2. One frequently observes that Sections A l and A2 each 
ind ividually divide in to  tw o smaller parallel halves: fpp.275-278)
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A l)  a l) 

a2 )

A2) a l) 

a2 )

C l .2: The p lacem ent o f Pairs w ith in  the  Second Halves o f Pairs; When a 
portion o f narrative is d ivided in to  tw o halves (parallel o r otherwise), there 
is a greater tendency fo r smaller pairs to  occur in the second half than in the 
first: {pp.278-299}6

C l.2.2.1: If a pa ir occurs in an ind ividual section o f a pattern (whether in 
Section A l, A2, o r B), smaller pairs w ill occur w ith greater frequency in the 
second half o f the pa ir than in  the first. Similarly, if Sections A l and A2 are 
both divided in to  pairs, smaller pairs are m ost like ly to  occur in the second 
half o f the pairs o f which the individual sections are comprised, {pp.284-291}

W hen sm aller pairs occur in  both halves o f a larger pa ir (fo r example, in 
Sections A l and A2), the pairs in the second ha lf are usually o f greater 
com plexity .7

C l.2.2.2: Parallel pa irs occur w ith m ore frequency in  Section A 2  than in ' 
Section A l: {pp.291-299}

A l)

A2) a l) 
a2

C l.3: The Placement o f Pairs w ith in  the Second Halves o f the Second Halves 
o f Pairs; When the second half o f a pa ir divides in to  tw o parallel halves, its 
second half w ill frequently fu rthe r d ivide in to  tw o even sm aller parallel 
halves, as follows: {pp.299-306]

0 TTiis tendency is observed outside the context of an AAB pattern in Section C l .11 on pages 278-283 
and in the content of a pattern in Section Cl .2,2 on pages 283-299.

7 ?lamPles in chaPter seven: Outside of patterns: 1) b on pp.280-281, 2) fn.3 on p 281 3) Cl 2 12 4
n n K 283^ ^ , 4^ 6 ° n ,Pf 3' W itW n PattEmS: »  C1'M 1  " PP 284-291, 2) C l /e x a m p le o n e  „pp.299-303. and 3) C1.3 example two on pp.303-306.
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Al)

A2) a l)
a2 ) a l) 

a2 )

Further layers of replication can occur in a sim ilar fashion.

C2: The Placement o f Smaller A A B  Patterns: Smaller patterns tend to  occur 
in a larger pattern as follows: {pp.307-322}

CZ1: The Placement o f Sm aller Patterns w ith in  Part B, the  Th ird  Section o f 
the  Larger Pattern; Part B is the m ost im portant section in a pattern. 
Reflecting on its significance, its structure is often of greater com plexity than 
either of the preceding sections. Replications in Part B tend to  m irro r the 
structure of the larger pattern in which they occur: {pp.307-310}

A l)

A2)

B) a l) 
a2 )
b) Conclusion

C2L2: The Placement o f Sm aller Patterns leading up to  Part B o f the  Larger 
Pattern; The firs t tw o sections o f the sm aller pattern frequently occur 
im m ediately preceding Part B o f the larger pattern. Two common variations 
are as follows: {pp.310-311}

1) 2)
A l)  A l)

A2) a l) (in A2) A2)
a2) (in A2)

a l) (after A2) 
a2) (after A2)

B) b) Conclusion B) b) Conclusion
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The sm aller pa ttern  in (or leading up to) Part B helps to  progress the 
sequence o f events in  the larger pattern towards its final conclusion. The 
conclusion o f the larger pattern is typ ica lly found inside the th ird  and final 
section o f the smaller pattern.

C2.3: The Placem ent o f Patterns w ith in  the Th ird  Section o f the  Sm aller 
Pattern tha t occurs w ith in  (or leading up to ) the Third Section o f the Larger 
Pattern; W hen the th ird  section of a pattern divides in to  a sm aller pattern, 
its th ird  section w ill frequently further divide in to  an even sm aller pattern, 
as follows: {pp.311-322}

A l)
A2)
B) A l)

A2)
B) A l)

A2)

B)

Further layers of patterns can occur in a sim ilar fashion.

C3. Replications of twos and threes form  com plex relationships in a pattern 
and com plem ent one another in a variety o f way (323-332}

D) Complex Patterns

D l: The Layering o f Patterns: To understand how p lo t is structured in Lao 
literature, one m ust realize tha t AAB  patterns, rather than occurring singly, 
tend to  be organized in groups. Small patterns jo in  together to  form  larger 
patterns which in turn jo in  together to  form  even larger patterns, and so on. 
There are countless layers o f patterns w ithin a Lao story. D ifferent types of 
layers can be categorized by the way in which the sm aller patterns jo in  
together to  form  the larger one: {pp.337-338}
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D l.l:  In the first type o f layer, a group of three AAB patterns jo in  together to  
form  the three sections of a larger pattern, {p.337}

A l)

A2)

a l)
a2 )
b)

a l)
a2 )
b)

B)
a l)
a2 )
b)

D1.2: In the second type o f layer, Part B of an in itia l pattern serves as the 
beginning of a second pattern. Part B o f the second pattern in turn serves as 
the beginning of the third. Each of the three patterns form s a section in  the 
larger pattern, {p.338}

Section A l

A l)
A2)

Section A2

B) A l)
A2)

Section B

B) A l)
A2) 
B)
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D1.3: There are also many add itiona l layers created in a m anner too  
ind iv idua l to  be categorized. Such patterns, sim ilar to  the previous tw o 
categories, tend to  show great sym m etiy in the ir organization and reflect the 
tendencies fo r internal rep lication as stated in  Section C o f this summary. 
{p.338}

D2: Characteristics o f Complex A A B  Patterns: Complex Patterns are patterns 
in which each section consists o f a sm aller pattern. Their fundam ental 
characteristics are as follows: {p.3 3 9 }

D2.1: Complex Patterns in general lead, step b y  step, from  a problem  to  its 
resolution. They almost exclusively consist o f the firs t type o f progression, 
the progression of a character's w ish to  its  fu lfillm en t (or u ltim ate failure) 
through a sequence of actions, {p.3 3 9 }

D 2 .2 : Im portant scenes in a s to iy  tend to  be preceded by Complex Patterns of 
great intricacy. The clim ax o f the scene occurs in the th ird  and concluding 
pa rt o f the pattern. A A B  patterns o f th is type serve to  h ighlight the 
significance o f im portant scenes throughout a story, {p.3 3 9 }

D2.3: Com plex Patterns are often hierarchical. The prom inence of a) the 
characters and b) the actions undertaken can frequently be determ ined by the 
order in which they occur in the passage, {p.3 3 9 }
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Chapter Six: AAB Patterns: General Characteristics

A  General Characteristics of the AAB Pattern 

A l: AAB Patterns in different types of Lao Literature

AAB patterns are a fundamental feature o f both N itsay and Kau:n A:n, 
prose and poetic litera ture .1 Their characteristics in  the tw o are generally 
sim ilar w ith a difference in detail caused by the varying possibilities afforded 
by the d ifferent styles. This thesis deals exclusively w ith  patterns w ith in  
Kau:n A:n. Due to the structure o f Lao poetry the pattern attains levels of 
com plexity and subtlety that is greater than in other form s of Lao narrative.

A2: The AAB Pattern as a Convention in Lao Poetic Narrative

The A A B  pa ttern  is a basic yet overlooked convention  in  the 
com position of Kau:n A:n. T rad itiona lly lite ra ry  knowledge w ith in  Lao 
society was no t learned through form al classroom tra in ing in versification, 
but rather through years of inform al exposure to  lite ra ry perform ances that 
were an integral part o f every-day life. Therefore, the various characteristics 
of the AAB  pattern described in this thesis should not be considered as a 
strict code of rules bu t rather as tendencies that exert a strong influence on 
Lao com position .2

A3: The Origins of the AAB Pattern

There is evidence that the A A B  pattern has its origins in oral narrative. 
The pattern is observable in m any examples o f Lao oral p o e tiy  known as 
Phanya:. As described in chapter three, the m a jo rity  o f Lao proverbs are 
composed as doubled parallel pairs, each pa ir generally ranging from  tw o  to  
seven syllables in length. In the collection o f Lao proverbs listed in  K h a i 
Fhas:it Bo:ra:n I:sa:n by Pri:cha: Phinthaung, s ligh tly  over ten percent

1 Further research is needed to determine the role of AAB patterns in other forms of Lao poetry, 
such as Ha:y and Ka.p. Kau:n An, the topic of this study, is the poetic form in which the great majority of 
Lao stories are composed.

2 Other aspects of versification in Kau:n An that have been cited by previous scholars, such as the 
placement of words of low and falling tones in specific positions in a verse, and the designated length of 
lines, verse and quatrains, are similarly best understood as fairly flexible guide-lines rather than rigidly 
adhered to standards of composition.
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consist o f three lines or phrases.3 Using these examples, it is interesting to  
see how  Lao narrative begins to  adapt the form  of an A AB  pattern. The sixty 

proverbs can be divided as follows:

1) Examples that are not AAB  patterns
2) Examples that are m im ic patterns
3) Examples that are AAB  patterns

14
15 
31

1: Examples that are not AAB  patterns:

The m a jo rity  o f the examples in the firs t category are m erely three 
phrases o f parallel meaning. An example is as follows:

l)  nnoLisTj ^ Q u s ix fis ih '
(tok m u:khun sau:y khun keu'a: ma:)
If yon w ind up w ith a group of nobles, help the nobles feed the ir horses

2) nrajsn* u—■
(tok mu: kha: sau:y kha: pha:y so:n)
If you w ind up w ith a group of slaves, help the slaves carry the ir sacks

JLy

3) n n a J t^ ij
(tok mu: jo :n  sau:y jo:n ha:m hai lao)
If you w ind up w ith  a group o f thieves, help the thieves carry the ir jugs of 
whiskey

2: Examples that are M im ic Patterns:

M im ic patterns, as described on pages 260-265, are passages that are 
identical to  A AB  patterns w ith  the exception of one m ajor attribute. The 
large m a jo rity  o f examples in this category cannot be classified as actual AAB 
patterns because there is no progression of narrative from  the in itia l to  final 
line. They are, however, distinguished from  the previous type in  that they 
include other characteristics that one typica lly finds in patterns, as follows:

2.1: A  fundam ental characteristic o f AAB patterns is that w hile the in itia l 
tw o sections m irro r one another in the ir phrasing and m eaning at the same

The sample is taken from the initial five hundred proverbs in the section Khai Pha:sit Bo:ra:n 
l:sa:n, pages 2-198. Sixty of the five hundred proverbs are made up of three lines or phrases.

4 Syllables that rhyme between lines are underlined.

■ o » a.
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time they d iffer from  the th ird  and final section5 This tra it is shared by m ost 
of the Phanya: that fa ll in to  the categoty of m im ic pattern. A n example 
trad itiona lly used in courtship is as follows:

Al) in f ^ m n  auQoiGcnoqan
(nam tau:ng ta:t kheu: nau:ng si kwae.ng la:)
W ater touching the layered stone (floor of a waterfall) is sim ilar to  the 
young woman spinning cotton

A—» '

A2) inns^tjn Sun^iccnd^lo
(nam tau.rtg pha: kheu: na:ng si kwaeng |w)
W ater touching the precipice is sim ilar to  the young woman spinning
on the cotton loom

B) flnunih iiuQQlccnd^ccgij
(fa: nyik k iw  kheu: nau:ng si kwae:ng khae:n)
The sky m oving its eye-brows is sim ilar to  the young wom an swinging
her arms

In the above example, the in itia l tw o  lines are not on ly parallel in meaning, 
bu t each hem istich is parallel to  its counterpart hem istich in the opposing 
line. In contrast, neither o f the hem istichs in the th ird  line are paralle l to  

the ir equivalents in  the preceding lines, except w ith in the overall context o f 
the Phanya: as a w ho le 6

This characteristic of patterns is described in Section B3.1 on page 273-274 of the present chapter.

s In the initial two lines, the first two syllables in the left hemistichs are identical { T J ( n a m :

tau:ng) 'water touching'}, followed by parallel third syllables (respectively HOD (ta:t) layered rock’ and

CJ9 (pha:) 'cliff, rock, mountain or ledge'). At the same time, the left hemistichs of the initial two lines 
share no identical or parallel syllables with the equivalent hemistich in the third line. The right 
hemistichs of the first two lines consist of two identical syllables (and inserted syllables), alternating with

Cfc o I
two syllables that are parallel. The identical syllables are: 0  c-JGGPIOQ (kheu:... si kwaemg) ‘similar to

 spinning'. The parallel syllables consist of alliterated words for young woman, respectively 1J

(nau:ng) and P H 3 (na:ng), and words for machines involved in the production of textiles, 019 (la:) and
O
90 (iw). In contrast, the right hemistich of the third line, although sharing some similarities with its 
equivalent in the previous two lines, is considerably different. It is parallel in its initial three syllables

(and inserted syllable). However, although it shares the identical verb, CCn03 (kwaexig) 'to spin, 
swing, or shake', in context, the verb takes on a different meaning 'to shake' instead of 'to spin'. Finally,

the fourth syllable in the right hemistich, GG2TJ (khaern) 'arm', is also not parallel to  its counterparts in 
the previous two lines.
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2.2: A  second characteristic common to  A AB  patterns (as w ill be observed in 
chapter seven) is tha t the in itia l tw o  sections are typ ica lly  com posed of 
smaller parallel pairs. The fo llow ing Phanya: m im ics this tra it.

A l) Ouczjnutnjjn
(phu: jo p  jang nau:ng > phu: nga:m jang nau:ng yeu:m phe:t phu: dai ma:) 
One as p re tty  as you > One as beautifu l as you has borrow ed whose 
appearance to  come?

A2) junij
(phu: jo p  jang naurng > phu: nga:m jang nau:ng yeu:m kha: phu- dai 
nya:ng ma: nau:
One as p re tty  as you > One as beautiful as you has borrowed whose lees to  
walk? &

| . q ^  1 A -/

B) gicQjjb atS S m u m
(leu: mae:n the-.phathai lua.ng lau: hai phi: ta:y bau: nau:)
Or are you a celestial being deceiving me so tha t I w ill die?

This passage is sim ilar to  an A AB  pattern not on ly in its inclusion o f parallel
pairs in the firs t tw o lines, but also in the sharp d istinction in phrasing and

meaning between the firs t tw o lines and the third. However, line B is not a
conclusion, and therefore the passage does no t qualify as an actual AAB 
pattern.

3: Examples that are A AB  Patterns:

Am ong the examples of Phanya: consisting of three phrases, the largest 
single group, constitu ting approxim ately half o f the tota l, is com prised o f 
actual A AB  patterns.

A l)  ajj£jnn93 WLutonoto
(lorn phat tau:ng bai phai wo:k w i w o :)
The w ind blows, touching the leaves of the bam boo 'wok w i w o'

A2) aii£jnn93 td t^ to n o c o n
(lorn phat tau:ng bai p h o : w o k  w i we:k)
The w ind blows, touching the leaves of the banyan 'wok w i wek'
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B) Sri ansQntiQj
(phi: kau: kheut hau:t nau:ng tho:n tho: tho:k th i tho:y)
I am lonesome, m issing you 'thok th i thoy'

The in itia l tw o lines of this Phanya: form  a paralle l pair. Their firs t three 
syllables are identical. Their fina l three syllables, which are a llite ra ted 
between lines, im itate the sound of the blow ing wind. The blow ing of the 
w ind through the trees causes the poet to  th ink of his beloved, as stated in 
the pattern's conlusion in the fo llow ing line .7

W ith the exception of the example in Category 2.2, the Phanya: that have 
been cited all share structural sim ilarities w ith the poetic form  of Kau:n A n .8 

They d iffe r from  Kau:n A:n, however, in the ir inconsistent placem ent o f 
words of low  and falling tones. The individual lines in most of the examples 
are also connected by Ha:y rhyme.

In comparison w ith Lao proverbs, Lao oral folk tales make greater use of 
the AAB pa tte rn 9

The structure of the AAB pattern is m ore com plex in w ritten  than oral 
narrative. M any of the intricacies of the pattern as described in this thesis 
(particu larly in chapters seven through nine) are the result o f its continual 
recopying. Lao transcribers, in the ir copying of a text, continually add further 
layers of replication onto already existing parallels .10

A4: Hie Length o f A A B  Patterns

There is no fixed length of an A AB  pattern. A  pattern can be as short as 
a single line or as long as an entire story:

7 The final three syllables of Section B, 'tho:k thi tho.y', which are not alliterated with their 
counterparts in the preceding lines, are without meaning and added for their sound value.

8 The lines in the examples in categories 2.1 and 3 consist of eight syllables due to the inclusion of 
'inserted syllables'.

9 The AAB pattern can be observed in many of the stories in various collections of oral tales, for 
example: N ith a n  Fheu:n Meu'a:ng La:w  vol. 1, 2, edited by Kidaemg Phau:nkaseu':msuk (L) and Ho:m  
N ith a tf rheuTt Meu'a-.ng by the Sathaiban Khan Khwa: Silapawannakhadi: Hae:ng Sa:t (L). It is 
noteworthy that the abbot’s oral account of an incident in his life as quoted on page 232 of chapter five is 
organized in the form of a complex pattern, as follows:

A l) I climbed the mountain the first time but failed because of the weather
A2) Two or three days later I climbed the mountain a second time but failed because of the weather
B) Two or three years later I climbed the mountain a third time, as follows:

B. A l) 1 climbed the first day and slept at night on a plateau.
B. A2) I climbed the second day and slept at night on a plateav.
B, B) On the morning of the third day, I arrived at the top of the sacred mountain.

10 The evolution of parallels in the transcription of Lao manuscripts is the topic of chapter ten of this 
thesis
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A4.1: Patterns o f a Single Line in Length

The fo llow ing pattern is a description of a covered bridge that the hero 
m iraculously builds from  his shack to  the palace o f the king. The bridge is 
pa rt o f the b rida l price that he m ust pay to  m arry the king's daughter. 
Sym bolically it shows his evolution from  a po o r beggar to  the king o f his 
country.

cJ93Gfhs9nts3 
(hau:ng tau: hau-.ng phauing thao hau:t ho:ng)
Room after room , reaching to  the palace

{OTriOTIrirnrh (Tharw Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 4, p.lOa; book; p.77}

This pattern describes movement, as follows:

A l)  Room 
after 

A2) Room

B) Reaching to  the palace

Sections A l and A2 refer to  room s that are bu ilt upon the bridge. The rooms 
stretch fro m  the hero 's shack up u n til the ro ya l palace, th e ir fina l 
destination. N otice that the final destination, the palace, is separated from

Sections A l and A2 by three parallel words fo r 'to  reach', LJ9 3  (phau:ng), Gtfh 

(thao), and S9fi (hau-.t).

A4.2: Patterns o f Two Lines in  Length

The fo llow ing pattern describes the passage of time;

1 Such cn9b9£3GoijnQCQo cn9bScam?j
(an wa: deu'a:n jia:ng m eu't lae:w deu'arn nyi: leu':y dap)
The firs t m onth is over; then the second m onth is extinguished

2 Gneusnjuclau 99nmGG?mjto 
(deu'a:n sa;m leu'-.y au:k ma: thae:n wai)
The th ird  m onth comes out in the ir place

{S90nbl)9JU6fl (Tha:w Kapaum  Kham) p.ISb}
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Sections A l  and A2 bo th  occur in the in itia l line:

A l) The firs t m onth is over

A2) The second m onth is extinguished

They are followed by the concluding statement:

B) Tire th ird m onth comes out in the ir place

As three is an auspicious number, it is the com ing of the th ird  m onth, the 
direct result of Sections A l and A2, that sets the stage fo r the events that 
im m ediately fo llow .11

A 4.3; Patterns the Length o f an Entire S tory  
6->

The story tfH0C§l9CLn (Tharw Seu':a Nao) is com posed o f the fo llow ing  

pattern consisting of three journeys:

A l)  The prince leaves his homeland and travels to  X, Y, and finally, Z, where 
he becomes the king.

A2) A fte r the prince's father dies, the m inisters leave the ir hom eland and 
retrace the prince's footsteps, travelling to  X, Y, and fina lly Z, where they find 
the prince and invite him  to  return to  his homeland to  rule.

B) The king o f Z, together w ith his ministers, returns to  his homeland where 
he is crowned as king.

A5: Types o f Progression in  an A A B  Pattern

The A A B  pattern is a device that Lao (and other Tai) composers have 
trad itiona lly used to organize p lo t in Lao literature. It is a form at in  which to  
organize a progression of events, ideas or time. We can distinguish between 
different types o f patterns according to  the kind o f progression tha t is 
invo lve d :

(For the sake of re lative sim plicity, the categories of progressions w ill no t 
include the prefix A5.)

11 This pattern occurs inside of a larger pattern which concludes with the coming of the third day of 
the waning moon in the third month.
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1: Progression from a character's wish to its fulfillment (or failure) through a 
series of actions

This is the most prevalent type of pattern. It begins w ith  the statement 
of a problem  which is generally expressed as the w ish o f a character in the 
stoiy. It ends w ith  the problem 's resolution (or u ltim ate lack of resolution). 
A lthough the problem  is usually that o f one specific character, the actions 
that carry it  through to  its  reso lu tion  frequently invo lve  tw o o r three 
different groups of people. It is useful to  fu rther d ivide th is classification 
in to sub-categories as follows:

1.1: A  wish tha t reaches (or does not reach) its  fu lfillm e n t through the 
activities of one person o r one group of people

This categoiy is used to  describe a w ide variety o f actions. Descriptions 
of travel, fo r example, are frequently organized in this fashion. A  journey 
involves a character's wish to  travel from  po in t A  to  po in t B that is fu lfilled 
when the character reaches his destination. The narra tive o f a journey 
typ ica lly  invo lves tw o  para lle l statem ents describ ing the character's 
m ovem ent fo llow ed by  a th ird  concluding statem ent tha t describes the 
arrival o f the character at his or her desired destination.

In the fo llow ing example, an old woman travels hom e from  the palace.
I M -f

A l) turnacjjQ m j m u fi tnushG^n anaj)csoiu
(nai ka:la meu'a: nan n a y  kau: d o y  kham jao la: long he:w hi:p)
A t tha t tim e the old woman, fo llow ing  the king's command, le ft in great 
h u rry

A2) inu ri (S93)
(nay kau: long ja:k (hau:ng12) horng kwa:ng ta w  kheu:n)
The old woman left the great palace and returned

B) unufi cDecpQmQ  ̂ GseuniJGCniĵ
(nay kau: meu'a: theu'ng hau:ng heu'a:n ton nao nang)
The old woman returned to  her house and stayed there

pnnonnnnrih (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 3, pp.l8b-19a; book: p.64)
12 only in the printed version
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In the above pattern, each line begins w ith the identical in itia l phrase: TJHLn 

(na:y kau:) 'She'. In the first tw o  lines, the woman is described as travelling 

from  the palace. Both lines make use o f the identical verb (long) 'to

descend, get off', i.e. leave from  the palace. In the concluding th ird  line, the 
old woman reaches her destination.

1.2: A  wish tha t reaches (or does no t reach) its fu lfillm e n t through the 
carrying out of one order or request of the principal character

In the follow ing pattern, the king's servants bring the hero, L ittle Crow, 
before the king.

A l)
1 ccrixju Bantsenn

tfV- \ J

(tae: nan phanya: lua:ng jao  mi: kham o:wa:t)
Then the king spoke words of command

2 a siRnum atsjjjcctn
(su: hi:p than ma: su: horng ku: thae.)
"H urry and bring L ittle  Crow to  m y palace"

A2)
3 Gcriiju UicnnijQU tdSLGsozjsib
(tae: nan thai dek nau:y pai hi:p he:w phlan)
Then the young ones went in great hurry

4 jtt) crj^ mnonnijQU ^xhiJUQridn
(kau: jing  theu'ng tha:w kam nauy ja: ta:n bau:k ba.)
And thus came to  the Little Dark One and spoke to  him:

A -f

5 Such sngncdn mumcsoid
(an wa: ra:sa: jao than ma: he:w h ip  ji:ng day)
"The king (orders you) brought before him  in a hurry"

B)
A_/ >

6 ccritm csnB ^■nccq.ucdn dnSnoats;)
(tae: nan khao kau: pha: jaerm jao ba: thaw  su: hong)
Then they brought him  to  the palace
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L /  I

7 Qsnfi sob inS u m aioqcm ih
vJ

(khao kau: ua:n ba: kheun hau: lua:ng riao nang)
They led him  up to  the royal palace (where he) sat

* » j

8 csnri niisndLmo ?nuĉ ngmj
(khao kau: kom kha:p wai thum jao su: khon)
Eveiyone prostrated themself and paid respect before the king

{ffn o m m m  (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 3, p,13a-b; book: p.56-57)

In Section A l of this passage, the king orders his servants to  go and bring 
L ittle  Crow before him. In  Section A2, the king's servants travel to  little  
Crow and te ll him  in parallel term s that the king wishes to  have Little Crow 
brought before him. Finally, in Section B, the conclusion, L ittle  Crow is 
brought before the king.

Patterns of this type are also frequently organized as follows:

A l)  Principal character orders a second character (or group of characters) to  X 

A2) The second character (or group of characters) X

B) The second character (or group of characters) inform  the principal 
character: "We have X-ed"

1.3. A  wish tha t is fu lfilled  through the carrying out o f three orders or 
requests o f the principal character

There are tw o types o f patterns in this category: a) three orders o f a 
single character that are carried out by a single group o f people, and b) three 
orders o f a single character that are carried out by three separate groups of 
people. In  some patterns o f the form er type, each section begins w ith the 
principal character s order, followed b y  the attem pt of a second character (or 
group of characters) to  carry it out. In  other patterns, the three orders are 
stated consecutively.

In the fo llow ing passage, the hero explains to  the king and his concubines 
how  they can change the ir appearance through the use o f magic. In his 
speech he gives a set o f three instructions.
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Al)

l:fiuch tnuusiyligj csnnunniJ3
(khan wa: dai nyin siamg khau:ng hao ti: ba:t neung)
When you hear the sound of the cymbal that I strike fo r the first tim e

O •B-'Q O ' i O
2 : Cmsv u9busi?Jnn e jjLo th n u
(hai h ip  bau:n sai pa:k om wai ya: kin)
Quickly stuff (the medicine) in your m outh, suck on it bu t do no t eat it 

A2)
1: audn tn5ijs£3&3 Gsn (n) §i93tnn
(khan wa: dai nyin sia:ng khau:ng hao (ti) 13 sau:ng ba:t)
When you hear the sound of the cymbal that I strike fo r the second time,

2 : Zmsv 0 £O9 9 iA o  ihnuGcScij
(hai hip> khia:w au:m wai ya: kin thae: neu')
Quickly chew on it, but do not eat it

B)
hauon tnuboi^agQ csnnsnjjinn
(khan wa: dai nyin sia:ng khauing hao ti: sa:m ba:t)
When you hear the sound of the cymbal tha t I strike fo r the th ird  tim e

1
O S--rC2 O O. ' ’Jy <“•

2: c&isunijtn uojjnucczn qTyiutsujc^n
(hai hi:p kin nya: phaum  kan thae: ji: tha-.y so:m jao)
Quickly eat the medicine together and you w ill change your figure

{(tfnOQCd Tha:w Bae:) pp.31b-32a}

In Sections A l and A2, the instructions are identical: to  keep the medicine in 
one's mouth bu t not to  eat it. In Part B, however, the goal is to  be achieved. 
When the m edicine is swallowed the m iraculous transform ation w ill take 
place.

1.4: A  wish that reaches (or does no t reach) its fu lfillm en t through the 
conveying of inform ation from  (or about) an in itia l person through a second 
person to  a third

This category is a common type of progression of which there are many
ca

13 The word Cl (ti:) 'to strike' is missing from the manuscript version but is needed both for meaning 
and to make the right hemistich the customary four syllables in length.
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variations:

1.4.1: In the first type of variation, inform ation is presented to  three different 
people (or groups o f people) in order to  reach its intended goal.

This type o f pattern is often used to  describe the arrival o f the hero in a 
foreign country. It is frequently organized:

A l)  The hero announces his presence to  a first character

A2) The first character reports the presence o f the hero to  a second

B) The second character reports the presence of the hero to  a third, 
the inform ation's intended goal

In the fo llow ing pattern, the prince of the land o f X has travelled to  rule over 
the land of Y. When the prince's father dies, his m inisters travel to  the land 
of Y to  invite the ir prince to  return and rule in his homeland. The pattern, 
tw enty fou r lines in length, is summarized:

A l)  The troops of Khun Som of the land o f X arrive in the land o f Y. The 
border guard asks why they have come. Khun Som inform s him that 
they have come to  ask fo r news of the prince of the land o f X

A2) The border guard brings Khun Som into the capital o f Y  where he meets 
a noble, Khun Khae:k. Khun Khae:k asks him  why he has come. Khun 

Som explains that he has come to  find the prince o f the land of X.

B) The noble, Khun Khae:k, travels to  the palace to  inform  the king (i.e. 
the prince o f the land of X) that troops of Khun Som have arrived to  
invite him  to  return to  rule over his own land.

■

{(tfnO G iscth (Tha:w Seu'a: Nao) bundle 3, final leaf through bundle 4 , leaf 
la }

Typical o f such patterns, the in fo rm a tion  in  th is passage travels from  
characters of low er to  higher status, i.e. border guard, noble, king.
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1.4.2: The second type o f variation is organized:

A l) The first person gives inform ation to  a second person.

A2) The second person gives inform ation to  a th ird  person.

B) The th ird person is the inform ation's intended goal. The conclusion o f 
the pattern is the character's reaction to  the inform ation that he has 
received .14

1.4.3: In the th ird  type of variation, inform ation about the activities of the 
first character is a) in itia lly  narrated by the author, b) repeated in a speech by 
a second character to  a third, resulting in c) a reaction by the th ird  character.15

1.4.4: In the fourth type of variation, a character's request o r order is fu lfilled 
through the conveying o f inform ation from  a firs t person through a second 
to  a third. Patterns are frequently organized:

A l) The first character orders the second character: "Go to  the th ird  
character and have him  X"

A2) The second character goes to  the th ird  character and tells him:
"The first character had us come to  you so that you w ill X"

B) The th ird character X's

This type of progression also fits in category 1.2, where a character's wish 
is fu lfilled w ith the carrying out o f a single order.16

14 An example can be seen in a larger pattern that is described on pp.312-322 of chapter eight, which 
can be summarized:

a l) A group of young men travel to the town and inform the people there that they are 
accompanying Little Crow to the royal grounds to play the khaen before the king

a2) The people of the town travel to the king and inform him of what the young men have told 
them

b) The king orders Little Crow brought before him to play the khaeai
Sts 0 0

15 An example can be seen in the story Zfl'nOnnTTTflT (Thaw Kam Ka: Dam), bundle 3, pp.4b-5a 
(book: p.46) as follows:

a l) Litte Crow is described by the narrator as sitting outside of the palace where he is watched by the 
princess's servants

a2) The princess's servants travel to inform the princess that they have seen Little Crow sitting 
outside of the palace

b) The princess, upon hearing her servants, orders the servants to bring a present to Little Crow
16 The example of Category 1.2, on pp.250-251, is organized in this manner.
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2: Progression of events or actions towards the completion of their role in the 
narrative

This type of progression differs from  the previous category in that the 
events o r actions are no t d irected tow ards an in tended goal. Their 
com pletion, however, has a ro le in furthering the p lo t in  a story.
In the fo llo w in g  pattern, the hero returns hom e from  w ork to  find  a 
de lic ious-looking m eal spread out on his d inner table. In itia lly  he is 
suspicious and afraid to  eat it. However he eventually succumbs to  his 
curiosity and hunger and overcomes his reservations.

A l)
A_> ^

1 trm tnucSncsn unnurinijj
(ba: kau: b a y  ao khao ma: kin kham neu:ng)
He took the food and ate one m outhful

2 foĉ ndSn;)
(phau: ha:m wai ja i jao  yu: khang)
He held him self back; his heart was upset

3 Q90lJ!D
(du: au:n au:n hau:m thua: thang kanau:ng)
(The food) looked soft; It was fragrant all over

A2) 1
4 unenucau nuaô encsn
(ba:kha:n le u 'y  teu:m sau:ng kham khao)
He thus ate an additional second m outhful o f food

5 nGĜ dGQjn tgiaQdSGlje
(du: sae:p thae: la i long bau: hu: meu'a:)
It was tru ly  delicious and went down w ithout a thought

B)
6  dnn iign  ancsnsgnsmu
(ba: teu:m sam kham khao hau:t sa-.m)
He ate in addition another m outhful o f food, his th ird

7 GQuthutn cnu£siontiehtfV
(leu 'y ya: bau: dai kep sai la y  kham)
Then he could not stop himself, taking many m outhfuls
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8 J jn ^n u  %QUtlD£U
(mam mam kin su: an nyau: mia:n)
Eating greedily w ithout stop, he put away every b it

((tnnOTlHZJ'ICJlJQL) (Tha:w Kampha: Phi: Nau.y) bundle 2, p .la }

The conclusion of this sequence is the hero's decision to  eat all of the food on 
the table. This leads to  the follow ing scene where he meets the woman who 
is secretly provid ing him  w ith  food and takes her as his wife. (This is a 
standard sequence in the p lo t o f one type o f Lao story.)

3: The progression of an idea (stated either by the narrator or a character in 
the story) to its conclusion or fullest expression

The progression of ideas is com m only organized:

a: Two parallel statements fo llow ed by a th ird  and final statement which 
expresses the same idea in greater detail

b: TWo parallel statements followed by a conclusion

c: Two parallel statements followed by a th ird  statement which is a question 
or a call fo r action based upon the previous statements

In one sense, of course, every AAB  pattern is a progression of an idea to  
its conclusion. In this category, however, it is specifically ideas rather than 
events that are portrayed.

3.1: Ideas as expressed by characters in the story:

In the fo llow ing example, the hero, w ith the outward appearance of a small 
and ugly child, courts the village women. One o f the women reprim ands 
him, telling him  that he is too  young to  court them:

ADsucn can&un bngnccricrngtri cgmgcSo
(an wa: dek nau:y nau:y ma: ja: kae: leu'a: to: thae: lae:w)
"A  small small child speaking older than his age
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A2) riihii c j^ n n s n  onqconcSu^Qu
(hua: bau: phia:ng kok kha: wa: si ao mia: sau:n)
Your head does not reach up to  m y leg and you say that you w ill take a wife 
to  love

n n ^ jo u a h  £ <mou) iu s ii S ju v

(meung bau: ling du: kabua:n na: phau: (hua:n17) som h u p  meung nan) 
You do not look at your own face to  see what is fitting  fo r one o f your shape"

{Jhonnnnrih (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 3, p.2 a-b; book: p.43}

The firs t tw o  statements, expressed in Sections A l and A2, are para lle l 
observations. The reference to  the hero as 'A  small small ch ild ' in the left 
hem istich o f Section A l is echoed in  the le ft ha lf o f Section A2 in the 
statement 'Your head does not reach up to  m y leg'. The statement that he 
speaks o lder than his age in the second hemistich o f Section A l is sim ilarly 
parallel to  the statement in its counterpart hem istich in Section A2 that he 
(i.e. one whose head does not reach up to  the woman's waist) says that he 
w ill take a w ife to  love. The tw o observations lead to  the conclusion, a

general statement admonishing the hero fo r his behavior.

3.2: Ideas expressed by the narrator:

In the fo llow ing pattern, the narrator describes how  the king and his people 
have a peaceful night o f rest.

A l)  a jin n  c ih d ith Q  lJcHuSsqd
(phanya: kau: nao hau: pa:ng yu: yen mi: hau:n)
The ru ler stayed in his palace, cool and not hot

A2> ^ 3 ^  t?ncjj93£j9b a^ncthjyjncijQ
(fu:ng mu: thai meu'ang phaurm sangat yen thuk meu'a:)
The townspeople were peaceful and cool at all times

B) csnri b 9 b ^ n f i9 j j  G 0b99udaij
(khao kau: nau:n pham phaum  yen jau:y su: khon)
They all slept, absolutely cool, every person

Not in the manuscnpt version but included in the book to meet the customary four syllable leneth 
for the right hemistich. /  /  5
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{znnonnnnrh (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 4, pp.lb-2a; book: p .67}

The state of the characters is described w ith the identical adjective in all three 

sections of this pattern: cUb (yen) 'cool'. Whereas in Sections A l and A2 the

narrator describes the activities of a specific character or group of characters, 
in Part B he provides a general sum m arizing statement. Notice that the

'coolness' described in the in itia l tw o sections is expanded to  GUb99U (yen 

jau:y) 'absolutely cool' in the third.

4: Progression o f Time

There are tw o types of progression in this category:

4.1: The Progression O f Time From  One In te rva l To A nother

The fo llow ing  example describes the passage o f tim e from  night un til 
m orning.

A l)
1 ?jcIj9 msncG93 bSb^btTCccjotan Sbcu
(pau: meu'a: da:ra: jae:ng phrajantho: phae:w lo:k phun nyeu':)
When the stars were bright, the m oon visible from  the earth

2  cn rt^n t^ 9b£j9jjbnb9b
(deu'k sak sai khon phau:m pham nau.n)
Late in to the night, the people all slept

3 c n tm 9 3  snsn£hoaLnn
(wa:nyo: taumg sa:kha: paw  ma:k)
The w ind touched the branches of the coconut and betel trees

4 aj9nunnu9u
(mau:k nya:t nyau:y ta:n pha:w pha:ng sae:ng)
The dew dropped on the clusters of coconuts and sugar palms

A2)
5 bCL9 cnguriobcjnL) bbcu
(phau: meu'a: deua':n dua*.n phay kai hung m ay m ay phun nyeu':)
When the m oon hurried ly traveled, its path unfolding near the dawn
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6 rintnsu jnbcijQQcOQuOu
(kutto: khan thua: meua'ing feu'a:n feu:n)
The roosters crowed, making a great fuss throughout the city

7 ccriiju IznaJnnnunu
(tae: nan yo:ng yo:ng khau:ng tha i fa:t ti: nya-.m)
Then people struck gongs to  te ll the time: 'Yang Yong'.

B)

(phau: meu':a surinyo: sai sau:ng ma: le u 'y  jae:ng)
When the radiant sun shined, and it was bright

9 csnri cuslsjjQnn uusunuoimgirt
(khao kau: meu':a ho:m tao nai sanam hay so:k)
They went to  gather together in  the field, the ir sorrow  gone

10 fjnocij’ijccij^ unuGcsidtgnlg
(theu:k mae:n mae:ng nyarn lae:w so:k sai)
It was the right moment, the tim e o f v ictory

{(zmocascCh (Tha:w Seu'a: Nao) bundle 4, p.lOa-b}

Each section in the above pattern begins w ith  the identical in itia l phrase
O C3L

JJGUQ (pau: meu'a:) denoting a change in time. Sections A l and A2 describe

night-tim e and early m orning before dusk. The th ird  section concludes w ith 

the com ing o f dawn, the strong rays of sunlight, and the end o f people's 
sorrow at the 'tim e o f victory.'

4.2: The Progression O f Time That Leads Up To A n Event

In the fo llow ing example, the concluding event in Part B is the result o f the 
passage of tim e as described in the previous tw o sections.

A l)  nnuSutn gnucnsbccTibrpu inGCsio 
(lay wan dai la y  deua':n thaern th a y  ma: lae:w)
Many days and many months passed by
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A2) onusouij sntnsoLS
*  4TV ll

(la:y khua:p meu: radu: dai khua:p pi:)
Many days, seasons, and years

B) zn̂ SdijQU' dnnnsnnnuumj
(na:ng kau: thong khap nau:y butta:ra:t kumma:n)
She became pregnant with the king's son

{Zfhocco (Tha:w Bae:) Nau.ng Lam Jan Version, p.2b}

A6: M im ic Patterns

Mim ic patterns are patterns that lack one fundamental attribute of 
AAB patterns. They m imic actual patterns in that:

a: Outside of the attribute in which they are lacking, the ir structure is 
identical to  AAB patterns in all aspects.

b: Frequently the patterns are phrased to  m im ic the attribute that they are 
missing. They do so by partia lly fulfilling the requirements needed fo r its 
presence. The attribute, therefore, at a superficial glance m ay appear to  be 
included.

There are two basic types of mimic patterns:

A6.1: M im ic Patterns In  Which There Is  N o  Progression O f Events

In this type of m im ic pattern, there is no progression from  a beginning 
to an end. There is no conclusion. Frequently patterns in this category 
consist o f lists, fo r example, a description of the activities o f three different 
groups of people, or the qualities of three different types of objects.

1. The following example describes the journey of three separate characters.

1)
• I

i  cD q ij ij  9 D f  c c u y D o r h  r n o ^ s n c z n o b t s in
(meu'a: nan i:n kau: nyae:ng meu'a: kam da:wadeungsa: therwa lo:k)
Then Indra headed for Dawadeungsa, the celestial world
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2 C2n|5i93 otguurcrioSa^ris'u
(khao su: hau:ng wi:sainyon kae:w thi: sathia:n)
He entered his precious eternal Wisayon palace

2>
3 cjjqutj ccriuyioQQ^n j ju n c S o ^ ih i i i j
(meu'a: nan thae:n lua:ng jao phanya: meu'a:ng fa: kheu:n)
Then the Thae:n ruler, Fa Kheun

4 ascnricjmQ] ot^uijccnocc^nlj
(sadet su: hau:ng wi:sainyon kae:w hae:ng ton)
Returned to  his precious Wisayon palace

3)
5 ouch i n t ^ n

tfV'

(an wa: na:kho: jao phanya: lua:ng na.k nyai)
As for the great ruler of the Nagas

6 ricsn Gjjssjin o^no'njocyi^mj
(kau: lao meu'a: su: nam wang kwa:ng hae:ng ton)
He returned into the water to his great palace

{e fnom m m  (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 4, pp.lOb-lla; book: p.78}

This example describes the journey of three different characters in parallel 
terms. The th ird section is not a conclusion but merely one among three 

journeys depicted in the passage. A lthough not an actual pattern, this 
sequence m im ics a fundamental characteristic o f patterns that w ill be 
described on pages 273-274: Part B is distinguished in detail from Sections A l 
and A2. The third character, for example, descends in to  the water in contrast 
to  the previous two, who ascend to  their palaces in the sky. The third section 
is further differentiated in its use of m inor phrasing.

2. The d istinction  between m im ic and actual patterns is not always 
immediately recognizable. The following example shows the thin boundary 
between what may be considered a progression that leads to  a conclusion and 
three static events. In this pattern, people reflect upon the ir past ill- 
treatment of the hero, realizing fo r the first time that he is to  become their 
king.
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Al)
1 ^naonucon tusionuccririsu
(la:ng phau:ng ja: khwa:m wao nyai khwa:m tae: kau:n)
Some groups spoke teasingly of times gone by

1 ±w<

2 un.ucjj9 mnoennn^ocab anofiijtsin ccw'mu
(nya:m meu'a: tha:w ha:k thia:w len kha:w nan lai ti: thae: day)
"When he came to  visit that time we drove him away"

3 confiuQcao mbt̂ cncnu
(wao kan lae:w hua: pai teu': teu':n)
A fter they spoke, they laughed uproariously

A2)

4 connuccao ccaocancauoio m
(la:ng phau:ng waokan lae:w lae:w lao leu 'y  hua: kau: mi:)
Some groups spoke, and after they spoke, laughed

B)
5 0^3^93 ccautS mQjjauzncr) caufioQ
(ba:ng phaumg laem hai thang meu: lup thuarng leu 'y  thuamg) 
Some groups ran crying, their hands rubbing their chests, exclaiming

{J fnom m m  (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 4, pp.llb-12a; book:p.79}

This pattern is organized as follows:

A l ) Some groups spoke teasingly of past times. A fter they spoke, they 
laughed.

A2) Some groups spoke and then laughed.

B) Some groups were upset and cried.

A t first one m ight wonder w hy the above sequence could be considered 
anything more than a simple list of the actions of three different groups of 
people. To answer this question one must consider why the first two groups 
of people laugh while the th ird group cries. The narra tor is, in effect, 
showing that the townspeople at first find hum orous the ir previous ill- 
treatment of their future king. But after they have laughed the ir fill and 
come to realize the gravity of what they have done, they live to  regret their
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actions. If this were a simple list of three separate groups why would the 
second group be necessary? If one looks at the phrasing of the second section 
(line four), one finds that it  states in suspiciously sim ilar words the identical 
action that occurred in the previous line, belonging to  the preceding section. 
Once these tw o  paralle l actions of speaking and laughing have been 
completed the narrator in typical fashion can express what is ultimately to  
happen, that people, instead of laughing weep. If this passage is to  be 
considered an actual pattern it fits into category 3.2, the completion of an idea 
as expressed by the narrator.

A6.2: M im ic  Patterns In  W hich The F irs t Section Is  N o t Paralle l W ith  The 
Second

In the story ffino rn rnm  (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) the hero, Little Crow, is bom

with a hideous outer 'shell'. In the following example, Little Crow takes off 
his ugly shell and secretly enters the princess's palace. Inside the palace, he 
sits unnoticed beside the princess and listens to her speak about him w ith 
her servant girls.

1)
al) Gcriijb tn th o  i f  nnnnijQUTiQnnbtqjj
(tae: nan ba: tha:w phu: ka: dam nau-.y thaurt kaio:m)
Then Little Black Crow took off his outer layer

a2) Shon p e r m i t s  m nij^T jG c^
(tha:w kau: thau:t kha:p wai da: di: mia:n jae:p)
He took off his costume, put it away well > stored it carefully

2)

al) icc 'u ic^n  unm oosnty
(si: jae:m jao ba: tha:w khao pai)
He entered (the palace)

Aw- *_• f

a2) m o f]  muiicsntn SySrrj
(tha:w kau: nyap khao kai li: yu: m i ting)
He entered closer (i.e. moved close to  the princess), hiding motionless
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3)

1 unri ^i^nughcau
(ba: kau: fang siamg na:ng sap sing kan kham len)
He listened to the sound of the servants whispering playful words

(tnnOrihmrn (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 3, p.5a; book: pp.46-47}

The first two sections of this passage are both composed of parallel pairs 
(al and a2). However, whereas the lines are parallel in the ir ind ividual 
sections they are not parallel between them.

The two lines in the first section describe Little Crow taking off his ugly

outer 'shell'. The verb in both lines is identical: X]QQ (thau:t) 'to take off'.

The parallel between lines in the second section is best seen in the

original Lao phrasing. Both include the identical verb GSH (khao) 'to enter'.

The parallel verbs are phrased so that they rhyme between lines:

GS l̂td (khao pai) 'enter' and GS'ltri (khao kai) 'enter near'

Section Three is the conclusion of the first two sections. Little Crow has 
succeeded in entering the palace where he can observe unnoticed the 
activities of the servant girls and the princess.

The pattern can be described in the following chart:

1) a l) 
a2)

2) al) 
a2)

3) Conclusion

This pattern imitates an actual pattern in that it  partia lly includes the 
attribute that is missing. The first two sections, if not parallel in meaning, 
are certainly parallel in their structure, fo r each is composed of tw o parallel 
statements. This type of parallel, however, is not enough to label the sections
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as A1 and A2.

B: Characteristics of Sections A1 and A2 

Bl: Parallel Pairs and the use of Tagging

Sections in a pattern are frequently linked together b y  a device that w ill 
be referred to  as 'tagging'. This involves the use of tag phrases or lines that 
are both parallel in meaning and similar or identical in phrasing. Tags are 
placed at the beginning or end of a) the two parallel sections, A1 and A2, or b) 
less frequently, all three sections in a pattern. A lthough the ind ividual 
sections m ay be distinct in the ir detail, they are bonded together by their 
parallel tags.

The following pattern consists o f a speech where the hero is asked about his 
intentions in journeying to  another kingdom.

A l)

i  cmjqnnu mScsnto
(meung ni: deu':n dung dan ma: phi: het dail
"You have traveled here for what reason?

A2)

2 ouch  ^ 03115-13 S u ju ^ m ju o o tu n
(an wa: dong luamg kwa:ng himmapham nya:w nyo:t)
The jungle is of great width, the forest is of long 'Yot'18

3  kJ9UG§o cnugnnu mScsntn i
(phauy lao deu'rt dung dan ma: phi: het dai ni: de:)
And still you have traveled here, fo r what reason?

B)

4 91J00 J/10Ŝ 5c{j9 djcdjguciots^
(an wa: thua:raphi: neu'a: mi: meu'ay seu'a: kho:ng)
The wild buffalo, bears>bears, w ild tigers

ia A  measurement of distance equal to approximately sixteen kilometers
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5 9iju9Gunau LiSnutnnn
(anan ane-.k Ion phau: la:n ko.t keu:)
A  great and overflowing number, one m illio n /te n  m illio n /o n e  hundred 
m illion

1 it—f

6 ijoucSn m u u n tn  cigsr^tJGUn gsoij
(phau-.y lao ka-.y ma: dai seu'a: sa.rtg phi: phet he:w ni:)
And still you have been able to pass the tigers, 'sang"19, and hungry ghosts

I S stj V ^  ■ a_>o c j
7 unLhntn anGcynnin ucn
(nvang va:k dai sang thae: iing ma: ni: de:)
What do you truly want so that you have come?''

(Zfl'9 0 9 (Tha:w Inpong) bundle 2, p.6a-b}

Each section in this pattern ends w ith a final tag line of parallel meaning. In 
Sections A1 and A2 the tag line is identical except for the addition of initial 
and final phrases that do not alter its meaning. In Part B the phrasing of the 
tag line has been reversed.20

B2: Progressive Parallels

As the sequence develops in a pattern, the role of Section A2 is not 
merely to repeat the information stated in Section A t but at the same time to  
progress it towards its conclusion in Part B. One can divide the types of 
progression between Sections A1 and A2 as follows:

B2.1: Types of progression that serve to advance the plot or the audience's 
comprehension of the plot

B2.1.1: Progression O f A n  A c tio n  O r Event: In this type of progression, in 
Section A2 the action or event originally stated in Section A1 is moved closer 
towards its conclusion.

19 The ward (sa:ng) is often paired with the alliterated word GS9 (seu'a:) 'tiger'. According to

the Catholic University Lao dictionary, o!T^) (Sang) refers to a mythical animal similar to a large tiger 
In Pri:cha: Phinthaumg's I:sa:n-Thai-Englisft dictionary the same word is simply defined as 'tiger'.

20 Tag lines can be observed in many patterns throughout chapters six through ten.
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In the following example, the hero asks his grandmother to  try  on a ring that 
he has brought her as a gift.

A l)

1 ccrijju tnenuri pccajcSij snutariljun
(tae: nan ba: kha:n kau: thalaemg eu':n sa:y jai ton nya:)
Then he called to his beloved grandmother

t o i

2  cqqfi cSnccfnou autdnsu cgSocqcSqq thcsu
(jao kau: ao waem sup sai kau:y lae:w e: beu'ng du: nya: heu'y)
" Try putting the rings on your little  finger to  dress up fo r a look."

A2)

3 ccntSu in u n  tnuc§nccno Gc^ounand^cin
(tae: nan nay kau: b a y  ao kae:w wae:n di: lu:k paseu't)
Then she took the precious jeweled rings

4 unun wjZdm u  cfio^ug^njuaoucnQriij ccmj
(nay kau: sup sai kauy kheu'a:ng nyaung ngarn21 lua:n keu'ng kan thae: 
nau:)
And pu t them  on her small finger; The ornaments were all o f equal 
beauty

B)
* - •  ,

5 Gcniju unuuncrp gns^qnrjnjjq
(tae: nan nyay nya: thao ja:raja: tha:m thi:)
Then the old woman questioned him thoroughly

i i ^  * ■*

6 guonsQ^cQj'u Sen
(an wa: khaung mu: ni: phai hai tae: meung ni: de:)
"These goods- W ho gave them to you?"

{ fh o rn m m  (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 3, p,16a; book: pp.60-61}

In the above passage, the action is suggested in the first section whereas it is 
accomplished in the second. The result of the action is the old woman's 
reaction, as described in Part B.

21 In the manuscript version, the word L I  (ma:) 'to come' is written in place of ^ J J  (nga:m)

Taeautiful’. It makes no sense m context and is obviously an error. The word J1JJ (ngam) aaassAttftii' 
is used in both the printed version and the other manuscripts that I have examined.
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B2.1.2: Progression In  N a rra tive : In this type of progression, Section A1 
introduces the subject and /  or action that w ill be paralleled. Section A2, 
freed of the space-consuming burden of introduction, provides additional 
detail about the action and /  or object of the action that it parallels. Unlike 
the previous category, the evolution from Section A1 to Section A2 is not in
the event itself, bu t rather the audience's knowledge of the event. It is only
with the inform ation provided in Section A2 that the audience is able to

appreciate the conclusion of that will fo llow  in Part B.

In the following example, the princess yearns for the prince:

A i)  Gcriiju
(tae: nan na:ng lun jao khaning jai du: ma:k)
Then the young princess longed greatly in her heart

)L> * f

A2) cann anaichSo
(jao kau: jit wa: hi:w daurm jao phranyau* in)
Her heart was lonesome and hungry fo r the Greatest of Lords, Indra

i i

B) GcrilJlJ L n 3Q L l{j9U  tnCGajtjJGSQQCSO
(tae: nan na-.ng lun nau-.y dai sae:ng fai heu'amg heu'a:)
Then the young princess lit a fire, bright and radiant (which caused to  her to  
see that her lover was standing at her side)

{Snonnrnnh (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 3, p.6a; book: pp.47-48}

The subject in this example is introduced w ith a three syllable pronoun in 
the initial line. In the second line the introduction is no longer necessary. 
The pronoun is relegated to  a single syllable in the initial phrase. Space is 
thus freed both to  expand on how the princess feels (hungry and lonesome) 
and the object of her longing.

BZ2: Types Of Progression In Style

We have seen thus far types of progression that serve to  advance the 
plot, or the audience's understanding of plot, in a pattern. There are, in 
addition, types of progression that develop the narrative solely through the 
use of style. The following examples illustrate a few of the frequently-used
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types:

B2.Z1: P rogression In  Perspective: One com mon device in build ing a
progressive parallel is to in itia lly  state an idea as narrative in the th ird  
person and then to  state the same idea in the first person in the form  of a 
speech of one of the characters. The effect is that the inform ation appears 
closer both to  the story's audience, and to  the character to  whom  the 
information is directed in the story itself.

In the fo llow ing pattern, the hero is instructed by  the Lord Indra in his 
responsibilities as a monarch.

A i)  sun si9ij§3tSi agQmnosSu
(in kau: sau:n sang hai khaumg tha:w su: an)
Indra instructed him in all of the customary ways of nobles

■*-» 1 i

A2) m  5 tusnao^cijgg
(bat ni: phau: jak sau:n sang hai nai hi:t khau:ng meu'a:ng)
"Now I will instruct you in the customary ways of the land

B) Such tuzrncsn
(an wa: nai tham hao hi:t khau:ng jam wai)
Our Dharma, the customary ways, remember them"

(J h o m m m  (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 4, p. 10b Book: pp.77-78j 

B2.2.2: Progression In  Sound:

The following passage is a description of music played in the procession o f 
the hero into the capital.

A i)  s iou tam  rigun 1 / ^ 9 3

(suam lai to p  tau:y ti: nam khau:ng)
The flute was played together w ith the cymbal

A2) csnri rikiotjngQ neyigunanii
(khao kau: to p  tau:y taumg tauoig tau:y ti: say)
They struck, beat and plucked (the instruments)
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B) cnum urfi) ccsiOQun^QU
(deu'm taon top  sawae-.ng nam ji: jau-.y)
They traveled behind, beating (the instruments), playing them w ith great 
spirit

{mnorinnnrh (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 4, p.l4a; book: p.82}

The progression in this pattern falls into category 3.2, the completion of an 
idea as stated by the narrator. The parallels between the individual sections 
have more to do with sound than they do with meaning. The three lines 
build their poetic effect through the use of alliteration. In Section A l,  there

are three alliterated words: 1) fib  (top), 2) fl9Li (tau:y), and 3) ri (ti:). In 

Section A2, the number of alliterated words has increased from three to  six:

1) rib (top) 2) H9U (tau:y) 3) figQ (tau:ng) 4) H93 (tau:ng) 5) H9U (tau:y) 6) ri 

(ti:). In Section B, there are once again three: 1) GOD (deu'm) 2) m b  (ta:m) 3)

Clb (top). The progression from  Section A l  to  A2 is in the build ing up of 

sound. The alliterated words do not simply increase arbitrarily, but rather do 
so with great symmetry. The following words occur in both Sections A l and 
A2:

A) rib (top)

B) H9U (tau:y)

C )ri (ti:)

D) H93 (taumg)

They are arranged as follows:

A2) 1) A  2) B 3) D 4) D 5) B 6)C

The sequence of A  B C in the first line is essentially still intact in the second.
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The beginning A  and final C still occupy their identical positions. Section 
A2, despite its three extra syllables, adds only a single new syllable, D, which 
is doubled and occupies the tw o m iddle positions in the line. If one 
compares the two sections, it appears in the latter section as if the two Ds 
have landed in the m iddle of the original sequence of A  B C, splitting its 
center, B, in to two equal halves.

B22.3: The Use O f Parallels 7a Increase Emphasis:

Frequently the length of the second section of a pattern is greater than that o f 
the first. The length is often increased not through the inclusion of a greater 
amount o f information, but rather through the phrasing of inform ation in  
sets of parallels.

In the follow ing example, the Lord Indra instructs the hero in his duties as 
king:

A1>
1 9BTJ3 Untnerxnu ccriUibQU cJ^oijifnsn
(an neung ya: dai tham ba:p kae: phai nau:y fu:ng mu: tha:sa:)
One p o in t-  Do not commit sins with the commoners / slaves

2  tfT)in;i3njj 09UG9nfo{j9jj
(thang na-.ng nga:m khau-.y ao jai nau:m)
And the beautiful young women, look after them and be respectful22 

A2)

3 91JlJ3 cJydhcgg ijQ tn jn n irjijn ^
(an neung fu:ng phao seu'a: nau:y na:t nong na:ng)
One p o in t-  the beautiful young women

4 tn ^ jj in s n i j UcSQGGtJQsn^
(thia:m ba: kha:n yu: feu'a: fae:ng kha:ng)
That are at your side

22 The final word of this line, U 9 L  (nau;m) 'to be respectful', has been replaced in the printed text
SU

by a word of similar sound: 1J 9U (nau:y) 'small' which means, in context, 'women'. This changes the 
overall meaning of the line to: 'And the beautiful young women, look after them'. It is likely that the 
word in the manuscript is an error of the transcriber fot is unlikely that Indra would tell a king to oav 
respect to one of lowlier status. “ J
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5 Un toucou onQciudbGdsh i j u c 5
(ya: dai mi: we:n wa:ng sia: pa plao nan neu:)
Do not be sinful and neglect or abandon them

Si—'

6 intun&Ji csnijbdin^
(khuam thi: ba: p h o t hai khao nan su: na:ng)
You should be compassionate to all of the women

{tnnorhnnfh (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 4, p.IQb; book: pp.77-78)

In the initial section of this passage, the hero is advised on how to act w ith 
commoners. In the following section he is advised in parallel terms on how 
to  act w ith people inside of the palace. The second section progresses from 
the first in the following manner:

a: Indra's speech progresses as the subject matter becomes closer to  the one 
who is being instructed.

b: Whereas the advice given in Section A2 is parallel to  the previous section, 
its length has doubled from  two to four lines. The length has been increased 
by the organization of information into sets of parallels:

b l: The right hemistich o f the first line of Section A2 is composed of a 
doubled pair w ithout identical initial words that consists of fou r parallel 
pronouns. Each refers to  the young women who w ill attend Little Crow in 
his palace:

UQUtno bJUT) (nau:y na:t nong na:ng) 

b2: The second line of Section A2 is composed of two parallel hemistichs:

m§jjtnenu UgQqggUqŝ
(th iam  ba:kha:n yu: feu'a: fae:ng kha:ng)
A t his side by his side

b3: The right hemistich of the th ird line of Section A2 consists of a doubled
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pair w ithout identical initial words where each of the words is parallel:23

cnQcio dbcdsh
(wa-.ng sia: pa plao)

abandon>lose leave empty

The effect of doubling the length of the admonition in Section A2 is to  stress 
its importance. It  is fitting  in context that a king w ou ld  give increased 
importance to  those inside the royal grounds as opposed to  commoners who 
live on the outside.

B3: The Difference Between Sections A l /A 2  And Section B

A  basic characteristic of A A B  patterns is that whereas Sections A l and 
A2 are linked together in structure, style, and meaning, at the same time they 
differ from  the th ird  part of the pattern. There are many ways in which 
Section B is distinguished from the preceding two sections, as follows:

B3.1: Patterns where the conclusion in Section B is an action that is the 
opposite of the actions that occur in Sections A l and A2

This type o f d istinction is very frequent, as illustrated b y  the fo llow ing 
examples:

1. In the pattern stated in Section A4.1 on pages 247-248, Sections A l and A2 
each describe the end of a month whereas Section B describes the beginning.

2. In travel patterns, such as the example stated in Section 1.2 on pages 249- 
250, Sections A l and A2 typ ica lly  describe the character in movement 
whereas Section B describes the character coming to  rest.

In the printed version, the parallels are expanded so that the line consists of two parallel 
hemistichs, each comprised of three parallel words for neglect or abandon, as follows:

Lht,n tcDSnGOU ITUCU (ya:dai laila:we:n wa:ng sia: pa plao nanneu:)

The parallel words are as follows: 1) (lai) 2) a n  (la:) 3) G0U (wen) 4) OnQ (wa:ng) 5) CaU (sia:) 6)

dbGdan (pa piao)
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3. In the pattern stated as example number two on pages 261-263, Sections A l 
and A2 describe a group of characters laughing whereas Section B describes a 
group crying.

Other common distinctions between Section B and the preceding sections 
include:

B3.2: Patterns where Sections A l and A2 describe the actions of one character 
whereas Section B describes the actions of another

B3.3: Patterns where if Sections A l and A2 are questions, Section B w ill be a 
statement, or the reverse

B3.4: Patterns where Section B is distinguished from the preceding sections 
in the number of lines

B3.5: Patterns where Section B is distinguished from  the preceding sections 
in m inor phrasing

Section B is generally distinguished from  Sections A l and A2 in its use 
of language, even in m inor details. When tag phrases occur in all three 
sections of a pattern, fo r example, the th ird and final tag com monly differs 
slightly from the preceding two, as we have seen in Section B1 on pages 265- 
266. Although such phrasing may appear insignificant and does little to  alter 
the meaning of the section, it consistently emphasizes Section B's 
uniqueness in the pattern as a whole.
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Chapter Seven: The AAB Pattern: Parallels W ithin Parallels, Fart One

We have observed in chapters three and four that once a parallel pair 
exists (whether in spoken or written Lao) there is a tendency for it to replicate 
further in to  smaller and smaller parallels. We have seen, fo r example, 
doubled pairs in which each individual pair consists of tw o parallel words, 
parallel hemistichs where each individual hemistich consists of two parallel 
words or phrases, etc. This phenomenon o f reduplication occurs w ith great 
sym m etiy inside of AAB  patterns and forms one of their most interesting 
aspects. There are tw o major categories of replication that occur in patterns, 
parallel pairs and smaller patterns. Each tends to  occur in specific sections of 
a pattern, as follows:

C l: The Placement Of Parallel Pairs W ithin A  Pattern

The first type o f parallel that occurs w ith frequency in a pattern is a 
parallel pair, i.e. the pairing together o f words, phrases, lines, o r larger 
sections o f analogous meaning. Pairs have a strong tendency to  occur in 
what w ill be referred to  as 'second positions' of a larger pattern, as follows:

C l.l: The Placement of Fairs W ithin Larger Pairs

Smaller parallel pairs have a tendency to  occur inside o f larger pairs. 
The largest parallel pa ir in a pattern consists of Sections A l and A2. One 
frequently observes that Sections A l and A2 of a pattern each individually 
replicate in to  two smaller parallel halves:

A l)  a l) 

a2)

A2) a l) 

a2)

1. The follow ing example, from CJnocn^in^lQ (Pha:dae:ng Na:ng Ai), is the

speech of the heroine when she first meets her lover. In her speech, she 
questions whether or not the hero is being truthful when he tells her that he 
is single.
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A l)  snn tjuiQusnncuu cuusnoqsnnoy
(ra:t bau: hau:n kha.t bia: nyia: kha:w si: kha:t nu: dai bau:)
A  kingdom has never lacked fo r wealth, can a granary o f rice lack mice?

JL.‘ '

A2) ddn bcauouih unSgKrjicsusnn cStjs
(pu: pa: bau: kheu'y ni: nam na:thi: lua.ng si: kheu':n kha:t pen reu)
Crabs and fish have never fled from water, can a great river run dry?

A -' ■

B) gnnin cqsnuih tn ^ Q u n a n n ii;)
(sa:t thi: seu'a: nau: fa: tha:ng sau:n kau: ha:k nyang)
The lineage of kings have ones to love

(CJncCDQlJnQlg (Pha:dae:ng Na:ng Ai) bundle 1, p.lDa}

In Sections A l and A2, the speaker gives examples of impossible events. 
These comparisons lead to the final line, where the speaker makes her point, 
that it is impossible for the hero to be unattached as he claims to be.

Sections A l and A2 each consist of two parallel hemistichs, as follows:

Line A l:
al) A  kingdom has never lacked for wealth 
a2) Can a granary of rice lack mice?

Both hemistichs describe a relationship that is impossible, X w ithout Y. Both 
share the identical verb.

Line A2:
a l) Crabs and fish have never fled from water 
a2) Can a great river run dry?

Similar to their counterparts in the previous line, the tw o  hemistichs 
describe an impossible situation. Both are concerned with water.

Each of the four hemistichs in Sections A l  and A2 are parallel in 
meaning. Furthermore, the structure of the left hemistichs (a l) of both lines 
is identical, and the structure of the right hemistichs (a2) is sim ilarly 
identical:
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A l)

a l) A  has never B 
a2) Can an X Y?

A2)

a l) A  has never B 
a2) Can anXY?

2. In the following example, the hero arrives in a foreign kingdom.

Al)
i _ ;  i

a l) fiouncsn o m u
(khuarn ku: khao pai nai ling lam du: thaum)
"I should enter and have a look > look

a2)
(ta.ng hai hu: meu'a: na: lam du:)
In order to  know in the future, (I should) look > look"

A2)
1 A-*

at) qDoijij mQnumno
(meu a: nan ba:kha:n thaiw thong ton ling lam)
Then he looked > looked

a2) anaQua anucsncu^n
Oak lau:p li: kha:n khao beu'ng du:)
He furtively crept in and looked > looked

B>
1) m ;) cftbTOBo m ^ n i jn i fc c in  ^cca o
(kau: jing hen hau: kae:w na:ng ngarn du: paseu't jing lae:w)
Thus he saw the extraordinary palace of the beautiful woman

2) csQ̂ cSscGaQ cmQ^cmsjjccrign cthcsu
(heu'a:ng heu'a: jae:ng leu'a:ng leu'a:m tae: kham jao heu':y 
Shiny and bright, completely of gold

{Zfl'lOQlKp) (Thaw Inpong) bundle 1, p.l4a}

The parallels in this passage are particularly obvious. Section A l 
consists of two statements of the hero that he should take a look, followed by
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Section A2, which is similarly comprised of tw o statements by the hero that 
he should take a look. The result of the hero's actions is described in Section 
B, where he becomes aware of the palace of the woman who is to  become his 
lover. N ot only are the four lines in Section A l  and A2 parallel to  one 
another, but each line concludes with a parallel word pa ir for ‘look at' in the 
second half of its second hemistich. The word pairs in the first lines of each

o o
section are identical: 01 (ling lam) ‘look at > look at'. The word pairs in

the second lines, respectively Srnn (ling du:) 'look at > look at' and 

(beu'ng du:) 'look at > look at', share similar second words.1

A l) al) O O O O O O al>a2
a2) O O O O O O al>a2

A2) al) O O O O O O al>a2
a 2 ) 0 0 0 0 O Oal>a2

B) 1) O O O O O O O O
2) O O O O O O O O

Cl.Z- The Placement of Pairs within the Second Halves of Larger Pairs

The second m ajor tendency in the placement o f pairs is that when a 
portion  of narrative is divided into tw o sections (parallel o r otherwise), 
smaller pairs are more likely to  occur in the second half than in the first. 
When pairs do occur in both sections, the pair (or pairs) in the second section 
are usually of greater complexity.

C l.2.1: W ith in Sm all Form s o f Parallels:

The tendency fo r pairs to  occur in the second half of larger pairs is 
traceable back to  the small forms of parallels that we have previously 
observed both in oral narrative and w ritten (N itsay and Kau:n A:n) 
literature. Prominent examples are as follows:

1 An additional example of a pattern in which Sections A l and A2 each consist of a smaller parallel 
pair can be seen in Section 9C on pages 226-229 of chapter four. It was initially used to illustrate how 
parallel verses in a quatrain can each be composed of a pair of parallel lines. The two verses are actually 
Sections Al and A2 of a larger pattern.
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Cl.2.1.1:'W ithin Nitsay:

a: Doubled Five-Syllable Parallel Pair:

ejonijQutijcj'nsnn ninrit:unnmjjj
hatthaba:t ti-.n meu:) 
hands>feet /  hands>feet'

(phua:k nau:y nai pha:sa:t
'small ones (i.e. servants) in the palace

{2 1 PJ13 (Khun Theung)}

The structure of this phrase can be expressed as follows:

A l > A2

(servants) >
(al
(hands >feet

> a2 )
> hands >feet)
>

The parallels include:

1) The m ajor doubled pa ir is A l > A2. The phrase 'hands > feet' in the 
second half means: people who do work in place of the hands and feet of the 
king.

2) The second half of the doubled pair is composed of a smaller pair. The 

initial phrase tfm qsuici (hatthaba:t) consists of the Pali words wciqs (hadtha)

'hands' and um  (ba:t) 'feet', followed by the phrase cnuS (ti:n meu:) which 

consists of the equivalent Lao words mj (ti:n) 'feet' and 3  (meu:) Tiands'.

3) The doubled pa ir in the second half of the larger pa ir consists of tw o 
smaller pairs, as follows:

Hands and feet are parallel to  one another in context. Neither are included 
for the ir ind iv idual characteristics bu t rather those that they share in 
common, i.e. both are parts of the body with which physical labor is done.

a l) Hands > Feet 
a2) Hands > Feet
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b: Doubled Twelve-Syllable Parallel Pair.

The following example was previously described in Section 2.4 on pages 
184-185 of chapter four. Each twelve-syllable pair is divided in to  two sections 
of six syllables each.

First Pair.

First Half: 'As fo r me, When I eat something good
Second Half. it is fitting to swallow it 'Khwak Khwak'

Second Fair

First H a lf

Second Half

(Khun Theung)}

The second halves of both pairs include smaller pairs.2 The pair in the 
second half o f the first pair consists of tw o onom otopoeic monosyllabic

words, fiOIi>0Ori (khwak khwak), which describe the sound that is made

during swallowing. Typically, the pair that occurs in the second half of the 
second pair is of greater complexity, double the length o f the former. It fits

into the category of doubled pair w ith identical initial words: n u t/in  >

When I eat something that is not right fo r my 
m outh
it is fitting to sw allow  it w ith  d ifficulty, 
swallow it slowly'

Whereas in the previous example the entire second half of the doubled pair was composed of a 
smaller pair, in this passage the smaller pairs do not occupy the entire second halves of either the first or 
second pair. If one looks at the remaining syllables of the second halves of both pairs (i.e. their initial 
syllables), one will observe that they are identical. These syllables serve to strengthen the parallel bond 
between the two major pairs in this passage.
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(keu:n nya:k keu:n sa:) 'Swallow difficult, Swallow slow'.3

C l.2.1.2: W ith in  Kaum A:n:

C l .2.1.2.1; W ith in Hemistichs o f a Poetic Line:

We have observed that the most frequent position for doubled pairs in 
Kaum A n  is the second hemistich of a poetic line: OOO OO > OO

3 The following more complex passage was originally quoted on pp.190-192 of chapter four as an 
example of the stringing together of parallel pairs.

Part One:

One point 1.A1) al) a fire in (one's) house al) do not take it outside (one’s) house
1.A2) a2) a fire outside (one's) house a2) do not bring it inside (one's) house

Part Two:

2.A1) That is, a l) whoever comes and speaks badly
a2) whoever a l) comes and speaks ill of

a2) comes and becomes embroiled in
2.A2) al) consider carefully 

a2) reflect first

2.A2 al) (if you) should al) speak your husband
a2) tell

2. A2 a2) (if it is) not a l) fitting to speak then a l)
a2) fitting to tell

a2)o tf-t
{STJdSJJ (Khun Bau:rom) bundle 1, p.l6a; book: p.30}

Although both parts of this passage include smaller replication, the parallels in the second are the most 
complex. Part Two is divided into two non-parallel halves (2.A1 and 2.A2), each of which consists of two 
major parallel pairs. Note that in the first half, 2.A1, the second parallel pair splits into a smaller doubled 
pair ( comes and speaks ill of > comes and becomes embroiled in'). The second half of Part Two, 2A2 is 
the site of most intricate layers of pairs in the passage. Each of the two major parallel phrases in 2.A2 ('If 
you, should tell your husband then tell him' and 'If it is not fitting to tell your husband then do not tell 
him ) is divided into two smaller pairs ('speak > tell' and 'then speak > then tell' in the first phrase and 
fitting to speak > fitting to tell' and 'then speak > then tell' in the second). The pairs in the second 
parallel phrase (2.A2 a2) are the most symmetrical, evenly dividing the line into two sections of equal 
ength, each of which consists of one smaller parallel pair ('not fitting to speak/ fitting to tell' is equal in 

length to then do not speak > do not tell'). Finally, the second parallel pair in the second parallel phrase 
do not speak > do not tell' (which is simultaneously in the second section (2.A2) of the second part of the 
passage as a whole) is in and of itself one half of a doubled pair together with the counterpart phrase 
Tceep it to yourself. ^

The following chart shows the position of parallel pairs in Part Two of the passage:

A2)
1) al) 

a2)

2) al)

a2)

al)
a2)

1) al) 2) al)
a2) a2)

2) al) 2) al) al)
a2) a2)

a2)

al) then speak 
a2) then tell 
al) do not speak 
a2) do not tell
(you) should keep it to yourself



C l.2.1.2.2: W ith in  Three /Tw o Pairs where the first hemistich is parallel w ith  
the second half o f the second:

Al A2
g o c  0 0 / g c

One frequently finds that in this type of parallel, the second parallel pair 
(i.e. the second half of the second hemistich) consists of two smaller parallels. 
For example:

ih r i j j^ c u u ^ in in o
(nya: kau: mane: mana: fa:w
The old woman in a great hurry 
quickly.

{znnoccii (Tha:w Bae:), Meu'amg Kho:ng Version, bundle 1, 9a}

C l.2.1.2.3: W ith in Parallel Hemistichs

When poetic lines are composed of two parallel hemistichs, the second 
hemistich often replicates in to tw o  paralle l halves.4 In the fo llow ing  
example, the second parallel hemistich consists of a doubled pair in which 
each individual pair consists of two parallel words:

tJ u c n in  ^JnucQin
(fan wa: dai fay  ao nam
'(She) dreamed that (she) took water to wipe
wash > wash'

(Example from  triccriO (Kai Kae:w)}

C l .2.1.2.4: W ith in  Parallel Verses:

Frequently the second line of a parallel couplet not only parallels the 
meaning of the first, but also doubles existing pairs. In the fo llow ing 
example, the narrator describes ships at rest.

d n > i /a n 3>si'ou 
pat>si: /la:ng>sua:y) 
brush > polish /

mmu  c s o > s dfiV
ha: la:n he:w>hi:p) 
searched fo r her grandson fast >

4 following the tendency cited in Cl .2.1.2.1
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1) 09udncc§o 
( khau:m wa: lae:w

When (they) were finished,

2) m^nsQuiuSncguj
( thang ha: hau::y sip ha: le.m 
Five hundred fifteen ships 
fu rthe r

{tmoccb (Tha:w Bae:) Meu'a:ng Kho:ng, bundle 1, p.9b}

There is a single parallel pair in the first line, in the second half of its second 

hemistich: J jri99n (phak jau:t) Test > stop'. In the second line, the

replication is doubled. The parallel pair (sao yang) Test > stop' forms a

parallel counterpart to  the pair in the initial line. It occurs as one half of the

larger doubled pair w ithout identical words CqnElQ > um u  (sao yang bau:

kai) iest>stop > do not go further', which occupies the entire second 
hemistich.5

C L 2 2: W ithin the C ontext erf an A A B  Pattern

W ithin an A A B  pattern, the tendency fo r smaller pairs to occur in the 
second half of larger pairs can be seen in the following:

£jnfiu&jn>q9n
pha: kan phak /jau :t 
(they) rested >:stopped

> 0 3  > d m u
sao > yang > bau:ka:y)
rested > stopped > did not go

In this additional example, originally quoted on pp.220-224 of chapter fou* all four hemistichs are 
parallel:

1) tnfi cGb^fiWlo > SQnt&ouajntn
He^ surveyed ^ looked over its appearance every place

2) Srai 3^oquS > gjsotnfotn
He looked there>here looked near>far

0  0

{tfl9911911909 (Thaw Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 3, p.9b; book:p.52}

In the initial line, each hemistich is parallel, but there are no parallels in individual hemistichs. In the
second line, however, not only are the hemistichs parallel to one another but each individual hemistich 
further replicates into a smaller parallel pair.
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C l .2.2.1: The Placement o f Pairs w ith in  the Second Halves of Sections A l  
and A2

If Sections A l and A2 are both divided into tw o halves (parallel o r 
otherwise), smaller pairs w ill frequently occur in the second halves of each 
section. The parallels in the second section, however, generally display 
greatly complexity than their counterparts in the first.

In the following example, Sections A l and A2 each consist of two parts. 
The parts in a given section are not parallel to  one another and therefore are 
represented in the following chart as 1 and 2 rather than a l and a2. Parallel 
pairs occur in the second part of each section.

Al:
1)
2) a l)

a2)
A2:

1)
2) a l)

a2)

There are three layers of replication in this example: a) the parallel couplet 
of Sections A l and A2, b) the division of Sections A l and A2 into two non
parallel halves, and c) the division of the second halves of Sections A l and 
A2 into smaller parallel couplets.

In the following passage from  the story triccno (Kai Kae:w), the hero

has travelled to the land of a giant who has a beautiful human daughter.
While the giant is hunting in the forest, the hero and the giant's daughter
become lovers. When the giant returns home, he becomes suspicious that a 
human is hiding with his daughter. The giant's questions and his daughter's 
answers are presented in the following manner:6

Words or phrases taken from the printed version of the text are placed in double parentheses.
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A l)
A l . l  ^

1 ccriiju ust&icSn caijTjaniisl'nofu 
(tae: nan phra phau: jao men sa:p kha:w khan)
Then (her) father smelled the unpleasant smell of humans

2 Smrpu 
(pita: thaxn phra nyau:t na:ng nong nau:y)
(Her) father asked her.

3 im ciu rm cdjhismccS anufnoau UocaoO ti u
(na:ng heu':y ku: kau: men sa:p thae: keu: kin kha-.w khon yu: lae:w) 
"Daughter, I smell a tru ly unpleasant smell as if the stench of humans

4 cmuqn S a lim  U m m ^ ijg u
(hen jak mi: khon ma: yu: nam na:ng nauy)
I think that a human has come to live w ith m y young daughter"

A1.2

1 Gcrijju mjanu ( (S911) ) mfnsmjrau 
(tae: nan na:ng kha:n ((nau:y)) pha:thi: kha:n tau:p)
Then the beautiful ((young)) woman answered:

a l)

2 9 9 u S  S oi'qvjs a b n ^ c m jm

(khau-.y bau: mi*. hau:n hu: khon dung deu'.n ma 
" I have never known a human to  travel here

a2)

3 9uccri gnocSgQem um sijS IIum ln
(an tae: sa:w meu'a:ng khon bau: hau:n mi: phai ma: dai)
There has never been anyone from the land of humans who has been able to  
travel here"

A2)
A2.1
1 ccribb numuSno Smu^Tno
(tae: nan kanda/n tha w  pita: nyang ka:w)
Then (her) father, the giant, repeatedly said:

' *-■ 1
2 jjijann couunusQb aaduj ucaao
(man ha:k men kin hau:n keu: li: yu: nai ni: lae-.w)
"There is a ho t unpleasant smell as if (a human) is hiding inside

Ecn 
: ni: de:)
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3 Suo'n 99bin3ij9ti cSualnj^nQn^ ciuSgu
(khan wa: jau:m na:ng nauy hen khon na:ng bau:k phau: sia: thau:n)
If my young daughter has seen a human, please tell me

4 t in  SnunnccJi rib^Tpki ancsu
(phau: kau: eu:t nya:k thae: kin sa:ng bau: phau: lu:k heu'y)
I am truly starving; I have not eaten enough elephants, m y child"

A 22 ^

1 cij9{jb u^anijbQU mmgnbSrprno
(meu'a: nan na:ng kha:n nauy pha:thi: kha:n nyang ka:w)
Then the beautiful young woman repeatedly answered:

al)
i i jk_i i

2 29UIJ cmuyî ccS §3iconfn$j ( (shla) )
(khauy bau: hen thia:ng thae: sang si: wao sok son ((lam lai)))
"I have truly not seen (anyone); W hy do you ask me again and again?7

A v i

3 canri cnutdsonij sgumutudn
(jao kau: deu':n pai khwa:m hauy pha:n nai pa:)
You have travelled past tracks of hunters in the forest

1
4 ijuonn cnijvjSus9b tucqnggnijn ccficcao
(man ha:k men kin hau:n nai jao au:k ma: thae: lae:w)
Truly it is the hot and unpleasant smell inside of you that is coming out

a2)
1 Qcririguijij 
(tae: kau:n nan khauy yu: pa:ng thau:ng)
Before, I stayed in the golden palace

2 nis Sctfijij§3 nuenjintn
(kau; bau: mi: men sang kin khon ma: kai)
And there was no unpleasant smell of humans that came near

29ULLh3?fi93

7I cannot find the meaning of the word (sok son). In the printed version, it is replaced by

(lam lai) 'repeatedly', which I have placed in double parentheses. My guess is that both words 
share a similar meaning, and that the word in the manuscript is used regionally
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U  I I

3 ijuonn noihc92 02110110011112 ( (mucVjihih))
(man ha:k t it  nam jao kha:n khon deuln pa: ((pha:n dong nam pa:))

It has come w ith y o u  humans who travel in the forest8

4 0130120 c o u iin ijs o ii 1/2022990112 ccmccao
(tang ha:k men kin hau:n nam jao au:k ma: thae: lae:w)
Truly it is the hot and unpleasant smell inside of you that is coming out"

B>
1 ccnfib 1I3021123O2O
(Tae: nan pita: thai fang kham narng ka:w)
Then (her) father listened to the words that she spoke

2 o  (<5n o )  U nrn jou 
(ta:m sa:ng thau:n ku: (thaw) ya:k nau:n)
"Never mind; I wish to  sleep

3 t in  indjQUGcm lueucauansnjQti
(phau: kau: it  meu'a:y thae: si: nau:n sia: sak sanau:y)
I am tru ly exhausted; I will sleep for a little b it

4 t in  GOlllYjtu GJU9UGC01JO1111
(phau: kau: deu':n phong phai m eu'ay khae.n wan ni:)
I have travelled through the forest; I am exhausted today"

{toccoo  (Kai Kaew) bundle 3, p.5a-b; book: pp.105-106}

The structure o f the pattern

The information in this passage can be presented in a simplified manner as 
follows:

A l)

1) Giant: " I smell a stench; I suspect that a human has come to  live
w ith  you."

2) Daughter: “There has never been a human that has travelled here."

I am u ncer t a i n t he  word 021J (kha:n) in context. The line is changed in the printed text to:

JJU012O [10112092 ?J2lJn3lJ9d2 (manha:k tit nam jao pha:n dong nam pa:) 'It has come 
with you, a huntei; from the forest'.
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A2)
1) Giant: " I smell a stench of a human; If you have seen him

please tell me because I am very hungry."

2) Daughter "W hy ask me again? I have not seen a human. You
have travelled past tracks of human hunters in the 
forest and the smell has entered the house with you."

Part B:
Giant: "Never mind; I am tired and w ill sleep."

The Parallel Relationship Between Sections A l A n d  A 2  

Sections A l and A2 are parallel:

a: in structure; Both consist of two sections, 1) the question of the giant, and
2) the answer of his daughter. (Part B consists entirely of the giant's speech.)

b: in meaning;

b l: In both sections, the giant states: 1) that he smells a human, and 2) that he 
wants his daughter to  give him information about the human.

b2: In both sections, the daughter lies to her father, stating that she has not 
encountered a human in the palace.

In the conclusion in Part B, the father accepts his daughter's lies 
(whether or not he believes them), agreeing to go to  sleep w ithout arguing 
the m atter further. The progression in this pattern fits into category 1.1., a 

problem resolved through a series of actions carried out by the principal 
character. The giant's daughter does not wish her lover to  be eaten by her 
father. In Sections A l and A2 she lies, and as a result in Part B her wish is 
fulfilled: her lover is left unharmed by  the giant.

Replications o f two in Sections A l and A 2

The second parts of Sections A l and A2 (i.e. the daughter's answer) 
replicate further into two parallel halves.
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Replications in the Second Fart o f Section A l

The daughter's answer in Section A l is made up of tw o parallel 
statements, a l and a2. In both statements, the daughter declares that a 
human has never come to  where they live. The parallel phrasing between 
lines is more evident in the original Lao than in translation.

Line al: 29U& 5 m \ i% QLQQGniJLn Ben
(khauy bau: mi: hau:nhu: khon dung deu':n ma: ni: de.)
" I have never known a human to  come"

Line a2: 9ijQcn gnocij 9 3 0 1 1  im oijB tcJijntn
(an tae: saw meua':ng khon bau: hau:n mi: phai ma: dai)
There has never been anyone from the land of humans able to  travel here"

The tw o statements of the giant's daughter are progressive parallels. 
Whereas in statement a l the giant's daughter merely comments that she has 
never known a human to come to  her palace, in statement a2 she adds the 
information that it is beyond human ability

Replications in  the Second Fart o f Section A 2

The speech o f the giant's daughter in Section A2 is sim ilarly divided 
into two parallel halves, as follows:

al)

1) I have not seen (any humans). W hy ask me?

2) You have travelled past hunter's tracks in the forest
3) Truly it is the hot and unpleasant smell inside of you that is coming 

out

a2)

1) Before I stayed in the golden palace

2) And there was no unpleasant smell o f humans that came near
3) It has come with you.... humans who travel in the forest9
4) Truly it is the hot and unpleasant smell inside of you that is coming 

out

9 A portion of this line is unclear, as explained in fn.8 on p.287.
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Both sections, al and a2, consist of two parallel statements: 

a: The daughter's denial of having seen a human
b: The daughter's claim that the giant has brought the smell with him as a 
result of passing humans (or human tracks) in the forest

In addition, both sections are linked together b y  a tag. Their final lines 
are identical except for the first word of the initial phrases, as follows:

* JLj

  o n n  couunusgu  in c ^ n s o r iL n  ccSccao
(..... ha:k men kin hau-.n nam jao au:k ma: thae: lae:w)
'Truly it is the hot and unpleasant smell inside of you that is coming out '10

The relationship between the replications in Sections A l and A2

All o f the replications in the second parts o f Sections A l and A2 are 
parallel to one another. Each is an expression of the daughter's denial that a 
human has come to live with her.

Replications in the context o f the pattern as a whole 

The replications in this pattern can be described in the following chart:

Al)
1 )

1) Then the father smelled the unpleasant smell of humans
2 ) He asked the young woman:
3) "Daughter, I smell a tru ly unpleasant smell as if the stench of 

humans

2)
1) Then the beautiful woman answered: 
a l) "I have never known a human to  travel here 
a2) There has never been anyone from the land of humans to  be 

able to travel here"

10 The first words of the initial phrases in the final lines of Sections al and a2 are respectively JJU 

(man) and fl^j (tang). Their meanings are identical in the context of the line.
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A2)

1)
1) Then her father, the giant, repeatedly said:
2) "There is a hot unpleasant smell as if (a human) is hiding
3) If m y young daughter has seen a human, please tell me

4) I am tru ly  starving I have not eaten enough elephants, m y 
ch ild"

2)
1) Then the beautiful young woman repeatedly answered:

a l) 1) "I have tru ly not seen; W hy do you ask me again and again?
2 ) You have travelled past tracks of hunters in the forest
3) Truly it is the hot unpleasant smell inside you coming out

a2) 1) Before, I stayed in the golden palace

2) And there was no unpleasant smell of humans that came 
near

3) It has come with you.... humans that travel in the forest
4) Truly it  is the hot unpleasant smell inside you coming out”

B)

1) Then her father listened to the words that she spoke
2) "Never mind; I wish to  sleep

3) I am tru ly exhausted; I w ill sleep for a little b it
4) I have travelled through the forest; I am exhausted today"

C l .2-2.2: The Placement o f Pairs solely in Section A2

Section A2 is the second half of the largest parallel pair in a pattern i.e. 
Sections A l  and A 2 . Following the tendency fo r pairs to  be placed in the 
second halves of larger pairs, when replication occurs solely in one section of 
a pattern, there is a greater tendency for it to occur in Section A2 than Section 
A l.
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Al)

A2) Al)
A2)

B)

1. The following example is a travel pattern describing the princess's journey 
from her place of residence to the palace of her father. It occurs immediately 
after she has been informed that the king requests for her to  pay a visit.

A l) 1
1 c jjQ iju  aI»at:c§n{j9U in ^ a u c s o s d  
(meu'a: nan som salao nau:y nang lun he:w hi:p)
Then the beautiful-figured youngest princess hurried

2  qqIqou93
(na:ng kau: e: o-.t nyaung theu: m aw  seu't kham)
She adorned herself, wearing a bracelet and golden crown

3 usbtJOTjccSo ojjm m snn
(bau:rabua:n lae:w long hau-. pha:savt)
After she was finished, she left from  the palace

A2)

A l. a l)

4 LnQri uosbunnunu anotlcGzriin
(na:ng kau: nyua:ranyart nya:y saw sai hae: nam)
She travelled, the servant girls moved in procession behind her

5 tntF jcSejj ^niJCT^sinosiOTj
(nyap nya:p leu'am  ngam keu'ng saw sawan)
Shining radiantly, as beautiful as a woman from heaven

A l. a2)
±-J ± -r

6  tjccaunmj 
(fu:ng mu: nang thang hok phau: lae: nam kon)
The group of six women (i.e. her older sisters) watched her from behind
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7 u w ic Sqjj snoSn ihoh^ G'* iv j
(nya:p nya:p leu’a:m sa:w lang nam lang)
Shining rad iantly the (servant) woman travelled behind her

B)
8  c fijts jm oQ  tjejuno^an
(theu'ng ho:ng luamg phau: phanya: ong lam)
Arriving at the palace of her father, the great ruler

{J h o m m m  (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 4, p,17a~b; book: p.85}

In the above pattern, the movement of the princess is described in the first 
two sections and her arrival at her destination is described in the th ird .11

The second section in this pattern has been carefully constructed to  form  
a pair o f two parallel halves, each of two lines in length:

11 One might argue that this example is a mimic rather than actual AAB pattern. The first two 
sections are similar in that each describes the princess travelling on her way to see the king (i.e. she 
leaves from her palace in Section A l and continues to travel in Section A2.) However, their phrasing is 
not similar One should be aware, however, that Section A l of this pattern is largely formulaic, and used 
in other instances in the creation of a pattern. Shortly after this passage, the princess's beauty is 
described in a seven-line pattern (bundle 5, p.la; book; p.91). Its initial section is as follows:
(Fhrasesthat are identical to Section A l of the example are underlined.)

(batni. jak kla:wtheung na:ng lun nau.y khaning ba: jong ma:k)

Now I will tell of the youngest princess longing greatly for the hero

2 co tenuen  f i m nc ingn
(na:ng kau: gLO:t nyau:ng theu: ta:ng seu't kham)

She adorned herself, wearing earrings and a golden crown

3 £iQjjcn tJS£uob(£ao nQ num iQ
(khau:m wa: bau:rabua:n lae:w du: ngam thuk sing)
After she was finished, she looked beautiful in eveiy aspect

The second hemistich of the third line {QJHD (du: ngam) 'to look beautiful') is a tag that is paralleled 
in the third and final line of Section A2, as follows:

3 Q jnuan uQ n in ja ijijQ u
( du: hgam sut nyau:t na:ng lun nauy)
She looked of the greatest beauty, the exalted youngest princess

The conclusion in Part B consists of a single line that states that the heroine is as beautiful as 
kinnan, a mythical figure reknowned for its great beauty.

In both this passage and the above-mentioned travel pattern, the majority of Section A l is formulaic 
and not paralleled in Section A2. In each, the concluding hemistich, i.e. the second hemistich of the

<n □
third line of Section A l {S) )̂U1U‘r)§Hfl (long hau: pha:sa:t) leave from the palace') is the tag that links 
them together in meaning with the second section.
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al) 1. The woman travelled the servant girls travelled in procession
behind

2. Shining radiantly she wore a bracelet and golden crown

a2) 1. The six women watched behind her
2. Shining radiantly the (servant) women travelled behind

Both halves of the second section are parallel in meaning in that they 
describe the procession of the youngest princess and her servant girls. They 
are also parallel in phrasing fo r their second lines serve as a tag. The first 
hemistichs of the second lines of Pairs a l and a2 each consist of the identical

phrase: ind^CglOJj (nya:p nya:p leu;a:m). Phrases that include pairs of

onomatopoeic words, as in this example, are typically used by Lao composers 
to bind sections together as halves of a parallel pair. The second hemistichs 
of the first line of Pair a l and the second line of Pair a2 are similarly parallel. 
Finally, the subjects of each pair, (the youngest sister in a l and her older 
sisters in a2 ), are described in the first hemistichs of the first lines w ith the

identical noun LHQ (na:ng) 'woman ' .12

2. In the follow ing example, the composer makes use of a parallel pa ir in 
Section A2 to enhance the symmetry of the placement of its tag. The tag in 
Section A2 (i.e. information initially stated in Section A l  that is repeated for 
a second time) occurs in the second half of the second section's smaller

parallel pair. The pattern is as follows: In the story JnociQcCh (Tha:w Seu'a:

Nao), the hero leaves home at a young age and travels to  a foreign land 
where he becomes king. Many years later, when his father dies, nobles from 
his home land travel to  his kingdom to  invite him  to return to  rule. A  
lengthy and complex AAB  pattern leads from  the nobles' arrival in the 
foreign land to the king's acceptance of their invitation.

12A comparative look at this pattern in two different manuscripts (on pp.359-361 of chapter ten) 
illustrates how its second section (al and a2) has evolved from two pairs, each of a single line in length, to 
two pairs of two lines.
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77?e structure of the pattern

(A complete translation of the pattern is not included because of its length.) 

The pattern is organized as follows:

A l)  The three nobles arrive in a foreign land. They announce their 
invitation fo r the king to return to rule over their kingdom. Information of 

their announcement travels to  the king narrated in the form  of a pattern of 
category 1.4.1:13

al) The three nobles announce the purpose of their arrival to  the border 
guard

a2) The border guard brings the three nobles into the capital where they 
announce the purpose of their arrival to  a higher official

b) The higher official travels to  the king and informs him o f the 
purpose of the nobles' arrival

A2) The foreign visitors have an audience w ith the king where they invite 
him to  return to  rule over their kingdom, as follows:

a l) The three nobles have an audience with the king 

a2) A  Brahman has an audience with the king and invites him 
to return to rule

B) The king together w ith the Brahman, travel to  his father-in-law (i.e. the 
former king). A fte r receiving permission, the king agrees to return

JL> 1

{tfn0CSI9Cin (Tha:w Seu'a: Nao) bundle 3, last leaf - bundle 4, p.2b)

A n  outline o f Section A 2 o f the pa ttern

As can be seen from  the above chart, Section A2 o f the pattern is 
divided in to  two parallel halves. The relationship between the two halves 
can be observed from the following detailed description of Section A2:

13 This pattern has previously been described on page 253 of chapter six (Section 1.4.1).
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Section a l) Audience of the three nobles with the king

1.1) 1) The foreign guests travel to the king:
A l ) The king orders his servants to  bring his visitors to  him (four lines) 
A2) The king's servants travel to  the three nobles and tell them that the 

king wants them brought before him (four lines)
B) The three nobles travel to  the king (three lines)

1.2) The three nobles pay their respects and bring offerings (three lines)

1.3) The three nobles cry and cannot speak. The king sees them and is 
upset, missing his father. When his m ood brightens, he asks a question, 
(five lines)

2.1) The king's speech: (five-line speech)
1) "Are my parents well?
2) Do the ministers and commoners still take care of the seven kings?
3) Do foreigners still bring tribute every year?"

2.2) The Nobles' speech: (two lines) The content of the speech is not quoted

3) The king orders his servants to  prepare guest-houses and food fo r the 
troops:

A l)  The king orders his servants to prepare guest houses and food for the
troops (two lines)

A2) The servants prepare the guest houses (four lines)
B) The troops are brought into the guest houses (two lines)

Section a2) Audience of the Brahman with the king

1) The Brahman travels to  the king and pays his respect (four lines)

1.1) The king's first speech: (three line speech)
1) "Did you have a good journey?
2) From what kingdom did you travel?
3) How long did it take you to  get here?"

1.2.1) The Brahman's first reply: (two line speech)
"I travelled three months to reach you"
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1.2.2) The Brahman cried, seeing the king depressed and crying. The king 
thought o f his parents and could not speak. When his m ood brightened, he 
spoke, (five lines)

2.1) The king's second speech: (one line speech)
"I travelled here to  practice Barami (the ten virtues)"

2 .2 ) The Brahman's second speech: (thirteen line speech)

A l)  "We invite you to come back and rule. The king has died and our 
kingdom is sad.

A2) Our ministers have ordered us to come to bring you back to rule. Our 
kingdom is sad.

B) a l) We are afraid our kingdom will be taken over by others
a2) (Our kingdom) is as if a small bee separated from its mother and 

its hive

b) It will be destroyed. Please consider carefully."

3) The king's third speech: (three line speech)

I agree to  return, but first I must ask m y father-in-law to see if he agrees 
fo r me to  take his daughter."

Replication in  Section A 2 o f the Larger Pattern

To appreciate the parallel pa ir in Section A2, one must view it in 
context of the pattern as a whole. Neither Section A l  nor Section B 
mentions tw o different groups of people arriving from  the king's hom e
land. In Section A l, the only foreign visitors described are the three nobles 
and their troops. When the king hears that visitors have arrived, he orders 
them brought to  his palace. The king's servants invite specifically the three 
nobles, and no one else. W hy then are there tw o different groups of 
characters, the three nobles and the Brahman, and tw o separate audiences 
w ith the king in Section A2?

In the first audience, three polite questions are asked by  the king to  the 
three nobles concerning the state of their kingdom. The fact that the answers 
aie inconsequential to  the progress of the story can be seen by the fact that 
although it is narrated that the nobles answered, their answer is not given.
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The second audience is parallel to the first in many ways. Both scenes, 
fo r example, share a five-line sequence w ith sim ilar phrasing where the 
visitor cries. The king in response becomes upset, thinking about his father, 
and only speaks when his m ood has brightened. An im portant difference, 
however, between the first and second audiences is in the ir number of 
speeches. In the second, there are two speeches of the Brahman as compared 
to the single unquoted speech of the nobles who preceded him. In the king's 
first speech to the Brahman, he asks three po lite  questions concerning the 
Brahman's journey. This parallels the speech of the king to the three nobles 
where he asked about the welfare of their kingdom. The second speech of 
the Brahman, which has no parallel in the first audience, is where the 
important information in the section is contained. In the speech, the king is 

invited to return to rule his own kingdom. This inform ation is significant 
in that:

a) It completes Section A2. Once that the king is officially invited to return, 
he can make preparations for the journey.

b) The invitation is a repetition of the information that travelled to  the king 
in three stages in Section A l. It is therefore the tag that makes Section A2 the 
second half of a parallel pair.

Although the initial audience of the three nobles with the king does not 
progress the p lo t in the stoiy, it does enhance its symmetry. The tag that 
makes Section A2 the second half of a parallel pa ir occurs in the second 
speech of the Brahman in the second half o f a parallel pa ir of audience 
scenes:
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Al)
a l )

a2 )

b) Concluding speech to the king: "You are invited to  return to  rule 
over you r own land" (First Tag)

A2)

a l) The three nobles' audience with the king (one speech) 

a2) The Brahman's audience with the king (two speeches)

1) First Speech

2) Second Speech: "You are invited to  rule over your own
land" (Second Tag)

B) The king agrees to  return to rule over his land

This type of replication is frequently found in patterns .14 It allows the 
second of the two tags that bind together Sections A l and A2 to  occur in the 
second half of a smaller parallel pair in the second half of the larger one.

A l)  Tag #1

A2) a l)
a2 ) Tag # 2

C l.3: The Placement o f Pairs In  the Second Halves o f the Second Halves of 
Larger Fairs

We have begun to  see the com plexity of replications that occur in 
second positions' in a pattern. The 'itchy fingers' o f a composer to  replicate 
existing pairs rarely stop at a single layer. Following the same tendency as 
described in the previous section (C1.2), when the second half of a pair 
divides in to two parallel halves, its second half w ill frequently further divide 
into two even smaller parallel halves:

14 Similar examples are described in Section C4 on pp.332-336 of chapter eight and Section 2 on
pp.362-368 of chapter ten.
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Al)

A2) a l 
a2

B)

al

a2

1. The follow ing passage is a description of people running out in great 
confusion and uproar to see the hero as he is led in a procession to  become 
king.

A l)
al) 3 9 3 ^9 3  crpyiosno ccsoajgijriUl
(la:ng phaumg thao hua: kha:w khae.-w lau:n kau: pai)
Some groups (of) old (people) w ith white hair and fallen-out teeth went

a -/

a2 ) 393̂ 193 gn&nahu SriljjcSncnnccnncnnajj fitd
(lamg phauing kha: hak ham sak mai thao dao daeit dao lorn kau: pai) 
Some groups (of people) w ith broken legs, lim ping and clutching on canes, 
braved sun and braved wind, and went

A2)
A—•

a l) £193̂ 93 £h3c§n iusnocjju Lnntnccaultl ihm j
(lamg phaumg fa:w ao sin khaiw mia: phait ba: laem pai nam kon)
Some people in great huny took their wife's white scarf15, placed it over their 
shoulders, and ran behind the others

As
a2 ) a l) dbtnonijnis'no
(lamg khon eu'm phua: to: wa: na: ba:w)
Some people called their husbands their mother's younger brother

A-* a s  ■

a2 ) ubqnSncou cjju ijijd9999 riB
(phua: sam phat eu'm mia: nan wa: i: a: kau: mi:)
Husbands in turn called their wives their father's younger sister

(JhornrncTi (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 4, pp.llb-12a, book: p.79}

16 a white cloth worn on formal occasions
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The Structure o f the Pattern

This pattern is organized:

A l)

a l) Some groups of old people went

a2) Some groups of sick people, braving sun and wind, went

A2)

al) Some people in great hurry put on their wife's scarf and ran out
a2) a l) Some people called their husbands their mother's younger 

brother

a2) Husbands in turn called their wives their father's younger 
sister

The Parallel Relationship between Sections A l and A2

Sections A l and A2 are parallel in that they are both humorous accounts o f 
people who act contraiy to  their normal behavior due to the ir excitement to 
catch a glimpse of Little Crow.

Replication in  Section A l

In Section A l, the two lines are parallel in that they both describe people 
who despite their disabilities go out to  see Little Crow. Both end in the two

syllable phrase r itd  (kau: pai) ‘to  go'.

A  smaller pa ir occurs inside of the parallel pair which comprises Section 
A l, in the second half of it's second parallel line. It consists of a doubled pair 
w ith identical initia l words. This type o f pair, w ith  its unsubtle form  of 
i epetition, is not com monly present in Lao poetry. It is comprised o f tw o

phrases, each of tw o syllables, as follows*, cfhccnn cfhaL (dao dae:t /  dao

lorn), 'to brave the sun /  to  brave the w ind . '16 It is interesting that an 
expression of four syllables was chosen fo r this position. While it is suitable 
fo r its replication, it  com pletely destroys the poetic rhythm  of the line,

16 The meaning of the word CCH (dao) in this phrase is uncertain. In context, it has been translated 
it as 'to brave'.
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turning what should be a line of seven syllables into a line of ten .17

Replication in  Section A2

The second section, A2( is divided into two parallel sections, lines one, 
and lines two and three. The sections are parallel to  one another in that: a) 
each describe actions o f husbands a n d /o r wives in relationship to  one 
another, and b) Each describe silly actions that characters commit by mistake, 
not aware of what they are doing because of their excitement

The second parallel half of Section A2 further replicates into two yet 
smaller parallels:

A2)
a2 )

a l) Some people (i.e. wives) call husbands m other's younger brother 
a2) Husbands call wives father's younger sister

Tinese lines are parallels o f one another in reverse. They are made up of the 
following three pairs of opposites:

A l = Wives B1 = Mothers Cl = Younger Brother
A2 = Husbands B2 = Fathers C2 = Younger Sister

The parallels in this couplet can be described:

1) A l calls A2 B1 Cl
2) A2 calls A l B2 C2

It is no coincidence that this replication of two, the most complex and 
symmetrical in the entire pattern, falls in its m ost significant second 
position, i.e. the second half of a parallel pair which occurs in the second half 
of the larger parallel pair of Sections A l and A2.

Replication w ithin the pattern as a whole 

The position of the replications in the pattern can be summarized:

17 It is not surprising that the offending doubled pair has been removed from the printed version of 
the story.
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A l)  a l)

a2 ) 1 ) 2 ) a l > a2

A2) a l)
a2 ) al) al a2  b l c l

a2 ) a2  a l b2  c2

2. The following pattern presents a sequence of time. The Bodhisattva prays 
to  the God Indra, asking for his help. A fter time passes, the prayer reaches its 
destination and, as is customary Indra's throne becomes hot. Indra thus 
becomes aware that there is a problem on earth which requires his assistance.

A l)  gnuoiAn gnuau?nneri£ 3

(la:y wan dai la y  kheu:n that thiamg)
Many days Many nights

A2) grnusoucsn sbntnsooO  ggScgSo

(la:y khua:p khao radu: dai khua:p pi: thae: lae:w)
Many years seasons, years

B) fn ;]  seusQnt zn
(kau: ji:ng hau:n hau:t thai thi: nang inta:)
The throne of the Lard Indra became hot
{JfinOGCd (Tha:w Bae:) Meu'a:ng Kho:ng Version, p.6 b }

The Parallel Relationship between Sections A l and A 2

The initial tw o lines in this pattern are parallel in that a) both are concerned 
exclusively w ith the passage of time, and b) both begin w ith the identical 
syllable. They are each divided into two smaller parallel halves:

Replication w ithin Section A l

The first line (Section A l)  consists o f tw o parallel hemistichs .18 Each 
hemistich begins with an identical word.

18 The two syllables at the end of the second hemistich (that thia:ng) 'equal to'} do not alter
the parallel relationship between the two hemistichs.
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Replication in Section A 2

The second line (Section A2) similarly consists o f two parallel hemistichs. If 
examined closely however, the replication goes far beyond this simple 
parallel. The extent of the reduplication can be seen in a word-for-word 
translation:

Left Hemistich:
anu sou csn
la:y khuarp khao
Many years years

Right Hemistich:
sunu In SOU 0
radu: dai khua:p pi:
seasons completed years years

Both hem istichs are paralle l in that they m ention periods o f time, 
specifically, years. In both hemistichs, the parallel concept o f 'year' is 
expressed in the form  of a parallel pa ir of two monosyllabic words. In the 
first hemistich, the pair is as follows:

sou cso
(khua:p > khao)
year > year

The words in the pair are not only parallel but also alliterated. In the second 
hemistich the pair is:

sou 0
(khua:p > pi:)
year > year

Both parallel word pairs begin with the same initial word.
The parallel pairs fo r 'year' occur in a sim ilar position, the final tw o 

syllables of each hemistich.

  A L / A 2   A l  / A2
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We are observing, therefore, that Section A2 is not only divided into 
tw o parallel hemistichs, but that each of the parallel hemistichs replicate 
further into tw o smaller parallel pairs. The words in each pair are not only 
parallel to  themselves but also to their counterparts in the opposing parallel 
hemistich. The following chart describes the different layers of replication:

A ll four of the hemistichs in Sections A l and A2 are parallel to one another 
in that each is a measurement o f time.

There is one further replication in this pattern. The second parallel half 
(i.e. the second hemistich) of the second line is divided into a doubled pair 
w ithout identical initial words, as follows:

SZQ to > SOU > 0
radu: dai > khua:p > pi:
seasons completed > years > years

The tw o halves o f this hemistich are parallel in that each refers to a unit of 
time. The latter half of the pair falls in the significant position of :

a) the second half of a parallel doubled pair which is

b) inside of the second half of a pair of parallel hemistichs, which is

c) inside of the second half of a pair of two parallel poetic lines (i.e. Sections 
A l and A2).

Is it coincidental, then, that the latter half o f the pair replicates further into a 
parallel pa ir o f two m onosyllabic words? The layers o f replication in this 
pattern can be illustrated as follows:

A l)
A2)

a l)

a l) al>a2
a2 )
a2) al>a2
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A l ) a l ) Many days

a2) Many nights

A2) a l)  Many a l) Years 
a2) Years

a2 ) a l ) Seasons 

a2) a l) Years 
a2) Years

Or simply:

A l) a l)

a2)

A2) a l) a l)

a2)

a2) a l)
a2)

a2 )

There are four layers of parallel pairs in the above example. It also not 
uncommon to find further layers of pairs that fo llow  the same general rules 
of placement as AAB patterns break down into smaller and smaller parallel 
units.
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Chapter Eight: The A AB  Pattern: Parallels W ithin Parallels, Part Two

C2: The Placement o f Smaller Patterns w ith in a Pattern

The second type of replication that one com m only finds in an A AB  
pattern is a smaller pattern. The placement of smaller patterns is:

C2.1: The Placement o f Smaller Patterns in the Third Section of the Larger 
Pattern

As replications of tw o tend to  occur in second positions in a pattern, 
replications of three tend to  occur in Section B. Section B frequently divides 
in to three sections which share, on a smaller level, the identical structure o f 
the pattern in which they occur. Generally, the smaller pattern in Section B 
serves to progress the events in the larger sequence towards their conclusion. 
The conclusion of the larger A AB  pattern coincides with the third and final 
section of the smaller pattern.

A l)

A2)

B) a l) 

a2 )

b) Conclusion

1. In Section 1.2 of chapter six on pages 250-251, we described a pattern from

the story ?JTr'iornn'rin‘sl  (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) that can be summarized as 

follows:

Section A l:  The king orders his servants to go and bring Little Crow 
before him.

Section A 2 : The king's servants go to little Crow and inform  him in 
parallel terms that the king wishes to  have Little Crow 
brought before him.

Section B: Little Crow is brought before the king.
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Section B of the pattern is comprised of the following smaller pattern:

Section B:

a l) ccriiju csnn boccojucoo unfhositsQ

(tae: nan khao kau: pha: jaem  jao ba: thaw  su: ho:ng) 
Then they brought him to the palace

a2 ) osori QObbniu dimo^oboi^

(khao kau: ua:n ba: kheun hau: lua:ng nao nang)
They led him up to the royal palace (where he) sat

iL /  k—f

b) csnri mjsndlano aibconsioijv U

(khao kau: kom kha.p wai thum jao su: khon) 
Everyone prostrated and paid respect to the king

This three-line passage is a typical type of travel pattern in which the 
movement of the hero is described in the first two sections and his arrival at 
his destination is described in the third. Each line in the pattern begins w ith

the identical initial phrase GSOb (khao kau:) 'He'. The verbs in the first two

lines, bO (pha:) and 90b (ua:n), which have been translated respectively as

'to bring' and 'to lead', are interchangable. The second word is a more literary 
term and thus serves as a stylistic progression that helps to make Sections a l 
and a2 progressive parallels. Notice that the conclusion of the small pattern, 
the arrival of the hero before the king is also the conclusion of the larger 
pattern as a whole. This pattern is a good example of the skillful way in 
which smaller replications are placed inside of larger ones so smoothly that 
they are hardly noticeable.

2. On pages 284-291 of chapter seven (Section C l .2.2.1), we described a pattern 

from the story 11100110 (Kai Kae:w) in which a giant wishes to  eat his 

daughter's lover. It was used to illustrate the presence of parallel pairs in the
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second halves of Sections A l and A2. This pattern can be summarized:

A l)  The giant tells his daughter that he suspects that a human is hiding in 
their house. His daughter denies it.

A2) The giant tells his daughter fo r a second time that he suspects that a 
human is hiding in their house. His daughter for a second time denies it.

B) The giant, not wishing to  argue the po int further, states that he will go to 
sleep.

Part B is comprised of a smaller pattern:

A l)

1) ccnijTj

(Tae: nan pita: thai fang kham na:ng ka:w)
Then (her) father listened to  the words that she spoke

2) n (ffho) LhrnjQu 
(ta:m sa:ng thau:n ku: (thaw) ya:k nau:n)
"Never mind; I wish to  sleep

A2)

i)  i)f\ SncjjQucGm IbQbcauansnjQU

(phau: kau: it  m eu'ay thae: si: nau:n sia: sak sanau:y)
I am tru ly exhausted; I will sleep for a little b it

B)
1 1 tv

i )  tin  cnuzj^lu gD9U(£0tjSij{j

(phau: kau: deu':n phong phai m eu'ay khae:n wan ni:)
I have traveled through the forest; I am exhausted today"
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The pattern in Section B can be stated sim ply as:

a l) 1 : Then her father listened to  the words that she spoke 
2: "Never mind; I wish to sleep 

a2) 3: I am truly exhausted; I will sleep fo r a little  bit
b] 4: I have traveled through the forest; I am exhausted today"'

The progression in this pattern falls in to  category 4.1, where an idea 
expressed by a character reaches its conclusion in three stages. Sections a l 
and a2 are progressively parallel. In Section a l the giant expresses his desire 
to sleep whereas in Section a2 he states that he w ill sleep. In Section b he 
summarizes his condition, not only stating that he is exhausted bu t also 
explaining the reason why

C2.2: The Placement of Smaller Patterns leading up to  the Third Section of 
the Larger Pattern

There are also variations in the placement o f A A B  patterns in a larger 
pattern:

CZ2.1: Patterns where the first tw o sections of the smaller pattern occur in 
Section A2 of the larger pattern:

Al)

A2) a l) 

a2 )

B) b)

(A variant of this type of placement can be seen in the Complex Pattern 
described on pages 339-355 of chapter nine.1)

CZ2.Z Patterns in which the first two sections of the smaller pattern occur 
immediately after Section A2 and preceding Section B of the larger pattern:

1 See especially pp.350-351. Sections A l and A2 of a smaller pattern occur in the second half of 
Section A2 of a larger pattern. (The larger pattern itself occurs inside of Section B of a larger pattern.)
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Al)

A2)

al)
a2 )

B) b)

(An example can be seen in the pattern described on pages 312-322 of this 
chapter. The placement is specifically discussed on pages 317-318.)

In both types of variation, the th ird section of the smaller pattern coincides 
with the th ird section of the larger pattern.

To appreciate, in context, the role of smaller patterns that occur inside of 
or leading up to  Section B, one must bear in mind the section's importance 
in the pattern as a whole. Section B is the most im portant section of an A AB  
pattern. It is where a wish meets its fulfillment, an idea reaches its fullest 
expression, etc. The importance of the idea or event is high-lighted by the 
fact that it occurs in the third and final position of a pattern of three. The fact 
that the ultimate conclusion not only serves as the third and final part of the 
larger pattern, but also as the th ird and final part o f a smaller internal 
pattern, distinguishes it as being on a higher and more significant level than 
all that has preceded it.

C2.3: The Placement of Smaller Patterns in the Third Section of the Third 
Section of the Larger Pattern:

We have previously observed in Section C l .3 that there are often 
several layers of parallel pairs placed symmetrically in the second halves of 
larger parallel pail’s. In a similar fashion, one frequently finds several layers 

A A B  patterns in a larger pattern, each placed in the th ird  section of the 
pattern that precedes it:
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Al)

A2)

B) A l)

A2)

B) A l)

A2)

B)

Additional layers of patterns can be created in similar fashion.

The fo llow ing example illustrates the com plexity o f replications that can 
occur in a relatively small piece of narrative. There are as many as five 
different layers of patterns in a passage of forty-five lines.

The overall pattern describes the first time that the hero, Little Crow 
travels to the palace, where he has been asked to  play the khaen, a Lao wind- 
instrument, before the king. To place the translation in context, the structure 
of the overall pattern will be presented first. The progression in this pattern 
belongs to  category 1 .1 , where a character's wish is fu lfilled through a 
sequence of actions.

A l)  A  group of young men invite Little Crow to  travel to  the palace and play 
the khaen before the king. Little Crow agrees.

A2) Little Crow travels to  the palace together w ith the group of young men 
to play the khae:n before the king.

B) The king upon hearing of Little Crow's arrival, invites him  into the 
palace where he plays the khaen.

The translation begins after the end of Section A2, at the beginning of 
the first of the smaller AAB patterns that occur inside of the larger one.2

2The earlier part of the passage has not been translated because of excessive length.
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1 Second Layer Pattern: Information of Little Crow travels to the 
king

Al)

1 ccnuu tznSnucSn sucsoinrmj
(tae: nan thai ban khao hi:p he:w ma: thaun)
Then the townspeople rushed out to greet them (i.e. Little Crow and the 
young men who have led him to the palace)

2 n M n t in n a ic Ijg i j i j  tenthiJGOo
(tatha: nai ka:la meu'a: nan thai ban jao tharn kha:w fung ba:w)
A t that time the leader of the townspeople asked the group of young men:

3 sjfi u n n u m  GtfinEmQccw Sen
(su: kau: pha: kan ma: he t dai jing thae: ni: de:)
"For what reason have you come?"

1 gl9ijij qoutiyjsmj nnufincsosu
(meu'a: nan say thong  khan tan  kham he:w hi:p)
Then the young men answered them in a hurry:

Q I ^  1 f l -’

2 nn cconjccmcqn unSnorhm {jcgqo
(tu: kau: haen hae: jao ba:tha:w kam ka: ni: lae:w)
" We are leading Dark Crow in procession"

A2)
1 i

1 cjjgiju t^lznthu cjjg^t/jrisbouQjj
(meu'a: nan fung  thai ban  meu'a: thun  nyang kramau:m)
Then the townspeople left to  inform Their Majesty

2 m C  csori w n S n m fig u  b n t^ d a in i i  cqocsu
(bat ni: khao kau: pha:bak kam nauy ma yang yu: sanam jao heu'-.y)
"A t this moment they have brought Little Dark One to  the (royal) field

3 91109 ShorhijQU fiGOoCGflin G9 9 CSU
(an wa: thaw  kam nauy phu: pao khaen di: jao heu'y)
Little Dark One, who is skilled at playing the khaen
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4 cJQtfij gnutr̂ csn ccmmĜ Su
(fung mu: sa:y thong khao hae: ma: theu'ng han)
A  group of young men have led him there in procession"

Section B)

2 Third-Layer Pattern: The king's commands 

A l)  (of the third-layer pattern)

A l (of the first fourth-layer pattern)

1 ccniju LJtnaicncqn Ssntscnn
f v  \ J

(tae: nan phanya: luang jao mi: kham o:wa:t)
Then the king had an order

2 sisd tnuJjuun slsnnccS■U V \J V
(su: hi:p than man ma: su: ho:ng ku: thae:)
"Hurry and bring him to my palace"

A2) (of the first fourth-layer pattern)

1 ccrimj UncnniJ9u tdSLGSOMLaij 
(tae: nan thai dek nauy pai h ip  hew phalan)
Then the young ones went in a great hurry

2 fnQCTy) mnorhijQU q n rh ijtte r itn
(kau: ji:ng theu'ng thaw  kam nauy ja: tan  bau:k ba:) 
And thus reached Little Dark One and spoke, telling him:

3 9bon muinGsosti aynu
(an wa: ra:sa: jao than ma: hew h ip  jimg day)
"The king (has ordered us to) bring you before him in a hurry"

B) (of the first fourth-layer pattern)
A—' tL j

a l) G crm u  c s n f i  e jn c c ^ ijc a n  u n S n o g jts ^  
(tae: nan khao kau: pha: jaem  jao ba: tha.w su: hong) 
Then they brought the prince to the palace

a2 ) csnri 90TJunsu 
(khao kau: ua:n ba: kheun hau: laung nao nang)
They led him up to the palace to  sit
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b) csnn nusnuleno jnuc^nsialj 
(khao kau: kom  kha:p wai thu:n ]ao su: khon)
They all prostrated and wai-ed before the king

A2) (of the third-layer pattern)

A1 (of the second fourth-layer pattern)

XI)
1 ■*-' i

i  o n r p n r p  tu rn abcD g iJD  iJ im o Q c rn  S ^ n rp irn
(atatha:tatha: nai ka:la meu'a: nan phanya: lua:ng jao mi: kham tha:m
thi:)
A t that time the king asked many times:

0 1 1 
-fc t —' © £-» ?_y o  , c_y

ZQuo-n unm uQ u uuuuUm Ln uijcn
(an wa: bak kam nau:y man nan yu: thi: dai nan de:)
"Where is Little Dark One?"

Y l)

a i)  in n  oTnoQjjilQjj ijQtjnaYjGsn
(ba: kau: hot au:m pau:m nang yu: kla:ng khao)
He (i.e. Little Crow) rolled his body in to  the shape of a ball, sitting in the 
midst of everyone

a2 ) Lnn r ih iij j j j j j dnsnQcshccin
(ba: kau: dam khim m im  yu: kla:ng khao thae:)
He was as black as pitch, sitting in the midst of everyone

A2) (of the second fburth-Iayer pattern)

X2)

1 c c n tlij c e n tjlh  c a u iie n in n n ij
(tae: nan khao bau: sa: leu':y bau:k ba:kha:n)
Then, w ithout hesitation, they to ld  him  (what the king had asked)

Y2)

2  in n  Is a V p jj  n iJtm ^Q u
(ba: kau: khai kham nga:m thau: phanya: ji: jau:y)
He spoke elegant words to  the king, full of animation

at) innntijinri9Tj s c S ^o n
(tha:n tho.t thau:n khau: pheu'ng si w it)
"Forgive me, May I place m y life under your protection
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a2 ) sanusin c^3qm 9jjc^n
(khau: tha.n suk pheu'ng bun jau:m jao)
May you grant me happiness under the bun of Your Greatest Majesty"

B) (of the second fourth-layer pattern)
'  iw> i

l ocriiju ujjî tjccû qŜ
(tae: nan phanya: lua.ng jao nyau: tia:n nyae.ng beu'ng)
Then the king lifted his candle, aiming it in search (of Little Crow)

2? jsbn  cS uggtlic^  ^Q ijijQ jjcc^d nan^
(phra kau: hen jaern jao khau:m mau:m thae: yu: klang)
The king saw him, a small point in the distance, in the midst of everyone

JU' i

3 ccriijb pQuaijgipnLJ
(tae: nan phanya: luarng jao thau-.n kheu/n sat hit yu-.)
Then the king returned and sat down

B) (of the third-layer pattern)

A1) (of the the third fourth-layer pattern)

1 GcaijccfiS^un ggSccjj

(phra kau: sam bau:k hai ao khae:n thae: song ba: thae: mae:)
The king then told (his servants) to  take the khaern and give it to  Little Crow

A2) (of the third fourth-layer pattern)

2 ccriijb gnutri^ijojj cSncĉ TJUsr)
(tae: nan say tho:ng phau:m ao khae:n nyau: song)
Then the young men together took the khae.n, lifting it up and passing it (to 
Little Crow)

B) (of the third fourth-layer pattern)

3 tn tn o fi nnm {j9usuc9n*u
(ba: ba-.w phu: ka: dam nau:y hap ao)
Little Crow took (the khae:n)

{? /nornm m  (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 3, pp.l2b-13b; book: pp.56-57}

The smaller patterns that occur inside of the larger pattern are:
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The Second-Layer A AB Pattern (the first pattern inside of the larger pattern)

The translated passage begins w ith this pattern. Its first tw o sections 
occur immediately preceding Section B of the larger pattern. Its progression 
falls into category 1.4.2. News of Little Crow's arrival at the royal grounds 
travels to the king in three stages:

A l)  The townspeople ask Little Crow and the young men that accompany 
him their purpose in travelling to  the royal grounds. The young men 
answer that they have led Little Crow in procession to play the khaem 
before the king.

A2) The townspeople travel to  the king, inform ing him  that the young 
men have led Little Crow in procession to play the khaem before the 
king.

B) The king's reaction is to  invite Little Crow in to  the palace to  play the 
khaem.

Section B of the larger pattern coincides w ith Section B of this smaller 
pattern, as follows:

A l)  A  group o f young men invite Little Crow to  the palace to  p lay the 
khaem before the king

A2) The young men together with Little Crow travel to the royal grounds

a l) The young men inform  the townspeople that they are bringing 
Little Crow to  play the khaem before the king

a2) The townspeople inform the king that the young men are bringing 
Little Crow to  play the khaem before the king

B) b) The king upon hearing the information, invites Little Crow inside 
the palace to  play the khaem

This type of placement o f smaller patterns in larger ones fits in to 
category C2.22, as described on pages 310-311 of this chapter.

The first two sections of the second-layer pattern not only share a link 
with Section B of the larger pattern, bu t also with Section A2. If joined w ith 
Section A2 instead of Section B, they would form a different type of second-
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layer pattern. The progression of this alternate pattern would be a variation 
of category 1.4.3, where infonnation about a character is a) initially stated by 
the narrator, b) repeated in a speech by a second character to  a third, causing
c) a reaction on the part of the third character.

a l) Narration of the young men leading Little Crow to the royal grounds 
to play the khae:n; (Section A2 of the larger pattern)

a2) The young men tell the townspeople: "We are leading Little Crow to  the 
royal grounds to play the khae:n." (Section a l of the second-layer pattern 
leading up to Section B of the larger one.)

b; The townspeople tell the king: "The young men are leading Little Crow 
to the royal grounds to play the khae:n." (Section a2  of the second-layer 
pattern leading up to Section B of the larger one.)

Whereas Sections a l and a2 of the second-layer pattern share links both with 
Sections A2 and Section B of the larger pattern, at the same time they are not 
in either section:

Al)
Alternate Second-Layer Pattern:

A2) a l)

a l) a2) The young men inform the townspeople

a2) b) The townspeople inform the king

B) b)

The Third-Layer AAB pattern

The third-layer pattern occurs in Section B of the overall pattern, which 
coincides with the third part of the second-layer pattern. Its progression falls 
into category 1.3, in which a wish is fulfilled through the carrying out of 
three orders. The king issues three commands based upon the information 
that he has received of Little Crow's presence. His third and final order
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achieves his goal: Little Crow plays the khae:n. The pattern is organized as 
follows, in the context of the larger pattern:

A l)  A  group of young men invite Little Crow to  the palace to play the 
khae:n before the king

A2) The young men together w ith Little Crow travel to  the royal grounds.

a l) The young men infonn the townspeople that they are bringing 
Little Crow to play the khaem before the king

a2) The townspeople inform  the king that the young men are bringing 
Little Crow to play the khaem before the king

B) t j  a l)  The king's First Order, to  bring Little Crow into the palace

a2) The king's Second Order, to identify Little Crow

b) The king's Third Order, to  give Little Crow a khaem to play

The Fourth Layer o f A A B  patterns

An additional layer of AAB  patterns occurs in Section B o f the larger 
pattern. Each of the king's commands is composed of a smaller AAB pattern, 
as follows:

A l)  The king's First Order, to  bring Little Crow into the palace 
a l) 
a2 ) 
b)

A2) The king's Second Order, to  identify Little Craw 
a l) 
a2 ) 
b)

B) The king's Third Order, to give Little Crow a khaem to play 
a l) 
a2 )
b)
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(A detailed chart of the individual fourth-layer patterns is presented on page 
322.)

The pattern that comprises Section A l, the king's initial order, has been 
described on pages 250-251 of chapter six, and pages 307-308 of the present 
chapter). It has been used to  illustrate the occurrence of smaller AAB  
patterns inside of Section B of a larger pattern. The three-line pattern in 
Section B of this smaller pattern is actually a fifth-layer pattern in the context 
of the larger pattern as a whole.

The pattern that comprises Section A2, the king's second ordei; is 
distinguished for the replications of two that occur in its 'second positions' 
(i.e. the second parts o f Sections a l and a2).3

The king's final order consists of a three-line pattern of category 1.2, 
where the wish of the principal character is fulfilled with the carrying out o f 
a single order:

a l) The king orders the servants to give Little Crow a khaem 
a2) The servants give Little Crow a khaem 
hi Little Crow receives the khaem

The Conclusion o f the D ifferent Layers o f Patterns

The three major patterns in this passage are as follows:

a) The first-layer pattern where Little Crow is brought to  the palace to  play 
the khaem before the king and

b) The second-layer pattern where information of Little Crow's arrival results 
in the king's invitation for Little Crow to  play the khaem, and

c) The third-layer pattern where the king's wish to hear Little Crow play the 
khaem is realized with the issuing o f three orders.

It is significant that the conclusion to  all three layers of patterns occur in the 
third part of the third and final fourth-layer pattern:

3 The parallel pair in Section A l of this pattern has been described in Section 6A2 on pp,214-215 of 
chapter four as an example of how expressive pains can be used in the creation of parallel couplets.
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A l)
A2)

a l)
a2 )

a l) a l)
a2 )
b)

a2 ) a l)
a2 )
b)

b) a l)
a2 )
b) Conclusion

The Position o f Replications In  the Pattern

The replication in the pattern can be illustrated in a simplified fashion as 
follows:

A l ) Beginning of the 1 st-layer pattern

A2)

al)  Beginning of the 2nd-layer pattern

a2 )

B) b) a l) a l) 
a2 )
b)

a2 ) a l)

a2 )

b)

B) a l) 
a2 )
b) Conclusion

a l)
a2 )
b)

1 )
2 ) a l)

a2 )
1 )
2 ) a l)

a2 )

Beginning of the 3rd-layer pattern 
and the first of the 4th-layer pattern 
Beginning of the 5th-layer pattern

Beginning o f the second 4th-layer 
pattern

Beginning of the th ird 4th-layer pattern
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The fo llow ing chart shows the position of replication in greater detail:

A l)  A group of young men invite Little Crow to  the palace to  p lay the 
khae:n before the king

A2) The young men together with Little Crow travel to  the royal grounds.

a l) The young men inform the townspeople that they are bringing
Little Crow to play the khae:n before the king

a2) The townspeople inform the king that the young men are bringing 
Little Crow to play the khaem before the king

B) b) A l)  The king's First Order, to  bring Little Crow into the palace
a l) The king orders his servants to  bring Little Crow to the 

palace

a2) The servants travel to Little Crow and tell him the king's 
order

b  a l) They lead him to the palace
a2) They lead him up the palace 
b  Little Crow pays respect before the king

A2) The king's Second Order, to identify Little Crow
al) 1) The king asks: "Where is Little Crow?"

2) a l) Little Crow, huddled in the shape of a ball, sits 
among them 

a2) Little Crow, black as pitch, sits among them

a2) 1) The king's question is repeated by his servants to Little 
Craw

2) Little Crow answers the question:
a l) " Forgive me, grant me protection under your bun 
a2) Grant me happiness under the power of Your 

M a jest/'

b  The king lights a candle, identifies Little Crow, and returns 
to his throne

B) The king's Third Order, to give Little Crow a khaem to play
a l) The king orders his servants to give Little Crow a khaem 
a2) The king's servants give Little Crow a khaem 
b) Little Crow takes the khaem
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C3: Interm ingling of Twos and Threes

Replications of twos and threes may initially appear to be locked in their 
second and th ird  positions, separate and independent from  one another. 
However, frequently  the tw o types of rep lication w ork together and 
compliment each other in the same sequence. The relationship between twos 
and threes can often be quite complex. The relationship is illustrated in the 
following examples:

C3.1: Second-layer patterns are frequently arranged inside of a larger pattern 
as follows:

A l)

A2) a l) 

a2 )

B) b)

This arrangement, as originally described in Section C2.2.1, on page 310, 
serves a variety o f purposes. The first tw o sections of the second-layer 
pattern fit in Section A2. This divides Section A2, the most significant 
second position in the larger pattern, in to two parallel halves. The third part 
of the second-layer pattern coincides with Section B. The significance of the 
third part o f the larger pattern is therefore accentuated by the smaller pattern 
that leads up to  it.

C3.2: In larger passages, a single sequence of information can frequently fit 
simultaneously into two different types o f patterns. The following example 
can be organized in to tw o alternate patterns depending on whether one 
emphasizes replications o f twos or threes. In both  of the patterns, the 
placem ent of internal replications (whether paralle l pairs o r smaller 
patterns) conforms to  the conventions that have been described in chapters 
seven and eight of this thesis.
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In the following pattern, the king orders his subjects to  descend a hole in the 
earth to chase after a miraculous chicken.

Al)

1 GijQiJb uszf) tnbc&wno Gsnntnnaj
% V

(meu'a: nan phra kau: than ao thaw  se:na: thuk mu:)
Then the king called for all of his servants, each group

2 jjnzjnSsjj tsuta^sjuin
(ma: pham phaurm horn siang su: phanya:)
They all came, gathering together, every noble

3 n^oB t u f i  susT^ln sap^G sn tri
(dia:w ni: phai phu: khan long dai hu: lua:ng ao kai)
"Now who will volunteer to descend the great hole after the chicken?

4 c s w i  tfnutnonlS cgncsu
(hao Jak tha:n thau:t hai khau:ng hau:y sanau:y kham jao heu'.-y)
I w ill give a hundred things, a bit of gold"

5 ccriijb  Gauntrra uijzniJLnnu
(tae: nan se:na: thaw  nyau: meu: thu:n ba:t)
Then the ministers raised their hands (in respect), inform ing the king:

6 styinmgij g^tejtmtcjncjnuGcri cctfMQij
(kha: phra khau: tho:t thaun aphai hai pho:t pha:y dae: thae: thau:n)
" We, your servants, ask forgiveness, please show your compassion"

1 i

7 cjjqijij csim£j9u knn^o tn ijtn n
(meu'a: nan se:na: phau.m pham dia.w thum ba:t)
Then, together, all o f the ministers informed the king

8 csnri sbStn s i ^ a j i n  StjggSo
(khao kau: khan bau: dai khau: sia:ng su: phanya: han lae:w)
They could not volunteer; Each of the nobles asked (for forgiveness)
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A2)

9 ciudju fjunn cnutjj'Snu ^nccarjintsju
(meu'a: nan phanya: kau: teu':n phai ba:n thuk hae:ng ma: ha:m)
Then the king had the commoners from every location come to assemble 
together

10 csnji t jp u in  ^ffijuouSejj
(khao kau: laikan ma: su: khon mua:n phaum )
They flowed in, everyone together

i |

11 csnri fjnriTjcsn
(khao kau: pha:kan khao sana.m lua:ng khap khang)
They entered together, crowding the royal field

A-s I

1 2  wcrncqn
(phu:be:t jao ling yia:m phau: khau:y)
The king watched

13 ejs^n nQ unnom ij
(phra kau: kau:y ka:w ta:n tha:m mu: phon lua:ng)
The king spoke, asking his subjects:

14 fojQ Bonffiu ao^T ja iQ ijtn
(phai phu: mi: a:khom lua:ng hon haun dai)
"W ho has magical powers and is able to  disappear?4

15 tonn mucchtn nâ yiouerinQtrt’
(phai jak ta:m ao dai dua:ng hau:m ha:ng kai)
Who is able to  fo llow  after the fragrant chicken's tail?5

a .  **'’ 1

16 mniJMQntoi CQbcSutiGGouQ gg^ggqo
(ku: si: tha:n thau:t hai ngeu'n bia: bau: naertg thae: lae:w)
I will give money w ithout regret"

The word JTIQTJ (hau.n) 'ever' in the second hemistich is replaced in the printed text

with-GCTH^ (hau) 'to fly'. The resulting line is: 'Who has magical powers, can disappear and fly?' The 
left and right hemistichs are parallel.

Oi o
The last two syllables, &JG2JT1 (phi:pheu'k), seem to be a regional pronunciation of the phrase

Cl
i j j H U  -(phi:pha:k) 'to speak'. They are replaced by the latter phrase in another manuscript that 1 have 
examined of the same story.
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17 ccriCb gnn&o5c5n
(tae: nan sa:w meu'a.ng phau:m kham dia:w phi: pheulc)
Then,together, the people spoke the same words:

1
i - -  ^  O St-r O O O  Q

18 U^sn In u d tn  tjsbcsu
(fu:ng kha: do:y bau: dai khan: jao pho:t sv.wang phra heu':y)
" We, your servants, cannot follow  your command, please spare our lives"

1 i j

19 0JJ9tJU
(meu'a: nan ra:sa: jao khanang thua:ng khom khia:t)
Then the king felt his chest tighten; he was furious

20 inuch 6 tntnccno riofidugju jnuccQO
(khan wa: bau: dai kai kae:w thua: ni: bau: nyaurn nga:y lae:w)
'I will not give up easily (until)I get this precious chicken'

B>
21 Gcriijb uszf] m s n ih o  (Jn&jH jQnlri
(tae: nan phra kau: than sam tha:w fu:ng mu: meu'a:ng kai)
Then the king called for the nobles of the far-off lands

22 cshri Imnuin ^cjug^ijoijfigjj
(khao kau: laikan ma: su: meu'amg m uan phaum )
They flowed in from every land, together

A l ) (of the second-layer pattern)

23 u m u m o  nn rnum na j
V  1 3 u

(phu: thau:n tha:w tat tham  thuk mu:)
The king asked every group

24 csnri s ijd tn  u9 bC9 n%jjun ccSccSo
(khao kau: khan bau: dai nyau:m jao su: phanya: thae: lae:w)
They could not volunteer; they admitted to  the king every noble

A2) (of the second layer pattern)

25 i j  ucc n’eirbcC 0 3  SbcijgQjjnsiou
(nap tae: hua: meu'ang phan meu'a:ng ma: sua:y)
Out of a thousand lands that paid tribute
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26 Qsnfi guSto n u h ig ^ ’tjun qq̂ qcSo
(khao kau: khan bau: dai mot sia:ng su: phanya: thae: lae:w)
No one could volunteer, not a single noble

B) (of the second-layer pattern) 

al) (of the third-layer pattern)

27 rionn n m jh S ^  qnocDsQin^zj
(kau-. ha:k du: m ot sia-.ng saw meu'a-.ng thang phai)
It appeared as if (out of) everyone, all of the commoners, and people of the 
country

a2) (of the third-layer pattern)

28 cSgQdoucgn 
(meu'a:ng sua:y jao ma: sia:ng su: phanya)
(And) all of the nobles who came from all of the tribute-paying countries

B) (of the third-layer pattern)

29 fiu  iu tu fi suaytnu&Jtn
(kau: bau: mi: phai phu: khan long do:y phanya:)
That there was no one to  volunteer to  descend, in accordance with the king's 
request

{tnccno (Kai Kae:w) bundle 1, ppl8a-19a; book: pp.43-44}

The arrangem ent o f the pattern  according to replications o f three

On one level, this passage can be viewed as a symmetrical arrangement 
of patterns of three. There are three layers of patterns, each layer occurring in 
the th ird part of the preceding layer, as follows:
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A l)
A2)
B) A l)

A2)
B) A l)

A2)

B)

The First-Layer Pattern (i.e. the overall p attern )

The first-layer pattern is organized as follows:

A l) The king called together all of his royal servants, asking them to  go 
after a chicken in a hole. They all refused.

A2) The king called together all of his commoners, asking them to  go after 
a chicken in a hole. They all refused.

B) Tire king called together all of the nobles from far-off tribute-paying 
lands but none could volunteer. Of all the people that the king called, 
none could meet his command.

Each section describes in parallel terms the king's order and its failure to  be 
carried out. Section B differs from the preceding tw o sections. Rather than 
merely describing the failure of one group to  meet the king's command, it 
summarizes the dilemma.

The Second-Layer Pattern 

The third part of the larger pattern forms a smaller pattern, as follows: 

Section B:

1) Then the king called together the nobles from the far-off lands
2) They flowed in from every land, together

A l) 1) The king asked every group
2) They could not volunteer, they admitted to the king not a single 

noble

A2) 1) Out of a thousand cities (that the king asked)
2) They could not volunteer, not a single noble
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B) 1) In their entirety, all of the country's people
2 ) and all of the nobles from tribute-paying lands, in the ir entirety
3) None could volunteer

The second-layer pattern begins with the third line of the third section of the 
larger pattern. The initial tw o lines o f Section B are tag lines that bind the 
sections together w ith Sections A l  and A2. The initial tw o lines are not only 
parallel in meaning to their counterparts in Sections A l and A2, but also 
very similar in phrasing .6

The progression of the second-layer pattern fits into category 3.2, where 
an idea of the narrator is expressed and summarized. If one looks carefully at 
the text, one w ill realize that in both Sections A l and A2, the king is 
addressing the same group of people, i.e. the nobles from  far-off lands that 
were invited by the king.

The second lines of Sections A l and A2 of this smaller pattern form  a 
tag. W ith the exception of the initial tw o syllables in the ir right hemistichs, 
they are identical. (Notice that they include identical in itia l and final 
phrases.)

Q&nft s b iitn  ......... Gcfcaao
(khao kau: khan bau: dai ........  su: phanya: thae: lae:w)
They could not volunteer,  every noble

The Third-Layer Pattern

The th ird-layer pattern occurs inside the th ird  part of the second-layer 
pattern. Similar to  the second-layer pattern, its progression belongs to 
category 3.2, the expression of an idea by the narrator.

B) A l)  in their entirety, the country's people

A2) from  foreign lands, in their entirety, every noble 

B) there was none who could volunteer

Sections A l and A2 each mention a distinct group of people, commoners and

6Notice, for example, that the first line of Section B is almost identical to the first line of Section Al. 
The second line is almost identical to the second line of Section A2.
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foreign nobles, in the ir entirety. The identical w ord fo r 'entirety', i f £ 3

(sia:ng), is shared in bo th  lines. These tw o sections lead up to  the 
summarizing phrase, that there was no one who was able to volunteer.

Every section in the larger first-layer pattern describes the summoning 
of a different group of people. With each section the group summoned is 
more and more distant from  the king: royal servants (inside the palace), 
commoners (outside the palace), and nobles from foreign lands. W ithout the 
third and smallest AAB pattern, there would be no conclusion. If it simply 
stated, as in the second-layer pattern, that the foreign nobles could not 
volunteer, Section B would merely form  a parallel to  the preceding two parts 
and nothing more. N ot only does the third-layer pattern, in its th ird part, 
summarize the fact that the king's command could not be met, but in its first 
two sections it summarizes the different groups that could not meet the 
command:

A l)  In all their entirety, the country's people (i.e. servants and commoners) 
A2) From foreign lands, in their entirety, every noble 
B) None could volunteer

The significance in summarizing the groups can best be seen in context of the 
pattern as a whole:

A l)  king asks Group One to X; they cannot

A2) king asks Group Two to X; they cannot

A l)  king asks Group Three to X; they cannot 
A2) king asks Group Three to  X; they cannot

A l)  Groups One and Two 
A2) Group Three 
B) They cannot X

Section A l of the th ird-layer pattern repeats the groups m entioned in 
Sections A l and A2 of the overall first-layer pattern. Section A2 of the third- 
layer pattern repeats the group mentioned in Sections A l and A2 of the 
second-layer pattern.

E rst Layer

Second Layer 

Third Layer
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The arrangem ent o f the pattern according to replications o f two

The passage can also be organized according to  the arrangement of the 
parallel pairs that fit inside of the larger AAB patterns, as follows:

Section A l:

a l) king asks Group One to  X; they cannot 
a2) king asks Group Two to  X; they cannot

Section A2:

a l) king asks Group Three to X; they cannot 
a2) king asks Group Three to X; they cannot

Section B:
a l) A ll of Groups One and Two 

. a2) A ll of Group Three 
b) They cannot

Whereas in the previous arrangement AAB patterns fit neatly into third 
positions, in this arrangement parallel pairs fit symm etrically in to  second 
positions. Sections A l and A2 are both parallel in meaning in that they each 
describe specific instances where the king gives an order to  a group and is 
thwarted in his wish. They are also parallel in structure. Sections A l and 
A2, the im portant second positions in a pattern, are both composed of two 
parallel halves, i.e. the king's issuing of an identical order that meets with 
failure. A ll four of the parallel halves of both sections are parallel to  one 
another, although they are especially similar in structure to  the ir counterpart 
in then own section. It is significant that Section A2, the m ost im portant 
second position, is not only divided in to tw o parallel halves, bu t the tw o 
groups referred to  are one and the same. Finally, Section B of the pattern 
typically replicates into a smaller pattern.

The two different arrangements of this passage are not independent of 
one another. When organizing the pattern based upon parallels of twos, the 
AAB patterns that made up the previous arrangement do not disappear. The 
two parallel halves (a l and a2 ) o f Sections A l and Section A 2  in the second 
arrangement each form  part of an A AB  pattern whose th ird p^rt occurs in 
the section im m ediately following. This can be seen from  the fo llow ing
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chart:

Section A l:

a l) The king called together all of his royal servants. He asked them to  go 
after a chicken in a hole. They all refused, (eight lines)

a2) The king called together all of his commoners. He asked them to go 
after a chicken in a hole. They all refused, (twelve lines)

Section A2:

b) The king called together all of the nobles from far-off tribute-paying 
lands, (two lines)

a l) The king asked everyone, but none could volunteer, not a single 
noble, (two lines)

a2) From a thousand lands, none could volunteer, not a single noble, 
(two lines)

Section B:

b: a l) Out of everyone, all of the country's people
a2 ) and all of the nobles from  tribute-paying lands
b) None could volunteer

C4: Skillful and Unskillful Placement of Parallels

It is a sign of a narrator's skill to create replications that flow  naturally 
in a story. Ideally, replication is so integrated into the fabric of a text that the 
audience is unaware o f its presence. Occasionally, however, one finds 
examples of replication that, while adding to  the stoiy's symmetry, distract 
from the plot and add unnecessaiy confusion.

In the fo llow ing example, the princess, upon hearing that Little Crow is 
sitting outside of her palace, instructs her servants to  invite him inside for a 
visit. The servants travel outside of the palace, discover that Little Crow is 
missing, and return to inform the princess.
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(Lines or phrases that appear exclusively in the printed version are placed in 
double parentheses.)7

A l)
1 A s

1 dueiju u*v)sno( (£§)) tdocsosu
(meu'a: nan narng sa:w ((sai)) pai wai he:w hi:p)
Then the young ((servant)) women travelled in a hurry

2 tds9DGCQ0 u c m u fh o S tn
(pai hau:t lae:w bau: hen tha:w thi: dai)
When they arrived, they did not see him  (i.e. Little Crow) anywhere

A2)

al)

3 I I oSqu OTnsniJ^rpo
(si: wai sau:y tha:sa: nong tha:w)
The beautiful young servant women

4 fhijnsnof)9u ( (gjQucGtfi)) ccritn
(ta:n k law  thau:y ((lau:n thae:)) tae: kai)
Spoke words ((to startle one another)) from a distance

a2)
A s

5 ansncsn c îjs-icnijrpjjsno
(tha:sa: khao pen kwa:m tha:m kha:w)
The servants entered, and spoke words asking news

Printed Version: (Z/nancon cftlJglcniAssno)
(tha:sa: wao pen khwam khai khaw)
({The servants spoke, revealing the news})

6 Sho ((dC)) jiSccm&cmu cqncsu
(tha:w ((yu: ni:)) ni: thae: bau: hen jao heu':y)
"He ((was here, but)) has left; we did not see him"

7 This example of the unskillful use of replication is taken from the manuscript of OTHOrHrnfVn 
(Thaw Kam Ka: Dam) from Ban Naung Urn, Maha Sarakham province, Thailand, Similar replication 
is not included in the other five manuscripts of the story that I have examined. I therefore make use of 
the pnnted version for comparison when there is an uncertainty in the original text.
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B)
7 as im  cShsianoccsio anc^naonuQU
(khau:m wa: khao kla:w lae.w la: jao lua:t nau:n)
After they had spoken, they left the princess and slept

8  09JJO9 vnsncSn v
(khau:m wa: tha:sa: khao pai nau:n m ot mu:)
After the servants went to sleep, every group

' k—' 1
9 y&aiQT un^ccfiosncS^
(phu: thi: ngao na:ng kae:w ham pheu'ng)
The precious beloved princess reflected

{ tfn o rn m n T  (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 3, p.5b; book: p.47}

The progression in this pattern fits in to  category 1.4.3, where inform ation is
a) initially narrated in the first section, b) repeated in the second, resulting in
c) a conclusion in the third. It is organized as follows:

A l)  The servant girls travel outside the palace but do not find Little Crow
A2) The servant girls tell the princess: "We did not find Little Crow"'
B) The princess reflects

There is confusion in the text due to the transcriber's attempt to  place a 
replication of tw o in the second section. The fo llow ing chart shows the 
replication that occurs in Section A2 in context of the larger pattern:

A l)

1) Then the servant girls go in a hurry
2) They do not see Little Crow anywhere

A2)
al) 1 ) The beautiful young servant women

2 ) speak ((to startle one another)) from a distance

a2) 1) The servants enter the palace, asking the news:
( (The servants speak, revealing the news:))

2) "He has left; We did not see him"
The two speeches of the servant girls in Section A2 can be described in

this manner:
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Speech Number One: There is a b it of confusion regarding the nature of the 
servant girls' initial speech. In the manuscript version, the servant girls are 
only stated as entering the palace in the third line of Section A2, after they 
have spoken. In both versions they are described as speaking from afar (i.e. 
far from  the palace or perhaps from one another). As to  the top ic o f their 
speech, it is left to  the listener's imagination. It is only in the printed version

that the second line o f a l includes the phrase gJOUGcft (lau:n tae:) 'to startle'.

The purpose of this phrase appears not so much to  clarify the servant girl's 
speech as to  make it fit the required length of a poetic line. W ith the 
inclusion of the phrase, the length of the right hemistich is increased to the 
proper four syllables as opposed to two in the original text.

Speech Number Two: This speech forms the tag in which the information 
originally stated in Section A l is repeated in the form  of a speech by the 
servant girls to  the princess.8

W hat is the purpose of the first speech of the servant girls? The 
explanation in the printed version that the servants speak to  'startle' one 
another is not entirely satisfactory. In what context do the servant girls 
‘startle one another from afar'? The original manuscript gives no reason at 
all behind the speech, stating neither what they say nor to  whom they say it. 
W hile the speech adds confusion to  the story-line, it  does, however, add 
symmetry to  the structure o f the second section of the pattern. The doubling 
in Section A2 (as a result of the inclusion of the servant girl's initial speech) 
can be described:

a: The second section, A2, is double the length of the first.

b: Section A2 consists o f two parallel halves, al and a2, each tw o lines in 
length. The tw o halves are parallel in that they describe two consecutive 
speeches of the servant girls.

8 The description of the second speech is also confusing withn the manuscript version. In the first 
line of a2, the servants are described as entering the palace to ask news. Their purpose in visiting the 
princess, however is to inform her of Little Crow's disappearance, i,e. to give news rather than to receive 
it. The line that immediately follows is accordingly the information that the servant girls present to the 
princess. This discrepancy is corrected in the printed version, where the servants are described as 
'revealing' news.
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c: The replications a l and a2 form  progressive parallels. It is only in the 
second line o f a2  that the content of the servant's speech is revealed. 
Therefore, the in fo rm ation  in Section A l  (i.e. that L ittle  Craw has 
disappeared) is paralleled in Section A2 only in the second line of its second 
parallel. This is similar to  the type of replication that we have previously 
obsetved in Section C l .2.2.2 of chapter seven on pages 294-299.

A l)  First Tag: The servant girls do not find Little Crow 

A2)
al) 1)

2)

a2 ) 1 )
2) Second Tag: "Little Crow has left; We did not find him"

The content of the initial speech of the servant girls is unim portant in 
the development of the plot. The speech is only included to  add to  the 
symm etiy of the parallels in the pattern. This is one example out of many 
where replication occurs at the expense of a story's clarity.
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Chapter Nine: The Layering of Patterns to Create R ot In Kau:n A n

To understand how plo t is structured in Lao literature, one must realize 
that A AB  patterns, rather than occurring singly, tend to  be organized in 
groups. Small patterns jo in together to  form  larger patterns which in turn 
jo in together to form  larger patterns, etc. We have begun to  observe this 
phenomenon in the relatively simple patterns described in the previous 
chapter. In the largest example yet discussed, we witnessed five layers of 
repetition in a pattern of forty-five lines. There are countless more layers in 
the text o f an entire story, which can stretch for hundreds of pages in length.

D l: Types o f Layering:

A  Complex Pattern can be defined as a pattern which is composed o f a 
series of smaller interlocking patterns. Complex Patterns can be categorized 
by the way in which the smaller patterns join together to form the larger one:

D l. l :  In the first type of Complex Pattern, a group of three AAB  patterns jo in 
together to  form the three sections o f the larger pattern.

A l)  a l)

a2 )
b)

A2) a l) 

a2 ) 

b)

B) a l) 

a2 )
b)

(An example is provided as part of a larger pattern described on pages 312-322 
of chapter eight.1)

11t occurs inside of Section B of the larger pattern. See the chart on page 322.
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Complex Patterns of this type frequently joins together w ith tw o other 
Complex Patterns to  form  a larger layer of replication. Layer upon layer of 
patterns can be created in this manner.

D\2z In the second type of Complex Pattern, Section B of an initial pattern 
serves as the beginning of a second pattern. Section B of the second pattern 
in turn serves as the beginning of a third, etc. Each of the three patterns 
forms a section of the larger pattern.

Section A l

A l)

A2)

Section A2

B) A l)

A2)

Section B

B) A l)

A2)

B)

{An example is provided in Section C3.2 on pages 323-332 of chapter eight.)

D13: There are also many additional Complex Patterns created in a manner 
too individual to be categorized. Such patterns, sim ilar to  the previous two 
categories, tend to show great symmetry in their organization and reflect the 
tendencies for internal replication as stated in chapters seven and eight.
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D2: Characteristics of Complex Patterns

D2.1: Complex Patterns lead, step by step, from a problem  to  its resolution. 
Their progression almost exclusively falls into the first category, where a 
character's wish meets its fulfillment (or ultimate failure) through a series o f 
actions.

D2.2: Major scenes in a story tend to be preceded by Complex Patterns of great 
intricacy. The significance of the scenes is highlighted by the fact that they 
occur a.' T e third and concluding section of the pattern.

D2.3: Large patterns are often hierarchical. The prom inence of a) the 
characters or b) the actions undertaken can frequently be determined by the 
order in which they occur in the passage.

D3: M H O rn in rn  (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam): An Example of a Complex Pattern

A  study of Complex Patterns is useful in that:

a) it  clarifies the role that smaller patterns play in the larger passage in which 
they occur, and

b) it serves as a testing-ground to  observe the applicability of the conventions 
that we have described in chapters five through eight in large as well as 
small portions of narrative.

The fo llow ing example shows the intricate fashion in which patterns of 
varying sizes are joined together to  form the overall p lo t o f a Lao tale. We 
have observed in this thesis many examples of A AB  patterns from the story 
Thaw Ka:m Ka: Dam . The patterns that have been quoted from  this work, 
although independent units in and of themselves, are at the same time 
components of a lengthy Complex Pattern which occupies 60% of the 
approximately 120 page story .2 Typical of Complex Patterns in general, its

2 The Complex Pattern covers pages 27 through 92 of the printed version and bundle 2, p. 10a 
through bundle 5, p.lb of the manuscript from Nau:ng Um temple from which this study has been 
based.
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type of progression falls into the first category where the problem  of a 
character is carried through to its resolution.

A t the beginning of the story Thaw Ka:m Ka: Dam, Little Crow is 
abandoned by his parents because of his abnormal appearance at birth. He is 
placed on a raft and sent down a river. When he arrives at a new kingdom, 
he is taken in and raised by the royal garden keeper, an old woman w ithout a 
child of her own. The m ajor pattern in this story describes Little Crow's 
progression from being a despised stranger whose hideous appearance makes 
dogs howl to his marriage with the princess and ultimate inheritance of the 
throne.

The Complex Pattern consists of a series of interwoven patterns:

Pattern X:

In this m ajor pattern, Little Crow makes three requests of the old 
woman who raises him, culminating in his marriage to  the princess. The 
initial tw o requests, Sections A1 and A2, are:

A l)  Little Crow requests that the old woman take flowers that he has 
garlanded and present them as an offering to the youngest princess. The old 
woman travels to the princess's palace and does as requested.

A2J Little Crow requests that the old woman invite the youngest princess to 
the royal gardens so that he can have a look at her. The old woman travels 
to the princess's palace and does as requested.

The two sections are progressively parallel. Whereas Little Crow's first 
request causes the princess to  become aware of his existence, his second 
request causes her to  see him for the first time, in the w indow of his shack 

on the way to the royal gardens. The result of the first section is that the 
princess is described as being filled with desire. She wishes to  meet the 
maker of the flower garland, whom she concludes has come from  a foreign 
land to court her.3 The result of the second section is that she grows

3 After she makes this conclusion, the princess has a strange dream which upon relating to her 
servants is interpreted as a sign that a prince has arrived to court her from a foreign land The dream 
scene, although lacking an equivalent in Section B, is an expansion of the idea that she desires Little 
Crow and that their relationship has begun. Note that the dream is one of three portentous dreams, 
respectively of the old woman, the princess, and the king that precede Little Crow's attainment of the 
throne. The dreams are arranged hierarchically from the person of the lowest to highest status.
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increasingly desirous to  meet him.

Little Crow's third request, Section B, is for the old woman to ask the 
king fo r the princess's hand in marriage. Typical of A A B  patterns, Little 
Crow's third request is differentiated from the previous two sections:

1) in placement; Whereas Sections A1 and A2 im m ediate ly fo llow  one 
another, Section B appears later in the story

2) in content; Whereas in Section A 1 and A2 Little Crow requests for the old 
woman to  meet the princess, in Section B he requests fo r her to  meet the 
king.

3) in structure; Section B, unlike the previous two sections, consists o f a 
smaller AAB  pattern.

The A A B  pattern  which comprises Little Crow's th ird  request is 
organized as follows: (Its first tw o sections are described in detail to show 
their structural similarities.)

A l) In accordance with Little Crow's request, the old woman asks the king for 
the princess's hand in marriage for the first time:

1. Little Crow requests that the old woman travel to the palace and ask the 
king fo r his daughter's hand in marriage.

2. The old woman travels to  the palace.

3. The old woman informs the king of Little Crow's request. The king tells 
the o ld  woman to  return on the fo llow ing day after he has asked his 
daughters.

4. The o ld woman travels home where she relates to Little Crow what has 
happened.

5. The king asks each of his seven daughters whether they will marry Little 
Crow. Only the youngest daughter agrees.
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A2) In accordance with little  Crow's request, the old woman asks the king for 
the princess's hand in marriage for the second time

1. Little Crow requests that the old woman travel to the palace for a second 
time and again ask the king for his daughter's hand in marriage.

2. The old woman travels to the palace.

3. The king tells the old woman that he is willing for Little Crow to marry his 
youngest daughter if Little Crow is able to  build a bridge of silver and gold 
from the old woman's shack to  the king's palace and give him  an offering of 
a vast amount of wealth.

4. The old woman travels home.

6 . The old woman relates to Little Crow what has happened.

7. Little Crow, w ith the aid of supernatural deities, fu lfills  the king's 
demands.

B) Little Crow travels to the palace where he presents his offerings and is 
given the princess's hand in marriage.

To understand the great sim ilarity between Sections A1 and A2, one 
must realize the formulaic nature in which individual scenes in the sections 
are composed. Scenes of a certain type, fo r example descriptions of the old 
woman travelling to and from  the palace, the old woman talking to  Little 
Crow, and the o ld woman talking to  the king, fo llow  traditional literary 
conventions. In Sections A1 and A2, the language and phrasing o f such 
scenes is similar and at times identical.

Sections A1 and A2 are progressively parallel. In each, the king agrees 
to  Little Crow's request based upon certain stipulations which grow  
increasingly difficult from the first to second section.

The initial two sections of this smaller pattern can be further divided 
into two sub-sections:
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1) The actions of the old woman; In Sections A1 and A2, in accordance 
with Little Crow's request, the old woman asks the king for his 
daughter's hand in marriage, which he agrees to  if a certain condition 
is fulfilled. The old woman reports the condition to  Little Crow.

2) The fulfillment of the condition for marriage b y  another character or 
group of characters; In Section A l, the king consults his daughters, 
causing the first condition to be fulfilled. In Section A2, Little Crow 
consults supernatural deities, causing the second condition to be 
sim ilarly fulfilled.

The structure of Pattern X (and the smaller pattern in its th ird section) 
can be described:

A l)  Little Crow's first request fo r the old woman to interact w ith the 
princess on his behalf which leads to the princess's awareness of 
Little Crow and desire to meet him

A l)  Little Crow's second request fo r the old woman to  interact w ith the 
princess on his behalf which leads to the princess's first glimpse of 
Little Crow and an increasing desire to  meet him

B) Little Crow's third request fo r the old woman to  interact w ith the 
princess on his behalf which leads to the marriage between Little 
Crow and the princess

al) The o ld woman asks the king for the princess's hand in marriage 
fo r the first time. He agrees if  stipulation A  is met.

Stipulation A  is met.

a2 ) The old woman asks the king for the princess's hand in marriage 
fo r the second time. He agrees if stipulation B is met.

Stipulation B is met.

b) Little Crow travels to  the palace where he is married to  the princess.
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N otice that the conclusion of the smaller pa ttern in Section B is 
simultaneously the conclusion of the larger pattern as a whole.

Pattern Y:

The second major pattern describes Little Crow's journeys into the town 
and royal palace. He travels to the town three times, and it is the third time 
in which he is triumphant, and is given the princess's hand in marriage. 
Little Crow's first tw o journeys in to  town, Sections A l and A2, can be 
described:

A l) Little Crow's first journey into town:

1. Little Crow tells his grandmother that he is going to the town. Despite her 
resistance, he leaves.

2. Little Crow travels to  the town.

3. Upon courting the village women, Little Crow is insulted fo r his ugliness.

4. Little Crow plays the khae:n w ith the men in the town. The miraculous 
sound of his playing reaches the ears of the king, who orders his servants to  
find its source. When the king's servants ask the men in the town, Little 
Crow has already left.

5. Little Crow travels to the front of the princess's palace, where he is seen by 
the princess's servants. The servants report his presence to  the princess, who 
orders her servants to  invite him  inside. Little Crow removes his ugly outer 
'shell', enters the palace, courts the princess, sleeps w ith her, and makes his 
farewell.

6 . Little Crow puts on his 'shell' and travels home.

7. The old woman is angry that Little Crow is late. Little Crow teases her.
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(Short sequence between Sections A l and A2)

1. The king has an unusual dream that is interpreted as foreboding the 
arrival of a foreigner w ith tribute (the third of three dreams in the story.)

2. Little Crow travels to the forest.

3. The princess wishes to know whether Little Crow is as beautiful during the 
day as he is as at night. She orders her servants to bring a present to the old 
woman, and in the process catch a glimpse of Little Crow at the old woman's 
house. The princess's attempt is unsuccessful owing to  the fact that Little 
Crow is in the forest when the servants pay their visit.

4. Little Crow returns home from  the forest.

A2) little  Crow's second journey into town:

1. Little Crow tells his grandm other that he is going to  the town. His 
statement is met w ith less resistance than in the previous section.

2. Little Crow travels to the town.

3. The village men, upon seeing Little Crow, lead him to  the palace where he 
plays the khae:n and is given an award by the king. The miraculous sound o f 
Little Crow's khae:n playing reaches the ears of the entire city.

4. Little Crow travels to  the fron t of the princess's palace, removes his ugly 
'shell', enters the palace, courts the princess, sleeps w ith her, and makes his 
farewell.

5. Little Crow puts on his ugly 'shell' and travels home.

6 . When Little Crow presents the old woman w ith a gift from  the princess, 
the old woman becomes angry w ith him, thinking that he has stolen it .4 He

4 Notice that the old woman is given gifts on three occasions during the story, which can be 
described as follows:

Al) The princess gives a minor gift to the old woman through her servants.
A2) The princess gives a minor gift to the old woman through little Crow.
B) Little Crow (as king) gives a major gift to the old woman (i.e. he transforms her into a young 

woman and presents her with a palace).
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teases her.

Sections A l and A2 are sim ilarly organized. A ll o f the scenes in the 
first section with a single exception have a counterpart in the second. The 
sections are progressively parallel, illustrating Little Crow's rise in status. 
Whereas in the first section Little C row  plays the khae:n among the 
townsmen, in the second he performs in the palace and is given a reward by 
the king. In the first section there are many signs that Little Crow is held in 
contempt, fo r example, the old woman's reluctance fo r Little Crow to  leave 
her house due to fear that he will be attacked for his hideousness, the town 
women's scom, the servant wom en’s contempt when they speak of Little 
Crow to the princess, etc. Similar scenes of contempt fo r Little Crow are 
absent from the second section. As w ith Sections A l and A2 of Pattern X, 
many of the scenes in the initia l two sections of Pattern Y are sim ilarly 
worded, fo r example, the description of Little Crow's journeys to  and from  
the town, his khaem playing etc.

Section B of Pattern Y corresponds to  Section B of the previous pattern, 
where Little Crow travels to  the town and palace, and takes the princess's 
hand in marriage. Notice that Section B is distinguished from the previous 
two sections as follows:

1) Whereas Sections A l and A2 are close together in the text, Section B 
occurs considerably later in the story.

2) In Sections A l and A2, Little Crow travels alone to  the town and palace. In 
Section B, heralded as a hero, he is escorted in procession on a bridge of 
silver and gold as the townspeople look on.

3) In Sections A l and A2, Little Crow plays the khae:n, progressively in the 
town and the king's palace. Khae:n playing is absent from Section B.

4) In Section A l, Little Crow travels firstly to  the town and secondly to  the 
princess's palace. In Section A2, he travels to  the same tw o locations in 
identical order, and also travels to the king's palace. In Section B, he travels 
exclusively to  the king's palace.
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The following chart shows how the two major patterns are interwoven:

(Sections of Pattern Y are underlined.)

A l)  In accordance with Little Crow's initial request, the old woman travels to  
the princess's palace and presents the princess with a garland of flowers. 
The princess initially becomes aware of and desires Little Crow.

A2) In accordance w ith Little Crow's second request, the old woman travels 
to the princess's palace and invites the princess to  the garden. The 
princess sees Little Crow for the first time, increasing her desire.

A l)  Little Crow travels to  town, plays the khaem, sleeps with the 
princess, and returns home fo r the first time.

A2) Little Crow travels to  town, plays the khae:n, sleeps w ith the 
princess, and returns home for the second time.

B) a l) Little Crow requests that the old woman ask fo r the princess's
hand in marriage. The old woman travels to  the king's palace 
and asks the king for the first time. The king agrees if  one of 
his daughters is willing.

Upon asking, the king's youngest daughter is willing.

a l) Little Crow requests that the old woman ask fo r the princess's 
hand in marriage. The old woman travels to  the king's palace 
and asks the king fo r the second time. The king agrees if Little 
Crow can give him the offering that he desires.

Little Crow obtains the offerings.

B) b) Little Crow, travelling to town for the th ird  time, arrives at
the palace with the king's offerings, and is given the princess's 
hand in marriage.
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The Overall Pattern

From the above chart, a th ird pattern emerges, a larger pattern that
encompasses both of the smaller patterns:

Section A l:

A l)  In accordance with Little Crow's initial request, the old woman travels to  
the princess's palace and presents the princess with a garland of flowers. 
The princess initially becomes aware of and desires Little Crow.

A2) In accordance with Little Crow's second request, the old woman travels 
to the princess's palace and invites the princess to the garden. The 
princess sees Little Crow for the first time, increasing her desire.

Section A2:

A l)  Little Crow travels to town, plays the khae:n, sleeps with the 
princess, and returns home for the first time.

A2) Little Crow travels to town, plays the khae:n, sleeps with the 
princess, and returns home for the second time.

Section B:

B) a l) Little Crow requests that the old woman ask for the princess's
hand in marriage. The old woman travels to  the king's palace 
and asks the king for the first time. The king agrees if one of 
his daughters is willing.

Upon asking, the king's youngest daughter is willing.

a l) Little Crow requests that the old woman ask fo r the princess's 
hand in marriage. The old woman travels to  the king's palace 
and asks the king the second time. The king agrees if Little 
Crow can give him the offering that he desires.
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Little Crow obtains the offerings.

B) b) Little Crow, travelling to  town for the th ird  time, arrives at
the palace with the king's offerings, and is given the princess's 
hand in marriage.

When one examines Section A l (Little Crow’s in itial tw o requests) and 
Section A2 (Little Crow's in itia l tw o journeys in to  the town), one realizes 
that there are a number of outstanding parallels between the two. A t the 
beginning of each section, Little Crow tells the old woman of an activity that 
he wishes to  undertake (or have undertaken) that w ill lead to  an interaction 
with the youngest princess. In each, the old woman is hesitant fo r the action 
to occur, but ultim ately agrees. In Section A l,  the old woman travels to  the 
palace to meet the princess on behalf o f Little Crow in order to  perform an 
action that w ill bring the two closer together. The result is that the princess 
grows desirous of Little Crow. Section A2 progresses from  the previous 

section in that Little Crow, rather than relying upon the o ld  woman, travels 
himself to  the palace where the princess and Little Crow become lovers.

In a manner typical of AAB  patterns, Sections A l and A2 o f this larger 
pattern are themselves divided into tw o parallel halves (i.e. Sections A l and 
A2 of Patterns X and Y). Whereas all four of the sub-divisions in Sections 
A l and A2 share parallels w ith  one another, the parallels are especially 
strong between the two halves in a particular section (i.e. Sections A l  and A2 
of Pattern X and Sections A l  and A2 of Pattern Y). Also, typically, the two 
halves of Section A2 have tighter parallel bonds to one another than do their 
counterparts in the first section. The account o f Little Crow's initial tw o 
visits to  the town and ultim ately the princess's palace are closer in structure 
to  one another than are the corresponding tw o accounts o f the old woman 
acting out Little Crow's requests.

The conclusion of the pattern is Little Crow's triumphant procession to 
the palace where he is given the princess's hand in marriage as a result of the 
smaller A AB  pattern in Section B of the larger pattern.
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An additional Layer of Pattern in Section B of the Overall Pattern

In order for Little Crow to fulfill the king's requirements and attain the
princess, he needs the help of supernatural deities. The help of the deities is
described in a the following smaller pattern:

A l ) a l) Three supernatural deities create a city for Little Crow and vast 
quantities of wealth as tribute to  the king. (First Description)

a2) The king's servants inform the king that three supernatural deities 
have created a palace for Little Crow and vast quantities of wealth as 
tribute.

A2) a l) Three supernatural deities create a city for Little Crow and vast 
quantities of wealth as tribute to  the king. (Second Description)

a2) Little Crow's servants inform  the king that Little Crow has vast 
quantities of wealth as tribute, and tell the king to prepare to 
receive Little Crow at the palace.

B) Little Crow travels to the king's palace, and is received by the king.
He presents his tribute and is given the princess's hand in marriage.

This pattern fits in Section B of the overall pattern:

A l)  a l) 
a 2)

A2) a l) 
a2)

B) a l) The old woman travels to the king's palace fo r the first time
where the king tells her that Little Crow can marry his daughter 
if stipulation A  is met (i.e. one of his daughters agrees). The old 
woman returns home to  inform Little Crow.
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Stipulation A  is fulfilled. (The king's youngest daughter agrees.)

a2) The old woman travels to  the king's palace for the second time 
where the king tells her that Little Crow can m any his daughter if 
stipulation B is met (i.e. Little Crow can provide him w ith sufficient 
tribute). The old woman returns home to inform Little Crow.

Requirement B is fulfilled. (Little Crow gathers sufficient tribute.)

a l) a l) Three supernatural deities aid Little Crow.

a2) The king's servants report to  the king that 
Little Crow is being aided by supernatural 
deities.

a l) a l) Three supernatural deities aid Little Crow.

a2) Little Crow's servants report to  the king that
Little Crow is being aided by supernatural deities, 
and has the required tribute. They tell the king 
to  prepare to receive Little Crow at his palace.

B) b) Little Crow travels to  the palace where he
presents his tribute and is given the princess's 
hand in marriage.

Additional Minor Patterns

There is also a noteworthy string of m inor patterns that occurs inside of 
the larger one. The two parallel halves of Sections A l and A2 of the overall 
pattern (i.e. Sections A l  and A2 o f Pattern X) progressively describe the 
princess's increasing desire fo r Little Crow as a result o f the actions that the 
old woman perform s on Little Crow's behalf. These tw o sections are 
immediately followed by the first parallel half of Section A2 (i.e. Section A l 
of Pattern Y) where Little Crow and the princess sleep together for the first
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time. If one views the passage from  the perspective o f L ittle  Crow's 
relationship with the princess, these three consecutive sections form  an AAB 
pattern which can be described as:

A l ) The princess initially becomes aware of and desires Little Crow.
A2) The princess initially sees Little Crow, increasing her desire.
B) The princess and Little Crow become lovers.

Similarly, if one views the tw o parallel halves of Section A2 (i.e. 
Sections A l and A2 of Pattern Y) from  the same perspective, another 
interesting pattern emerges:

A l)  Little Crow travels to  the princess's palace and sleeps with the princess 
for the first time. He removes his ugly 'shell' before he enters the palace and 
puts it back on before he returns home to  the old woman.

A2) Little Crow travels to  the princess's palace and sleeps w ith the princess 
for the second time. He again takes off his ugly 'shell' before he enters the 
palace and puts it back on before he returns home to  the old woman.

As a culmination o f this pattern, when Little Crow and the princess 
sleep together for a th ird  tim e (at the conclusion o f the larger Complex 
Pattern after Little Crow has paid tribute to  the king), Little Crow destroys his 
'shell'. Rather than returning to  the old woman, he stays w ith the princess 
as her married husband. It is interesting to  observe how  the balance of 
power has shifted once that the marriage has occurred. Whereas in the first 
two sections Little Crow must travel to  the princess, in the th ird she travels 
to him.

The two minor patterns can be described as:

A l)  As a result of the first action of the old woman on Little Crow's behalf, 
the princess desires Little Crow.

A2) As a result o f the second action of the old woman on Little Crow's 
behalf, the princess increasingly desires Little Crow.
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B) a l) Little Crow and the princess sleep together fo r the first time. Little 
Crow takes off his 'shell' before entering the princess's palace and 
puts it on before returning home to the old woman.

a2) Little Crow and the princess sleep together for the second time.
Little Crow takes off his 'shell' before entering the princess's palace 
and puts it  on before returning home to the old woman.

b) Little Crow and the princess sleep together fo r the third time.
Little Crow destroys his 'shell' and stays w ith princess as her 
married husband.

Summary of the Complex Pattern and the smaller patterns that occur inside

The fo llow ing  chart summarizes a) the structure o f the Complex 
Pattern, and b) the position in the Complex Pattern of the smaller patterns 
that have been used as examples throughout this thesis. The patterns are 
each assigned a letter. Following the chart, a brief description o f each pattern 
is given along with the page number on which it can be found.

{Patterns that are placed inside of parentheses occur inside of the pattern that 
is immediately preceding the parentheses. For example: C (H)}

Section A l:

A l)  Little Crow requests that the old woman take flowers that he has 
garlanded and present them to  the princess as an offering. The 
old woman travels to  the princess's palace and does as is 
requested, which causes the princess to  initially become aware 
of and desire Little Crow. The princess has a strange dream 
that is interpreted that a foreign prince has come to court her.

A2) Little Crow requests that the old woman invite the princess to  the
garden. The old woman travels to the princess's palace and invites the 
princess to  the garden, which causes her to  see Little Crow fo r the first 
time and increases her desire for him.
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Section A2:

A l)  Little Crow travels to  town for the first time, where he plays the khae.n. 
The king, upon hearing the sound of his khae-.n playing, tries w ithout 
success to find its source. Little Crow travels to the princess's palace and 
sleeps with the princess for the first time. Little Crow returns home to 
the old woman and teases her. D W  (H R J)

1. Little Crow travels to the forest.
2. The princess orders her servants to  bring a gift to  the old woman in an 

unsuccessful attempt to  catch a glimpse of Little Crow during the day.
3. Little Crow returns home.

A2) Little Crow travels to town for the second time. He is brought to the 

palace, where he plays the khae:n and is rewarded by the king. Little 
Crow travels to the princess's palace and sleeps with the princess for 
the second time. He returns home to  the old woman and teases her.
Q (Q  V I

Section B:

B) a l) Little Crow requests that the old woman ask the king fo r the 
princess's hand in marriage. The old woman travels to  the 
king's palace and asks the king fo r the first time. He agrees 
under the condition that one of his daughters is willing. B

Upon being asked, the king's youngest daughter is w illing E

a l) Little Crow requests that the old woman ask the king fo r the 
princess's hand in marriage. The old woman travels to  the 
king's palace and asks the king for the second time. He agrees 
under the condition that Little Crow can give him the offering 
he desires. T
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a l. a l: Three supernatural deities create a city for Little
Crow and vast quantities of wealth as tribute to  the 
king. (First Description)

a 2: The king's servants inform the king that three

supernatural deities have created a palace for Little 
Crow and vast quantities of wealth as tribute.

a2. a l: Three supernatural deities create a city for Little

Crow and vast quantities of wealth as tribute to  
the king (Second Description) A K M F G

a2: Little Crow's servants inform the king that Little
Crow has vast quantities of wealth as tribute, and 
tell the king that he should prepare to  receive 
Little Crow at the palace. P L

B) b) b) Little Crow, travelling to  town for the third time,
arrives at the palace with the king's offerings, and 
is given the king's daughter's hand in marriage. 
U N O (S )

The A A B  patterns described in this thesis that occur inside o f this 
Complex Pattern are:

Chapter Six:

A: Pattern of a single line in length; p.247

B: Pattern in which the old woman travels home from  the palace; pp.249- 
250

C: Pattern in which the king orders Little Crow brought before him to play 
the khae:n; pp.250-251 

D: Pattern in which the village women ridicule Little Crow; pp.256-257 
E: Pattern in which the king and the townspeople sleep peacefully; 

pp.257-258
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F: M imic Pattern in which three supernatural deities return to  their palaces;
pp.260-261

G: Pattern in which townspeople regret their previous ill-treatment of Little 
Crow; pp.261 -263

H: M im ic Pattern in which Little Crow removes his 'shell' and travels into 
the princess's palace; pp.263-265 

I: Pattern in which Little Crow tells the old woman to  try  on some rings;
p.266

J: Pattern in which the princess, longing fo r Little Crow, lights a candle;
p.268

K: Pattern in which Indra tells Little Crow that he must fo llow  the 
customary ways; p.269 

L: Pattern which describes the sound of instruments played during the 
procession for Little Crow; pp.269-271 

M: Pattern in which Indra instructs Little Crow in the duties that he must 
perform as king; pp.271-273

Chapter Seven:

N : Pattern in which the princess travels to  the king's palace to  be married 
to Little Crow; pp.292-294 

O: Pattern describing the beauty of the princess; fn .ll, p.293 
P: Parallel Couplet describing the old and crippled people who travel to see 

the procession of Little Crow; pp.300-303

Chapter Eight:

Q: Pattern in which Little Crow is led to  the palace to play the khae:n before 
the king- pp.312-322 

R: Pattern in which the princess's servants search in vain fo r Little Crow; 
pp.332-336

Chapter Ten:

S: Pattern in which the princess travels to  the palace to  marry Little Crow; 
pp.359-361
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T: Pattern in which Littie Crow assures the old woman that he w ill be able 
to  pay the king's excessive bridal price; pp.362-368 

U: Pattern in which the narrator states that Little Crow, fo r all his fancy 
dress, remained ugly; pp.377-379 

V: Pattern in which Little Crow takes the princess's gift, puts on his ugly 
'shell', and returns home; pp.379-381

W: A  Complex Pattern in which Little Crow becomes the princess's lover, is 
not described in this thesis.
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Chapter Ten: Replication and the Evolution of Lao Literature

There is no fixed text of a Lao story. Every time that a piece of literature 
is transcribed from an older version, there are changes that are invariably 
made. A lthough the story-line remains essentially the same, there are 
alterations both in the phrasing of individual lines and the lengthening o r 
shortening of individual scenes. In the past, there has been no attempt to  
compare different transcriptions of a single version o f a story. The 
significance of such a study has perhaps been over-looked due to the 
relatively m inor nature of the changes. It is arguable, however, that to 
understand the process of evolution in Lao literature, it  is necessary to  
understand how  and why transcribers make m ino r changes in  copying 
manuscripts. After years of being copied, m inor changes can become major.

When one understands the nature of replication in Lao literature, one 
realizes that the changes made in copying manuscripts are not merely based 
on the whims of individual transcribers. On the contrary, they fo llow  the 
conventions of parallelism that have been described in this dissertation. By 
examining different transcriptions of the same text, one can see clearly how 

transcribers consistently use the A A B  pattern to  organize the ir creative 
thoughts.

In this chapter we w ill observe how transcribers add to existing texts 
through a) the creation or expansion of AAB  patterns, b) the creation o r 
expansion of replications of two, and c) the creation of additional layers of 
replication that are placed onto already existing parallels. We will also see 
how the convention of expanding text through the creation or strengthening 
of an A A B  pattern can occur at the expense of a passage's meaning. Finally 
we w ill examine how a text can be shortened by the deletion of layers o f 
replication that are unnecessary to  the building of plot.1

The following chapter is based on a comparison of six versions of the

story tfHO m nTm  (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam). Except when otherwise noted, the 

manuscripts used for the study are:

1 Note that it is often impossible to tell whether a particular text has been expanded or shortened, 
therefore, some of the examples used to illustrate text expansion in this chapter may in fact be 
illustrations of the reverse process, as explained on p.382.
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A) Snmuce ihlJC$ CCSO^OUUSCSn (Se: Village Temple, Suwannakhet 

Province, Laos)

B) onunusiJCCli CT!l<L)lJ0'r'iGnu 93^onutaj?fl9lJ (Songnyae: Village Temple,

Khamteury Sub-District, Leu'a:ng Nok Tha: D istrict, Yasothon Province, 
Thailand)

C) sngvu im 9 b  SmjsQQunuLlSLjjij U lh h  3 ?h ijc& S 9 $n in n b

9381oriJj0n§riS£nJJ (p riva te ly owned by Praphan Patitang, Khreu'asu:t 

Village, Na: Du-.n District, Maha Sarakham Province, Thailand)

D) OOQnjj cUJGnn 93ffl9nrnS£:§llJ (Itum  temple, Somdet district, Kalasin 

Province, Thailand)

E) bn™ 0L93cij93 JJCflaiJjIfcj 930100961 (Nau:ng Meu'a:ng Village Temple, 

Mua:ng Sa:m Sip District, Ubon Province, Thailand)

F) bnOU939JJ in iu o u  nomsbqu ^OIOOOOIOSI'OSOOI) (Nau:ng Urn Temple, 

Na:si:nua:n, Kantharawichai District, Maha Sarakham Province, Thailand)

1: The expansion of text through the creation or enlargement of an AAB  
pattern

When a transcriber adds to an existing passage, the expansion is 
frequently accomplished through tw o related methods: a) If the original 
passage is not in the form  of an AAB  pattern, it is transformed into one, and 
b) If the passage is already in the form  of a pattern, its form at is retained 
throughout the expansion. The first two sections, A l and A2, remain equal 
in length and the parallel that links them together is usually tightened.

1. In the fo llow ing example, a transcriber expands upon an existing pattern.2 
In Version A, the princess is described as travelling to  her father's palace:

For an example of a passage that is expanded through the creation of a pattern see the first 
example of Section 4 on pages 377-379 of this chapter
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Al) innri ubssunnihtj smotlccoi'un
(na:ng kau: nyua:ranya:t nya:y sa:w sai hae: nam)
She travelled, the servant girls moved in procession behind her

A2) undncmQjj Imenxnjjan
V_/ t f ' V' vJ

(nya:p nya.p leu'a:m lai lang tarn lang)
Shining radiantly (the seivant woman) travelled behind her

B) zjwunoQan
(theu'ng ho:ng lua:ng phau: phranya: ong lam)
Arriving at the palace of her father, the great leader

{^hO lihrnrn (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 4, p.la; book: p.85}

In version F, the pattern is expanded to five lines:

Al)
l u ^n  ubs^unnunu anofctjoctriin
(na:ng kau: nyua:ranya:t nya:y saw sai hae: nam)
She travelled, the servant girls moved in procession behind her

2 uniFjGgQb ^nucS^srasfib
(nya:p nya:p ]eu'a:m ngarn keu'ng saw  sawan) 
Shining radiantly as beautiful as a woman from heaven

A2)
M -f A_* *->

3 Ujjij bn^tn^oTri iJCGsnjnmj
(fu:ng mu: na:ng thang hok phau: lae: nam kon)
The group of six women (i.e. her older sisters) watched her from behind

4 undncSQjj snomnunon
tfV* C \s\_S  f f V v J

(nya.p nya.p leu'arm saw lang nam lang)
Shining radiantly the (servant) woman travelled behind her

5 jj&juno^an
(theu'ng ho:ng lua:ng phau: phanya: ong lam)
Arriving at the palace of her father, the great ruler
(Jhonnnnnn (Thaw Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 4, p,17a-b; book: p.85}
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The following chart shows the expansion o f the passage:

A l: Al:
1) The princess travels, servants l)'The princess travels, servants

parade behind parade behind
2) Shining, as if a woman from 

heaven

A2: AZ
3) Her six sisters watch her

2) Shining, (servants) parade behind 4) Shining, servants parade behind

B: B:
3) She reaches her father's palace 5) She reaches her father's palace

In the expanded version, the second line of the initial sequence is given a 
parallel counterpart. The second line of Section A l in the expanded version 

has been created to serve as its tag. By this method, the first two sections are 
bonded together as parallel sections A l  and A2. Notice that without this tag 
the two sections in the expanded version would not form  a parallel pair. The 
second line is the most ideal line in the initial sequence from  which to form  
a tag. It is distinguished from  the other lines in the passage in that it

includes an onom otopoeic phrase, (nyap nya:p) in its left hemistich.

This phrase, repetitive in sound, is distinctive and likely to  make a strong 
impression on a listening audience. When the line is given a counterpart in 
the expanded version, it is the onomotopoeic phrase that is identical between 
the two. Typical of expansions o f this type, the first and final lines remain 
identical in both versions. Notice that the only entirely original line in the 
expanded version is the first line of Section A2, which merely serves the 
purpose of making the second section equal in length to  the first.3

The expanded version of this passage was previously quoted in Section Cl .2.2 2 on paces 291 -294 of 
chapter seven as an example of the placement of pairs in Section A2 of a pattern The pattern that we 
IS * *  n J n, I  expanded version is actually a second-layer pattern which occurs inside of a larger 
as f S r - sections occur in Section A2 of the larger pattern and its conclusion in Section Bas follows;

A l)
A2) al) 

a2) 
B) b)
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2: The expansion of text through replications of two

The expansion of text is frequently accomplished through the creation 
of parallel pairs. There is a tendency fo r the replication to  be placed 
symmetrically in second positions of the larger passage in which they occur.

1. In the follow ing passage, a text is expanded through the replication of 
existing information. It consists of a speech of Little Black Crow to his 
grandmother, telling her not to w orry about an excessive bridal price that the 
king has demanded before he w ill give his daughter's hand in marriage.

Version F:

Section 1:

1) Grandmother
2) Do not be upset;

Version A:

Section 1: 

a l)
1) "Grandmother
2) Do not be upset;

Version D:

Section A l:  

a l)
1) "Grandmother
2) Do not be upset;

a2) a 2)

3) — 3) I won't have you a l: I won't have you
upset over these goods upset over these goods

4) --- 4) — aZ Do not be upset; 111
get them

Section Z

5) —

6 ) -

7) Even if it's a great
8) I will get it

Section Z 

al)
5) Even if it's a heavy 
price
6) I w ill get it 

a2)
7) Even if it's a great pi
8) I will get it

Section A Z  

a l)
5) Even if it's a heavy 
price
6) I w ill get it 

a2)
7)Even if it's a great price
8) I w ill get it
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In the sequence in Version F, there are tw o  statements w ith  no
repetition. In Version A, the tw o statements in the previous version have
been enlarged into two sections, each consisting of a parallel pair. In Version
A's in itia l section, Little Crow's statement to  his grandm other that she
should not be upset in Version F has expanded into tw o parallel statements.
The two statements are parallel in meaning, but not in phrasing. A  more

substantial parallel occurs in Version A's second section, where Little Crow's
statement that he w ill get the bridal price no m atter how great the cost has
been expanded in to  two phrases of two lines each, parallel both in phrasing
and meaning. A lthough the tw o sections in Version A  each consist of a
parallel pair, the individual sections are not parallel to one another. The
overall symmetry of the pattern has also noticeably deteriorated. Whereas in
Version F there are two phrases of two lines each, in Version A  the second
half has become top-heavy, fou r lines as opposed to  three lines in the
previous section. Version D removes this imbalance. The transcriber has
added a tag line (line four). Through the addition of this line, not only have
the two parallel statements in the first section, a l and a2, become equal in
length, bu t they have also been made parallel in phrasing. The in itia l
phrases and left hemistichs of the second lines of both pairs in the passage's
first section are identical. Furthermore, the second pair in Section A l has

developed from  its counterpart in Version A  in that both of its lines are
parallel. Most significantly, by stating in the added tag line that the speaker
will bring goods for the bridal price, the first section is made equal in length
and parallel in meaning to  the second. The two sections thus become A l and 
A2.
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The evolution of the passage can be illustrated as follows:

Version F: Version A: Version D:

1: Al:

1)1 a l) 1

2) 2 al 2 Tag

3) -  a2 a2) al

4) -  a2 Tag + T i l
bring it"

2: A  2:

5) -  a l) 1 a l) 1 "Even if it's...

6) -  2 2 n  1 bring i t "

7) 3 a2) 1 a2) 1 "Even if it's...

8) 4 2 2 I'll bring it "

The expansion of this text illustrates the tendency fo r replications of two 
to occur in second positions. Smaller pairs a) tend to  be placed inside of 
larger pairs, and b) occur w ith greater prevalence and com plexity in their 
second halves. In Version A, both of the non-parallel sections consist o f 
parallel pairs. The pair in the second section, however, is more substantial. 
In contrast to  its counterpart in the first section, it is composed of tw o equal 
halves, both o f which are sim ilar in the ir use of language as well as in 
overall meaning. In Version D, the replication in Section A l has become 
more complex. Its second pair is divided into tw o parallel halves. However, 
the tw o pairs in Section A2 still possess the strongest parallel bonds. 
Whereas in Section A l of Version D the pairs are bound together by a single
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parallel tag line, in Section A2 both lines of both pairs are tags, parallel to  
their counterparts in the opposing pair.

The placement of tags in Version D is also significant. In Section A l,  
the tag occurs as the second parallel line in the second parallel half. In 
Section A2, the tag is repeated twice, as the second line of both of its parallel 
halves:4

A l)
a l)
a2) a l)

a2) First Tag

A2)

al) 1)
2) Second Tag #1

a2) 1)

2) Second Tag #2

The three versions of the passage are transcribed as follows:

Version F:

1 snufocqn Sunucsu
(say ja i jao i:nya:y heu'ay)
"M y beloved grandmother,

2 tnansQ b  n g u s e u n fjr lo  ccS m u
(jao ya: dai kheut hau:n dau:m khau:y kau: bau: kua: thae: da:y)
Do not get upset over me; I am not afraid

i i  i

3 ccjjuon srnshsnj ccauoijijc^ijrfn nn
(mae:n wa: kha:t kha: Ion sae:n meu:n ngeu'n kham kau: di:)
Even if he sets an excessive price, a hundred m illion (weights of) silver and 
gold

4 In this dissertation, we have similarly observed the symmetrical placement of tags in: a) the 
second example in Section Cl.2.2.2 on pp. 294-299 of chapter seven (note the chart on p.299) and b) the 
example in Section C4, on pp.332-336 of chapter eight.
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4 souon 2 2 0 9 9 2 2  2 2 2 3 0 9 2 2 1 1 9 0 9 9

(khauy jak nam ao ma: kha:p thwa:y phanya: jao)
I will bring it to present to  the ruler"

{512031911209 (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 4, p.5a; book: p.71}

Version A:

Section 1) 
al)

1 Snut9C99
(sa.y jai jao nya: na:y heuly)
"M y beloved grandmother,

29292082

2 Q99U9 00292892  S^CC^tntu Stj5i 9JJ
(jao ya: kheu:t nya:k haurn sang thae: thau: nyai han thaum) 
Do not get upset over anything, even as much as a small fiber5

a2)

3 009301019292 ccn’sg^tJQij
(khau:y bau: hai kheu'a:ng hua: jai nay  tae: khaumg fu:ng ni:)
I will not have you upset by a matter as simple as these goods

Section 2) 
al)

• i

5 002202 09om?j9 02202351822 rinmeu
(mae:n wa: kha:t tau: fa: nak keu'ng thau:rani: kau: di: thau:n)
Even if he sets a price as high as the sky, as heavy as the earth

’ i i v

6 2922 31002313 ^99^C99JJ9n3
(khau.y bau: kua: ke:ng sang ha:k si: ao ma: tang)
I am not afraid of anything I w ill bring it

a2)

7 GC2209 09009392 GC32t2OC3209 2o5l92
(mae:n wa: kha:t kha: la:n sae:n ko:t ngeu'n kham kau: di: thau:n) 
Even if he sets a price of a million, (or) ten hundred thousand 
million (weights of) silver and gold

5 i.e. do not be upset in the slightest
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8 S9U qn u n u o ju n  sniipcniRdinc^h
(khauy jak nam naumg ma: kha:p thwa:y phartya: jao)
I will bring it  to  present to  the ruler"

{Snonnm m  (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 3, p .llb ; book:p.71} 

Version D:

Section A l)  
a l)

JL-*

1 snufoc^n thinuG su
(sa:y jai jao nya: n ay  heu'y)
"M y beloved grandmother,

A -f I (

2 m t h  0nunns9ij a
(jao ya: kheu:t nya:k hau.n sang thae: thau: nyai 
Do not get upset over anything, even as much as a small fiber

a2)
a2.al)

3 29Utjfajl G093Olot9lJ9U Gcngg^tJ^ij
(khauy bau: hai kheu'a:ng hua: jai nay  tae: khaung'fu.-ng ni:)
I will not have you upset by a matter as simple as these goods

aZa2)
I

4 9nunns9ij bnt>9 tionnI>an cgjucsu
(jao ya: kheut nya:k hau:n nam khauy ha.k si: ha: mae: heu'y)
Do not get upset over me, I w ill find them, mother

Section A2) 
a l)

5 cGLmch annmd-n o ijn c iijf is d j m m v
(mae:n wa: kha.t tau: fa: nak keu'ng thau:rani: kau: di: thau:n)
Even if he sets a price as high as the sky, as heavy as the earth

6 29uS nociiQS^
(khauy bau: kua: ke.ng sang ha:k si: ao ma: tang)
I am not afraid of anything; I w ill bring it

mu?n9b 
han thau:n)
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a2)

7 CGJj'udn annchshij GcautnncQuan nnffieu
(maem wa: kha:t kha: la:n sae:n ko:t ngeu'n kham kau: di: thaum)
Even if he sets a price of a m illion, (or) ten hundred thousand m illion 
(weights of) silver and gold

8 89tn n  ijhuQ jun  snorjcnutjtncqn
(khau:y jak nam naumg ma: kha.p thwa:y phanya: Jao)
I will bring it to present to  the ruler"

(JfnOTTnmm (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) pp.73b-74a; book: p.71}

3: The expansion of a passage through the placement of smaller layers of 
pattern in larger patterns

1. We have previously described a pattern on pages 266-267 of chapter six 
(Section B2.1.1) where Little Crow brings a ring  as a present fo r his 
grandmother. The overall sequence is as follows:

Al)
1) Then he called his grandmother:
2) "Try putting these rings on your finger fo r a look"

A2)
1) Then his grandmother took the rings
2) and put them on her finger

B)
1) Then his grandmother questioned him thoroughly:
2) "W ho gave you these goods?"

The same overall pattern, w ith m inor differences in phrasing, occurs in all of 
the six manuscripts that I have examined. However, in all of the versions 
other than F (i.e. the version described above), there is a description of Little 
Crow's reaction to  his grandmother after she had tried on the rings. The 
description of Little Crow's reaction in Version A, as follows, is similar to its 
counterpart in Versions B, C, and E:
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A l)
Su'

1)ocritiu SfnomrhijQU oibsouunuun
(tae: nan tha:w ka: dam nau:y hua: khwan na:y nya:)
Then Little Black Crow laughed at the old woman

A-,* i

2) c^T'ncae^ccao nu^shondnsno u'ncsu
(jao theu: kheu'a:ng lae:w kau: nyang la:w kwa: saw nya: heu'-.y)
"When you dress up, you are m ore impressive than a young woman 
grandmother"

A 2 )

3) JhonshoccaQ rfd§riGG9n
(thaw k law  laew  hua: i:k ae:k)
A fter he spoke, he chuckled loudly

L /  i i (

4) cq-nri ^nuaounoano uncso
(jao kau: thong kheu'ang nyau:ng nga:m lua:n kua: saw nya: heu':y)
When you dress up, you are m ore beautifu l than a young woman 

grandmother"

{MTOnnrnrn (Thaw Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 3, p.5a; book: pp.60-61)

The pattern is organized in to  the following parallel pair:

Al)
1) Then Little Crow laughed at the old woman
2) "When you dress up, you are more impressive than a young 

woman, grandmother"

A2)
1) A fter he spoke, he chuckled loudly
2) "When you dress up, you are more beautiful than a young woman 

grandmother"

Notice that no t only are both o f the pairs parallel to  one another, but each 
individual line is parallel to  its counterpart in the opposing pair.

In Version D, an additional layer o f replication has been added, as 
follows:
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Al)

Docriuu znnomrhijQu oibsouunudn
(tae: nan tha:w ka: dam nau-.y hua: khwan na:y nya:)
Then Little Black Crow laughed at the old woman

JU- * '
2) irhri riu^shon^sno thcsu
(jao kau: theu: kheu'a:ng lae:w kau: nyang la:w dang sa:w nya: heu'ay) 
“When you dress up, you are as im pressive as a young woman, 
grandmother"

A2)
3) tfhonshoccSci caumbSncGain
(tha:w kla:w lae:w leu':y hua: hi:k hae:k)
After he spoke, he chuckled loudly

I • I

4)cann iny& Q jj& s  uncsu
(jao kau: thong kheu.ang nyaung ngam  luam keu'ng phu: sa:w nya:
heu':y)
"When you dress up, you are as beautiful as a young woman, grandmother"

&_r I J s

5)nnann pncwnsij onoaftshbg&auin ithGGao
(jao ha:k thok phe:t kheun ba:w hua: la.n si: lae:n nam bau: ya: lae:w)
"You change your appearance; W ithout a doubt bald-headed young men will 
chase after you"6

{Jhom m nn (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) pp.32b-33a; book: pp.60-61)

In this version of the passage, the second parallel speech of Little Crow has 
further replicated into two parallel halves, as follows:7

6 Little Crow frequently teases the old woman about finding her a bald-headed toothless man as a 
husband.

7 The phrasing of the first lines of Little Crow's speeches in Version D are slightly changed from their 
counterparts in Version A  Instead of saying that his grandmother is 'more beautiful' than a young 
woman, he states that she is 'as beautiful'. It is note-worthy that the changed phrasing occurs in both of 
his speeches to retain the parallel between sections.
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Al)
1) Then Little Crow laughed at the old woman

2) First Speech:

"When you dress up, you are as impressive as 
a young woman, grandmother"

A2)
1) A fter he spoke, he chuckled loudly

2) Second Speech:

a l) "When you dress up, you are as beautiful as a 
young woman, grandmother

a2) You change your appearance; Without a doubt 

young bald-headed men will chase after you"

The parallel pairs that have been described in Versions A  and D fit in the 
overall pattern as follows: (The added replication in Version D is placed in 
parentheses.)

Al)

1) Then he called his grandmother:
2) "Try putting these rings on your finger fo r a look"

A2)
1) Then his grandmother took the rings
2) and put them on her finger

B) a l)
1)
2) Little Crow's first speech: 'You are as beautiful as a 

young woman, grandmother"

a2)
1)
2) Little Crow's second speech:

a l) You are as beautiful as a young woman grandmother"
( a2) " You change your appearance; Young bald-headed men 

w ill run after you")

b)
1) Then his grandmother questioned him thoroughly:
2) "W ho gave you these goods?"
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The parallel pairs which comprise Little Crow's speech to  the old woman 
form the initial two sections of a smaller second-layer pattern that occurs in 
Section B of the larger pattern. In the context of the overall pattern, the 
concluding suspicious comment o f the o ld  woman is the result of her 
having received an expensive ring from Little Crow. A t the same time, in 
the smaller second-layer pattern, the comment can be seen as her irritated 
response to his sarcastic remarks.

2. In the follow ing example, from the story tfnoSbGUn (Tha-.w Khon Pet), a

transcriber adds a humorous comment that is extraneous to  the tale in which 
it occurs. If the transcriber's comment is removed from  the story in its 
subject matter, however, it is not removed in form. Similar to  the previous 
example, the comment is added to the tale as a smaller layer of pattern in the 
larger one. The passage consists of a speech of the princess's older sisters 
when they discover that she wishes to  marry an orphan of great ugliness.

A l)

1) dnWicn cjoun^nuS^ csnclu
(ba:tho: de: phua: na:ng nga.m nying hao heu':y)
Oh Ho! Her husband is of the utmost beauty

2) nuscsQunnntLT] {jgh
(sang wa: pen sing ha:y ton khi: heu'an ka:k pho:ng ni: de:)
Why is he so hideous, leprous, with blisters and rashes?

3) ccjjucsn tnsuB ccou^dsioijmu oijgsu
(mae:n hao dai hu:p ni: nae:ng su: sawan ta:y mu: heu':y)
If we were to  get (one of) this figure, we would rather die and go to heaven

A2)
f 0

a ) ccjjbLi G9nuogn tf^jjsiQQGiJijf]
(mae:n bau: ao phua: sam thia:m sau:ng pen khu: sang na:)
(We would rather) not even take a husband to  be at our side as a mate

5) £ho5 ?jtn Q nijrjQ^i^o d n u U jq n o c jj^
(tha:w ni: bau: dai: ngarm thaung sia:w pan phai sa:w meu'ang) 
This man is not even a fraction of the beauty of the commoners
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6) ijuu ju i asnij
(man bau: ngarn pa:n sia:ng so: phu: thiarw pai wao hao nau-.)
He is not as beautiful as former novice So8, the one who goes to  talk to  us

7) tj ^nushcsh ra n in
(bau: ngam sam khao siang nau:y sia:ng li: lu:k pa: meung9 dau-.k na:) 
He is no t as beautiful as form er novice Nau:y nor form er novice Li:, your 
aunt's son

B)

8) mnoS ffuQaijb dnbcctrjcfp ccSli
(tha:w ni: khon men pan hae:ng thao phranang jao ha:k pasong thae: 
nau:)
This man smells as foul as an old vulture; (and yet) the princess desires him 

{ennosucSn (Tha-.w Khon Pet) bundle 3, p.6a-6b}

The first-layer pattern that comprises the speech summarizes the princesses' 
opinion of the man that their younger sister is to  marry. It is organized as 
follows:

A l)
1) Her husband is of utmost beauty
2) W hy is he so hideous, leprous, with blisters and sores?
3) If we were to get one of such a figure, we would rather die.

A2)
1) We would rather not take a husband at all.

B)
1) This man is as foul smelling as an old vulture, and yet he is 

what she desires.

Section A l of the pattern is comprised of a three-line passage that is on 
the border between a mimic and actual pattern. W hether or not the passage

8 Several names are given in this passage preceded by the word (sia:ng), which is a title of
respect given to lay people who have previously served as novices in the Buddhist religion.

9 The spelling of this word in the manuscript is JĴ ) (ming). It appears in context that the transcriber
O

intends to write JJQ (meung), a word far 'you' that is used among familiars.
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can be considered a pattern depends upon the relationship between its initial 
two lines. A t first glance, the two lines do not appear to be parallel. They are 
not similar in their phrasing. However, although the lines are written as if 
they were opposites in meaning, they are both in fact statements expressing 
the hero's great ugliness. A lthough the first line is a statement and the 
second a question, the question in the second line is merely a rhetorical one. 
The two lines, whether viewed as parallel or merely as progressing from one 
another, lead to the conclusion in the passage's third line that the princesses 
would never marry one of such ugliness.

The concluding line o f Section A l is parallel w ith the single line that 
comprises Section A2. The two lines are parallel in the ir structure, as 
follows:

A l)  If we had (one of) that figure, we would rather X 
A2) (We would rather) Y

Both lines begin w ith the identical word: GCUb (mae:n).1Q In Section B, the

final line of the princesses' speech, the princesses' opinion is given its fullest 
expression. N ot only is the hero's hideousness described in superlative 
terms, but it is added that he is desired by the youngest princess.

Lines five through eight o f the princesses' speech appear to  have been 
added to  the original pattern by a later transcriber.11 They make no sense in 
terms of the speech or the larger story. The six princesses are on ly 
superficially described in the tale and there is no previous mention of them 
having former novices as acquaintances. It certainly is not relevant for them 
to bring up the names of these individuals as examples in their speech. In a 
story intended fo r a general audience, it makes no sense for a character to  be

10 One might also view the initial two lines that have been included in Section A l as extraneous to 
the pattern and alternatively arrange the princesses' speech as follows:

1
2
3 Al) (one line)

A2) (one line)
B) (one line)

This arrangement would make sense in that it is really only the third line in the first section that is 
parallel to the second. Howevei; the reason that I have included all three lines in Section A l is that 
whether or not they comprise an actual pattern, they do in fact serve to lead up to the concluding third 
line which forms the parallel with the second section.

' 1 The first of the four lines (i.e. the speech's fifth line) might be part of the original pattern, fitting in 
Section B.
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addressed, as is done in the final line of this sequence, as QPdTLp (lu:k pa:

meung) 'your aunt's son'.12 The story Tha:w Khon Pet is written in the 
Tham script and stored in a temple. The tale's transcriber is almost certainly 
either a novice, monk, o r layman w ho was previously educated in the 
temple. It appears, therefore, that the transcriber is using the description of 
the hero's ugliness to  poke fun at form er novices who are his personal 

friends.

The four added lines consist of a parallel pair, as follows:
(The lines are divided to  show the separation between left and right 
hemistichs (1 and 2).}

A l)  1) He is not even a fraction 2) as beautiful as the commoners 

A2)
a l) 1) He is not as beautiful as former novice So:, 2) who goes to talk 

to us

a2) 1) N ot as beautiful as 2) form er novice Nau:y, farm er novice Li:, 
your aunt's son (final phrase)

The first tw o lines (ie. Pair A l and the first line of Pair A2) are parallel in that 
each states that the hero is less beautiful than someone else. They both

include three identical words: (bau: ... nga:m ...pan) 'not ...

beautiful ... as'. The second pair, A2, is comprised of a smaller pair consisting 
of two parallel lines. Whereas both o f the lines in Section A2 are parallel to  
the line in Section A l,  they have stronger parallel bonds to  one another.

Both lines make use o f the identical phrase L^pJJ (bau: nga:m) 'not

beautiful' to  describe the hero unfavorably to  another character.13 In both 
lines, the character o r characters to  whom the hero is being compared consist 
of form er novices. Notice that in the opening lines o f Pairs A l and A2, a 
new statement is begun through the use of an initial phrase which includes a

o
12 The word for 'you' in this phrase appears to be JJQ (meung), which is rude except when used

among familiars. (See footnote 9 on page 373 of this chapter.) It is not likely to be used to address an 
audience of Lao literature.

13 The two words do not appear consecutively in Pair al.
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pronoun fo r the hero. The second line of Pair A2, in contrast, includes 
neither an initial phrase nor mention o f the subject to  which the line refers. 
This is an indication that the line is merely a continuation of the thought 
begun in the previous line, rather than a new statement in and of itself. 
Tliere is one further parallel in this sequence, in the tw o parallel lines that 
comprise Section A2. Is it  coincidental that the narrator lists one form er 
novice in the second hemistich o f the second pair's first parallel line, and 
two in the second hemistich of its second? In this fashion, a doubled pair 
with identical initial words is placed in the most significant second position 
in the overall passage:

A l)
A2) a l)

a2) 1) First Hemistich
2) Second Hemistich: (siamg nau:y siang li:)

Former Novice Nau:y /  Former Novice Li: 

There are no other occurrences of doubled pairs in Pairs a l and a2.

Pairs al and a2 fit in the overall context of the pattern as follows:

Al)
1) Her husband is of utmost beauty
2) Why is he so hideous, leprous, with blisters and sores?
3) If we were to  get one o f such a figure, we would rather die

A2)
1) We would rather not take a husband at all

B) a l) He is not even a fraction as beautiful as the commoners

a2) a l) He is not as beautiful as former novice So:, who goes to talk 
to us

a2) Not as beautiful as a l) former novice Nau:y, a2) former 
novice Li:, your aunt's son

b] This man is as foul smelling as an old vulture, and yet he is
what she desires.
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Although the comparisons of the hero to  form er novices may be out of 
context to  the overall story, the statements of his ugliness clearly fit into the 
larger pattern, and conclude w ith the overall statement in Section b, which is 
the conclusion of the pattern as a whole.

4: Replications that result in the deterioration of a passage's meaning

One interesting aspect of the transcription o f manuscripts that is 
revealed by a comparative study is that the ingrained tendency to compose in 
layers of parallels is so strong that it is not uncommon to find transcribers 
who sacrifice clarity or consistency of meaning in a passage purely in order to  
create a well-placed parallel.

1. In the fo llow ing example from  Version A, a passage has been expanded 
through what m ight be considered an unskillful usage of replication. The 
sequence describes the hero dressing up to take part in a procession in to the 
capital where he is to  be coronated as king. It concludes that fo r all his 
dressing the hero is still ugly and monkey-like in appearance:

1 £_>

1 cDsij-u nnnnCsuouu
(meu'a: nan so:m salao thaw  ka: dam nau:y num)
Then the beautiful-figured youth, Black Crow

2 zrhon c§t9nu93 rjihocgnsn
(tha:w kau: e: o:t nyaumg theu: m aw  seu't kham)
He adorned himself, wearing an ornamental golden bracelet

3 9uch tsuususnu
(an wa: so:m hu.-p ha.y ba:tha:w kau: ha:k nyang)
As fo r his figure, it still remained ugly14

{zm om m m  (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 3, p.l6a; book:p.81)

In manuscript F, the same passage has been expanded to  create the following 
pattern:

« i4lt m*y*P P ear contradictory that the hero is described in an epithet as 'beautifully-figured' in the 
n i ! ine^° dosage. However the story’s Lao audience would understand that the hero, as the 

most beautiful of beings and that his ugly outward appearance is only a 'shell' that 
will inevitably be shed in the course of the story.
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Al)
cai tv cr* -£_> o i-* 1

1 GU9UU lauacanznno m m ueuau jj
(meu'a: nan so:m salao tha:w ka: dam nau-.y num)
Then the beautiful-figured youth, Black Crow

2 Shori cot90093 p inoG lnan  ccmQcao

(tha:w kau: e: o:t nyau.ng theu: ma:w seu't kham thae: lae:w)
He adorned himself, wearing an ornamental golden bracelet

A2)

3 tmcmguJ J ?
(nyang nyang leu'a:m kajom  kham sup sau:t)
He put on a radiant golden crown

4 sjuagnccao p ih o c ln rfn

(sup sau:t lae:w theu: m aw  seu't kham.)
After he put it on, he wore an ornamental golden bracelet

B)

sccjjudn annaoij a^tncsntgd nrnuGcsio
(mae:n wa: kham ti: lua:n thang to: ao o:p kau: day  lae:w)
Even if his body were encircled with pure beaten gold

6 9bdn tausdsnu unmnojimnriuQ ngnin
(an wa: so:m hu:p hay ba:tha:w kau: ha:k nyang dau:k na:)
As fo r his figure, it would still remain ugly
(ShOrnrnrn (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 4, pp,13b-14a; boolcp.81}

The chart that follows illustrates how the text has been expanded:

Al:
1) Beautiful Black Crow 1) Beautiful Black Crow
2) Dressed up; He wore a bracelet 2) Dressed up; He wore a bracelet

AZ-
3) He put on a radiant golden crown
4) After it was on, he wore a bracelet

B:
5) Even if covered in gold

3) His figure remained ugly 6) His figure remained ugly
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The expansion has only been accomplished at the expense of the passage's 
meaning. It does not make sense fo r the hero to  put on an ornamental 
bracelet, pu t on a crown, and then put on the bracelet fo r a second time. It 
does, however, make perfect structural sense fo r the composer to  create a 
parallel counterpart to the second line of the original passage. In the 
expanded version, the phrase 'he wore a bracelet', identically worded, is 
placed as a tag in the second hemistichs of the second lines of the initial two 
sections, A l and A2. This binds them together, making them a parallel pair, 
a necessary condition fo r the creation of an A A B  pattern. We have 
previously observed the same process in the example in Section 1, on page 
361 of this chapter. The confusion in the story-line is caused precisely by the 
attempt to make the tw o sections parallel. As with any art, the smoothness 
in the placement of parallels depends upon the skill of the composer.

2. The follow ing example does not show the expansion of a text, but rather 
the changes brought about in an existing pattern as the result of its recopying. 
As in the previous example, the drive to  create or strengthen existing 
parallels leads to the deterioration of meaning in a passage.

The fo llow ing pattern is taken from  Version F. Versions C, B, and D are 
sim ilar w ith a slight change in phrasing. Little Crow, after receiving gifts 
from  his lover, leaves her palace and travels home:

A l)

1 Gcriiju iunt:§nc?n suconnouQQU
(tae: nan in kasat jao hap ao tau.m au:n)
Then he took (the gift) from  the young woman

2 vnn % pldm u  snfisQtinncDQ
(ba: kau: sup sai kau:y la: naumg pha:k meu'a:)
He put (the ring) on his small finger, bade farewell of the young woman, and 
left

A2)
3 cpQsirjniJCcrio ^nujjljc§n^9n
(theu'ng satham kae:w sa:n mon sao jau:t)
Reaching the open space in front of the palace, he rested
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4 Snori c^anueeao mmuancuucjus^
(tha:w kau: sup kha.p lae:w thanyam lam phe:n phanyaumg)
He put on his outer 'shell', jumped up, and flew away

B >

5 mnon anao^csn c'n̂ QSQumjun
(tha:w kau: lat luang khao theu'ng heu'a:n ton nya:)
He travelled to  the house of the older woman

6 tn s m jc a u  'tencsncso ijC gu
(ba:kha:n leu'y jau:t sao heu'a:n nau:y)
He rested at (his) small house

(JhonanncTi (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 3, pp.l5b-16a; book.-p.60j 

In Version A, the identical pattern appears as follows:

Al)
JU»

1 ccriiju QunbSnc^n socgnn9Li99ij
(tae: nan in kasat jao hap ao tau:m au-.n)
Then he took (the gift) from the young woman

2 dnnqusi9nccSo snT ^m ritd  
(ba: kau-. sup sau* lae:w la: nautng pha:k pai)
He put (the ring) on, bade farewell of the young woman, and left

A2)

3 c^a fin ijc c ffo  ^nu jjijc^n^gn

(theu'ng satha:n kae:w sa.-n mon sao jaurt)
Reaching the open space in front of the palace, he rested

JL.1

4 Snojn 3d§i9nccao tnunbancuuuuQ̂ Qnnnn
(tha:w kau: sup sau:t lae:w thanya:n lam phe:n phanyau:ng a:ka:t) 
He put it on, jumped up, and flew away into the sky

B)
t

sccribb Shori asnthu c^m cso ijn ij
(tharw kau: li:la: nyay theu'ng thi: heu'a:n ton)
Then he travelled to  his house
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6 unfinucau qsncgnenoijQ i)
(bakhan leu:'y jau:t sao kha:w heu'a:n nau:y)
He rested for a short time

{^HOrnnnrh (Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam) bundle 3, p.4b; book: p.60}

Pattern One: (Versions B, Q D) Pattern Two: (Versions A, E )

Al:
1) He took the ring from  the woman

2) He put it on his finger, and left

A2:
3) He travelled outside, and rested 

rested
4) He put on his 'shell' and flew away

A l:
1) He took the ring from the 

wom an
2) He pu t i t  on. and left

A2:
3) He travelled outside, and

4) He pu t it  on. and flew away

3:
5) He travelled to the old woman's house 5) He travelled to his house
6 ) He rested at the little house 6 ) He rested fo r a short time

This example is a typical travel pattern. The first two sections describe the 
hero in movement. His movement is narrated in the second hemistichs of 
the second lines of Sections A l and A2. In pattern number one, besides the 
description of the hero's travel, there is also a m inor parallel between the 
first tw o sections. The first hemistichs of the second lines of each section

describe an activ ity sharing the identical verb: (sup) 'to put on.' In

Section A l, the hero puts on the princess's ring, whereas in Section A2, he 
puts on his 'shell'. In the second version of the pattern, this inherant 

parallel has been expanded on to  the point that the distinction between the 
tw o activities is lost and only the parallel remains. In both sections the

original description is replaced in favor of the general phrase SUSianccao

(sup sau:t lae:w) 'He put it on, and then...'. The second lines of Sections A l 
and A l therefore become a tag, strengthening the parallel bond that already 

exists between the tw o sections. W hile this transform ation adds to the 
symmetry of the pattern, it deteriorates its meaning. In the first section, the
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detail that the hero puts the ring on his smallest finger is eliminated in favor 
of an all-purpose parallel. Mare importantly, by elim inating the detail of 
what the hero is putting on in the second section, the passage has become 
incomplete in meaning.

5: The shortening of text

The evolution of a Lao story occurs through the shortening of text as 
well as its expansion. The copying of a manuscript is a tedious and time- 
consuming process. It is often a compulsory task rather than performed out 
of any personal interest. Because Lao stories are built upon layer after layer 
of replication, through a judicious cutting of parallel statements, a text can be 
shortened, and one's work reduced, w ithout any serious alteration of 
meaning.

When comparing different manuscripts of a text (which are frequently 
un-dated), it is often impossible to  determine which version has evolved 
from which. The examples throughout this chapter have been explained as 
instances of the expansion of text. However, some may well have evolved in 
the other direction.

6: Conclusion

Until the present, questions regarding the evolution o f Lao literature 
have been given superificial treatment. A  detailed study deserves to be made 
to increase our knowledge of how and why the literature takes the forms that 
it does. M y com parison of six versions of Tha-.w Kam  Ka; D am  

demonstrates that an understanding of the A A B  pattern is an essential 
foundation for such a study.

M y comparison also sheds light on the nature o f parallelism in Lao 
literature. An A A B  pattern, when originally composed, is not necessarily 
filled w ith layer upon layer of smaller replications. Judging from  the six 
manuscripts that have been studied, many of the layers are added afterwards 
by transcribers who consistently build upon earlier texts through the use of 
parallel statements.
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Conclusion

This thesis has two major purposes:

1) A n overall description a f traditional Lao literature

The introductory section o f this thesis provides the first comprehensive 
description of Lao literature in the English language. English accounts of the 
literature at present are exceedingly short, filled w ith error, and with a few 
exceptions written by authors without first-hand knowledge of the subject. It 
is not the intent o f this thesis, however, merely to echo what has already 
been written about Lao literature in other languages. This work adds to 
previous studies in many aspects, the most im portant of which can be 
summarized:

1) The inven to ry  o f Lao lite ra tu re  in the append ix is the m ost 
comprehensive to  date. It includes the most thorough list o f titles of Lao 
stories, the lite ra ry  form s in which they are w ritten , th e ir length, 
distribution, published equivalents (i.e. transcription, poetic adaptation, 
prose retelling, translation, and p lo t summary), and possible relationship 
with works in other societies.

2) A  comparison is made between the literary traditions of the Lao and the 
Yuan, showing considerable difference between the two. Previous studies 
have tended to  overly emphasize the sim ilarities between the tw o  
traditions, giving the reader the impression that the whole of Lao literature 

is merely an extension o f its Yuan counterpart w ith m inor distinctions. The 

differences between the tw o literatures, however, (whether inherant or the 
result of the evolution of the Lao from the Yuan) are in fact more complex 
than they have been stated to be in the past. They are:

2.1: Differences in Specific Works of Literature: Based upon a comparison of 

titles o f works w ithin the tw o societies, the m ajority of Lao stories do not 
appear to  have a Yuan counterpart.
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2.2: Differences in Literary Forms: There was a significant difference in the 
popularity of various literary forms within the tw o societies. Whereas the 
great m ajority of Yuan litera iy works were written in Nitsay prose o r Hay, 
the Lao favored composing tales in the more complex poetic form  of 
Khlo:ng. This can be explained by:

2.2.1: The few known works of Yuan literature that were written in the 
poetic form of Khlo:ng appear to have been composed exclusively by poets 
connected to  the royal court. During the height of Lanna civilization before 
the Burmese occupation, there does not appear to  have been a popular wide- 
rooted Yuan literary tradition of composing stories in a poetic form  more 
complex than Hay. In contrast, the composers of Lao Khlomg, with simpler 
rules of versification than its Yuan counterpart, came from  a much w ider 
range of Lao society.

2.2.2: The Yuan maintained a rig id distinction between literature in which 
the purpose was p rim a rily  re lig ious and lite ra ture  which although 
maintaining religious themes served an added role as entertainment outside

of the temple. Yuan religious tales, referred to  as snotfH (K haw  Tham)

'Poetry of the Dharma ,1 were written in N itsay and H ay  and performed 
exclusively as sermons. Stories tha t p laced greater emphasis on 
entertainment were composed in more complex literary forms and appear to 
have been performed exclusively by laymen outside of the temple.

In contrast, the Lao allowed ind ividual works to have a greater 
fle x ib ility  in the nature o f the ir perform ers and circumstances o f 

performance, therefore provid ing them a greater ro le w ith in Lao society. 
W ith a simple change of script that was referred to as the 'ordaining' or 
'disfrocking' of a text, an identical story written in Kau:n A n  (the Lao form  of 
Khlo:ng) could be performed as entertainment b y  laymen o r as a religious 
sermon by members of the Buddhist clergy.

3) The corpus of Lao literature is believed to have been composed during the 
time of the Kingdom of Lan Xang. However, based upon the survey o f Lao

’ literally (Kha:w) is a type of Yuan poetry
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literature provided in the appendix, the com position of many of the Lao 
poetic works are seen to have been at a later date. When the Kingdom of 
Lanna was occupied by the Burmese, the Yuan tradition of composing in 
Khlo-.ng v irtua lly  came to  an end w ith the loss o f its royal patron. In 
contrast, Lao literature, rather than ceasing to exist w ith the disintegration of 
the Kingdom that give it birth, became a product of village culture and thus 
survived. The trad ition  of composing, perform ing, and preserving 
literature continued to flourish after the Lao came under the political control 
of the Thai and the French. A  large percentage of Lao poetic works were 
composed after the decline of the Kingdom of Lan Xang as can be seen by the 
great num ber of stories which have an extremely lim ited geographical 
d istribution (often in areas which include im portant religious centers) far 
from the traditional cultural centers of Lan Xang. Many of these areas 
became prominent after Lan Xang's demise.

The Lao literary tradition has persisted until the present in certain Lao 
ethnic areas, and has given b irth  to  the musical trad ition of Mau: Lam, 
which is perhaps the strongest regional cultural entertainment in existence 
in contem porary Thailand. Its survival is explained by its wide range of 
composers, the flexibility of the role that it has played within society, and its 
adaptation from a court literature into a popular village tradition largely 
resilient to changing political conditions.

4) An examination is made of the role and significance of creativity, both in 
the composition of Lao stories and in their continual recopying The nature 
of Lao creativity is a previously unaddressed top ic that is essential to  an 

understanding of the literature and why it takes the form that it does.
Creativity in Lao composition does not involve the breaking away from 

conventions which have proved useful in the com position, performance, 
and preservation of the literature. Rather, an au thor's  creativity has 
traditionally been in his skillful adaptation of existing conventions to fit the 
needs of a particular story. Often conventions are manipulated in a way that 
is intended to play with an audience's expectations both for the purposes of 
humor and the coding of statements of traditional wisdom.

Creativity is observable not only in the composition of a story but also
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in its evolution. Transcribers are encouraged and even forced to alter an 
existing tale fo r the purpose of correcting mistakes and portions that are 
incomprehensible, and im prov ing  on its sound in accordance w ith 
conventions of tone placement and number of syllables in a hemistich and 
line. Transcribers, necessarily alert to the sound of Lao poetry as an aid in 

comprehension, tend to make corrections when a work strays from the 
norm.

The alteration of a text during transcription, however, goes beyond the 
correction of simple error. A  convention of Lao literature is to  ask that the 
content of a work be improved upon by those who have the ability. Changes 
made by copyists frequently include the addition, deletion, expansion or 

reduction of individual scenes within a given story. Less frequently, one w ill 
find that a story is entirely retold, o r expanded by hundreds of leaves.

2) A  Description o f Parallelism in Lao Literature

The second major purpose of this thesis is to describe a fundamental yet 
overlooked organizational technique in the composition of Lao literature. 
This thesis provides:

1) An examination of parallelism as a device in the creation of style in the 
Lao language, tracing its development in complexity and subtlety from the 
spoken language, prose, to poetic literature;

2) A  description of parallelism in literature composed in the poetic form  of 
Kau:n A:n, showing the significant role that it plays in the building of plot;

3) A  comparative study of several manuscripts o f an identical tale which 
shows that the nature of the changes made when a text is transcribed is 
strongly influenced by the conventions of parallelism described in this thesis; 
Several writers in the past have suggested that the use of parallelism is a 
defining style of orally composed poetry. M y findings, however, are of a 
con trad ic to ry  nature. Whereas the A A B  pattern is an im portant 
organizational device in the com position o f Lao oral folk-tales, it is the 
continual recopying of the written literature that is responsible for the
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incredible intricacy o f its parallel layers.

Suggested Areas For Further Study

1) Parallelism:

1.1: Research should be conducted along the lines of this thesis:

1.1.1: Further examination of the conventions of parallelism in Kau:n A:n 
(as described in chapters five through nine) w ou ld  help to  refine our 
knowledge of the subject. Whereas this thesis provides the groundwork fo r 
future studies, fu rthe r im provem ents could be m ade through the 
examination of a greater amount of text.

1.1.2: Further comparisons should be made between different manuscripts of 
an identical story to  increase our understanding of how  conventions of 
parallelism influence the way in which narrative is expanded. Studies of 
this nature w ill help us to  understand how and why Lao parallelism takes 
the shapes that it does.

1.2: A lthough this thesis has largely been lim ited to a treatment of Kau:n
A.n, a sim ilar style o f parallelism is clearly observable in Nitsay, w ith  
variations due to  differences in form. A  study is needed to  provide a clearer 
p icture o f paralle lism  (and particu la rly  the A A B  pattern) in Nitsay. 
Parallelism should be sim ilarly examined in Ha:y, and other forms o f Lao 
poetiy.

1.3: A  study of the role that parallelism plays in the com position of other 
types of Lao literary works, including historical chronicles, religious writings, 
and didactic texts, e tc  would help to  broaden our understanding o f their 
content.2

1.4: Parallelism in Lao literature appears to  have developed from  oral poetry

a A  better understanding of Lao literary conventions (such as the use of various motifs, themes, and 
formula, and the nature of creativity by composers and transcribers, etc.) would also prove useful in 
interpreting these works.
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and story telling. What are the forms that parallelism takes in different types 
of oral narrative? What religious o r aesthetic role does it play? Further 
research is needed to better understand the relationship between oral and 
w ritten works, bo th in regard to  the ir use o f parallelism  and other 
conventions.

1.5: An examination should be made of specific stories which are likely to 
have entered Laos from other societies, fo r example, a) stories taken from  
Thai sources, b) Jataka tales, canonical and apocryphal, c) Nitsay works of 
probable Yuan origin with Nitsay counterparts in Laos, and d) Nitsay works 
of probable Yuan origin tha t occur in Laos in Kau:n A:n form. Are 
conventions of parallelism, as described in this thesis, used as a too l w ith 
which a non-Lao story is translated into the lite ra ry language' of the Lao?

1.6: In a similar manner to  1.5, comparisons should be made between Lao 
Nitsay and Kau:n A:n versions of identical stories. A re conventions o f 
parallelism used as a too l in which Nitsay stories are reshaped in poetic 
form? A  comparison between works of N itsay and Poetic N itsay (as 
described on p.31 of chapter one) would also be useful in showing in what 
manner parallelism can be used as a technique to increase the artistic o r 
entertainment value of stories in the same literary form.

1.7: It can be speculated that our knowledge o f the oral narrative and 
literature of other Tai-speaking people such as the Yuan, Kheun, and Leu 
would benefit from  a consideration o f the role that parallelism plays as an 
organizational device. Consideration should be given to the way in which 
the forms o f Nitsay, Ha:y, Kha:w, Khlo-.ng, etc. influence the style o f 
parallelism. From in itia l observation, the structure o f N itsay does not 
appear to differ significantly in the different societies. As Khlo-.ng developed 
in Lanna to include increasingly complex rules of versification, what effect 
did this have on its use of parallels? A  comparative study of parallelism 
among the Lao, Yuan, Kheun and Leu would be likely to  shed further light 
on the relationship between the various literatures w ith in the larger Tai 
tradition.
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1.8: Parallelism should be studied com parative ly in the trad itiona l 
literatures of the Lao and Khmer. Parallelism is significant in the building of 
style in spoken Khmer (w ith considerable sim ilarities to  parallelism in 
spoken Lao3) and in Khmer poetic literature .4 A t present, Khmer literature 
has only been examined for parallels of very short length.

2) Creativity:

2.1: A lthough Lao, Yuan, Kheun and Leu stories o f the same type (or sub- 
type) often share identical plots, there are many devices used by composers 
and transcribers that serve to differentiate individual works. A  comparative 
study w ould help show the nature of creativity in the transformation of a 
skeletal formulaic p lo t into the flesh and blood of an actual story.

2.2: An examination should be made of different composers' treatment of 
motifs, themes, stock scenes and formulaic passages that reoccur throughout 
the literature. There are m any ways in which these motifs, etc. are 
manipulated both to  play with audiences' expectations and suit the needs of 
individual stories. In what way could examples of creativity in this and the 
previous suggested research topic be considered successful or not successful 
in accomplishing the purposes that they serve in the literature?

2.3: A  study should be made of Poetic Nitsay to  determine how artistic 
conventions of Kau:n A:n poetry aside from parallelism have influenced the 
composition of prose literature.

2.4: Whereas a transcriber can make changes throughout a text, there are 
certain types o f passages such as courting scenes, descriptions o f nature and 
humorous accounts of the clumsiness of commoners (as described on pages 
72-73 o f chapter one) in which one most frequently observes the greatest 
variance between ind ividual manuscripts. A  com parative study of the 
changes made in these types of passages a) as they repeatedly occur in the

3 See the article Bae:p Ka:n Seu'm Sau.y Nai Fhasa: Tha:y Lae Pha.sa: Khame:n by Kamjana: 
Na:ksa:kun.

4 See Judith Jacob's article Observation On The Uses Of Reduplication As A  Poetic Device In
Khmer.
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course of a story, b) in different manuscripts of an identical work, and c) 
throughout the literature would be productive in revealing the nature of 
creativity both in the process of composition and transcription. How much 
of the creativity involves the adaptation of formulaic phrases that occur 
repeatedly in sim ilar passages throughout the literature a n d /o r in oral 
poetry, and how  much is exclusive to  the specific com position? An 
appreciation of these type of passages and the kind of creativity involved 
would also further our knowledge of the role of creativity in Lao literature. 
The ro le of Phanya: in Lao literature should be examined fo r sim ilar 
purposes.

2.5: Creativity in composition can be observed through comparative studies 
of different poetic versions of certain Lao works, in which although the 
overall p lo t remains similar, the story is completely re to ld .5 Comparisons 
should also be made of different manuscripts of the same version of certain 
Lao stones, such as Sang Sinsai and Thaw Kampha: Kai Kae:w, which vary 
greatly in length throughout I:sam and Laos.

2.6: During the past half-century, poetic adaptations of many Lao stories were 
published by small presses in I:sa:n.6 The extent of how much the printed 
story has been changed from  the palm leaf version varies greatly between 
individual works. A  study should be made examining in what fashion 
textual changes are made and for what purposes. How does the fact that the 
story is intended to be published in book form (presumably for both a reading 
and listening audience) influence the changes in text? Certain monks such 
as the late Phra Ariya:nuwat are noted fo r the creative alterations that they 
made in transcriptions o f Lao stories that they published. What type of 
changes did they choose to  make and not to  make?7 In contrast, one 
occasionally comes across a manuscript that states that it has been transcribed 
from a published work. In this case, how  has the text been transformed to 
make it suitable to be utilized as a palm leaf manuscript as opposed to  a

A list of Lao stories which occur in two or more Kau:n A n  versions is given in fn.14 on p.396 of the 
introduction to the inventory in the appendix

a The titles of Lao stories of which adaptations have been made are listed in the inventory. Further 
information is given on pages 398-399 of the inventory's introduction.

7 Phra Ariyanuwat's published works would be convenient to study as the manuscripts that he 
transcribed should be readily accessible at the cultural center at his temple in Maha Sarakham.
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printed work? Many stories have also been transformed in to  Mau: Lam 
musical performances of which commercial tapes are easily available.8 How 
are the stories transformed and for what purposes?

3) Survey o f Lao literature: A ll of the topics dealt w ith in the inventory of 
Lao literature in the appendix would benefit from  further research. Those 
that have the greatest need fo r further study are:

3.1: The geographic distribution of Lao stories;9

3.2: The relationship between Lao and Yuan stories that share a similar title;1c

3.3: The relationship between the stories in the Lao version of the Panya:sa 

Ja:taka w ith tales in other Fanya:sa collections and other works of Lao 
literature ;11

3.4: The p lo t types of individual stories;

3.5: A  list of stories that exist in alternate Kau:n A n  versions;12

6 Ra:chabut Stereo in Ubon, Thailand has recorded approximately thirty Lao stories in sets of tapes. 
Tapes are available throughout Bangkok.

9 For further information, see Section 23, pp.397-398 of the introduction to the inventory.
10 For further information, see fn. 1, p.393 of the introduction to the inventory.
11 For further information, see pp.395-396 of the introduction to the inventory
12 For further information of what is needed, see fn.l 4, p.396 of the introduction to the inventoiy.
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Inventory of Lao Literature: Introduction

1) The inventory has been divided in the following manner:

1.1: According to the relationship o f Lao stories to literary works outside of 
Laos;

1.1.1: A  comparison between Lao and Yuan works ;1

1.1.1.1: The comparison w ith Yuan works of literature outside of the Panya.sa 
Ja:taka is based upon:

a: An examination of the extensive collection o f Yuan manuscripts at the 
Institute o f Social Science in Chiang Mai and Chiang Mai University;

b: Various books on Yuan literature such as Wannakam La-.nna; by Dr. 
U dom  Rungreu'a:ngsi:, Frawat Lae: Wannakhadi: La.nna: by  Mani: 
Phayau:myong, and W annakam Thawng Thin La;nna: b y  Lamu:n
Janhaum There are two m ajor lists of Yuan apocryphal Ja:taka outside of 

the Panya:sa collection that I have consulted, including 1) a list o f 100 works 
in Wannakam La:nna: by Dr. Udom  Rungreu'a:ngsi: (pp.141-143) taken
from Dr. Harold Hundius's article Ka.n Seuksa: Cha.dok La:nna: N ai Ngae: 
Sangkhom Withaya:, and 2) a list of 212 works in Khw a.m  Samphan  
Rawa.ng Wannakam La:nna: Kap Wannakam Fra/am Cha:t by  E:mau:n 

Chittaso:phon, (pp.24-26) originally collected by the Institute of Social Science 
in Chiang Mai.

1.1.1.2: The comparison w ith tales in the Panya.sa Ja:taka is taken from the 
follow ing works: the Thai transcription of the Yuan Panya;sa text, Fanyasa

1 Note that it is impossible to conclude the nature of the relationship between a given Lao and Yuan 
work simply based upon a comparison of titles. One must be aware that:

a) Works that share a similar title can be different in their content. At the same time, works with 
different titles can be the same story.

b) There is historical evidence that the Lao borrowed religious and literary works from the Yuan during 
the time that Chiang Mai was at its cultural peak. However, works may have been borrowed from the 
Lao by the Yuan, particularly after the fall of Chiang Mai to the Burmese.
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Cha:dok Chabap Hau: Samut Haeng Cha±, vol. 1-2, by  Krom Silapakau:n i.e. 
the Thai Department of Fine Arts, A n Historical and Structural Study o f  the 
Fanna.sa I a: taka by Dorothy H. Fickle, and Fanyasa Cha:dok: Frawat lae 
Khwa.m Sam khan thi: mi: tau: Wannakam Rau:y Kraumg khaumg Thaiy 
and Ka.n Seuksa: Panya.sa Cha:dok{ the la tte r tw o studies by Niyada: 
Sa:rikaphu:thi.

1.1.2: The comparison with canonical Ja:taka tales is taken from The Ja.taka 
o r Stories O f The Buddha's Former Births Vol. VI, edited by  E. B. Cowell.

1.1.3: The comparison with Thai works is taken from Le Roman Classique 
Lao by Dr. A. Peltier, and personal observation. According to Dr. Peltier, an 
examination of the language of three of the stones indicates that the Lao 
versions are borrowed from the Thai.2

1.1.4: The comparison with Hindu works is taken from  the following studies: 
The Krsna Saga In  Laos (A Study In The Brahkutd Brahpan) and The 
Ramayana In Laos (A S tudy In  The Gvay D vorahb i) by  Sahai 
Sachchidanand, and Fhongsa:wada:n La:w (Chronicles of Laos) by Maha: 
Sila: Wi:rawong .

1.2: According to the literary form;

Works of literature have not been listed as occurring in a certain form unless 
I have personally seen an example.3 There are a to ta l o f fou r stories in 
which the form  is uncertain, three of which are either N itsay o r Ha.y. The 

great m ajority o f tales that are listed under the category o f Kau:n A:n or 
Kau:n are composed in a form known as Kau:n A:n Thammada: which is 
described on Section 2.1.2 on pp.95-99 of chapter two. Some stories, however, 
are written in other forms of Kau:n. Further research is needed to determine

2 see Section 2.3 on p.28 of the initial chapter. All of the stories in this category are likely to have 
been borrowed from the Thai.

3 The few exceptions are based on information related to me by Prof. Suphon Somjitsrf.panya: at the 
I:sa:n Cultural Center in Maha Sarakham. These include a) the Kau:n A:n version of

o J n m n L n n b n iJ  (Naphak Kai Kadon), b) the Nitsay version of QaDLHSfl (Usa: Ba:rot), and c)

C^OuJfltJlLCcitJ {Tha.w Phutthase:n) and ejU^QGtfuJ (Phanya: Uthe:n), which occur exclusively in 
N'itsay.
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the poetic style of individual tales.

2) The inventory includes the follow ing information about each given work:

2.1: Titles: The inventory includes works of literature that tell a story, as 

listed under Category A  on page 4 of the first chapter.4 I have personally seen 
the text o f each work that is listed in this inventory .5 I have not included 
titles that are listed in previous surveys that I have not seen because of these 
problems w ith the surveys: a) the lack of standardization of titles, which 
causes individual stories to be listed repeatedly under alternate names, b) 
misspellings or other misunderstandings that lead to  inaccurate renderings 
of titles ,6 and c) sheer inventiveness .7

When a story is com m only known by more than one title, alternate 
titles are indicated by footnote.

Works that occur exclusively in the Lao Panya:sa Ja:taka collection 
known as Ha: Sip Sa:t are not included in this list because the rarity of the 
collection has made it impossible to examine most of the stories first-hand .8 

Of particular interest in this w ork are twenty-four out of the tota l o f fifty  

stories which according to Dorothy H. Fickle in her thesis A n Historical and 
Structural S tudy o f  the Fanna.sa Ja.taka have no counterparts in other 
collections .9 A  num ber of ind ividual stories in the Lao version o f the 
Panya:sa Ja:taka com monly occur independently, and these have works have

4 Further research is likely to uncover a certain number of titles not included in this survey which 
have a very limited geographical distribution.

5 In the great majority of cases, I have seen the palm leaf manuscript. In instances where I have 
only seen a printed version, the word 'published' is listed under the category of the story's distribution.

6 For example, in the inventory of manuscripts at Naurng Lam Jan an p.172 of Sammana: Bai La:n 
Thua: Fhathe.t Khang Thi: Neung edited by Khamphae:ng Ke:ttawong (L), a work is listed under the

s-j c i slj • caca
title of LIHQLUJ (Tha:w Phurni:). The text from which the title was taken reads: Ll’HOQJJSlC.Jn (Tha:w

U 1J !J

Khu: mi: si: phu:k) '(The manuscript) Tha:w Khu: has four bundles’. The alteration of the original title is 

the result of the fact that a) the letter 0  (Kh) in the Tham script was read as LI (Ph), and b) the word
£7l
.U (mi;) 'to have' was mistaken for the title’s final syllable. Thus are statistics made.

7 For an explanation of sheer inventiveness, see p.6 of chapter one, fn.15. descnbing my search for 
manuscripts in Ubon province following infoimation provided within a previous survey.

8 Previous writers on the Panya:sa Ia:taka, such as Niyada: Sa:rikaphu:thi and Dorothy H. Fickle, 
have similarly not located a copy of the Lao version and have relied in their studies on a) a list of stories 
within the collection rather than the actual works themselves, and b) the published work Fha fao Ha: 
Sip Sa:t, by Phra Khru: Thammakho:sa:ja:n et al., in which the initial few stories from the collection are 
included. There are incomplete portions of the Panya:sa Ja:taka in the National Library in Vientiane.

9 pp.20-23 Eleven of these stories are similar in title to canonical ja:taka tales and may be related, 
(ibid. p.55) Other stories may be similar to tales in other Panya:sa collections except in their title.
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been included in the inventory. They include: Sudhanv  (no. 2 ) ,10

Subhamitta (no. 5), Suwanrta Sangkha (no. 6 ), Jantakha-.taka (no. 7), 
Suwanna Kurunga  (no. 9) , t1 S abbas iddh i (no. 19), Su.rasena (i.e. 
Phutthase:n), Kusara:ja (no. 29), and possibly Ratana Pajota (no. 14)!2 and 
Arindama  (also referred to  as Arindum a  {no. 41 } ) ! 3

Further research is needed to  determine the number of Lao stories that 
exist in alternate versions .14

2.2: Length; The length of Lao works is flexible. Different manuscripts of 
the same story can vary in size due to additions or reductions on the part of 
an individual transcriber.15 Also, the length of a work can vary due to a) the 
size of the transcriber's w riting b) the number of lines that are written upon 
the leaves, and c) the size of the leaves themselves. In certain examples, I 
have provided the exact number of leaves of one or tw o manuscripts of the 
story to which I have access. When a single number is given, it is the length 
of the largest version that I have found. However, due to  the variations 
described above, the number of leaves within a given manuscript is only of

The numbers are taken from the story's arrangement within the collection. See An Historical 
and Structural Study of the Fannasa Ja:taka by Dorothy H. Fickle p.18. To facilitate a comparison with 
her work, the stories listed here are transliterated respectively as follows within her thesis: Sudhanu, 
Subhamitta, Suvannasankha, Candaghataka, Suvannakurunga, Sabbasiddhi, Surasena, Kusaraja, 
Ratana pajjota, and Arindama.

11 This story is also listed as Kwa:ng Kha:m (of which there is a Lao story of equivalent title that 
occurs independently), ibid. See note 'cc' pp.23, 25.

12 which is possibly the equivalent of Jantha Fasot
13 which is likely to be the equivalent of ,Arinathum
MCertain works of Lao literature exist in two or more poetic versions in which the stoTy is entirely 

retold. (The difference in plot between versions varies.) My information on the number of tales in which 
this is the case is too limited at present to include in the survey The following is an incomplete list 
which includes the number of different versions known to me at present.

1) (Sang Sinsai) two poetic versions
r̂

2) 2D£jLnQQCl (Khunlu: Na:ng Ua;) two poetic versions

3) JJSLCOnaunSb (Phra Wetsandau:n) several poetic versions

5) U nC C O ^in^Ls (Pha:dae:ng Na:ng Ai) three poetic versions
«-• j s_- y • 2_.

6) frTlOr^^lLTlCCTIO (Tha:w Kampha: Kai Kaew) two poetic versions
Sl^  O

7) ?H20£in?flLb2.U (Thaw Katthana:m) three poetic versions
so

8) &120yi0 (Thaw Hua:) two poetic versions
Note that although different manuscripts of an identical Lao tale may vary greatly in length, this 

does not necessarily mean that the story exists in more than one version. Variance in length is
frequently the result of the expansion or reduction of a single version of a story rather than a complete
retelling

’6Two different manuscripts of the work Fanthamart for example, vary by 150 pages. The variance 
between most works, however, is much less.
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lim ited use for comparative purposes. In a few examples, where I have no 

access to  a manuscript version, I have listed the num ber of pages in the 
published version with indication that I am doing so. However, due to the 
many variables in how Lao works are presented in w ritten form, the figures 
are of little  use in comparison w ith  either manuscripts o r other prin ted 
versions ,16

2.3: Distribution; The inform ation regarding a story's distribution is taken 
largely from  personal observation during my tw o years of research in 

northeast Thailand and Laos. These observations are supplemented by 
Khamphaeing Ke:ttawong's analysis of the distribution of Lao stories, based 
upon previous surveys, on pp.453-483 of Sammana: Bai Last Thua: Fhathe:t 
Khang Thi: N eurtg  edited by Khamphaeing Kerttawong. Stories in the 
inventory that are listed in a particular section (for example, Nitsay stories of 

Lao origin) are organized according to their distribution. Tales with a general 
distribution are listed first, fo llowed by  works that occur in northern Laos, 
central Laos, southern Laos, northeast Thailand, solely in the Lao National 
Library, and finally, works o f which I have only located a published version.

This category is the most incomplete. In cases where I am not sure 
about the extent of the story, the space is either left blank or a few known 
locations are followed by three dots, indicating that the tale's existence within 
other areas has not been investigated .17 M y research on the distribution of 
works w ithin northern Laos is less extensive than in other areas. Works that 
are listed as being found in Luang Prabang may also exist in other northern 
provinces, although this has not been confirmed.

The prim ary im portance of this category is in showing the great 
number of stories that have an extremely lim ited distribution, especially in 
areas outside of the traditional cultural centers of the Kingdom of Lan Xang. 
Notice that a work being listed as located in the Lao National Library gives 
no indication of its d istribution as the library has collected stories from  
throughout the country. However, if  a tale is listed solely in the National

16When poetic stories are printed they are generally (but not always) divided according to 
nemistichs and lines and thus take up greater space than Nitsay works, which are written as ordinary 
prose. Other considerations such as page and print size make comparisons generally impossible.

Note that even among works in which the geographical distribution has been investigated, further 
research might help to provide a more thorough picture. The information in this category is most 
accurate in describing stones that exist exclusively within a small area.
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Library, it indicates its relative rarity. Works in which on ly a published 
version has been located are similarly rare. Stories that are particularly rare 
are indicated with an asterisk after their name.

2.5: Published Versions; Unless otherwise noted, the published works of 
Lao literature that are listed in this category can be found in the bibliography 
under the story's title  in the sections on Thai and Lao language sources. 
Comments are made on the relationship between the original story and the 
printed versions owing to the fact that the latter can be quite deceiving. For 
example, some works have merely been summarized and some have been 
entirely rewritten w ith no indication that they are not transcribed directly 
from manuscripts.

Published works can be divided into these categories:

a) transcrip tions of ancient stories in to  m odem  Lao o r Thai script; 
Transcriptions fo llow  original works w ith varying degrees o f faithfulness. 
Some, as indicated, are entirely rewritten o r based upon m odem adaptations 
rather than palm leaf manuscripts.

b) adaptations of the stories that retain the original poetic form; Adaptations 
of Lao stories were generally composed in the 1950s and early 1960s. They 
were prin ted by small publishing houses in northeast Thailand. Printed 
works were commonly used for sermons by monks lacking knowledge in the 
ancient scripts. They also served as a form of entertainment, and many were 
specifically intended for Mau: Lam musical performances. The composers of 
these works appear to  have generally been ethnic Lao from  northeast 
Thailand w ith a religious background. A  comparison of portions of certain

texts, for example ifllom U 'ttJIJO ti (Tha:w Kampha: Phi: Nau:y) and

Zfi1 0 §3 ^LZ)in (Tha:w Sangkathat), reveal no great differences from  the 

manuscript versions. In these cases, the people who published the works 
simply followed the popular tradition of making m inor changes as part of

the process of transcription. However, other works, such as 

(Khunlu: Na:ng Ua:), are completely retold. I am not certain whether the
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printed works of Lao stories that are taken from Thai sources are adapted 
from  the Lao versions o f the tales or simply derived from  the Thai texts 
themselves .18

The Thai adaptations were published by Khlang Na:na: Tham and 
Khlang Nana: Withaya: Presses, both located in Khon Kaen, Thailand .10

c) retelling of the stories in prose;

d) summaries of the stories' plot; Summaries of Lao works are taken from 
five different sources, as indicated by the chart. The least thorough source is 
Fheu:n Lsa.n b y  Kau:ng Bo-.ranakhadi: K rom  S ilapakaun i.e. the 
archeological division o f the Thai Department of Fine A rts (summary 1). 
Summaries w ith in  the fo llo w in g  sources are increasing ly detailed: 
Wannakam I.sa.n (summaiy 2 ), Wannakam Thaung Thin (summary 3 ), 
and Nae;w Tha:ng Sevksa: Wannakam Phewn Bam Praphe:t La.ylak 
(summary 4). A ll are by the same author, Thawa:t Punno.thok, and include 
much repetition. The most inform ative summaries are provided in the 
French work Le Roman Oassiqve Lao by Dr. A. Peltier.

The books in which the summaries are included can be found in the 
bibliography.

e) translation of the stories in to English or French; The translations can be 
found under the name of the translator (as indicated in the inventory) in the 
bibliography of western language sources.

f) theses o r studies; Thai studies of individual stories are listed under the 
title  of the w ork that they describe in  the b ib liography of Thai language 
sources. Studies in western languages are listed under the author's name.

Note that when a story exists in many literary forms, printed versions 
are listed solely under the form  relevant to  the published work.

18 There are some titles of famous Thai works, such as Khun Cha-sig Khun Fhaen, which as far as I 
know do not exist in Lao manuscript version.

10 The two publishing houses jointly distributed the books. Stories that are still in print are available 
at Khlang Na:na: Tham store in Khon Kaen. A  number of the out-of-print titles have been collected by 
Prof. Keyes and are presently at the University of Washington library in Seattle. The publishing dates 
largely range from the late 1950s through the early 1960s. (No further information is provided in the Thai 
bibliography.)
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3) An index is provided at the end of the inventory fo r convenience in 
finding specific titles. Note that many of the stories are listed under the

initial word fh o  (tha:w).

This inventory is intended as a starting-point for further research and 
does not pretend to  be complete. It is hoped that it w ill serve a useful 
purpose for future students of Lao literature.
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Key to the Inventoiy of Lao Literature and Index of Titles

General:

* (at the end of a title) = very rare
(inc.) = incomplete
(H.S.S.) = included in Ha: Si:p Sait, the Lao version

of the Panya:sa Jartaka.

(When a particular w ork occurs in tw o or m ore literary forms, the m ost 
popular version, if known, w ill be underlined.)
(Footnotes that provide general background to a story are included solely 
under the initial literary form  in which the work is listed.)

Length:

S (short) = 1-39 leaves
S+ 40-79 leaves
A  (average) - 80-149 leaves
A+ = 150-200 leaves
L (long) = 200-349 leaves
L+ = 350 leaves or longer
pub. = indicates that the length given is c 

a published version

(Lengths are 
version)

given of several versions o f a story or the longe:

Extent

W.S. = Widespread, i.e. all of the regions
N.L. = Lao National Library
L.E = Luang Prabang
N = Northern Laos
N.E. = Northeast Laos
C = Central Laos
V = Vientiane
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S = Southern Laos
T.K. -  Tha: Khae:k
N.L.J. = Nau:ng Lam Jan Village,

Suwannakhet Province 
I = I:sa:n, i.e. Northeast Thailand
T.N.L. = Thai National Library
B.M.O.C. = British Museum Oriental Collection,

London
pub. = Published; i.e. the only version located

was in published form. If the manuscript's 
location is indicated, it will be mentioned 
in a footnote.

= Existence of the work has not been
investigated. (If the symbol occurs after 
the name of a location, the story's existence 
in other areas has not been investigated.)

(Ubon, Sakhon Nakhon, and Buriram are provinces in northeast Thailand.
Nakhon Pathom is a province in central Thailand.)

Published Sources:

Lao = Lao transcription
Thai = Thai transcription
T. A. = Thai adaptation in poetic form  published

by Khlang Na:na: Tham /  Khlang Na:na: 
Withaya:

L.R. = Lao retelling in prose
T.R. = Thai retelling in prose
T.S. = Thai p lo t summary

T.S.l = from  Fhewrt I.sa.rt by Kau:ng
Bo.ra:nakhadi:, Krom Silaphakau.n 

T.S.2 -  from  Wannakam J:sa:n by Thawai
Punno:thok
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T.S.3 = from Wannakam Thau.ng Thin by
Thawa:t Punno:thok 

T.S.4 = from  Nae:w Tha:ng Seuksa: Wannakam
Fhewn Ba:n Fraphe.t Laylak  by Thawart 
Punno:thok

T.S.5 from  Le Roman Oassique Lao by Dr. A.
Peltier

E. Tr. = English translation
E. Tr. (PJ.) = English translation of related story in the

Panya.sa Ja:taka is taken from Apocryphal 
Birth Stories: Fanna.sa Ja:taka Vol. I, II, 
translated by I. B. Homer and E S. Jaini 

E. Tr. (C.J.) = English translation of the story in the
Canonical Jaitaka tales is taken from The 
Ja.taka o r Stories O f The Buddha's Former 
Births, edited by E. B. Cowell 

Fr. Tr. = French translation
E. = English article or study
Fr. = French article or study
th . = thesis

Index of Titles:

The titles are fo llowed by: a) the number of the page on which they are 
located, b) the num ber of the section in which they occur, and c) the 
number in which they are listed in their particular section. For example, if a 
story is listed as 404; 1 .2.2-3, it is the th ird sto iy in Section 1.2.2 on page 404.

If a story exists in prose and poetic versions, each location is listed 
separately:

N = Nitsay 
H = H ay 
K = Kau:n poetry
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Inventory of Lao Literature

Title and Form Length Extent Published

1) Lao Literature W ithout Yuan, Thai or Indian Equivalents

1 .1 : Nitsay (Sfiu)

1) Sia:ng Nau:y Jo:rato: A  C/S/I L.R.
(9S3iJ9utasbtn)

2 ) Tha:w Takatae:n Kham A  96 C /S/l
(ainonnccnufin)

3) Phau: Kha: M iang* S L.P/N.L.

4) Ninya.y Wia:ng Kae:w S 18 L.E
(fjuTuos^ccno)

5) Tha:w Kampha: Pa: Dae:k A  S /I/N .L  LR. 1

Pa: Samau: 2 T.S. 1,2,3
o SL/

(?n ndncG nnd nsiaj)

6 ) Thaw Kampha: Tu:p Tau:ng S+/A  S /N .L

(ShonnfiTcpnQQ)

7) Thaw Khu: N ang Tham A  S/N.L.

8 ) Suwanna Sing Kham* A  126 N .L 3

9) Kampha: Khi: Tua* A 100+ N.L.
(n n m ir io L )

1 The two volume printed version, while appearing to be a transcription, is actually a lengthy 
retelling that greatly differs from the manuscript version.

2 also known as ZflTOtJflSlLdT (Thaw Butsaba:)
3 possibly also found at one time at Nau:ng Lam Jan Temple {according to the survey on p.174 

(No.53) of Sammana: Bai Lam Thua: Phathe-.t Khartg Thi: Neung edited by Khamphaemg Kerttawong 
(L)), but the mansucript was not in the temple library when I visited in 1990.
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Title and Form: Length: Extent: Published:

10) N inyay Phra A th it*  S10 N.L.

1.2: Ha:y (SOU)

1) N inyay Kwa-.ng Kham S L.P/N.L. Lao
(bununo'Vjsh) (H.s.s.?4)

2) Ninya:y Latsi: Sing S 21 L.P/ N.L. Lao, L.R.
o  c a o

iu m v m m y

3) Phom+athat Thau:t Jit S L.P Lao

ttJJuudnnriQmn)

4) N inyay Nok Khi: Thai S L.P Lao
(SunuLnStri)

5) N inyay H auy H a i5 S L.P Lao
(CunuoiQutm)

12A: Unsure of Form— Nitsay or H ay

1) Nok Khao* S
(iTncfin)

2) Phau: Kha: Saphao* S N.L.
(ejthsiLGih)

3) Saphao Long Kau* S N.L.

‘1 Ttie story Suwanna Kurunga (no. 9) of the Lao version of the Panya:sa Ja:taka is also listed as 
Kwa.ng Kham and is likely to be the same story. See fn.ll on p.396 of the introduction to the inventory.

5 A Kheun version also exists under the title of LHQtflQLltyi (Nang Hauy Hai). (See Tai Khoeun 
Literature by Dr A  Peltier, No.134, p.125.)
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Title and Form: Length: Extent Published:

1.3: Kau:n A:n (n9L9ntJ)

D T h a w B a e : 6 A  W.S.
(tfhoccS)

2) Thaw Suriwong7 L W.S. Lao inc.
(JnOqjsdJ)) T.S.1,2, T.A.

3) Kampha: Ka:p La:ng A 128 L.E Lao (inc. ) 9

(mihmusnQ)

4) Thaw Say Kham A 123 L.E
whognutfr)

5) Thaw Say Peu'ay* A  8 6  L.P

(tfhognuc09u)

6 ) Na:ng Ingda.y* 10 A  L.P
(inQQQmU)

7) Phua:n Lorn* 11 S+ 45 L.P prov. E. Tr. 12

(Ljouaij)

8 ) Phantama:t* L+ N.E.
(SujjiLjjnn)

9) Thaw Singa:lo: 13 L350 C/S/i T.S.1,2
(m noi^nnta) t .a .

14

6 A Kheun version also exists under the title of GGLlLfl'H (Phae Kham). (See Tai Khoeun 
Literature by Dr A  Peltier, No.2, pp.12-13.)

o
7 also known as JflTOcjSULCQ (Tha-.w Surinyawong).
8 under the title listed in the previous footnote.
9 lacks the beginning

50 similarities in plot to 2Tj£nJTJJ90 (Khunlu: Nang Ua:).

11 also known as (Fhulom).
12 passages traslated in Lao Literature by Peter Koret. Entire work translated by the same author, 

as yet unpublished.

,3 also known as (Thaw Singka:lo: Katay Kham)
14 listed under the name quoted in the previous footnote.
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Title and Form: Length: Extent Published:

10) Thaw  Lao Kham
(ahocffineh)

11) Pha:dae:ng Na:ng A i
(cjTGGn^TjnQtd)

13) Thaw  Ka:lake:t
(mnonnaLGnn)

14) Sia-.ng Mia:ng 18

($53^53>

15) Thaw  Khamfaumg
(fin o fh ^e ^)

A 120

12) Thaw  Kampha: Ten Dau:n 17 A
(fhom finG nunQ ij)

L+

(pub. 198) 

S 49,37

16) Thaw  Kampha: Phi: Nau:y A
(SnonnihSfiou)

17) Thaw  Lin L 250+
(tfhoau)

18) Thaw Ma: Nyuy 22 L 
(Snoomoiuu)

C /S /I

S /I/N .L

S/I

S/I...

S /I

S/I

S/I

S/I

S/I

Lao

Thai, 
E. Tr. 16 

T.S.l, T.A. 
Lao

Lao, Thai 
T.S.l,2,3 T.A. 

Lao, Fr. Tr. 19 

T.S.l, 20 T.A. 

Thai 

Lao, E. Tr. 21 

T.S.l, T.A.

Thai inc. 
T.S.l, T.A., T.R.

15 also exists in a poetic version known as nLS9nOQLJ (Kahau:k Dau:n) in which the ending is 
not a tragedy The latter, which was printed in Laos, is taken from the Thai National Library. Note that

0
Fria:dae:ng Na:ng A i shares many similarities in theme with the Lanna chronicle H “ITJ TTJ

SOLHJLL0JJ0T (Tamnaxt Suwanna Khom Kham) and other historical works. (See further detail in 
Ra:y Nga:n Ka.n Sammana: Thamg Wicha.ka.-n: Wannakam La.nna:, edited by Songsak 
Pangwatana:kun, Vol. 1, pp.310-311.) Oral tales that similarly describe a city that is destroyed when its 
people eat a white animal (an eel as opposed to a squirrel) can also be found in Lanna.

16 by Dr. WajuppaTossa

17 also known as LFlGrTUflQlJ (NokTe-.n Dau-.n)
10 Equivalent Thai series of tales are known as Sri: Thanon Chay. A  Khmer version also exists.
10 by J. Lichtenstein
20 under the title of the Thai equivalent, Sri: Trianon Chay.
21 underway by Dr. Wajuppa Tossa
22 A Kheun version also exists. (See Tai Khoeun Literature by Dr A. Peltier, No.154, pp.140-141.)
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T itle  and Form: Length: Extent Published:

19) Tha:w Hen Om A  S/N.L. T.S.l, T.A.
(SinOcSuQU) T.R.

20) Tha:w Ba: Li:ng S+ 56 S/N.L.
(mnouna.])

21) Thaw  Jinda: Jampha: Thau:ng A  S Lao
T.A.

22) Tha:w Da:w Reu'a:ng S + /A  S Lao
(ihonoocso^) t.a .

23) Tha:w Nokkaba: Pheu'a:k S+ S Lao, Fr. Tr. 23

(m oCnnLuncCen) t .a .

24) Thaw  Pha:kha:ng 24 S + /A  S, Thai N.L. -
(inocjoen;])

25) Tha:w Nyi: * 25 S 33 1/ N .L
(zrhou)

26) Thaw  Kai Hau:m Hu:* 26 A  I T.A.
(SnotruriQjjs)

27) Thaw Khon Pet* A 128 N.L.J.
(ahosiJcHn)

28) Thaw  Inpong* A  98 N.L.J.
(S noQ i#))

by Dr. A. Peltier

24 also known as ZflTO£lT£lH^) (Tharw Kham Khaxig) or (Tharw 
Pharkhamg Khamkhang).

2 -f Q O

25 also known as ZfnOUS'lOHUCJLl (Tharw Nyi: Khwary Ngeu'n). Not to be with confused with 

Z m O U U O C ^  (Tharw Nyir Bar jeu'amg).

26 This story is similar to JfinOnOLn'tnGGTlO (Thaw Kampha: Kai Kaerw) with a difference in 
detail.

O
27 under the title of UJPl'HUtD © jj£  (Nitham Haurm Hu:).
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Title and Form: Length: Extent: Published:

29) U:mphu:m Khau: Ka:n*

30) Thaw  Khot Tharw Seu*
(fino fnm no i)

31) Thaw  Seu'a: NaoH

(tfhocioG fh)

32) Sammathi:*

(iiijjdn)

33) King Jeu'a:ng Ha:n* 28

(nQG^QQejinu)

34) Tae:ng Hau:m*
(ccr^mQu)

35) Tha-.w Jaksin Phomrin* 30

(m no^n iu jjijsT j)

36) Thaw  Thukkata* 31

(SnoznnnLnL)

S+ 40

A  80

A

S+ 64

A

S+ 48

S 31

N.L.J.

Ubon

Ubon

Sakon Thai 
N akhon

N.L.

N.L.

N.L.

L.R.
Thai s tu d y 29

T.S.1,2, T.A.

A+ 152+ N.L. (inc.) T.R.?, T.A.? 32

28 Account of Thaw Jeu’ang. A  version exists among the Leu of Sip Sau:ng Panna: in southern 
China. See Mahaka.p Reu'amg Tha.w Ba: Jeu'a.ng by Frakhau:ng Nimma:nhernin pp.118-120.

29 A comparative study of different works related to Tha. w Jeu'amg. See previous footnote for 
specific reference.

30 This tale was traditionally used in a spiritual healing ceremony in northeast Thailand 
(Wannakam team by Thawat Punnoihok, pp.538-539). The author does not speciiy whether the stoiy in 
the ceremony is in oral or written form. The only manuscript that I have seen of this work was written in 
the past thirty years. I suspect that the manuscript at the National Library (and the printed version from 
Khlang Na:na: Tham) may be recent adaptations of an oral tale.

31 A  story with the similar title Thukkata Kumman (OTriTLnLTlJJjJTlJ) appears in the list of 
Tuan works of literature in Wannakam Lamna: by Dr. Udom Rungreu'arngsi p.142 (no.9). However, the 
Tuan story consists of only a single bundle, i.e. approximately 25-30 leaves, in contrast to the lengthier 
Lao story of similar name. It is possible that the Yuan manuscript referred to is of the type that is 
commonly stored in private homes which consists of a single bundle, regardless of length.

32 The titles of the Thai retelling and adaptation are identical but I am not certain if the content is 
similar.
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37) Tha:w La: Mau:n Pae:* 33 S+ 64 N.L. T.A.

(SnoSTM ijccd)

38) Phet Samau:* 34 A+ 162 N.L.

(c ira ty ij)

39) Khau:ng Khau: Kun* A 116 N akhon  Thai th .3;

(S o y q u )  Pathom

40) Say  Plia:ng Kampha: Phu: S + /A  Thai N.L.
Mi: Bun*

(g n u d a ^ jn u n y jjq ij)

41) Khon Thuk Pen Sia:wkan* (pub. 97) p u b .36 Lao

(ffuwncHuasofiij)

42) Kampha: Na: Saemg* (pub. 64) pub. Lao

(n n S n in ce ^)

43) Tha:w Ka:latha:* (pub. 480) pub. Lao

F fhom a Lrp )

44) Tharw Jet H a i*37 (pub. 118) p u b .38 Lao, T.S.l
(tfhoc^nlm)

33 Similar to filTOTnSlJLllJSLl (Thaw Jaksin Phomrin), I have found only one manuscript of the
story, copied by the identical transcriber (as described in fn.22). The tale is also published by Khlang 
Nana: Tham. I suspect that both works have recently been adapted from oral tales.

34 A work which describes the exploits of Tha.w Jeu'a.ng
35 includes a complete Thai transcription.
36 The published version states that manuscript transcribed is at the Thai National Library.
37 common oral tale with many variants found among the Yuan, Kammu, and Lao throughout Laos,

9_  ̂ (O

I;sa:n, and northern Thailand. The oral versions are also known as G^O^fcUlJ (Jet Khanon) and 

GTnoioncTntm  (Jet Hua:t Jet Hai). The story is rare in written form. The Yuan literary work
r** o

fJ 0 D 9 U m j2 0 T b  (Bua: Nau-.y Kin Khwart) has strong similarities. Often episodes from the story
JL_» t J

jnTOfin^TlLJJTjJ (Thaw Khatthanam) are mixed into oral versions of the tale.
36 The manuscript transcribed in the published version is stated to be from the Luang Frabang 

Provincial Library It is not there at present.
t - f  6~\

39 listed under the title of C9fl0LlJlJ (Jet Khanon). The description varies greatly from  the written 
work.
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45) Nitham Ma: Mae:w* 

({jennuaLnccjjo)

(pub.40) pub. Lao RT.

1.4: Stories w ith Versions in 1) N itsay or Hay, and 2) Kau:n A:n

1.4.1.1: N itsay (U0 S1U) Version:

1) Thaw Kampha: Kai Kaew*
(mnonnSntnccrio)

2) Tha:w Ba: Jeu'amg 43 

( f fh o in c ^ )

3) Napha.k Kai Kadon

(d jnunn trm bnb )

4) Khun Theung 45

( 2 m y

5) Tha-.w Kapau:m Kham 

(5Tnonwdou€in)

6 ) Thaw  Tao Kham 
(JiTocnngri)

*  47

S 40

L 288

L

A

S+ 60

7) Thaw  Hung Thaw Jeu'a:ng* L
(^■ n o s jJh o G ^)

L.E

C?

47

C/S/I...

C7/S /I 
N .L 46

L.E

N.L. ...

N .L.

Thai

40 The printed version is a retelling of 48 pages that is expanded in size from the original work.
41 Manuscript transcribed for the printed version (published in 1971) is stated to be at the National 

library, where it was taken from the Luang Prabang Provincial library At present it is at neither place.
42 from the palace library in Luang Prabang. At present in the National Library in Vientiane.

43 Nitsay version referred to as OQSDJTcDlJd'TG'^QQ (Wangsamalini: Ba: Jeu'a:ng).
44 Note that the Thai printed version is from Na: Wia:ng Temple in Yasothon, I-.sa-.n, where the 

manuscript is believed to have been taken from Vientiane during the 19th century. I am uncertain 
whether copies exist at present in central Laos outside of the National library.

45 prose and poetic versions also known as (Khun Theung Khun Theu'a-.ng).
461 have seen fragments of a manuscript within northeastern Luang Prabang province, but the story 

is rare within the north.
47 The prose and poetic versions share little similarity in plot.
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1.4.1.2: H ay (SHU) Version:

1) Khunlu: Nang U a :4R S3Q L.E /N .L. Lao
(suainQ ob)

1.42: Kaun A:n (D9b9,nu) Version:

1) Tha:w Kampha: Kai Kae:w L 200,
(S nonnm trifxrio ) 377,9850

2) Tha:w Ba: ]eu'a:ng 51 

(j/hounc993)

3) Na:pha:k Kai Kadon L
(oununritriBLrnj)

4) Khun Theung A 128

5) Tha.w Kapau:m Kham A  
(iinonLd9Jj€i0T)

6 ) Tha:w Tao Kham S+ 60 N.L. ... Lao, T.A.
(znnocfhsh)

7) Tha:w Hung Tha:w Jeu'a:ng L 300+ Thai N .L Lao, Thai
(m n o s jS h o c ^ )  T.s.1,2

r* •
48 commonly titled 90£)£1J (Ua: Khia.m)
49 The printed text is incomplete, ending only a little more than half-way through the commonly 

found version of the story. Note also that the printed transcription is taken from a manuscript (held at 
present in the National Library) where the copyist states that he has changed portions of the text to 
make the story easier for a contemporary audience to understand. This statement, however, is not 
included in the printed version.

50 The commonly found version is approximately 200 pages in length. The 343 page version is an 
expansion of the same version. The 98 page version (which appears to exist only within Nau:ng Lam Jan) 
is an entirely different version of the same story.

51 poetic version also known as ZfnOU!U'r)C'39Q (Tha:w Nyi: Ba: Jeu'a:ng).
52 includes complete Thai transcription.
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T itle  and Form : Length: Extent: Published:

8 ) Khunlu: Na.ng Ua: 
(qTJ§)TJT)90)

A

2) Lao Literature w ith  Lanna Equivalents 

2.1: Outside the Panya:sa Ta:taka

2 .1 .1 : N itsay (S fliu )

1) Sia:w Sawa:t
(s^oaonn)

2) Hong Kham 56

im y h )

3) Hua: La:n Beu'a: Het*

(aihanucCQc&n)

*  5S

(pub. 224)

A

S 31

S+

I/S /N .L
C?/N

Lao, 54 Thai 
T.S.1,4 T.A.

W .S./N .L. Lao, Fr. Tr. 55

T.S.l, T.A.

L .E /S /I.. 

L.E /N .L. 

L.E

Thai Yuan 
version, T.A . 57

Lao4) Suwanna Sangkha:n 
(gpUbiLSî STU) {Expanded version of a section in Sî OSIO'nn (Sia:w Sawa:t)}

5) Nu: Kham S 27 L.E
(ougn)

6 ) Phanya: Uthe:n
(utnsctmj)

c/s/1

3 oral versions of this tale exist among the Yuan, Thai Dam, Kammu, and other groups. See Section 
4 on p.64 of chapter one.

54Nate that the version of S‘US‘U T^|90 (Khunlu: Na-.ng Ua;) published by the Lao National 
Library is taken from the modem composition of the story by the I:sa:n writer K. Kingkae:w rather than a 
traditional manuscript version. However, no mention of the version's modem origin is included, and the 
tale's concluding passage, in which the composer poetically states his emotions upon hearing the train 
outside of his home in Khon Kaen, northeast Thailand has been deleted.

55 by Dr. A  R. Peltier

56 also known as (Hong Pha: Kham) and (Hong Hin).

57 under the title of OlQJJlQQ (Hong Thau:ng).

58 also known as (Hau:y Pangkham).
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7) Suphom Moikkha ; 
(s jtjjjtjjn s s )

8 ) Su:bunna:na:k 
(aquunij nn)

9) Phainyarait
(tzjubsnn)

10) Kha:m Mani:jan* 

(g in jjjjb ij^b )

11) Na:ng Tantai 
(injnutn)

L 243

S 33

A + /L

S 45

N?“ /S / I  T.S.1,2, T.A. 61

N .L ...

N .LJ ./I Thai, T.S.l

N .LJ./N .L.

N.L.

(pub. 314) pub. Lao, T.S1, T.A.

2.1.2: Ha:y(Snu)

1) Ngua: Nau:y 
(jotjQU)

2) Kai Nau:y 62 

(tn'{j9u)

3) Sama:t Kinnari: 

(SjjjnnnuiJLS)

4) Suwanna Nyen Kham 
(^Obbbc^Lbrfn)

S 20

5) Tha:w Te:so: Tha:w Nya:mo:* S+

(fflnocnWrhointii)

L.P

L.E

L.E

L.E

LP

Lao

Lao

Lao

Lao

Thai Yuan 
oral version

59 also commonly known as HDTGrnflTHQ (Ma: Kao Ha-.ng).
00 A northern version in Leu script exists at the National Library, but I am not aware if a northern Lao 

version similarly exists.

61 under the alternate title OLTlGTTTnQ (Ma: Kao Harng).

62 similar to the popular Thai oral tale H'TOSI'l'tb (Da:w Lu:k Kai).
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2.13: Kau:n A:n (n9U9niJ)

1) Jampha: Si: Ton L+ 
(T iU n im j)

2) Tha:w So.wat L
(ffhotsaSn)

3) Na.ng Phom Hau:m A  

(un^cjjjeriQjj)

4) Na:ng Tae:ng A tm  L
(unjccn^gou)

5) Su:mphu:ra:t Tae:ng Khia:w* 64 A  
(^LizjsnncGn^sgo)

6 ) Tha:w Nyai Bua:* A  81
(mnotuub)

7) Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam A

(mnorhnnnn)

8 ) Tha:w Lin Thau:ng A
(SnoaijjjiQ j)

9) Tha:w Un Ngua: Thau:ng 66 L
(tfh091j 3 0 2 /1 0 3 )

W.S.

w.s.

N /S /I
N.L.

L.E /S /I

L.E 65

L.E

C /S /I

c/s/1

s/1

Lao, T.S.1,2 
T.A. 

Lao, T.S.l 
T.A. 

Thai 

T.S.l,2,4 T.A. 

Lao, T.S.1,2 
T.A., Fr. 63

Lao, Thai 
T.S.l,2,3, T.A. 

T.S.l, T.A. 

T.S.l, 67 T.A.

63 article describing an illustrated manuscript of this work by P. Bitard.
04 a Leu prose version can be found in the Lao National Libraiy.
65 This work is popular among the Yuan, but I have located only a single Lao copy.

i f "

also commonly known as ?J"l'r'l0^)0?fl9^| {Tha:w Ngua: Thau:ng). A Leu prose version of this story 
can be found in the Lao National Library.

07 under the title Jfl 90^0^19^) (Tha:w Ngua: Thaung).
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10) Jan Sam ut*6R A  N .L J ./I L.S.
nuaun) t.s .i 69

11) W annapha:m* A  N.L. ... Lao, T.S.l
(OULlLZjJTJj)

12 ) Tha:w Surinyawong Hong 
A:m a:t

(^no^suLOQerjsnjjon)

13) Tha:w Sangkhathat*

arhos^eibfin)

14) Phanya: Kusara-.t*
(tjun^asnn)

15) Tha:w Khamsau:n 
( J h o f n g f Q b )

2.1.4: Stories w ith N itsay and Kau:n A:n Versions 

2.1.4.1: N itsay (L 0 S1U) Version:

1) Sang Sinsai L+ 400 W.S.
( i j iu U )

2) Tha:w Feu'ang Mau: Tae:k* S 38 L.E

(JJlTOcflQ^OlJCCnri) {Expanded version of a section in Sl̂ OSIOTO (Sia:w Sawa:t)71}

N .L  ...

A 113 N.L. T.S.l, T.A.

(pub. 56) pub.
N.L.?

Lao

(pub. 50) Lao, T.A. 70

68 also known as ^DZflboUjn (Jantha Samut). A manuscript of the story at Nau:ng Lam Jan,
IL* o

Suwannakhet province is entitled 2JlTOS)lJTQ319iJ (Thaw Lau: Narng Hau:m). The content of the
Lao story varies widely from its Yuan equivalent of similar name. A Leu prose version can be found at 
the Lao National library.

69 The summary is included mistakenly under the title of Kai Kae.w Hau:m Hu:, a story which 
shares some similarities in plot.

70 under the title of J/lTOnTJijnfncjQlJ (Thaw Kampha: Khamsauin).
Q  C b  o

71 also exists as an independent apocryphal Ja:taka tale in Lanna entitled CSIflir|CtJ9^)0Ll (Setthi: 
Feu’a:ng Mau:).
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3) Phanya: Khankha:k* S+ L.P
pjtnS usrm )

Thai Yuan 
version

2.1.4.2: Kau:n A:n (T9U9T1J) Version:

4) Bua: Hau:ng Bua: Hia:w* A  N.L.
(Jb£93UOS^O)

5) Usa: Ba:rot ... N.L.?...

(ssntnsh)

1) Sang Sinsai L+ 500+ I/S /N .L  Lao, Thai, T.A.
(aQ iu tq ) ... E. Tr. , 72 Fr. Tr. 73

Lao RT.
T.S.l,2,3, T.A.

2) Tha:w Feu'a:ng Mau: Tae:k* A  L.P
(S'TOcSgQOLiCCnn) (Expanded version o f a section in §!£0§icnn (Sia:w Sawa:t)}

3) Phanya: Khankha:k A  L.P /N .L. Lao, Thai

(Utnsiugnn) S /I... E. Tr. 74

T.S.l ,2,3

4) Bua: Hau:ng Bua: Hia:w A  I/N .L . ... Lao

(tIbs93L0S50) T.S.1,2, T.A. 75

5) Usa: Ba:rotK A 89 I/N .L .
(eshtnsn)

2.1.4A) Unsure o f Form:

1) Kampha: Lek Nai* - N /C ...
(nnfincSnU j)

72 An English translation of a French translation of certain sections by Thao Nhouy Abhay.
73 translation of certain sections of by Thao Nhouy Abhay and P.S. Nginn.
74 under way by Dr. Wajuppa Tossa

75 under the title of u o ts jju b s g jj (Bua: Ho:m Bua: Hau:ng).
O

76 also known as ^QSTllJJfmj (Utsa: Nitha:n). Exact relationship with Nitsay version uncertain.
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2.2: W ithin the Panva:sa Ia:taka 77 

2 .2 .1 : N itsay (SnSu):

1) Tha:w Phuttthase:n78 L .E /S /I T.S.l, T.A. 79

(wnotjnzn^Gsnj) (H.s.s.) n . l.  ... e. Tr. (Pj. ) 80

Based On: Rathase:na Jaitaka 
(No. 47)

2) Tha:w Tao Aurng Nau:y C / N.L  E.Tr. (EJ.)

(tnnocnngoQijsu)

3) Suwanna Hau.-y Sang 
(aouij^OTQtja^) (H.s.s.)

4) Phanya: Si: Saa*
(ejm icSn)

Based On: Suwanna Katchapa 
Ja:taka II (No. 55)

A 113 S /I....
Based On: Suwanna Sangkha 
Jartaka (No. 53)

S+ 52 N.L.J.
Based On: Sisora Jalaka84 

(No. 44)

T.A., 82 E.Tr. 83 

E. Tr. (EJ.) 

E.Tr. (EJ.)

5) Tha:w A rinathum *

(£hoQsuL?n]j) (H.s.s.?)

6 ) Suwanna Rumman
(a o u u L rijjjjn ij)

S 33 N.L.

Based On: Arindam a Ja:taka (?) 
(No. 46)

Based On: Suwanna Kuma:ra 
Jaiaka (No. 15)

E.Tr. (EJ.)?

E. Tr. (EJ.)

7 The tales in the Panya:sa Ja:taka have been translated into English in Apocryphal Birth Stories: 
Partnasa Ja:taka Vol. I, II, by I. B. Homer and P. S. Jaini.

O
78 also commonly known as (Nang Sip Saumg)
79 The Thai summary and adaptation are both listed under the title quoted in the previous footnote.
80 An English retelling of a Shan version of this story can be found on pp.230-237 of Folklore by 

Rev. Wilbur Willis Cochrane under the title of 'The Story of the IWelve Sisters'.

81 Also known as QUIS4! (Uthara:).
82 published under the title of Sang ITtaung Ngau La:w, based on the title of the similar Thai work.
83 Outside of the translation of Suwanna Sangkha within the Fanya-.sa collection, there is also a 

translation of a popular Thai drama known as Sang Thong that is an adaptation of this work, by Fern 
Ingersoll.

04 Fanya-.sa Cha-.dok: Prawat Lae Khwam Samkhan Thi: Mi: Tau: Wannakam Rau.-y Krau:ng 
Khauuig Thaiy by Niyada: Sa.rikaphuti: p.355
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2.22: H ay(snu)

1) Phanya: S om pham it85 S/S+ L.P Lao
(?JJU,nS jD ^]jn ) Based On: Suphamitta Ja:taka T.S.l, T.A.

(No. 9) E. Tr. (EJ.)

2) Pathumma Ktmnma:n S/S+ L.E Lao, T.A.
(BL^ULtTlLlJTU) Based On: Patuma Ja:taka E.Tr. (EJ.)

(No. 27)

3) Janthapaso:t S/S+ L.E Lao
(^UZfl^d^t^n) (H.S.S.?) Based On: Ratana Pajota (?) E. Tr. (EJ.)

(No. 4)

2.2.3: Kau:n A:n (nOTJOniJ)

1) Tha:w Janthakha.t86 A  W.S. Lao, T.S.l
(Jno^lJfflSSnn) (H.S.S.) Based On: Jantakha:ta Ja:taka Fr. Tr.87

(No. 61) E. Tr. (EJ.)

2) Sutthanu (pub.) .... Lao, T.S.1,2
(SnZflLLi) (H.S.S.) Based On: Suthanu Jartaka E. Tr. (EJ.)

2.2.4: Stories w ith  Versions in 1) N itsay Prose or H ay and 2) Poetic Kau:n 

2.2.4.1: N itsay Prose o r H ay Versions:

2.2.4.1.1: N itsay (Lin§IU) l^rose Versions:

1) Tha.w Khatthana-.m 88 L W.S. Thai,

(tfnoeiOZfltliniJ) Based On: Si:hana:ta Ja-.taka E. Tr. (PJ.)
(No. 52)

85 also known as qkJLUfl (Suphamit).

86 also known as (Surinyakha:t Janthakha:t)
87 brief translation of the story by P.S. Nginn.

88 also known as 0Cl?TlLlGljriilCknLlJ<rllJ (Khatthane-.k Khatthana-.m).
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2) Tha:w Hua : 89 

F/hoznb)

3) Na:ng Au:raphim  
(unnQsSjj)

4) Kapu: Kham* 
(n^ilch)

A  C /S /I
Based On: Suwanna Sirasa: 
Ja^aka (No. 48)

S+ I...
Based On: Pa:jitta Kuma:ra 
Jartaka (No. 39)

S+ N.L.
Based On: sub-story in 
Surappha Ja:taka (No. 54)?

2.2.4.1.2: H ay (S9U) Versions:

1) Nok Kajau:k 93 

(Tjhnb^sn)

2) Tha:w Si:thon 94 

(wnoitm j)

L.P
Based On: Sapasitthi Ja:taka 
(No. 40)

S L.E
Based On: Sutana Ja:taka 
(No. 2)

T.R., T.A.
E. Tr. (EJ. ) 90

E. Tr. (EJ.)

E. Tr. (EJ.)?

La
E. Tr. (EJ.) 

Lao
E. Tr. (EJ.)

P o o

89 Prose and poetic versions of this story are also commonly known as ZfnOfflOSS) (Thaw Hua:
Sw P >  o o

Khau: Lau:) or Jfn0H10So)GG2GGa] (Thaw Hua: Khau: Lau: Khae: Lae:). Prose version is also known

as SJOTJlJbnQlJfn (Suwanna Tau:m Kham) or ?Tl,TO n9jJ00 (Thaw Tau:n Kham). Note that the 
commonly found prose version and the poetic version from Tha: Khae:k in the National Library share 
little similarity in plot.

90 An English retelling of a Shan version of this story entitled 'Ai Kawk Ho' can be found on pp254- 
257 of Folklore by Rev Wilbur Willis Cochrane.

O  O o

91 prose and poetic versions are also known as £Tl,T0lJ'n9niJ'n^)9SLJJj (Thaw Parjit Nang 
Au:raphim)

92 Kapu: Kham is a story about a golden crab that asks riddles of the dharma. It appears to be 
similar to the final sub-story of Suraphpha Ja:taka which tells of a golden crab that asks riddles that only 
the Bodhisattva can answer. (See the brief plot summary of Suraphpha Ja:taka on p.299 of An Historical 
and Structural Study of the Panyasa Ja.iaka by Dorothy H. Fickle.) It also occurs in Lanna as an

independent apocryphal ja:taka tale entitled (Panha-. Pu: Kham).

93 Ha:y and Nitsay versions also known as U n r)L 9 T tJ  (Nok Kajarp), TJD99T1 (Nok Jau:k), 

u n w i i h  (Nok Jau:k Fa:), and (Thaw Wau:rajit).

94 Hay and Kaun An versions also known as (Thaw Suthon) and 2fnOS£flDU T ]̂

ju ^ tu s n  (Thaw Suthon Nang Mano.ra:).
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3) Na:ng Au:raphim
(unQQsSjj)

S+ 51 Buriram, I. Thai
Based On: Pa:jitta Kuma:ra 
Ja:taka (No. 39)

2.2.4.2: Kau:n A:n (D91J90U) Versions

L+ 500+1) Tha.w Khatthana:m
(m nobn&iLinjj)

2) Thaw  Hua:*
(5ho&5o).

3) Na:ng Au:raphim
(inQ bsSu)

4) Kapu: Kham* 
(ntKjeh)

5) N ok Kaiau:k
(TjrinL99n)

6 ) Thaw  Si:thon

(mnoi^mj)

L.P/ N.L.
Thai N .L 
B.M.O.C. 96 

Based On: Si:hana:ta Ja:taka 
(No. 52)

A 100+ N .L./T .K .97

Based On: Suwanna Sirasa: 
Ja:taka (No. 48)

A  S /N .L. ...
Based On: Pa:jitta Kuma:ra 
Ja:taka (No. 39)

S+ N.L.
Based On: sub-story in 
Surappha Jartaka (No. 54)?

A W.S.
Based On: Sa:phasitthi Ja:taka 
(No. 40)

A W.S.
Based On: Sutana Ja:taka 
(No. 2)

Lao, Lao new 95 

T.S.l, T.A.

Lao, T.A.

Lao, T.S.1,2 
T.A.

Lao, T.S.1,2 
T.A.

95 poetic retelling
06 There are three different versions of the story within Luang Prabang the Lao National Library, 

and the Thai National Library. The version in the Lao National Library shares the closest similarity to 
the manuscript at the British museum. The latter is an incomplete version, recorded in a book of 
mulberry paper.

97The version from Tha: Khae:k is presently at the National Library.
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T itle  and Form Length Extent Published

3) Lao Literature Taken From The Canonical Jartaka Tales98

3.1) N itsay (bOoJU) Versions: 99

1) Phra Te:me:
(usLcncu)

2) Phra Maha: Sa:nok 
p js b L L ^ n ijr i)

3) Phra Suwanna Sam 100 

(tdSbaouubsnjj)

4) Phra Ne:mi:ra:t 
(uJSLGBIJSnn)

5) Phra Jantha Kuma:n 
(^sLbuenLnjjnij)

6 ) Phra Phu:rithat 

(u s ^s tn n )

7) Phra W ithun Banthit
(LiSLO^ijdijSri)

I ... 
From: Mu:ga Pakkha Ja:taka 
(No. 538) 

C /S /L  
From: Maha:janaka Ja:taka 
(No. 539)

S /I...
From: Sa:ma Ja:taka 
(No. 540)

From: N im i Ja:taka 
(No. 541) 

S /I... 
From: The Khandahala Ja:taka 
(No. 542) 

I ... 
From: Bhu:ridatta Ja:taka 
(No. 543) 

I ... 
From: Vidhurapandita Ja:taka 
(No. 545)

E.Tr. (C.J.)

E. Tr. (C.J.)

E. Tr. (C.J.)

E. Tr. (C.J.)

E. Tr. (C.J.)

E. Tr. (C.J.)

E. Tr. (CJ.)

SBThe Canonical Ja:taka tales are translated in The Ja.taka or Stories Of The Buddha's Births, 
edited by E. B. Cowell. Note that one of the last ten lives of the Bodhisattva, Mahanaradakassapa 
Ja:taka (No. 544), either does not exist among the Lao or else is relatively rare.

99 Maha: Sila: Wtrawong composed Kau:n An versions of the following stories in this category:

DSLCnCJJ (Phra Te:me:), LlSLJJLJTn^Bljn (Phra Maha: Sanok), and LlSLSjOLnjLSnJJ (Phra 
Suwanna Sam) {Maha: Sila: Wi.-rawong: Si-.wit Lae Phort Nga:n, edited by Uthin Bunyarwong (L) 
pp.242-243). These tales, however, do not appear to have Kaum An versions that are in manuscript 
rather than printed form.

100 also known as SjOUULolLniJ (Suwanna Saya:m)
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T itle  and Form  Length Extent

32) Versions that exist in Nitsay, Hay, a n d /o r Kauri A:n:

1) Phra Maho.sot (N itsay/Kau:n A:n) C /S /I...
FdSLllttflih) From: Maha: Ummagga Ja:taka

(No. 546)

2 ) Phra We:tsandau:n 101 (N itsay/H ay/K au :n  A n )
(LJS^GonSunQB) l 102 w .s .

From: Vessantara Ja:taka 
(No. 547)

4) Lao Literature adapted from Thai Sources

Kau:n A:n 019119911):

1) Phra Aphaym ani:* L L.P
(2JSL9ijUJJ^5)

2) Pa: Pu: Thau:ng (pub. 130) S /I11*
(dndrno^)

3) Thaw  Kai Thaurng (pub. 104) N.L.
(mnotnmg^)

4) Kaew Na: Ma: (pub. 81) N.L.
(GGnoahoLn)

5) Janthakorop (pub. 61) pub.
(buOTL'tsisil)

6 ) Innao (pub. 161) pub.
(91JG0U9)

104

101 commonly known as tJSLCOfl (PhraWe:t) or UbCOfl (Pha We:t)
102 There are many versions of varying length.
103 published version taken from the Department of Fine Arts in Vientiane.
104 published version taken from the Department of Fine Arts in Vientiane.
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Published

E. Tr. (C.J.)

Lao, Thai
T.S.2,3, T.A. 
E. Tr. (CJ.)

T.A.

Lao, T.A.

Lao, T.A.

Lao, T.S.l 
T.A.

Lao, T.A. 

Lao, T.A.



T itle  and Form  Length Extent Published

5) Versions Adapted From H indu W orks105

Both stories have Nitsay and Kau:n A n  Versions:

5.1) N itsay (bfiau) Version:

1061) Phrakeut Phrapha:n A  V /N .L?  E.Tr.
(z js^nnusi^ jnu)

2) Phralak Phrala:m L+ N .L? /I Lao107

(^SLan^jsLsriij)

5.2) Kau:n A:n (n9U£nu) Version:

1) Phrakeut Phrapha:n108 A + 159, N.L.? Lao
(u s tin n z js iftm j)

2) Phralak Phrala:m A  I/N .L ?  Lao, T.S.2,3,4
(LJSLanejsLanjj) ... t .a .

10i This category includes only works that do not have close Yuan equivalents. The stories

9 an u n sn  (Usa: Ba:rot) and L'n^n'Ll'tCT (Na:ng Tantai) are also based on Hindu works but appear 
to have been influenced by the Yuan.

106 by Sachchidanand Sahai. Includes a Lao transcription.
107published in India by Sachchidanand Sahai. Listed under titles of stories within the Lao 

bibliography.
0

10B A manuscript which I have seen solely at the National Library, entitled P'TU^) (Kambang), is 
apparently a poetic version of this story (or closely related). However, the Kau:n A:n version of 
Phrakeut Fhraphaji that has been published is not based on this text. Note also that the prose and 
poetic versions of Phrakeut Fhrapha:n share similarities with the prose and poetic versions of 

€~\
QanfJHSfl (Usa: Barrot). Both describe the exploits of Phra Keut.
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Invento ry o f Lao Literature: Index o f T itles

Bua: Hau:ng Bua: Hia:w

Hau:y Hai

Hau:y Pangkham
(See: Suwanna Sangkha:n)

Hong Hin 
(See: Hong Kham)

Hong Kham

Hong Pha: Kham 
(See: Hong Kham)

Hua: La:n Beu'a: Het

Innao

Jampha: Si: Ton

Jan Samut

Janthako:rop

Jantha Kumma:n
(See: Phra Jantha Kummatn)

Janthapaso:t

Jantha Samut 
(See: Jan Samut)

Jet Hua:t Jet Hai 
(See: Tha:w Jet Hai)

0jbs93ubs£0)

(0190^309)

( jr jS u )  

(O^gh)

(^3^000)

(?BoSnucS9cnin) 

(Q uca h ) 

( ^ n d n im j)  

(9uaun) 

(9lJ?nLt0slj) 

(^u zn t;r jjjjjm j) 

(q u e n ^ tg n ) 

(9B ?n^^jjn ) 

(G9n?nonG9ntffl)

427

N-417; 2.1.4.1-4 
K-417; 2.1.4.2-4

405; 1.2-5

413; 2.1.1-2

413; 2.1.1-3 

423; 4-6 

415; 2.1.3-1 

416; 2.1.3-10 

423; 4-5

419; 2.2.2-3



Jet Khanon 
(See: Thaw Jet Hai)

(C9n0LUU)

Kae:w Na: Ma: (ccpoofh&jn) 423; 4-4

Kahau:k Daun
(See: Pha:dae:ng N ang Ai)

(rsLssnngij)

Kai Nau:y (trrugu) 414; 2.1.2-2

Kampha: Ka:p Lang (jinunrTnusin^) 406; 1.3-3

Kampha: Khi: Tua (m ijn s rio D 404; 1.1-9

Kampha: Le:k Nai (nnSncSnlu) 417; 2.1.4 A  -1

Kampha: Na: Saeng (nn£hu 0 0 3 3 3 ) 410; 1.3-42

Kapu: Kham (PLdeh) N  420; 2.2.4.1.1 -4 
K 421; 2.2.4.2-4

Kham Mani:jan (00UULU0U) 414; 2.1.1-10

Khaung Khau: Kun (3 9 3 0 1 1 1 1 ) 410; 1.3-39

Khon Thuk Pen Sia:wkan (ffutrincSusi^onu) 410; 1.3-41

Khunlu: Nang Ua:
M-J

(3L0Un399) N 412; 1.4.1.2-1 
K 413; 1 .4.2-8

Khun Theung O LS 3 ) N 411; 1.4.1.1-4 
K 412; 1.4.2-4

King Jeu'ang Han (P 3 0 9 9 3 ^™ ) 409; 1.3-33

K innari:
(See: Sama:t Kinnari:)

(PULLS)

Kwang Kham (PO0 3 0 0 )
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405; 1.2-1



Latsi: Sing

Maha: San ok
(See: Phra Maha: Samok)

Maho:sot
(See: Phra Maho:sot)

Ma: Kao Hang
(See: Suphom Mo-.kkha)

Ma: Mae:w 

N ang A irrap h im

Nang Ingda:y

N ang Phom Hau:m

N ang Sip Saung 
(See: Thaw  Phutthasen)

N ang Taeng A u n  

N ang Tantai 

Na:pha:k Kai Kadon

Ne:m i:ra:t
(See: Phra Ne:mi:ra:t) 

N inya:y ....

o_.- 0.0

(srnsi^)

(ULtmgnun)

(utmsTn)

(OLincfinoinQ) 

(aijnccuo)

(u 03qs5 jj)

(1 1 0 3 9 3 0 0 0 )

(U03EjLm9JJ)

(Tj03idsi93)

(U03CGn399U)

Oj03nutn)
JU

(djocoontrinLnu) 

(cuSs0n)

(UU0U)

405; 1.2-1

411; 1.3-45

N 420; 2.2.4.1.1 -3 
H 421; 2.2.4.1.2-3 
K 421; 2.2.4.2-3

406; 1.3-6

415; 2.1.3-3

415; 2.1.3-4

414; 2.1.1-11

N  411; 1.4.1.1-3 
K 412; 1.4.2-3

(For stories beginning w ith  'N inya:y' look up the words that follow .) 

N ith a n  .... (5ffl0U)
(For stories beginning w ith 'N itha n ' look up the words that follow .)

Ngua: Nau:y (39U9U)
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414; 2.1.2-1



Nok Jau:k or Nok Jau:k Fa 
(See: Nok Kajauik)

: o jh ^ o n / i jh q o n f l ' i )

Nok Kaja:p 
(See: Nok Kajau:k)

(T jr in ^ 'n o )

Nok Kajau:k O jh n ^ o n ) H 420; 2.2.4.1.2 
K 421; 2.2.4.2-5

Nok Khao Ojincin) 405; 1.2A-1

Nok Khi: Thai
<n aiu

(unstp) 405; 1.2-4

Nok Ten Dau:n (TJTlCnurioTJ) 
(See: Tha:w Kampha: Ten Dau:n)

Nu: Kham (ougfi) 413; 2.1.1-5

Pa: Pu: Thau:ng (dndzng;)) 423; 4.2

Pathumma Kumma:n (tl^ tf jjju ^ jjjjm j) 419; 2.2.2-2

Pha-.daemg Na:ng A i (cjnccn^un^td) 407; 1.3-11

Phainyara^ (t?juisnn) 414; 2.1.1-9

Phantama:t (ijua is in n ) 406; 1.3-8

Phanya: Khankha:k (zjunaueinn) N 417; 2.1.4.1-3 
K 417; 2.14.2-3

Phanya: Kusara.t (zjunriasnn) 416; 2.1.3-14

Phanya: Si: Sao (tdtnicSn) 418; 2.2.1-4

Phanya: Somphamit (zjunau t̂iSn) 419; 2.2.2-1

Phanya: Uthe:n (jjonsctmj) 413; 2.11-6

Phau: Kha: Mia-.ng ttd tho ijsQ ) 404; 1.1-3
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O f - \

Phau: Kha: Saphao tfdsnsfccajn) 405; 1.2A-2

Phet Samau: (cSnsiLyij) 410; 1.3-38

Phommathat Thau:t Jit (? jjjjjLSnr|9nsn) 405; 1.2-3

Phra Aphaym ani: 423; 4-1

Phra A :th it (?jsL9nmn) 405; 1.1-10

Phra Jantha Kum m an 422; 3.1-5

Phrakeut Phrapha:n (2jsLn n jjS L ^nu ) N 424; 5.1-1 
K 424; 5.2-1

Phralak Phralam (ejssanus^anu) N 424; 5.1-2 
K 424; 5.2-2

Phra Maha: Sa:nok 422; 3.1-2

Phra Maho:sot 423; 3.2-1

Phra Ne:mi:ra:t (?jsLcu3snn) 422; 3.1-4

Phra Phu:rithat (?jsL?jsmn) 422; 3.1-6

Phra Suwanna Sa:m (&js£§joiJU£snjj) 422; 3.1-3

Phra Te:me: (tjsLcncjj) 422; 3.1-1

Phra We:tsandau:n (LjsLconSungu) 423; 3.2-1

Phra W ithun Banthit (LisLomijm jSn) 422; 3.1-7

Phua:n Lom (wouaij) 406; 1.3-7

Phulom (&JQJJ)
(See: Fhuam Lom)
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Phu:rithat
(See: Phra Phu:rithat)

(ljsSh )

Sang Sinsai ( i j iu t ^ )

Sama:t Kinnari: (aunnfiijTJLS)

Sammathi: ( I jjulS)

Saphao Long Kau (sibcSnojQcnn^)

Sa:y Plia:ng Kampha: 
Phu: Mi: Bun

(^n u d a ^n n ijn fl5 ^u )

Sia:ng Mia:ng

Sia:ng Nau:y Jo:rato: ( ^ { je d ta s L tn )

Sia:w Sawa:t (si^osionn)

Sinsai
(See: Sang Sinsai)

( iu tg )

Som pham it
(See: Phanya: Somphamit)

(Ijjzjtdun)

Su:bunna;na:k (s jq u in in n )

Su:mphu:ra:t Tae:ng Khia:w (s ju ^ s n n c c n ^o )

Supham it
(See: Phanya: Somphamit)

(aut:Sn)

Suphom Mo:kkha (SMLltjuriSL)

Sutthanu (qnmtaj)

Suwanna Hau:y Sang (qOTJULOlQuS )̂

432

N 416; 2.1.4.1-1 
K 417; 2.1.4.2-1

414; 2.1.2-3

409; 1.3-32

405; 1.2A-3

410; 1.3-40

407; 1.3-14 

404; 1.1-1 

413; 2.1.1-1

414; 2.1.1-8  

415; 2.1.3-5

414; 2.1.1-7 

419; 2.2.3-2 

418; 2.2.1-3



Suwanna Kumman

Suwanna Sa:m
(See: Phra Suwanna Sa:m)

Suwanna Sangkham

Suwanna Saya:m
(See: Phra Suwanna Sa:m)

Suwanna Sing Kham

Suwanna Taurn Kham 
(See: Tha:w Hua:)

Suwanna Nyen Kham

Tae:ng Haurn

Te:me:
(See: Phra Te:me:)

Tha:w A rina thum  

Tharw Bae:

Thaw  Ba: Jeu'a:ng

Thaw Ba: Li:ng 

Thaw Butsaba:
(See: Thaw Kampha: Pa: Dae:k 
Pa: Samau:)

Thaw  D aw  Reu'a:ng

Thaw  Feu'a:ng Mau: Tae:k

(a S u u ^m jin ij) 

(souu^sm jj) 

(aouu^siunjj) 

(Souu^iQ fin)

(aouu^nejjgvn)

(aoub̂ cmuijen)

(GCn^OlQU)

(cncu)

(Sno9Sij ĵj)

(5hocG?j)

(ShotncqQQ)

(efhô nâ )

(Snounatiin)

(ShornocsQQ) 

(mnocSs^oLJCcnn)

418; 2.2.1- 6  

413; 2.1.1-4

404; 1.1-8

414; 2.1.2-4 

409; 1.3-34

418; 2.2.1-5

406; 1.3-1

N  411; 1.4.1.1-2 
K 412; 1.4.2-2

408; 1.3-20

408; 1.3-22

N 416; 2.1.4.1-2 
K 417; 2.1.4.2-2
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Tha:w Hen Om (mnocSuQij) 408; 1.3-19

Tha:w Hua: (ohorib) N 420; 2.2.4.1.1-2 
K 421; 2.24.2-2

Thaw Hung Thaw Jeu’amg (mnos'^flnocqeQ) N 411; 1.4.1.1-7 
K 412; 1.4.2-7

Thaw Inpong (anoli#)) 408; 1.3-28

Thaw Jaksin Phomrin (mno^nimTjjsij) 409; 1.3-35

Thaw  Janthakha.t (fra^ijeni^nn) 419; 2.2.3-1

Thaw Jet Hai (finocqntoi) 410; 1.3-44

Thaw  Jinda: Jampha: Thau:ng 408; 1.3-21

Thaw Kai Hau:m Hu: (Jhotrnisjjs) 408; 1.3-26

Thaw Kai Thau:ng pfhotras;]) 423; 4-3

Thaw  Ka:lake:t (Shomaticnn) 407; 1.3-13

Thaw Ka:latha: (mnonnQ^Tnn) 410; 1.3-44

Thaw  Kam Ka: Dam (^nornmrn) 415; 2.1.3-7

Thaw Kampha: Kai Kaew (JinonnSntnccno) N 411; 1.4.1.1 -1  

K 412; 1.4.2-1

Thaw Kampha: Ten Dau:n dnnonnfincnurisu) 407; 1.3-12

Thaw  Kampha: Pa: Dae:k Pa: 
Samau:

(^nonntjndnccriTidnsioL)) 404; 1.1-5

Thaw  Kampha: Phi: Nau:y (SinonnSnStisu) 407; 1.3-16

Thaw Kampha: Tu:p Tau:ng (mnomSnmns^)

434

404; 1.1-6



Thaw Kapau:m Kham (^nonLL9Jj0°n) N 411; 1.4.1 
K 412; 1.4.2

Thaw  Kham faim g (ShosnsJe;)) 407; 1.3-15

Thaw  Khamkha:ng 
(See: Thaw  Pha:kha:ng)

(SnomanQ)

Thaw  Khamsau:n (wnosnsioij) 416; 2.13-1!

Thaw  Khatthanam (Snoanai^iJTij) N  419; 2.2.' 
K 421; 2.2.4

Thaw Khon Pet (Snosljc3n) 408; 1.3-27

Thaw Khot Thaw  Seu: (SnoanSnoi) 409; 1.3-30

Thaw Khu: Na:ng Tham (mnoamqe/n) 404; 1.1-7

Thaw  La: Mau:n Pae: (mnognauoiJGcil) 410; 1.3-37

Thaw  Lau: Na:ng Hau:m 
(See: Jan Samut)

(^n o a in  3 0 1911)

Thaw Lao Kham 407; 1.3-10

Thaw  Lin (Shoau) 407; 1.3-17

Thaw  Lin Thau:ng (SToau^Q^) 415; 2.1.3-8

Thaw  Ma: Nyuy (fhoom oiqu) 407; 1.3-18

Thaw  Ngua: Thau:ng
(See: Thaw  Un Ngua: Thau:ng)

(ohojooiQQ)

Thaw  Nokkaba: Pheu'a:k (SnoCnnLtincSgn) 408; 1.3-23

Thaw  Nyai Bua: (onotuub) 415; 2.1.3-6

Thaw Nyi: (ShoS) 408; 1.3-25
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Thaw Nyi: Ba: Jeu'a.ng 
(See: Tha:w Ba: Jeu'a:ng)

(mnoumc^QQ)

Tha:w Nyi: Khwa:y Ngeu'n 
(See: Thaw Nyi:)

(SnoSaonuc^u)

Tha.w Pa:jit Na:ng Auiraphim  
(See: Na:ng Aurraphim)

Thaw Pha:kha:ng (znnounsn;)) 408; 1.3-24

Thaw  Phuttthasen (ennoz^nzn^cau) 418; 2.2.1-1

Thaw Sangkhathat 416; 2.1.3-13

Thaw Say Kham (mnognugh) 406; 1.3-4

Thaw Say Peu'ay (Sno^nucSeu) 406; 1.3-5

Thaw Seu'a: Nao (a h o c io c ih ) 407; 1.3-31

Thaw Singa:lo: (S n o iQ rn ts o

Thaw Singalo: Katay Kham 
(See: Thaw Singa:lo:)

( S n o i jm ta n i r n u d h )

Thaw Sing Kham
(See: Suwanna Sing Kham)

( ^ n o iy h )

Thaw  Si:thon (S n o im j) H 420; 2.2.4. 
K 2.2.4.2- 6

Thaw Sowat (m notson) 415; 2.1.3-2

Thaw  Suriwong (w nosjio j)) 406; 1.3-2

Thaw Surinyawong Hong A:ma± 416; 2.1.3-12

Thaw  Su:thon 
(See: Thaw  Si:thon)

(Snoaauj)
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Thaw Takataem Kham 

Thaw  Tao A ung  Nau:y 

Thaw Tao Kham

Thaw Taum Kham 
(See: Thaw  Hua:)

Thaw  Te:so: Thaw  Nya:mo:

Thaw  Thukkata

Thaw Un Ngua: Thau:ng

Thaw  W aurajit 
(See: Nok Kajau:k)

Thaw  Nyen Kham
(See: Suwanna Nyen Kham)

Ua: Khia:m
(See: Khunlu: Naing Ua: 
H ay version)

U:mphu:m Khau: Kan

Usa: Ba:rot

Uthara:
(See: Thaw  Tao Kham)

Utsa: N ithan  
(See: Usa: Ba:rot)

Wangsamalini: Ba: Jeu'ang 
(See: Thaw  Ba: Jeu'ang)

(w nonncenw i) 

(mnocnnQQjijQu)

(wnocfhsn)

(J'nonQjugin)

(S nocntg tfhountjj) 

(Snoqnn^n^) 

w n o g ij 3 0 ^ 0 3 ) 

(tfhoos^n) 

(znnocmuufin)

(900£JJ)

(qsnunsh)

(9ensn) 

(9nsmS?iinij)

(03sijjnaijunc993)
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404; 1.1-2

418; 2.2.1-2

N 411; 1.4.1.1-6 
K 412; 1.4.2-6

414; 2.1.2-5 

409; 1.3-36

415; 2.1.3-9

409; 1.3-29

N 417; 2.1.4.1-5 
K 417; 2.1.4.2-5



W annapha.m (ouuiftnu) 416; 2.1.3-11

We:tsandau:n (COCiSlunQU)
(See: Phra W e:tsandaun)

Wiamg Kae:w (O^QCcflO)

W ithun Banthit (OtfjlJUlJZnn)
(See: Phra W ithun Banthit)

404; 1.1-4
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M ap of Laos and its neighboring countries

j  y ^ ~ ^ L / " \ L /

\\  Ktaor»KcKe,n ’C>Cv̂  'C^ 

/KcnKVnOo R<ncW \̂̂ V  ̂ UboA c V ^ T 0'



M ap of Laos and Northeastern
manuscripts used in this thesis S OWlnS location of the

Pc  ̂K

* U G o r ^  Pr<=^bcxr>a

L

CVl'Uovc^ o f  
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Lao Transliteration

1) Consonant Symbols:
first row: consonant symbol
second row: transcription in initial position of syllable 
third row: transcription in final position of syllable

1 2 3

n K K

2 Kh K

a Kh K

3 Ng Ng

2 J T

SS S T

$ S T

u N y Y

n D T

n T T

*1 Th T

in Th T

V N N

u B P

d P P

CJ Ph P

tJ F -

u Ph P

i J F -

JU M M

d Y Y

s R N

a L N

0 W W

u\ H -
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1 2 3
m3 Ng -

mu Ny -

ou N -

mj M -

m L -

mo W -

9 - Au:

s H -
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2) Vowel Symbols

2.1: Vowels in Open Syllables

Lao vowel Romanization

X L a

x n a:
O
X i

X i:
o
X eu
Oh
X eu:

X u

X u:

CXL e

CX e:

CCXL ae

OCX ae:

IX L o

t x o:

CXXL au

X au:

CX eu1
ca

QX eu1:

C X£L ia

CXU ia:

GX9 eu 'a

CX9 eu’a:

ua

xo ua:

I x ai

t x a i

G xn ao
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amxn

2.2: Vowels in Closed Syllables

Lao vowel Romanization

XX a

xnx a:

XX i
Cl

XX i:
Q

XX eu
Cl

XX eu:

XX u

XXtl u:

GXX e

GXX e:

GGXX ae:

t x x o:
is“v

XX o

X9 X au:

CX eu'

GXX eu':

x^x i a

GX9 X e u 'a

XOX u a
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Thai Transliteration

1 ) Consonant Symbols: 
row  one: consonant symbol
row  two: transcription in initial position of syllable
row  three: transcription in final position of syllable

1 2 3

n K K

ti Kh K

pi Kh K

u Kh K

>3 Ng Ng

S J T

Cl Ch T

tf Ch T

Tf S -

OJ Ch -

01u
Y N

Q D T

Q
D T

$ Th T

Tl Th T

&J Th T

fU N N

fl D T

PI T T

n Th T

n Th T

G Th T

U N N

II B P

ll P P
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1 2 3
w Ph -

F -

VJ Ph P

u F -

f\ Ph P

3J M M

[J Y Y

T R N

a L N

1 W W

fl S T

s T

a s T

Vi H -

Vi L N

a Au: Au:

a H -
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2) Vowel Symbols

Thai vowel Romanization

-TT- a (o r  'un ra ')

-1 - ua:

-1U- ua:y

- qej- au:y

"u a y

a

a

a:

-IE] a:y

- n a:w

- i am
& i

-1 iw

i:

eu
£3t eu:

1
u

u:

L- e:

L-EI e:y
K

1-1 e w

l - l e:w

i-a eu

i-£ e
«r

i-a e

i-n ao

1- lK au
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Thai vowel Romanization

A
L- eu'

ia*i-U

l- in ia :w
as

L-a eu 'a

i - m eu 'ay

u- ae:

11- ae

LL-1 ae:w

1- o:

U o

V ai

1- ai
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Bibliography: Palm Leaf Manuscripts1

Hua: Lain Beu'a: Het (HloaUTJCUQĈ in) Nitsay

Provincial Library, Luang Prabang, Laos 

{tfajjnccscr) }

Jampha: Si: Ton (^UlhSinTJ) Kau:n A:n

Tha: Meu'a:ng Village, Suwannakhet Province, Laos

(SuL&rncjj93 ccsojspuij^csn)

Jan Samut (9b§tJJfi) Kau:n A:n

I:sa:n Cultural Center, Khon Kaen University, Khon Kaen, Thailand

jjbainoznunausoijccriij}

Khun Bauirom (S1JUSJJ) Nitsay 

Provincial Library, Luang Prabang Laos

{maijnccso^ }

Khunlu: Namg Ua: (S Liam ^O ) Kau:n A n

Naumg Lam Jan Village Temple, Suwannakhet Province, Laos

{onthboug^aTki ccso^sjOTJbscsn}

Khun Theung (2 L1S3 ) Nitsay

I:sa:n Cultural Center, Maha Sarakham Teacher's College, Maha Sarakham 
Province, Thailand

1 When more than one manuscript is listed, passages quoted in this thesis are taken from the initial 
manuscript unless otherwise noted.
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Nang Aurraphim (tn^O sSu) Kau:n A:n

Jok Village Temple, Loppa:kdi: Island, Champhasak Province, Laos 

{onboinh nsualiLnnn ccso j'ridnan}

Namg Ingdary (1 1 0 3 9 3 0 2 0 ) Kaum Am

Provincial Library, Luang Prabang, Laos

pfisjjnccsoQ £1 0 3 ^ 8 ^ 0 2 3 }

Pha:dae:ng Namg A i ((JHGGfiQLn^td) Kaum A:n

Naumg Lam Jan Village Temple, Suwannakhet Province, Laos 

(0 0 0 2 0 ^ 9 3 0 2 2 1 1  (£2 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 )

Phuam Lorn (OOOSiJU) Kaum A n

Provincial Library, Luang Prabang Laos (from Park Saerng Village, Luang 
Prabang)

{AsjjncG2 0 3  $ 0 3 0 8 0 0 2 3  oooorithodortcc^ cc 2 0 3 1̂ 0 3 ^ 8 ^ ^ 2 3 )

Sang Sinsai, Sinsai Deu'n Version (^ lo t^ d o o o o io t^ c o o )  Kaum Am

Sakheun Neu'a: Village, Suwannakhet Province, Laos
(0 2 0 ol0§ 0 Cmjg CG203§jOOOOC2n}

0 0
Sam Thi: Kheut (SUM an) Kaum Am

Naumg Lam Jan Village, Suwannakhet Province, Laos

$2002000033220 GG203S0oooG2n}
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Suphom Mo-.kkha (§jJJJjL.uri2̂ ) Nitsay

Lao National Library Vientiane

{msujncc?Ji3^nn o^ oij}

Suwanna Sangkham (SjOlUJli^OTU) Nitsay

Provincial Library, Luang Prabang Laos

{ ^ 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 3  5 1 0 3 ^ 3 ^ 1 2 3 }

TaemgHaurm (CCnQmQJj) Kaum A:n

Lao National Library Vientiane

{aisujnccoi^nn o ^ u )

Takathaem Kham (CinGCniiOO) Nitsay

Lao National Library Vientiane

{ ^ 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 3 2 0  o&yiu}

Tha:w Bae: (SoOCoS) Kaum Am

A) Naumg Lam Jan Village Temple, Suwannakhet Province, Laos 

{onunu&jaQan^ij 0 0 2 0 3 ^ 01111^ 0 2 0 }

B) Provincial Library, Luang Prabang Laos

(̂ §111000203 np3?jsLU03}

C) Fhurkhao Kae:w Temple, Khomg Island, Champhasak Province, Laos

{onycooccfio 0011123 0020302^0}
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Tharw Ba Li:ng (SnotTiŜ ) Kaum A:n

A) Naung Lam Jan Village Temple, Suwannakhet Province, Laos 

{onSnuouQ^an^u ccso^ouu^csn)

B) Lao National Library, Vientiane

{AsujnccmQ^nn

Tha:w Hua: (Shorfb)

A) Nitsay Version: Lao National Library, Vientiane

(efisujacc m 3^no. a ^ j iJ L

B) Kau:n A:n Version: Lao National Library, Vientiane (originally from  Tha: 
Khae:k)

{m su n cc^n n  u n w ic IjQ ^n ccs ri}

Tha^w Inpong (SnOQTJlPj) Kaum A:n

Nau:ng Lam Jan Village Temple, Suwannakhet Province, Laos

(o n th b a ^ a T T j Gcsc^buuLcsn}

Tha:w Kam Ka: Dam (fl^o rnnnrn ) Kau:n A:n

A) Se: Village Temple, Suwannakhet Province, Laos

(onthtjcg ccsoQ^buijLQsn)

B) Songnyae: Village Temple, Khamteu-.y Sub-District, Leu'a:ng Nok Tha: 
District, Yasothon Province, Thailand; A t present, the manuscript is in the 
library o f Sri: Nakharin Wiro:t University, Maha Sarakham, Thailand.

(onSnu^ccu rfncnu ifctazneu 

Sn̂ uuyrfisijjnLî iJinotnunaLi ssbLaLSbotsnLL^cnssnij)
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C) Privately owned b y  Praphan Patitang, Khreu'asu:t Village, Na: Du:n 
District, Maha Sarakham Province, Thailand; A t present, the manuscript is 
at the I:sa:n Cultural Center at the teachers'college in Maha Sarakham, 

Thailand.

u m 3  thiicasQsjri in q u  u tflnsnssnu  

otnunauaijsansnssnij)

D) Itum  temple, Somdet district, Kalasin Province, Thailand; A t present, the 
manuscript is in the library of Kla:ng temple in Kalasin.

(ongnju aiicfin m s fc iu  m a tJ u )

E) Naumg Meu'a-.ng Village Temple, Muamg Sa:m Sip District, Ubon 
Province, Thailand

(QnunusLiQQcjjQQ jjc fls n u iu  quii)

F) Naumg Um  Temple, Na:si:nua:n, Kantharawichai D istrict, Maha 

Sarakham Province, Thailand

(onyu939Jj in iu o u  nutnsogu D tflnsnssnii)

Unless otherwise noted, quoted passages from this story are taken from this 
manuscript. The published version b y  Suphon Somjitsri:panya:, which can 
be found in the Thai bibliography, is taken from  this version.

Tha:w Kampha: Kai Kae:w (fflnorn&J'llLriGGrio) Kaum Am

A) Naumg Fheu: Village Temple, Khe:mmara:t D istrict, Ubon Province, 
Thailand

{ o n u m ja i^ S  c s u jj^ s n n  q ?a j }

B) Tha:tu:m Village Temple, Tu:m Tai Village, Sub-D istrict Tha:thu.m, 
Meu'amg D istrict, Maha: Sarakham Province, Thailand; A t present, the 
manuscript is at the Lsarn Cultural Center at the Teacher's College in Maha 
Sarakham, Thailand.
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(onSmjtn'nnjj Snunutn ahnu QncScijQ  ̂ jjismsnsanjj 

B n^uy^uonzn^u^nQ anu owunauabbonsnssnij)

C) Privately Owned by Phau: Ja.-n Ua:m, Hua:y Kau:k Village, Champhasak 
Province, Laos

(thbSQj&jTUjsi^jj mumouTi9n ccso^nthSri)

D) Naumg Lam Jan Village, Suwannakhet Province, Laos 

{unuouQ^shqij ccgo^aoijiJLcsn)

Tharw Kampha: Pa: Dae:k Pa: Samau: (mnongSg?Jnccnri?Jg§l?31J) Nitsay

A) I:sa:n Cultural Center, Maha Sarakham Teacher's College, Maha 
Sarakham Province, Thailand

(auSntn^u^m lshu cwunauQLLynsnsgriJu}

B) Lao National Library, Vientiane

M u n c G ^ n n  o&yfa}

Tha:w Kampha: Phi: N arty  (finongSnSlJQU) Kaum A n  

Nau:ng Lam Jan Village Temple, Suwannakhet Province, Laos

{onSnuauQQahqu Gcso^ouiJbcsn}

Tha:w Kapau:m Kham (SHori^tlOJJSri)

A) Nitsay Version: Provincial Library, Luang Prabang Laos

{majjnccso3  5 1 0 3 ^ 5 ^ 3 }

B) Kau:n A:n Version: Lao National Library, Vientiane 

{SaDnccaiQgnn o^ tj]
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Tha:w Katthanarm (mnOflCtfn^tnJJ) Nitsay 

Lao National Library Vientiane

Thazw Khon Pet (ffTlOSLJCtlfl) Kau:n A:n

Dong Meu'ang Village Temple, Suwannakhet province, Laos

{onSntj rrjcij 93 ccso^spjijLGsn}

T haw  Khu: Na:ng Thatn pfnG£]m3?/n) Nitsay

Lao National Library, Vientiane

{msujncGen^nn o ^ u }

Tha:w Lin pfhoau) Kau:n A:n

Naurng Lam Jan Village Temple, Suwannakhet Province, Laos 

tSntjmjou93an?ij GcscgsbiJTjLGsn)

Thaw  Seu'a: Nao pnTOGaiQCLn) Kau:n A n

Nau:ng Pheu: Village Temple, Khe:mmara:t District, Ubon Province, 
Thailand

{Snunijm jQ Q S G s u jj^ s n n  q u ij }

Tha:w Un Ngua: Thaurng (JriDOQU^OJriO )̂ Kau:n A:n

Privately ow ned by  Fhau: Thao Ja:n Thaiw, Sakheun Tai Village, 
Suwannakhet Province, Laos; A t present, kept by Pho; Si: Kae:w at Kho:sana: 
Ophom Khwae:ng, Suwannakhet Province

(timjssQZJcfinqmjcfin unijat:fiTjtn GGSCQSjOTJb̂ csn 

So^SbUnLim'notwiGGfio tasiLTjnL9DsiJGG203aoiJiJLCsn)
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Utsa: Nitham ( f̂isnStnTTJ) Kauri A n

Lao National Library, Vientiane 

{ma^nrcorjgnn o^ tj}


